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Introduction 

1. The Treasury Committee established a Sub-committee in July 2001 to scrutinise the 
work of the various bodies for which Treasury Ministers are accountable. The Sub-
committee announced, on 28 October 2003, an inquiry into the Government’s proposals 
for Child Trust Funds set out in a paper issued by HM Treasury and the Inland Revenue 
that day.1 We heard oral evidence from HM Treasury and the Inland Revenue on 12 
November 2003, from the Association of British Insurers, the British Bankers’ Association, 
the Children’s Mutual and Norwich Union on 19 November 2003, and from Ruth Kelly 
MP, the Financial Secretary, on 3 December 2003. We also received a number of written 
submissions, most of which we have published with this volume. We are grateful for all the 
evidence we have received, written and oral. 

2. The Government first consulted on Child Trust Funds in Saving and Assets for All,2 
published in April 2001 which sought agreement on the broad principles behind Child 
Trust Funds. This was followed in November 2001 by Delivering Saving and Assets,3 which 
set out more specific proposals for the scheme. The detailed proposals, published in 
October 2003, set out how Child Trust Fund accounts will work including: 

• the qualifying conditions; 

• the particular features of Child Trust Fund accounts; 

• what parents and providers will need to do in operating accounts; and 

• the role of financial information, education and consumer protection.4 

3. Under the proposals all children born from 1 September 2002 will be eligible for a Child 
Trust Fund account. Key features of the scheme include: 

• All children in the UK will receive a Government endowment of £250 and children in 
families receiving full Child Tax Credit will receive an additional £250. 

• The Government will make a further payment at age 7. 

• Family and friends will be able to contribute up to £1,200 a year between them to the 
fund. 

• Child Trust Fund accounts will be owned by the child and be in the child’s name. 
Access to the Child Trust Fund account will be at age 18, with no restrictions on the use 
of the Fund. 

 
1 HM Treasury and Inland Revenue, Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, 28 October 2003 

2 HM Treasury, Saving and Assets for All, The Modernisation of Britain’s Tax and Benefit System, Number Eight, April 
2001 

3 HM Treasury, Delivering Saving and Assets, The Modernisation of Britain’s Tax and Benefit System, Number Nine, 
November 2001 

4 Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, paras 1.3, 1.4 
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• Provision of Child Trust Fund accounts will be by open market competition with any 
authorised provider able to enter the market. Providers will be able to offer a variety of 
accounts. However, all providers must offer a stakeholder account – a low cost risk-
controlled equity account. 

• All income and capital growth will be tax exempt.5 

4. We have conducted this inquiry into the proposals for Child Trust Funds with a view to 
informing the House’s debates on the Child Trust Fund Bill, introduced into the House of 
Commons on 27 November 2003.6 

The objectives of Child Trust Funds 

5. Child Trust Funds are part of the Government’s savings strategy “which aims to ensure 
that a range of savings products is available to suit people at all stages in their lives.”7 The 
Government believes that Child Trust Funds will: 

• help people understand the benefits of saving and investing; 

• encourage parents and children to develop the savings habit and engage with financial 
institutions; 

• ensure that in future all children have a financial asset at the start of their adult life to 
invest in their futures; and 

• build on financial education to help people make better financial choices throughout 
their lives.8 

6. The Financial Secretary told us that “there are multiple objectives for the Fund. One is to 
encourage people to build an asset up so they can think about their future in a different 
way; another is to encourage people to understand the benefits of saving and investment; a 
third is to encourage a savings habit to be developed, and the fourth is to build financial 
education around the product and to use it to help people make informed choices and 
become responsible for their own decisions […]”9 

The costs of the programme 

7. The explanatory notes to the Child Trust Funds Bill state that “the Child Trust Fund will 
involve significant public expenditure as the Government will be paying contributions to 
all children born from 1 September 2002 into the future. Initial contributions (£250 for all 
children and an additional £250 for children in families on lower incomes) will be met 
from Annually Managed Expenditure and have been estimated at around £235 million per 
annum. […] The value of the additional endowments at age 7 has not been announced – 

 
5 Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, page 4 

6 Child Trust Funds Bill [Bill 1 (2003-04)] 

7 Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, para 1.5 

8 Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, para 1.6 

9 Q 315 
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this is an issue that will be determined in future Budgets.”10 The Inland Revenue told us 
that the probable cost of developing and implementing the Child Trust Fund would be 
some £90 million and that only a small number of people would be needed to administer 
the scheme “because most of the administration will be run off the child benefit system and 
the tax credit system.”11 

8. The first Child Trust Fund accounts will mature after 18 years, when, on the figures 
currently available, the programme costs will have exceeded £4 billion and could be more, 
depending in part on additional age-related endowments. 

Projected benefits 

9. The document setting out the proposals includes a table, reproduced below, illustrating 
what the money contributed to Child Trust Funds might be worth after 18 years in real 
terms (today’s prices). It assumes a nominal fund growth rate of 7% and inflation rate of 
2.5% (contributions are assumed to increase in line with inflation). The figures take no 
account of account charges, or the additional Government endowment at age 7. 

Table: Illustrative projections for Child Trust Fund growth 

Nominal rate of return 7%; Inflation 2.5% 

Initial endowment £250 £500 

Value of fund at year 18 in real terms 

No additional savings £456 £911 

£5 per month £2,198 £2,654 

£10 per month £3,941 £4,397 

£15 per month £5,684 £6,140 

£20 per month £7,427 £7,883 

£40 per month £14,399 £14,854 

Source: HM Treasury and Inland Revenue, Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, Table 3.1, page 11 

10. The projections illustrate the potential significance of additional contributions from 
family and friends for the value of Child Trust Fund accounts at maturity. The value of the 
fund after 18 years for a child receiving an initial endowment of £500 from the 
Government with no additional contributions would, under these projections, be worth 
£911, compared to £14,399 for a child receiving the lower endowment of £250 who had 
received monthly contributions from family and friends of £40. 

Saving 

11. Research from Mintel shows that 35% of parents with children under 15 are not saving 
anything for their children’s future, while 26% of parents only save rarely or when they 

 
10 Child Trust Funds Bill, Explanatory Notes, [Bill 1 –EN] para 78 

11 Q 4 
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have spare money. The survey shows that one of the main reasons for not putting aside 
money for their children is that some parents just cannot afford to,12 a view echoed by the 
Child Poverty Action Group which noted when commenting on the Child Trust Fund that 
“despite higher initial payments for children from low income families the reality is that 
many families are too poor to contribute. The tax relief provisions will be of greater benefit 
to the better off, since they are most likely to be able to top up the fund.”13 

12. We asked the Treasury whether middle-income families would be more likely to invest 
in Child Trust Funds and benefit from the tax relief in the scheme rather than lower-
income families at whom the policy is, in part, aimed. The Treasury accepted that better-off 
people tend to save more, but considered that the costs of the extra tax relief would be 
negligible (less than £10 million a year) because in general people were not using the 
existing tax reliefs that allow them to save up to some £4,200 a year on behalf of their 
children.14 

13. The Financial Secretary noted that “if you look at figures on savings of young people 
under the age of 25 which is the best proxy we have for 18 year olds, the British Household 
Panel survey suggests that the average young person has zero financial assets. Now that is 
across income groups. When you get to the 75th centile, the person three quarters of the 
way up the income distribution, their financial assets are £400, so this policy could make a 
very significant difference to the vast majority of young people.”15 The Treasury noted that 
“ […] what we also have are surveys conducted by people quite independent of 
government, [which] say that very large proportions of parents are attracted to and 
interested in the possibility of saving in the Child Trust Fund […] For instance, in 
September 2003 the Children’s Mutual […] showed that 79% of parents with children 
eligible for the Child Trust Fund are likely to top up government monies. Were we to 
achieve 79%, that would be a very good start indeed.”16 

14. The Financial Secretary recognised the need to advise families that making additional 
contributions may not necessarily be in their best financial interests. The Financial 
Secretary noted that “one of the things we will be pointing out in the information pack 
[issued by the Government to parents] is what we call a hierarchy of savings objectives; that 
it is most important, first of all, to pay off a debt. That it is then most important to try and 
save a small pool of assets for a rainy day, and that long-term savings for a pension or in 
the Child Trust Fund are, as it were, slightly further down that hierarchy.”17 

15. We asked why there was no provision for a drawdown facility so that in specified 
circumstances low income families might access additional contributions they had made to 
a Child Trust Fund account. The Financial Secretary told us that “when we initially 
consulted on this […] one of the strongest comments I got back from the financial services 
industry [was that] they would like the scheme to be as simple as possible. Simplicity was 

 
12 Press release from Mintel, Parents are financially unprepared for their children’s future, October 2003 

13 Press release from Child Poverty Action Group, Response to Chancellor’s announcement on the Child Trust Fund, 28 
October 2003 

14 Qq 9, 22–29, 359–368 

15 Q 322 

16 Q 9 

17 Q 385 
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absolutely paramount firstly to the costs of administrating the scheme and also to 
explaining the scheme to people. It is also the fact that there is a pool of people out there 
which thinks that the fact that the assets are tied up until the age of 18 is good and that they 
would be more likely to contribute to a fund because they know that those funds cannot be 
drawn down, either by the children themselves or, indeed, if it is relatives and friends, by 
the parents. So we took all of those factors into consideration and made the decision that 
the Fund should be locked up.”18 

Asset-based welfare 

16. We asked the Financial Secretary what evidence there was that asset-based welfare 
works. The Financial Secretary told us that  

“I think it is fair to say this is a really ambitious policy; it is a long term project and is 
not one that has been tried in its current form, as I understand it, anywhere else in 
the world. We are at the forefront in thinking on these issues. We do have certain 
categories of evidence that we can point to on each particular count. To name a few 
sources of evidence, for example, research based on the National Child Development 
Survey in 2001 suggested that holding assets had a positive impact on health, the 
labour market, and educational attainment [and] the amount of assets needed to 
achieve those outcomes was very low, in the order of £300-600. […] the experience 
of individual development accounts in the United States where I believe about 20,000 
people have the opportunity to benefit from matching schemes and can see assets 
accumulate over a certain period, and the evidence there was that incentives were 
very beneficial in encouraging even poor people to put money away. We also have 
interim evidence from the savings gateway which we are piloting in five areas across 
the country which we will be publishing very shortly which shows that, again, people 
on low incomes – and there is an earnings cap of only £11,000 in those projects – 
save significantly and that two thirds of them intend to continue to save regularly 
after the end of the project, even when the match disappears. There is also evidence 
from a variety of surveys that have been carried out about the Child Trust Fund itself, 
particularly from friendly societies and others in the industry, which shows very 
enthusiastic support among parents for this policy, and that the majority of them 
think they would add further contributions to an initial government endowment. So 
there is evidence from a variety of sources but, as I really want to emphasise, this is a 
very ambitious proposal. It brings together a number of different strands and we are 
at the forefront in thinking of these issues.”19 

17. The Treasury has not modelled the level of additional contributions that might be 
made to Child Trust Funds across income bands, on the grounds that the number of 
variables that would have to be taken into account “would make such a projection 
extremely unreliable […]”20 as “everything is to play for in the sense that we cannot model 
the efficacy of our financial education and what the financial services industry may or may 

 
18 Q 375 

19 Q 325 

20 Q 10 
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not do to encourage savings.”21 The Treasury has asked Deloitte & Touche, an independent 
consultancy “to carry out detailed quantitative and qualitative research to allow us to 
inform the decisions we take when designing a stakeholder Child Trust Fund product.”22 

18. We were informed that the Government has received a response from Deloitte & 
Touche.23 The results of their study should be published as soon as possible. 

Measuring progress 

19. The Financial Secretary explained that at present there were no plans to set specific 
targets for Child Trust Funds, although information about the level of take-up of the 
Funds, the level of additional contributions, and in due course the income distribution to 
which they relate, would be published regularly. The Financial Secretary noted that “[…] 
what we do not want to do is distort saving priorities that are currently there […] I think it 
would be wrong of us to […] say somehow we think people ought to be putting a set level 
of savings into the Child Trust Fund which is then locked away for the benefit of […] their 
children. Clearly people may want to do that for a variety of reasons, the children 
themselves may want to put money aside, their friends, their godparents, their 
grandparents may want to put money aside for a child’s future, but that is not the sort of 
thing that we as the Government should be setting a target for.”24 The Treasury confirmed 
that it would be monitoring this information, but noted that “there is a world of difference 
between that and setting some benchmark where people may have reached very sensible 
decisions household by household as to what it is that they can put money into. If they 
have heeded the advice and paid off debt as opposed to putting money into a Child Trust 
Fund that would be a great success.”25 

Restrictions on use at age 18 

20. Research commissioned by the Homeowners Friendly Society into consumer attitudes 
towards the Child Trust Fund found that “people feel strongly that the proceeds of the fund 
should be spent on a worthwhile purpose. Education is by far the most mentioned use for 
the fund, whether this be higher education or of a more vocational nature (64%). Other 
spending options are identified but the percentage for education is three times higher than 
any alternatives.”26 We asked the Treasury why there will be no restrictions on the use of 
Child Trust Funds when they mature at age 18. The Financial Secretary told us that “[…] 
we think the funds ought to be spent on worthwhile projects […]”27 but considered that it 
would be difficult to design a scheme to identify what were worthwhile benefits and 
believed that “[…] the best way of encouraging the funds to be used well is to ask young 
people themselves what is in their best interests.”28 We also asked the Treasury whether 

 
21 Q 329 

22 Q 328 

23  Qq 349–353 

24 Q 401 

25 Q 402 

26 Children’s Savings Research, prepared by Brahm Research for Homeowners Friendly Society, March 2003 

27 Q 316 

28 Ibid. 
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they had considered introducing an incentive to use the Child Trust Fund for educational 
purposes, to which the reply was that “we have not ruled out some kind of benign 
encouragement.”29 

Conclusions on the objectives 

21. The Child Trust Fund is an ambitious, pioneering programme which seeks, through 
a significant long term investment by the Government, to provide a financial asset to all 
children when they reach the age of 18, and to change people’s behaviour towards 
saving. Whilst those with higher income may make most use of the opportunity, we feel 
that this gives less well off families an unprecedented chance to build up a tax-free sum 
for their children.  

22. We note the Treasury’s figures showing the potential significance of additional 
contributions from family and friends to the value of Child Trust Fund accounts at 
maturity. The Government is right to acknowledge the possibility that some families 
could lock away funds unwisely in Child Trust Fund accounts in the belief that this was 
in the best interests of their children. We therefore welcome the commitment to 
provide advice in both the information pack and promotional literature. We endorse 
the proposal to set out a hierarchy of savings objectives that promotes firstly paying off 
debt and secondly saving for a rainy day, ahead of any additional contributions to the 
Child Trust Fund. This information and advice needs to be clear and unambiguous. 

23. The Government has decided not to place any restrictions on the use of Child Trust 
Funds when they mature at age 18. We endorse the Government’s hope that the funds 
will be spent on worthwhile projects, and acknowledge the practical difficulties of 
devising a scheme to ensure that this is the case. 

24. We note the Government’s intention to monitor and publish regularly reports on 
the progress of the Child Trust Fund programme. We may wish to return to this 
subject in the light of the information these contain. 

The Proposals 

25. Entitlement to a Child Trust Fund account will automatically be linked to child benefit, 
which reaches virtually all children living in the UK. There will be no need to make a claim 
for the Child Trust Fund – the notice of the child benefit award will automatically trigger 
the issue of a Child Trust Fund voucher.30  

26. Child Trust Fund accounts will be available in 2005 “from a wide range of providers, 
including banks, brokers, building societies, friendly societies, investment managers and 
life insurers. The Government wants to ensure the development of a competitive Child 
Trust Fund market that provides simple, good value and accessible Child Trust Fund 
accounts with adequate incentives to save.”31  

 
29 Q 21 

30 Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, para 1.7 

31 Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, para 1.12 
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27. Parents will invest the Government endowment for their children with the provider of 
their choice. The Government will issue an information pack to help parents to choose a 
provider and decide what type of investment would suit their circumstances best. Where 
parents do not exercise this choice, the Inland Revenue will instruct a provider to set up an 
account for the child.32 

Entitlement to a Child Trust Fund 

28. Although children born from 1 September 2002 are eligible for Child Trust Fund 
accounts, the accounts themselves will not be available until April 2005. The proposals 
recognise that for these children there will be less time for their Child Trust Fund to grow 
in value before maturity. Accordingly, the Child Trust Fund voucher issued to children 
before the operational date in 2005 will have a higher value than the standard voucher to 
recognise this fact. The additional amounts will be set out in regulations.33 

29. The Treasury explained that 1 September had been chosen as the qualifying date for 
Child Trust Funds as it is the date of the school year in England and Wales. This would 
ensure that in classes dealing with financial education all the children would have Child 
Trust Fund accounts of a similar age.34 

30. The Association of British Insurers noted that “while we recognise that Government 
were faced with a difficult choice in deciding on a specific date from which children would 
receive a Child Trust Fund account, we consider that children born before 1 September 
2002 are being unnecessarily excluded from the benefits of the Child Trust Fund. Even if 
the Exchequer rejects extending the distribution of the Government endowment to more 
children, we consider that a strong case can be made for extending the Child Trust Fund 
regime so that parents could open a Child Trust Fund account in their child’s name even if 
they did not receive Government money […]”35 The Association of British Insurers told us 
that they were suggesting that the opportunity for parents to be able to contribute £1,200 a 
year on a tax-free basis to children born before 1 September 2002 should be available for 
those children. They thought doing so “should help encourage take-up because if you are a 
family with children born either side of the cut-off date then that may well put you off 
actually contributing more to the Child Trust Fund for a child born after September 
2002.”36 

31. The Financial Secretary told us that there were already significant tax incentives in the 
system for children which parents could use for elder siblings not entitled to a Child Trust 
Fund account.37 There were no proposals to extend the Child Trust Fund regime to other 
children, but the Financial Secretary thought it “highly likely, if demand exists, that the 
industry will offer a very similar product.”38 The Association of British Insurers considered 

 
32 Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, paras 1.17, 1.18 

33 Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, para 1.8 

34 Q 46 

35 Ev 23, para 27 

36 Q 259 

37 Q 354 

38 Q 357 
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that the industry’s capacity to innovate was “limited by the rules […] set round tax break 
contributions.”39 

32. We recognise that a cut-off date for entitlement to Child Trust Funds is required 
and consider that the choice of 1 September seems sensible. We note that the 
Government plans to recompense children born between 1 September 2002 and April 
2005, when Child Trust Fund accounts are due to be available, for lost growth in their 
accounts by means of higher initial Government endowments, and that the additional 
amounts will be set out in regulations. 

33. We consider that the natural reaction of parents with children born on either side of 
the cut-off date will be to try to see that they are treated equally. This may mean that 
those parents with sufficient financial resources will make additional provision for 
children who do not qualify for a Child Trust Fund account. We believe they would be 
encouraged to do this if Child Trust Fund accounts, identical in all respects save the 
absence of a Government endowment, were available for their other children. 

34. In the light of the evidence that the costs to the Treasury of the extra tax relief 
afforded by Child Trust Funds is negligible, we recommend that consideration be given 
to extending the availability of Child Trust Fund accounts but without Government 
endowments, to children born before 1 September 2002. 

Advice to parents 

35. The Child Trust Fund account will be a “wrapper”, in a similar way to Individual 
Savings Accounts (ISAs), that can be wrapped around a variety of products such as cash, 
unit trust or life insurance products. The proposals note that the Child Trust Fund 
information pack will highlight sources of information, education and advice to help 
parents in the decision making process and that: 

• The Government will require all providers to offer a stakeholder Child Trust Fund 
account which will follow the principles of Sandler40 stakeholder investment products – 
simple, low cost, accessible and risk-controlled. As the initial contribution in a Child 
Trust Fund account stays invested for 18 years and there is no access to the money until 
the child reaches 18, this account should be considered as a long-term investment. 

• The Government wants all families to benefit from the potential higher returns that 
might be achieved through equity investments. 

• The stakeholder Child Trust Fund account should be designed to spread assets between 
stocks and asset classes to balance risk and return with regard to the expected maturity 
of the investment. A lifestyling approach should be taken, where the proportion of less 
risky investments should increase as the stakeholder Child Trust Fund account reaches 
maturity.41  

 
39 Q 267 

40  HM Treasury, Medium and Long-Term Retail Savings in the UK, A Review, July 2002 

41 Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, paras 3.13–3.16 
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36. The Building Societies Association noted that the requirement that all Child Trust 
Fund providers offer a stakeholder account would mean that more than a quarter of all 
building societies (17) would not be able to offer Child Trust Fund accounts because they 
do not have the necessary regulatory permissions under the Financial Services and Markets 
Act 2000.42 The Association believed this aspect of the proposals “to be perverse”43 and 
considered that it would “inhibit consumer choice, by reducing the number of providers; 
and drive consumers to invest in equity-based investments, of which they may have no 
experience and in which there is a risk of capital loss, rather than capital-certain building 
society savings accounts, where their savings are safe and with which they may feel much 
more comfortable.”44  

37. The Building Societies Association also noted that “the rationale for the Government’s 
proposal is that every child should be able to benefit from the higher returns which are 
associated, historically, with equity investment. However (as the Financial Services 
Authority requires firms to point out to prospective customers), past performance is a 
fallible indicator of future returns. Although returns on equity investments have tended to 
out-perform returns on cash deposits in recent decades, these have been periods of 
relatively high inflation and it is not clear how markets will adjust over the medium to 
longer term to sustained periods of low inflation. Moreover, equity investment carries with 
it the risk of significant capital loss.”45 

38. The Association of Investment Trust Companies told us that it “does not support the 
decision to force all providers to offer a default [stakeholder] Child Trust Fund as a 
precondition to providing their preferred investment approach. It may exclude many 
providers from this market (and we believe the objective should be to maximise choice and 
competition).”46 The Association of Investment Trust Companies also pointed out that 
personal pension providers are not required to provide a Stakeholder Pension as a 
prerequisite for entering that market.47  

39. Asked about the decision to make provision of a stakeholder Child Trust Fund a 
requirement for entering the market, the Inland Revenue told us that “one of the things we 
are trying to do is to encourage families to take out equity accounts, so that they can realise 
the benefits of that. Our worry if we do not make the equity account a prerequisite is that 
there will be cherry-picking: that low income people will only be offered cash accounts and 
that some financial providers may refuse to deal with some customers. We think that, this 
way, we can ensure that everybody does have access to an equity account. […] it does mean 
that some very small building societies are excluded, but that is a commercial decision for 
them. We are not excluding them […].”48 

 
42 Ev 100, summary and Ev 101, para 4  

43 Ev 101, para 5  

44 Ev 101, para 6 

45 Ev 101, para 7 

46 Ev 79, para 12 

47 Ibid. 

48 Q 127 
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40. The Financial Secretary told us that the Government were very keen to promote an 
equity product “because people tend to do better with equities than when they place their 
money in cash […]”49 and noted that “if somebody invested in equity 18 years ago they 
would have had a real return of I think 6.6%, that is despite the fact that equity markets 
have fallen in recent years. If you look at the period from 1918 to 2002 the mean return has 
been exactly that, 6.9%. Over a period of 18 years it is reasonable to expect a healthy return 
in the equity market. Obviously there are years when it will not achieve that amount but 
over the period from 1936 to 2002 there has been no 18-year period in which the 
cumulative return has been negative.”50 The Financial Secretary said that “we will certainly 
be promoting the stakeholder product. We will be encouraging people to put their money 
into stakeholder accounts, illustrating in the information and advice pack that will go to 
parents after the time when a child is born the merits of investing in an equity account 
compared with putting the money in cash.”51  

41. We support the proposal that simple, low cost, accessible and risk-controlled 
stakeholder Child Trust Fund accounts should be developed. We note the 
Government’s firm preference that Child Trust Funds be invested in equity-based 
accounts on the grounds that these are likely to generate higher returns over the longer 
term than cash accounts. However, we also note that the potential for higher returns 
from equity based accounts is accompanied by a higher degree of risk that some 
families may not wish to face. We recommend that this be made clear to all parents in 
the information pack so that they can take into account their individual circumstances 
when deciding. If an easily understood risk evaluation can be designed, it should be 
provided with the information pack. 

Revenue allocated accounts 

42. Some parents and guardians might not open a Child Trust Fund account. In these cases 
the Inland Revenue will open an account for them to ensure that their children are not 
disadvantaged. The Revenue will open an account when a Child Trust Fund voucher has 
not been used within 12 months of it being issued, where a child is in care, or where there 
is no one with parental responsibility for the child. Revenue allocated accounts will always 
be stakeholder Child Trust Fund accounts. Providers will not be required to accept 
Revenue allocated accounts. There will be a list of providers willing to do so and the 
Revenue will ask these providers in turn to open an account for the child.52 

43. In England, Wales and Northern Ireland, where a person under 18 has a child who is 
eligible for a Child Trust Fund account, it will not be possible for that parent to manage the 
account for their child as under the Children Act 1989 they do not have the legal capacity 
to enter into binding contracts to acquire equities. In these circumstances the Revenue will 
open a stakeholder Child Trust Fund account on behalf of the child and once the parent 
reaches 18, responsibility for managing their child’s account will pass to them. The law is 
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52 Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, paras 3.20, 3.21; Q 167 
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different in Scotland, where a parent aged between 16 and 18 will be able to manage their 
child’s Child Trust Fund account.53 

44. We asked whether, given that Revenue allocated accounts will be stakeholder accounts 
opened by the Revenue on the child’s behalf, the Revenue might be open to accusations of 
mis-selling. The Financial Secretary told us that “we do not think there is a market 
relationship between the Revenue and the individual who is being allocated the account in 
the traditional sense at all so we do not think any such allegation could be followed 
through. […]”54 In the case of parents under the age of 18, the Financial Secretary noted 
that “the fact remains that as soon as they reach the age of 18 they can switch to a different 
provider, there is still not that fundamental relationship that one would expect if there were 
to be accusations of mis-selling. As far as I understand it the Revenue could be accused but 
those accusations could not be stacked up.”55 The Inland Revenue told us that they had 
received legal advice that they could not be accused of mis-selling.”56 

45. We support steps to ensure that no child loses out from parents, or someone acting 
in that capacity, not opening a Child Trust Fund account on their behalf. In such cases 
the Revenue will open an equity based account and choose, albeit by rota, the provider 
to manage that account. We note the evidence from the Treasury and the Inland 
Revenue that they have obtained legal advice to the effect that in the event of any 
subsequent difficulties any accusations of mis-selling would be unsuccessful. 

Interaction with the welfare system 

46. Asked how the Child Trust Fund would interact with income-related benefits, the 
Treasury stated that “it has no impact on income-related benefits of the parents, as the 
fund is developing on behalf of the child as it grows. When the child reaches 18, were 
nothing to change between now and then, then the normal rules would apply. It would be 
part of the child’s assets.”57 We asked whether the effect of this could be that parental 
contributions to a Child Trust Fund could prevent their child claiming Jobseeker’s 
Allowance. The response from the Treasury was that “we are aware of the implication and 
we cannot say at the moment what exactly we plan to do about it […]”58 

47. The Financial Secretary told us in relation to the interaction of Child Trust Funds and 
the benefit system that “there are already some disregards in the system, even for means 
tested benefits, Jobseeker’s Allowance and Income Support, and so forth. We are acutely 
aware of the signals that any capital limits have in the system. The points that were made 
earlier were ones that we had already been thinking about. I do not think it would be 
appropriate for me outside the ordinary PBR/Budget timetable to make any further 
comment.”59 The Financial Secretary confirmed that there would be no impact on the 

 
53 Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, paras 3.29–3.31 
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family tax credits and family benefits that a family receives while capital is accumulating 
within a Child Trust Fund account. The separate issue as to what happens on maturity and 
how it would affect the benefits to which an 18 year old would be entitled would be 
clarified before the scheme started.60 

48. We also asked whether contributions to Child Trust Fund accounts by people in receipt 
of benefits would be regarded as an appropriate use of capital, or an inappropriate use seen 
as depriving themselves of capital to gain more benefit which could affect their 
entitlement.61 The Financial Secretary told us that “in the end it is a matter of judgement to 
decide whether the intention was to increase entitlement to a particular Social Security 
benefit or credit. There is an element of discretion here. The fact of the matter is that it is 
very unlikely that a modest contribution to the Child Trust Fund would fall into that 
category.”62 

49. There is a potential interaction of the Child Trust Fund with the welfare system (or 
any other entitlements that might be affected by possessing an asset) which might deter 
additional contributions to Child Trust Fund accounts from family and friends, if the 
result were to be a potential reduction in benefits for the child in the future, or an 
actual reduction in benefits for the contributor. 

50. The Government therefore needs to clarify the extent of this potential interaction, 
in order to overcome fears of potential disadvantage to the child in later life. We believe 
it is essential that this is done before the scheme starts, and we therefore welcome the 
statement by the Financial Secretary that this will be the case. We believe it would be 
helpful if these matters were clarified and resolved during the passage of the Bill 
through the House. 

Providing Child Trust Fund accounts 

51. The proposals note that there are potential benefits to the savings and investment 
industry from the introduction of Child Trust Funds. These include cross-selling 
opportunities to parents and relatives and guardians of the child and the opportunity to 
gain and retain lifelong customers. The Government believes that the Sandler philosophy 
of tight product regulation leading to reduced regulation of the sales process could lead to 
lower up-front marketing and distribution costs, and that the advertising campaign it will 
use to launch Child Trust Funds will give firms a head start on the marketing required to 
inform the public of the availability and nature of the product. According to the proposals 
a key aim of the design of Child Trust Fund accounts and the system needed to support 
them is to build as much as possible on the systems providers already have in place for ISAs 
with a view to minimising costs. But the proposals also recognise that there could be 
additional compliance costs due to the nature of Child Trust Funds as they will allow 
multiple savers and involve a voucher system.63 
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52. The Government wants “to ensure that charges are set at levels that are good value for 
savers while also allowing efficient providers to make adequate returns. The Government 
has stated that there is a high threshold of persuasion for any move from a 1% charge cap 
for stakeholder products.”64 The Government has appointed Deloitte & Touche to conduct 
independent research on price caps for the Child Trust Fund. The proposals note that the 
economics of the price structure may also depend on the cost and nature of the sales 
regime being designed by the FSA who are currently researching the sales process for all 
the products within the stakeholder product suite. The Government will issue a report 
detailing the charge cap for the Child Trust Fund (including specifying whether a charge 
cap will apply to non-stakeholder Child Trust Fund accounts).65 

53. The evidence we received from the financial services industry and consumer 
organisations supported the introduction of Child Trust Funds. The Association of British 
Insurers viewed it “as offering the possibility of creating a savings culture among the next 
generation and, in so doing, building a mass market for financial services.”66 The 
Association of Investment Trust Companies said that it “wholeheartedly supports the 
creation of the Child Trust Fund [which] offers the prospect of a new ‘asset-based’ 
approach to welfare that could be extremely beneficial to many young people who might 
otherwise start adult life without any assets and consequently suffer from poorer life 
chances.”67 The Building Societies Association said they were “a strong supporter of the 
Child Trust Fund”68 and the Association of Friendly Societies considered that “the Child 
Trust Fund is a good idea [and that] it is fundamental to the future welfare of the country 
that young people become involved in the savings habit as early as possible.”69  

54. The National Consumer Council also welcomed the Government’s proposals for the 
Child Trust Fund noting that “it is an excellent far-sighted policy, of particular benefit to 
low-income families [that] will eventually extend access to an accumulated asset to all 
young adults [and] may trigger additional individual private savings by parents.”70 The 
Consumers’ Association supported the concept of the Child Trust Fund “as a means of 
building assets and encouraging greater savings amongst consumers [and supported] the 
principle of encouraging consumers to use the capital markets and stockmarkets as the 
most efficient method of maximising the total amount of assets generated through the 
Child Trust Fund.”71 

55. The industry’s concerns centred round details of the scheme that have not yet been 
finalised. These were summed up by Norwich Union who noted that “one critical factor is 
certainly the level at which any price cap is set. It will need to be set at a level where it is 
economic for us to write this business. Coupled with that is the regulatory environment 
within which these products sit and any advice requirements that may sit alongside them, 
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because that obviously impacts on the costs of distributing the products. Third, but by no 
means least, I think, is the way in which these products interact with the wider initiatives 
that are being taken by the Government on raising awareness of the need to save.”72 The 
Association of British Insurers considered that vital details included “the price cap, the 
sales regime and the advice regime [and that] unless those things are got right, there will 
not be a sufficient number of providers in the market,”73 views shared by the British 
Bankers’ Association.74 The Children’s Mutual believed that “keeping administration […] 
as up to date and simplified as possible, and setting a price cap which allows it to continue 
to serve middle and lower income savers [was] the most critical thing of all.”75 

56. Questioned on the likely impact of a price cap of 1% on charges the British Bankers’ 
Association said that “at the moment our members are looking at the scant information 
that they have with respect to the administration costs, particularly at a viable product 
where the customer feels they are getting value for money and where there is sufficient 
incentive for the company to invest on a commercial basis, they are looking at closer to 2% 
and with some consideration of a front-end charge […].”76 The Association of British 
Insurers noted that “if the price cap is kept at a flat 1% that leaves very little margin for 
advice, very little margin for information and education to encourage more contributions 
in, very little margin for investment advice, […] and very little incentive to us in the 
market.”77 Norwich Union told us that they were not “in a negotiation, we are pointing out 
the fact that we cannot raise the capital to write this business if the price cap is at 1%.”78 The 
Children’s Mutual were not sure whether, if the charge cap was set at 1%, there would be 
any providers in the market at all, and considered that the danger would be “at best, that 
you would force people to cherry-pick at the rich end of the market [to] cover their costs, 
and therefore, the lower income groups would be left out.”79  

57. The National Consumer Council argued that “the Child Trust Fund is a unique 
opportunity for the financial services industry. Normally the industry states it has to spend 
considerable amounts to stimulate demand for savings products. In this case, each year 
over 700,000 vouchers worth £230 million will be made available to parents to chose a 
Child Trust Fund. It is important to bear this in mind should the usual complaints about 
charge-caps start to dominate the debate on the Child Trust Fund. There is no reason to 
start from the assumption of a 1% price-cap for the Child Trust Fund, because this 
currently applies to the stakeholder pensions. Given the low costs of demand generation 
and the certainty of high persistency rates, a cost-based price-cap might be set at a lower 
level than for other stakeholder products.”80 The Homeowners’ Friendly Society told us 
that it would be “happy to meet the 1% price challenge […] however we do accept that 1% 
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would be impossible, or unacceptable for many providers and there is, therefore, a concern 
that a 1% cap would unnecessarily restrict the market.”81 

58. The Financial Secretary told us that the price cap “has to be set at a level which will 
allow competition to develop in the market but which also gives good value for money to 
the consumer”82 and noted that “removing the need for everyone to go through a sales 
process makes it much more economic to provide the product [but compared with] other 
stakeholder products there are much lower levels of contributions and less regular 
contributions into the fund, which makes it less economic. There are forces pushing in 
both directions.”83 The Government has commissioned research by Deloitte & Touche 
which “has involved talking directly to potential providers of the fund about their 
contribution mechanisms, about […] the amount of capital they need to put behind these 
products when introducing them, and so forth, and we will make a judgement in due 
course on the basis of the evidence.”84 The Financial Secretary confirmed that “during the 
passage of the Bill we will make it clear what that charge will be so Parliament will have 
time to debate it.”85  

59. The industry were concerned at the potential administration costs of the scheme. The 
Association of British Insurers believed that to allow the Child Trust Fund to be delivered 
in a cost-effective way the costs involved in offering the product must be reduced, and cited 
the use of and need to retain paper vouchers as an example of a requirement that negated 
the possibility of providers keeping costs to an absolute minimum by enabling accounts to 
be opened over the telephone or on the internet.86 The Children’s Mutual considered that 
electronic top ups should be made available and that vouchers should be accepted via the 
internet.87 The British Bankers’ Association noted that the fortnightly reporting 
requirements proposed would “place additional burdens and require changes to internal 
systems capable of accommodating both fortnightly and current quarterly returns for 
ISAs.”88 

60. We consider that the success of Child Trust Funds will depend in part on attracting 
a wide range of providers. Whether sufficient providers enter the market will depend 
on the level of any charge cap and the regulatory regime that applies to Child Trust 
Funds, factors on which decisions are still awaited. 

61. We note that some key players have indicated that they are unlikely to provide Child 
Trust Funds if charges are capped at 1%. We consider that low charges will be 
important to ensure that adequate returns are generated from sums invested in Child 
Trust Funds. 
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62. The Child Trust Funds Bill was introduced into the House without the relevant 
regulations covering important aspects including the proposed sales regime. We 
consider that these must be produced in time for the standing committee to consider 
them thoroughly. 

Conclusion 

63. The Child Trust Fund programme has the potential to make a significant impact, 
particularly on people’s attitude to saving. But the Government is committing itself 
and its successors to significant expenditure under this initiative, potentially over £4 
billion over the next 18 years. It must therefore get the details of the scheme and its 
implementation right.  
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Conclusions and recommendations 

The objectives of Child Trust Funds 

1. The Child Trust Fund is an ambitious, pioneering programme which seeks, through 
a significant long term investment by the Government, to provide a financial asset to 
all children when they reach the age of 18, and to change people’s behaviour towards 
saving. Whilst those with higher income may make most use of the opportunity, we 
feel that this gives less well off families an unprecedented chance to build up a tax-
free sum for their children.  (Paragraph 21) 

2. We note the Treasury’s figures showing the potential significance of additional 
contributions from family and friends to the value of Child Trust Fund accounts at 
maturity. The Government is right to acknowledge the possibility that some families 
could lock away funds unwisely in Child Trust Fund accounts in the belief that this 
was in the best interests of their children. We therefore welcome the commitment to 
provide advice in both the information pack and promotional literature. We endorse 
the proposal to set out a hierarchy of savings objectives that promotes firstly paying 
off debt and secondly saving for a rainy day, ahead of any additional contributions to 
the Child Trust Fund. This information and advice needs to be clear and 
unambiguous. (Paragraph 22) 

3. The Government has decided not to place any restrictions on the use of Child Trust 
Funds when they mature at age 18. We endorse the Government’s hope that the 
funds will be spent on worthwhile projects, and acknowledge the practical difficulties 
of devising a scheme to ensure that this is the case. (Paragraph 23) 

4. We note the Government’s intention to monitor and publish regularly reports on the 
progress of the Child Trust Fund programme. We may wish to return to this subject 
in the light of the information these contain. (Paragraph 24) 

Entitlement to a Child Trust Fund 

5. We recognise that a cut-off date for entitlement to Child Trust Funds is required and 
consider that the choice of 1 September seems sensible. We note that the 
Government plans to recompense children born between 1 September 2002 and 
April 2005, when Child Trust Fund accounts are due to be available, for lost growth 
in their accounts by means of higher initial Government endowments, and that the 
additional amounts will be set out in regulations. (Paragraph 32) 

6. We consider that the natural reaction of parents with children born on either side of 
the cut-off date will be to try to see that they are treated equally. This may mean that 
those parents with sufficient financial resources will make additional provision for 
children who do not qualify for a Child Trust Fund account. We believe they would 
be encouraged to do this if Child Trust Fund accounts, identical in all respects save 
the absence of a Government endowment, were available for their other children. 
(Paragraph 33) 
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7. In the light of the evidence that the costs to the Treasury of the extra tax relief 
afforded by Child Trust Funds is negligible, we recommend that consideration be 
given to extending the availability of Child Trust Fund accounts but without 
Government endowments, to children born before 1 September 2002. (Paragraph 
34) 

Advice to parents 

8. We support the proposal that simple, low cost, accessible and risk-controlled 
stakeholder Child Trust Fund accounts should be developed. We note the 
Government’s firm preference that Child Trust Funds be invested in equity-based 
accounts on the grounds that these are likely to generate higher returns over the 
longer term than cash accounts. However, we also note that the potential for higher 
returns from equity based accounts is accompanied by a higher degree of risk that 
some families may not wish to face. We recommend that this be made clear to all 
parents in the information pack so that they can take into account their individual 
circumstances when deciding. If an easily understood risk evaluation can be 
designed, it should be provided with the information pack. (Paragraph 41) 

Revenue allocated accounts 

9. We support steps to ensure that no child loses out from parents, or someone acting 
in that capacity, not opening a Child Trust Fund account on their behalf. In such 
cases the Revenue will open an equity based account and choose, albeit by rota, the 
provider to manage that account. We note the evidence from the Treasury and the 
Inland Revenue that they have obtained legal advice to the effect that in the event of 
any subsequent difficulties any accusations of mis-selling would be unsuccessful. 
(Paragraph 45) 

Interaction with the welfare system 

10. There is a potential interaction of the Child Trust Fund with the welfare system (or 
any other entitlements that might be affected by possessing an asset) which might 
deter additional contributions to Child Trust Fund accounts from family and friends, 
if the result were to be a potential reduction in benefits for the child in the future, or 
an actual reduction in benefits for the contributor. (Paragraph 49) 

11. The Government therefore needs to clarify the extent of this potential interaction, in 
order to overcome fears of potential disadvantage to the child in later life. We believe 
it is essential that this is done before the scheme starts, and we therefore welcome the 
statement by the Financial Secretary that this will be the case. We believe it would be 
helpful if these matters were clarified and resolved during the passage of the Bill 
through the House. (Paragraph 50) 

Providing Child Trust Fund accounts 

12. We consider that the success of Child Trust Funds will depend in part on attracting a 
wide range of providers. Whether sufficient providers enter the market will depend 
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on the level of any charge cap and the regulatory regime that applies to Child Trust 
Funds, factors on which decisions are still awaited. (Paragraph 60) 

13. We note that some key players have indicated that they are unlikely to provide Child 
Trust Funds if charges are capped at 1%. We consider that low charges will be 
important to ensure that adequate returns are generated from sums invested in Child 
Trust Funds. (Paragraph 61) 

14. The Child Trust Funds Bill was introduced into the House without the relevant 
regulations covering important aspects including the proposed sales regime. We 
consider that these must be produced in time for the standing committee to consider 
them thoroughly. (Paragraph 62) 

Conclusion 

15. The Child Trust Fund programme has the potential to make a significant impact, 
particularly on people’s attitude to saving. But the Government is committing itself 
and its successors to significant expenditure under this initiative, potentially over £4 
billion over the next 18 years. It must therefore get the details of the scheme and its 
implementation right. (Paragraph 63) 
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Formal minutes of the Committee and the 
Sub-committee relating to the Report 

Sub-committee 

Wednesday 19 November 2003 

Members present: 
Mr Michael Fallon, in the Chair 

Mr Nigel Beard 
Mr Jim Cousins 
Norman Lamb 

 Mr John McFall 
Mr James Plaskitt 
Mr David Ruffley 

Mr Michael Fallon declared a potential pecuniary interest in connection with the inquiry 
into Child Trust Funds as director of a company which is a member of the National Day 
Nurseries Association whose major members have been approached by the Children’s 
Mutual with a view to distributing information on their Child Trust Funds products in due 
course. 

The Sub-committee deliberated. 

*** 

[Adjourned till Wednesday 3 December at a quarter-past Two o’clock. 

 

Wednesday 10 December 2003 

Members present: 
Mr Michael Fallon, in the Chair 

Mr Nigel Beard 
Mr Jim Cousins 
Angela Eagle 
Norman Lamb 

 Mr John McFall 
Mr George Mudie 
Mr James Plaskitt 
Mr David Ruffley 

The Sub-committee deliberated. 

Draft Report (Child Trust Funds), proposed by the Chairman, brought up and read. 

Ordered, That the Chairman’s draft Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph. 

Paragraphs 1 to 63 read and agreed to. 

Ordered, That the Chairman do make the Report to the Committee. 

Several papers were ordered to be appended to the Minutes of Evidence. 
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Resolved, That the Report be the First Report of the Sub-committee to the Committee. 

Ordered, That the Appendices to the Minutes of Evidence taken before the Sub-committee 
be reported to the Committee.—(The Chairman.) 

[Adjourned to a day and time to be fixed by the Chairman. 

 
Main Committee 

Wednesday 10 December 2003 

Members present: 
Mr John McFall, in the Chair 

Mr Nigel Beard 
Mr Jim Cousins 
Angela Eagle 
Mr Michael Fallon 

 Norman Lamb  
Mr George Mudie 
Mr James Plaskitt 
 

The Committee deliberated. 

Draft Report from the Sub-committee (Child Trust Funds), brought up and read. 

Ordered, That the draft Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph. 

Paragraphs 1 to 63 read and agreed to. 

Resolved, That the Report be the Second Report of the Committee to the House. 

Ordered, That the Chairman do make the Report to the House. 

Ordered, That the provisions of Standing Order No. 134 (Select committees (reports)) be 
applied to the Report. 

Ordered, That the Appendices to the Minutes of Evidence taken before the Sub-committee 
be reported to the House.—(The Chairman.) 

[Adjourned till Monday 15 December at a quarter past Nine o’clock. 
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Oral evidence

Taken before the Treasury Sub-Committee

on Wednesday 12 November 2003

Members present:

Mr Michael Fallon, in the Chair

Mr Nigel Beard Mr John McFall
Mr Jim Cousins Mr James Plaskitt
Angela Eagle Mr David RuZey
Norman Lamb

Witnesses:MrNicholas Holgate,Director,Welfare Reform,MrMostaque Ahmed, Policy Adviser, Pensions
& Savings Team, HM Treasury; Ms Caroline Rookes, Business Director, Pension and Share Schemes,
Ms Liz Welsh, Deputy Director, Savings Policy, Inland Revenue, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Mr Holgate, can I welcome you to Fund. There will be a small number of people needed
the Committee? Could you identify yourself and to administer it. We do not know precisely how
your colleagues, please? many, but it will be small because most of the
Mr Holgate: I am Nicholas Holgate, Director of administration will be run oV the child benefit
Welfare Reform in the Treasury. On my left is system and the tax credit system.
Caroline Rookes who is Director of Savings,
Pensions and Share Schemes at the Inland Revenue.

Q5 Chairman: You have consulted on the designOn Caroline’s left is Liz Welsh who is Deputy
and detail of the scheme, but have you consulted onDirector of Savings Policy at the Inland Revenue,
the principle of asset-based welfare? I was quiteand onmy right isMostaque Ahmed who is Head of
struck by the Institute of Fiscal Studies who pointedthe Savings Policy Branch in the Pensions and
out two years ago, just after you started this, thatSavings Team in the Treasury.
asset-based welfare was not the only option
available to help people on low incomes: that anQ2 Chairman: Your consultation document
alternative would be to provide low-incomereceived a leader in the Sunday Times, describing it
individuals with greater income.as “a half-baked piece of social engineering that will
Mr Holgate: The IFS is entirely right. What thecost taxpayers hundreds ofmillions of pounds, stack
Government is doing is establishing what I mightup countless more civil service jobs to administer
describe as a portfolio of interventions to assist thoseand then achieve little”. How did you achieve that
on low incomes in a variety of diVerent ways, wherekind of headline?
we hope the whole will be greater than the sum of theMr Holgate: It is a free press, Mr Chairman, and
parts. As you know, we have introduced new taxthey are entitled to their view.
credits this year which are more generous than the
Working Families’ Tax Credit, so that I think it isQ3 Chairman: How do you respond to it?
the case that someone on half average earnings withMr Holgate: I would completely reject the notion of
two children is over £2,500 better oV now than theysocial engineering. I think that social engineering
were five years ago. From the point of view of thecarries the imputation of heavy-handedness. The
creation of equal opportunity, which is, as it were,Child Trust Fund is extremely light touch. We are
the long-term counterpart of trying to reducenot mandating or requiring anybody to do anything
poverty, education spending has gone up veryat all. We are teasing and encouraging them into
considerably. It is a question of what gap in thethinking about whether they wish to establish a
portfolio might be filled by an asset-driven policysavings habit for their own sake and for their
like this. We think that there is a gap. Those whochildren’s sake, to set an example for their children
have researched the National Child Developmentso that their children can see the benefits of saving,
Study data suggest that there is an independent eVectso that at age 18 they have a fund which they can use

both to take advantage of opportunities and to of the presence of savings, and quite small stocks of
withstand vicissitudes throughout much of the rest savings, on people’s future outcomes—across a
of their lives. range of social and economic outcomes. It is also

encouraging that other countries round the world
have been experimenting with what you might callQ4 Chairman: What in fact is the administrative
save-to-invest funds. Ours is more ambitious thancost or the number of jobs that will be created to
nearly all of those because it is lasting much longer,administer it?
but it is interesting that the United States has almostMs Rookes: The numbers have not been finalised
simultaneously launched something called theyet. We are looking at probably around £90 million

cost to develop and implement the Child Trust Savings for Education, Entrepreneurship and
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Down-payment initiative, or SEED, which seems to Q9 Chairman: You said that it will be interesting to
see. You are the man running this experiment. Havehave quite a lot in common with the Child Trust

Fund. you done any research? What proportion of the
bottom third of children do you think will actually
take up the full possibility of family, parental,

Q6 Chairman: It is a scheme that will last longer. It grandparental contributions? What proportion do
is also universal, is it not? Perhaps you could help us you think will top it up?
here on the detail. If your poorer third of children Mr Holgate: What we know at the moment—and
who will have the £500, not the £250, make no this is from the Institute of Fiscal Studies and work
contribution to it—if they are in a household where they have done on the British Household Panel
there is no other saving and nothing added to it— Survey—is that the median savings for those aged
they will end up, 18 years later, with £911. However, under 25 is precisely zero. So one point we should
somebody from a better-oV family who does top up make is that any increment to the position of those
even the lower amount of £250, if they top up at £40 people may be quite significant from the point of
a month, will end up with £14,000. How logical is view of taking up opportunities later on in life.What
that? we also have are surveys conducted by people quite
Mr Holgate: Whatever they end up with, of course, independent of government, like Virgin Money.
will depend on what they invest in over the They say that very large proportions of parents are
meantime, so— attracted to and interested in the possibility of saving

in the Child Trust Fund—much higher proportions
than you might infer from the outcome as reportedQ7 Chairman: But are not people from middle-
in the BritishHousehold Panel Survey. For instance,income families more likely to invest in it than
in September 2003 the Children’s Mutual—who areprecisely the sort of people you are trying to help?
represented behindme—showed that 79%of parentsMr Holgate: If we look at savings behaviour across
with children eligible for the Child Trust Fund areincome quintiles, then I think you are quite right that
likely to top up government monies. Were we tobetter-oV people tend to save more. However, I
achieve 79%, that would be a very good start indeed.think the question is what are the tax receipts

forgone should better-oV people choose to use the
Child Trust Fund? The fact is that, because children Q10 Chairman: But you have not done any research
have their own personal allowance and because we of your own as to what the proportion is likely to be?
are not match-funding incremental parental, Mr Holgate: There are quite a number of variables
grandparental or other contributions to the fund, we that we have to take account of, which we have not
are not incurring expenditure in terms of yet created. There is the question of what is the
encouraging the better-oV to contribute. What we power of the information pack that we shall send all
are doing—and commentary round various bursts parents. To what extent are financial service
of publicity rather confirms this point—is setting providers going to advertise—because it is in their
people oV. We are giving them a start. It is interests to do so? What sort of eVort are they going
interesting to see the reactions that we have received to put in, once they see the full details, once the Act
to that. People have said something along the lines is passed, when they know that it is all systems go? I
of, “As someone has chipped in to begin with, it is think that there is quite a lot that would make such
more realistic for me to think about contributing a projection extremely unreliable, frankly.
something because, between me and the Ms Rookes: One of the important elements of the
Government, as it were, or the taxpayer, it will add Child Trust Fund is not just creating the asset, but
up to something more than I could otherwise the financial education side. As Nicholas says, we
imagine possible”. So I do not think that there is a are going to create an information pack which will
sort of nugatory expense being incurred here, related go out with the voucher at the start of the Child
to the scale of contributions from better-oV families. Trust Fund. That will be based on research into
Theywould have to contribute an enormous amount what the parents need. We are going to work with
for us to start losing tax receipts. and have started talking to voluntary and

community organisations. We are going to be
looking at resources in schools. There is a wholeQ8 Chairman: The experience of ISA is surely that
eVort going into creating a financial educationthose people aremore likely to do that and therefore,
initiative to run alongside the account so that, at theif you like,middle-income children aremore likely to
end, it is probably true that children from poorerend up with £14,000 and those who have not had the
families will have less money but we hope that theyhabit of saving are more likely to end up with £900?
will be provided with financial education and aMr Holgate: I think it is a fair test for the Child Trust
better understanding of how to interact withFund. Given the extent to which the pack of
financial services.information that we send parents when the Child

Trust Fund is used, the annual accounts, the
education in school and through other means, it will Q11 Chairman: So you are accepting from the start

that children from poorer families will probably endbe interesting to see whether it aVects people’s
behaviour and whether the potential gap that you up with less money?

Ms Rookes: I think it is a fact of life that, at thecorrectly identify will be closed in any way through
less well-oV people contributing more than wemight moment, they will probably not end up equal, but

there are a few things I would say with that. We areotherwise have expected them to do.
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starting oV with an endowment, but that is a did not have quite the kind of investment aspect that
you might hope they would. Fourth, in a situationfoundation on which we want to build. We will be

taking powers in the legislation to enable the where the 18-year-old is possessed not only of a
Child Trust Fund but also a credit card, you couldGovernment to make top-ups in the future, if that is

deemed necessary. So the story does not end here. imagine that—ifwe had some committee of the great
and the good vetting people’s applications to spendThis is just the start of it.

Mr Holgate: It is fair to add that the significance of money, or however you set it up—the young person
would direct the virtuous expenditure towards thiseven £911 to someone who might otherwise have

zero might actually be very great indeed. It is what committee and keep the less virtuous, or apparently
less virtuous, expenditure oV balance sheet withthe fund might be used for which is quite a big long-

term test. respect to such a committee. If you delve into it, you
find that it is really very diYcult to set anything up
which would not be other than something a little bitQ12 Chairman: However, you understand the
like—was it the Lord Chamberlain who used to vetconcern of those of us who seem to have heard all
plays before they were put on? You would end upthis before—stakeholder pensions, ISAs and so
with a system a bit like that.on—and the criticism that they do not yet seem to be

reaching those whom they are designed to reach?
Q15 Mr Plaskitt: Is it so diYcult? Look at all theMr Holgate: With respect to ISAs, I think it is the
other countries round the world. You mentionedcase that they have done slightly better than previous
one yourself earlier in this evidence that had set upschemes, but I take your point in principle that there
funds that quite closely parallel this, but they dois still quite a skew to beneficiaries. The positionwith
have incentives built in for particular use at the end.ISAs is slightly diVerent, however. There is a much
I cite, for example, funds designed to support furtherhigher cap there thanwith theChild Trust Fund and,
education. It is not so diYcult, is it?at least until 2004, there is a payable tax credit to
Mr Holgate: What one would want to do is to askthem and there is relief from capital gains tax. One
what the conditions were round, as it were, the mostwould expect better-oV people to be piling into
obvious opportunities on which one might spendthose, in the way that indeed they have done. I think
money. You mention further education. Plainly,that this is a simpler proposition with a lower cap
some 18-year-olds may be in further education. Theand, potentially, a very powerful dynamic in terms
question then is what is the role of educationof ensuring that your children go into adult life with
maintenance allowances, for example, in 18 years’something behind them.
time? There may be other things that the
Government is doing which take care of some of theQ13 Mr Plaskitt: When you were designing the
most obvious options. The broader problem is thatscheme, did you give any consideration either to
we live in an evermore diverse, multicultural, mobileimposing restrictions on what the funds could be
society. It is increasingly unrealistic to imagine thatused for at maturity or to building incentives in for
we can predetermine what is in young people’s bestparticular uses?
interests—anyone’s best interests in some respects.Mr Holgate: It is very diYcult indeed to envisage any
They have a lot of pathways open to them at that agefeasible restrictions on the use of funds at maturity.
and thereafter and, in one way or another, we wouldFirst of all, most people might accept implicitly that
be trammelling that choice. If you acceptmy startingthe great majority of people want to make the best
hypothesis, which is that people in the greatmajorityof their lives. So I think that there is quite a fund of
do want to make the best of their lives, then we arewanting to do well with this product—or there will
putting an unnecessary constraint on that choicebe when it comes to begin to spend money, and not
when it comes to having access to the funds.necessarily to spend it at 18. Of course, the test for

us and our colleagues, and for schools and others, is
Q16 Mr Plaskitt: What did the Prime Ministerto have inculcated the idea that this is something that
mean at the launch of the fund when he said that itwill be spent on something that will make a real
provides, “a real financial springboard to betterdiVerence to one’s life: not just something rather
education”?frivolous. Then you get into a problem that were
Mr Holgate: There are all sorts of ways of achievingyou, for example—and this is only a crude
a better education than you might otherwise do. Heexample—to draw up a list of virtuous expenditures
could have had any number of things in mind.from this fund, you could easily imagine items which

would appear virtuous but which would not be so in
practice. If I were to spend my Child Trust Fund on Q17 Mr Plaskitt: What contribution to better
a computer and do nothing but playQuake 39 on the education will £911 provide for a youngster from a
computer—which would be a very sad outcome— low-income background?
then that would appear good but would not actually Mr Holgate: To return to the subject of computers,
be good. it might, for example, provide either hardware or

software which would otherwise have been beyond
them.Q14 Angela Eagle: What have you got against

computer gaming?
Mr Holgate: I am all in favour of computer gaming Q18 MrPlaskitt:Look at the reality here.Whatever

the outcome of the current debate, it is likely that wemyself, but I am just saying that you could appear to
find things which were virtuous which, in practice, are moving to a situation where students have to
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contribute significantly to the cost of their university Chairman: That would turn it into a Child Tuition
Fund, would it not?education at some point in the future. Does it seem

so unrealistic to join these things up and say that
here is an opportunity for someone to start a long- Q22 Mr RuZey: Mr Holgate, obviously your
term investment to meet the cost of their university figures show that those children who have parents
education? Have you looked at the parallel example and relatives who want to kick in money and make
you mentioned—the SEED one in the United regular contributions will be better oV. Is it not the
States? Have you looked at and dismissed all these case that these proposals benefit proportionately the
other examples of ways in which you can encourage financially literate middle-class children?
or incentivise people to use this to meet that very Mr Holgate: I think I probably dispute that.
significant cost, which they will incur shortly after
becoming 18? Q23 Mr RuZey:Why?
Mr Holgate: With education as a specific example, Mr Holgate:Because if you wish to save on behalf of
you have to ask what are the other surrounding your children, you can do so anyway and you can do
circumstances and the help that we are providing so to the extent that you can put aside money, such
people at diVering levels of income, with diVerent that if you do not achieve more than £100 income a
household backgrounds, to do that. I think that year then that is fine. At current interest rates I
therefore there may not be such a good parallel with suppose that is of the order of £3,000.
the United States.

Q24 Mr RuZey: Everything over that is taxable, is
Q19 Mr Plaskitt: There is nothing targeted it not, and this is not?
specifically at the cost of a university education. We Mr Holgate: That is right.
are clearly embarked in that direction. Did you not
see in this an opportunity to help people build up the

Q25 Mr RuZey: So this is a tax break that is notresources to help meet that cost?
otherwise available.Mr Holgate: Precisely because there is no restriction
Mr Holgate: That is true, but you have to—on the use of the Child Trust Fund, plainly they

could use the money should they wish to; but I think
Q26 Mr RuZey: For financially literate middle-that the prior requirement upon the Government is
class parents who are not getting that tax break atthat, in order to meet whatever higher education
the moment. Is that not the case?objectives are present at the time, there is a system
Mr Holgate: Only if you are prepared to put asidefor funding students through higher education
something of the order of £4,200 a year to make thatwhich is equitable—and that is the prior
use of it.requirement.

Q27 Mr RuZey: Exactly. You make my pointQ20 Mr Plaskitt: Are you telling us that incentives
rather well. I think that we are in agreement so far.within this schemewhichwould encourage its use for
You have answered the question in the aYrmativethat purpose are being ruled out?
that financially literate middle-class people, makingMr Holgate: I would not rule them out 100%, and I
contributions of thatmagnitude, will be getting a taxwill oVer you an example. It is not inconceivable,
break under these proposals that they do notdepending on how the scheme progresses, depending
currently enjoy. That is correct, is it not?on people’s contributions into the Child Trust Fund
Mr Holgate: Yes, I think that is right.and the quantum of money available there, that the

private sector might say something to 18-year-olds
Q28 Mr RuZey: What is the deadweight cost ofalong the lines of, “We know you have this money
these proposals?available. Here is something which we think is a very
Mr Holgate: I think that it is extremely small.good investment for young people, or at some later

age, and we are going to give you a discount if you
buy”. They may see that the economics of it might Q29 Mr RuZey:Why is it extremely small?
work out for them. So it would not surprise me if Mr Holgate: Because if you go back to the table to
providers of goods and services did not see some which I was referring earlier when I said that the
gain to trying to latch onto the emergence of fully- median savings of someone aged 25 or below were
fledged Child Trust Funds, when the first cohorts or zero, you find that at the 75th percentile their savings
later cohorts reach 18. It is possible that some such are a princely £400. It is extremely unlikely that you
linkage would be made. However, I think that it is will find anyone—apart from inheritances where
much more likely to be either one of private sector other forms of tax avoidance or tax management
initiative or one of an incentive of some kind. What come into play—you will find a remarkably small
we are very adamantly against, for the reasons I set number of people who will make any significant tax
out earlier, is a prohibition on this or that kind of saving out of this.
spending.

Q30 Mr RuZey: Could the Revenue speak to that,
because if the £1,200, the full amount, is kicked in byQ21 Mr Plaskitt: But you have not ruled out an

incentive? a lot of rather wealthy people you are actually giving
a tax break to people who do not need it? Is that notMr Holgate: We have not ruled out some kind of

benign encouragement—yes. the case?
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Ms Rookes: You may well be to start with, but I Q39 Mr RuZey: It would be that, would it?
Mr Holgate: My starting bid to you would bethink—
“negligible”.

Q31 Mr RuZey: You might well be to start with?
Ms Rookes: I would come back towhat I said earlier. Q40 Mr RuZey: Starting bid?
We want to put these children who are in low- Mr Holgate: Yes, and we will see as time goes by.
income families, who do not have as much to start
life with, in a better position. We want to educate Q41 Mr RuZey:We certainly will. Can I ask what,
them— over the time horizon you have, the Budget, is the

actual annual cost to the Treasury? Not
Q32 Mr RuZey: I am not talking about those administering the scheme: the actual cost of the
people. I am talking about, for want of a better term, proposal.
the middle-class families getting a tax break. It is the Mr Holgate:Wehadmoney in the Budget document
case, is it not, that it will help people who do not where, for instance, in 2004–05 it was £230 million
really need it? This is not targeted in favour of and, in 2005–06, £235 million.
those—
Ms Rookes: It is not targeted— Q42 Mr RuZey: So it is a third to a half of a billion

PR stunt, is it not? It is not properly targeted—to use
Q33 Mr RuZey: You said “it is not targeted”? your own words.
Mr Holgate: It is targeted. It depends— Mr Holgate: No, it is a quarter of a billion non-PR

stunt.
Q34 Mr RuZey: No, with respect, Mr Holgate, I
asked the question. You said, “it is not targeted”? Q43 Mr RuZey: It is obviously the case that
Ms Rookes: The Child Trust Fund is universal— additional contributions from lower-income
Mr RuZey: Can you please answer the questions? families are not that likely to be forthcoming,
Not the ones you want to answer: the ones I am because they will not want to tie up this money in
asking. contributions over an 18-year period. That is a fair
Chairman: Let her answer. assumption, is it not?

Mr Holgate:Again, I think that you are begging the
Q35 Mr RuZey: Did you say “it is not targeted”? question of how eVective financial education will be
Ms Rookes: The £1,200 limit is not targeted— and what else is going on over this period. For

example, we are associated with a survey called the
Q36 Mr RuZey: I want to clarify on the record just Families and Children Survey, which includes
what you said a few minutes ago. Did you say, “it is measures of hardship amongst lone parent and low-
not targeted”? income couple families. What we have seen,
Ms Rookes: I said the £1,200 was not targeted. probably through the growth in tax credit payments

over the last three years, is a quite significant
reduction in the proportion of families that are inQ37 Mr RuZey: It is quite easy. If you just listen to
severe hardship. So it does depend somewhat onthe questions, you can answer them.
what is happening elsewhere over these years.Mr Holgate: There are two bits which are not
Ms Rookes: From the research we have been doingtargeted. There is the £250 for all children and there
on the Saving Gateway—which is at a very earlyis the £1,200. There is one bit which is targeted,
stage and we do not have the final conclusions fromwhich is the additional £250. I think that where you
it—two-thirds of the people involved in that claimare at risk of painting an unfair picture is when you
that they would continue saving. These are peoplesay that this is a tax break for the middle classes. If
on very low incomes. Clearly, what they say they willyou allow for the fact that the 75th percentile of those
do is not necessarily the same as what they willaged under 25 have all of £400 savings by then, you
actually do, and we will need to look at it in time—are well into any definition of middle-class territory.
but that in itself is also encouraging.You are nowhere near the sums of money that you

need to be contributing in order to make any
significant inroad into tax payments under this Q44 Mr McFall: Mr Holgate, I am quite fearful
scheme. It is a hypothetical example. There will, I am about saying that I quite like this. I thought that it
sure, be a few specific individuals, but it is a very was a good idea. With regard to that, reassure me
small minority. that it is not oV the top of your head. From your

paper, I believe that you had quite a long period of
formal and informal consultation. Could you tell meQ38 Mr RuZey: Can you put a figure for the

deadweight cost? In other words, the cost of the tax what the various providers, trade bodies, consumer
groups and others said about this?break you are giving to people. They would

otherwise have saved anyway. This is a tax break Mr Holgate: They have oVered a variety of
reasonably complimentary remarks. The director-you are giving them for something they would have

done anyway. In other words, the deadweight cost. general of the Association of British Insurers, for
example, has said that the Child Trust Fund is “aWhat is the figure in millions for that? Your best

estimate, Mr Holgate? new and imaginative way of helping children as well
as their parents to get into the habit of saving”. TheMr Holgate: We have a convention in the Budget

document and others called “negligible” and— chief executive of the Investment Management
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Association said, “The need for a new financial Q48 Norman Lamb: But without tax relief?
Mr Holgate: Indeed. It would not have tax relief.initiative, coupled with steps to improve financial

literacy, has never been more necessary”. However, I do think that for the great majority—as
we were saying to Mr RuZey earlier—that will notMs Rookes: We have plenty of “delights” sprinkled

through the comments as well—generally very be a problem at all.
positive.

Q49 MrMcFall: It would be reassuring, however, if
you were thinking about this over the comingQ45 Mr McFall: Could you give us a flavour of
months. The point was made about tax relief andsome of them in writing and send that information
some of the issues. If you were thinking about that,to the Committee?
then I think that it would bring a bit of equity to it.Mr Holgate: Certainly. We will send you a set of
My last question is this. All children born before 1quotations.1
September are eligible for the Child Trust Fund but
accounts will not become available until 1 April

Q46 Mr McFall: On the issue of entitlement, I note 2005. You have stated that children born between
that there is a cut-oV date for eligibility. That is these dates will receive a higher value voucher to
understandable, but is there any rationale behind the recognise the lost potential growth in the value of the
cut-oV date of 1 September 2002? Have you fund over the period. How will that be determined?
considered making some provisions for children It is a very complex area.
born before this date? Mr Holgate: We have not fastened upon a figure,
Mr Holgate: The date of 1 September is primarily to and I am conscious that—
do with the school year. I acknowledge, because I
know you represent a Scottish constituency, that it

Q50 Mr McFall: So you will write to us?is not the date of the school year in Scotland.
Mr Holgate: You readily remind me that, when weHowever, in England, Wales and Northern Ireland
come to a figure, we will have to have a good reasonit is. Our attempt was to make sure that as many
for picking that figure rather than any other figure,children as possible, in any class which deals with
and we will need such a rationale.financial education and the Child Trust Fund in

particular, would all have Child Trust Funds and
that they would all have had a reasonably similar Q51 Mr McFall: The answer is in the post?
amount of time tomature. Of course children are not Mr Holgate: It will not be in the post just yet,
obligingly born around 1 September, and diVerent because we do not have the number. I remember the
things will happen to diVerent Child Trust Funds as conversation that the Chairman and I had about this
they mature. Nevertheless, it is a grouping together some months ago, and I hope you will have noted
and something that links across to the financial that we are paying more than £250 for the first
education side of the story. On your second point, accounts.
the problem is simply that we have to start Chairman: Mr Holgate, we now have a division of
somewhere. As we were saying in conversation with the House.
Mr RuZey earlier, there are other ways that parents
can save for their children. There is quite a variety of

The Committee suspended from 3.06 pm to 3.16 pmaccounts that the private sector and others already
for a division in the House.oVer. It is a case, therefore, of do we start with

something that makes a mark and then occurs for all
subsequent cohorts or do we say, “Here is where we Q52 Mr Plaskitt: In your early consultations you
are putting some money, but here is a sort of vehicle were floating the possibility of additional top-ups to
for others”? For the sorts of reasons that we were these funds at ages five, seven, 11 and 16. The final
exchanging earlier, it does not make that much sense consultation or the outline document just has the
to oVer a sort of vehicle without the money before 1 top-up at the age of seven. What happened to the
September. other possibilities and why did you choose seven out

of all of those ages?
Mr Holgate: Seven strikes a reasonable balance, weQ47 Mr McFall: It could mean that families face a
think, between making a further contribution to thesituation where one child receives an endowment
Child Trust Fund which has a chance to maturewhilst another does not. As a father, I would not like
between seven and 18, and also siting it at a timeto be explaining that to their siblings. I would
when the great majority, if not all children, will haveprobably be asked to take something out of my own
a rapidly growing understanding of money, what itspocket to make up for that. Could the Child Trust
uses are, saving it, and so on. Seven had thosemerits.Fund be used to promote accounts for children born
With respect to other ages, I think that we arebefore 1 September, but without a government
reasonably clear in the recent document thatwe haveendowment?
not necessarily uttered our last word on when otherMr Holgate: Again, one is relieved to say that the
top-ups may or may not be established and underprivate sector may well take the initiative away from
what terms.us. They may well invent things which serve that

purpose, for practical purposes.
Q53 Mr Plaskitt: Do you envisage that the top-up
at seven will also be means-tested?1 Ev 106
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Mr Holgate: Yes. Q62 Mr Plaskitt: Another question in relation to
the proposals you have published so far. The
additional £250 endowment at the outset, for thoseQ54 Mr Plaskitt: Do you know yet what sort of
who qualify for it, is determined by Child Taxscale you are thinking that top-up might be?
Credit. However, we know that can take up to 18Mr Holgate: No, we have not settled upon a figure
months to determine. The child will therefore havefor that, but it will be means-tested relevant to the
been in existence for 18 months before the status isage.
known as to whether the extra £250 goes in. Will
there be some recognition for the lost 18 months’

Q55 Mr Plaskitt:Will it be means-tested in exactly potential growth of that £250 or not?
the same way that the initial £250 extra is means- Mr Holgate: We do not plan any such
tested? compensation, no.
Mr Holgate: Yes.

Q63 Chairman: So the child will be penalised for the
administrative delay in assessing the Child TaxQ56 Mr Plaskitt: It will be?
Credit?Mr Holgate: Yes, in exactly the same way.
Mr Holgate: I think that is a rather tough way of
putting it.

Q57 Mr Plaskitt: Can we take it therefore that the
growth projections you have in the document at the Q64 Mr Plaskitt: It is what you are saying, is it not?
moment will not look quite as they do there, once Mr Holgate: Not really, no. The child is getting an
you take into account the top-up at seven? Our extra £250 in the account. We could have presented
concern about the maturity being just £911 could that as £247 plus interest, if you wish. It is an
therefore bemisplaced because, by the time you have amount, and that is what will be paid in.
sorted out the top-up at seven, that will be a bigger
figure? Q65 Mr Plaskitt: There is a problem here, becauseMr Holgate: Yes, that is quite fair. it will not take 18 months to determine every Child

Tax Credit application. Why should those who do
Q58 Mr Plaskitt: But you cannot tell us yet how have to wait a long time to have it determined
much diVerence it will make to that? eVectively lose some potential growth in this fund,
Mr Holgate: No, that will be a matter for the whereas others whose status is determined quickly
Chancellor in some future Budget judgment, around gain? That does not seem very equitable.
2009 maybe. Mr Holgate: Frankly, I think that it is a relatively

small factor. What is important is whether the
household gets the £250 or not.Q59 Mr Plaskitt: When the funds finally get going

and the vouchers go out, parents will not know at
Q66 Mr Plaskitt: Some will and some will not,that stage what the top-up at seven is going to be?
eVectively. In terms of what it can grow into, you areMr Holgate: Obviously they will need to know by
oVering diVerent amounts.then but, in the same way as the Chancellor gave
Mr Holgate: Only very marginally so and there at asome indication before the Child Trust Fund came
slight degree of abstraction, if I may say so. It will bein this time as to what the amounts would be, who
muchmore important what the household does withknows at what point between now and then he will
it over the remaining 16° years, minimum, thanbe able to take a view on that?
whether it is £247 or £250 or £253.

Q60 Mr Plaskitt:When the thing goes live in 2005, Q67 Mr Plaskitt: So you are content that some are
will everyone then know what the top-up at seven is going to miss out on 18 months’ worth of growth of
going to be? that fund while others do not?
Mr Holgate: We do not undertake that now, and it Mr Holgate: I think that in the context of an overall
is possible that the Chancellor will decide tomake an payment of £500 plus, as you say, a further unknown
announcement of that kind then; but we have given amount at age seven, it is a relatively minor matter.
no indication that he will.

Q68 Mr Plaskitt: Can you not make an extra
payment? Just work out what the deferral has beenQ61 Mr Plaskitt: Also on the age-related

contribution, the industry has been recommending and give a compensating factor? After all, it is only
because of the time it takes to work out tax creditto us that it should be at least £250. Their argument

for that is if the contribution were to be smaller than that the problem has arisen. It is nothing to do with
the family themselves or the child. Can you notthat, theGovernmentwould be better oVmaking the

contribution at the outset—since it has the therefore compensate for it? It would not be a large
sum of money but it would at least demonstrateadvantage of maturing more. Can we take it

therefore that the contribution will not be smaller equity.
Ms Rookes: It would demonstrate equity but at quitethan the £250 bonus added at the outset?

Mr Holgate: I do not think that I can give any a considerable administrative cost. We would have
to look at every individual case and work out whatindication at the moment as to the scale of the

contribution. was lost, because they will be assessed and finalised
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at diVerent times. As Nicholas says, it is really a earlier, we are also piloting the Saving Gateway
which has shown, albeit at early stages, quiteconsequence of the system. We have opted to use

child benefit as the passport to the Child Trust Fund promising results in the extent to which people on
very or quite low incomes are able to save, areand use tax credit as the passport to the higher

endowment for ease of administration, to prevent us interested in saving and, reassuringly, as far as we
can tell, very few of them are borrowing in order tohaving to deal with extra applications and to prevent

us having to add complications to the system. I think save—which would have been a worry if that had
been the case. The Government also introducedthat to go down the route you are suggesting would

add considerable complication. Individual Savings Accounts, which are another
means of giving people a relatively tax-privileged
savings vehicle but with instant access.Q69 Mr Plaskitt: So it is administrative

complexities within the calculation of Child Tax
Credit which can in eVect cause the problem, and Q73 Norman Lamb: However, this policy in itself
you do not want to fix it by an additional payment does not achieve the specific government objective of
because that would also create administrative providing savings as a buVer against times of
diYculties for you. Is that what you are saying? adversity.
Ms Rookes: I do not think that is exactly whatwe are Mr Holgate: Manifestly, it is not directed towards
saying. I do not think we accept that there is a that end. The other thing I want to remind you of is
significant problem here because, as Nicholas has the introduction of tax credits. Again, that acts as
said, the loss of growth over a period, which is not quite an important buVer for many households’
necessarily going to be 18 months but could be up to incomes. If they are in and out of work and needing
18 months, will be very small. extra help, then that is a role that tax credits will

play. It is also permissive, as it were, looking
upwards. We allow households to keep moneyQ70 Norman Lamb: Could I return to a question
where there have been increases in their incomethat was put to you, Mr Holgate, by John McFall
within certain limits from the previous year, but weabout the situation of families where you have one
step in to help where there is any reductionchild who will benefit and the other who will not?
anticipated on that. This is changing theHas the Government specifically ruled out any tax
environment in which low-income households haverelief for older children—children born before 1
tomake these decisions and itmay ormay not enableSeptember 2002? Can we just be clear on that?
some of them to do more, as they would probablyMr Holgate: I am not conscious of a specific
wish to, by way of investing in the Child Trust Fund.statement to that eVect but I think that it would be,

as it were, a further discretionary addition to what
has been announcedwere we to suggest that. I do not Q74 Norman Lamb: Can I explore a little further
think that it is consonant with the scheme to do so. what we were discussing earlier, about why the
Essentially, we are launching a product that takes Government has opted for this approach to helping
eVect from 1 September 2002, where the accounts particularly low-income families to get into the habit
will come in in 2005 and it has the characteristics that of saving and whether it is targeted in achieving that
the Sub-Committee has explored this afternoon. So objective? I think I understood you to say earlier that
to go back and, as it were, create a second family or the Treasury has not actually done any modelling of
a branch of the same product would be rather who will take up the opportunities for making
confusing. additional contributions across the income bands. Is

that right?
Mr Holgate: Yes, that is all to play for. We are notQ71 Norman Lamb: In eVect it is ruled out? In
putting out the Child Trust Fund, as it were, andreality?
then hoping that someone will pick it up. We areMr Holgate: I think so.
creating this product with the help of the financial
services industry and we will be helping andQ72 Norman Lamb: Can I move on to the
encouraging parents to appreciate the opportunitypropensity for people to make additional
this provides them, in conjunction with other thingscontributions and how it impacts on diVerent
we have discussed.income groups? Amartya Sen has made the point

that savings, particularly for poorer households,
“can reduce people’s vulnerability” by providing Q75 Norman Lamb: We are talking here about the

commitment of a fair amount of government moneythem with a buVer to fall back on in diYcult times.
The Treasury itself has argued that, “regular saving to a policy whose impact you have not actually

assessed. Is it not just aspirational? It is not based onprovides individuals with a pool of financial assets
for times of adversity”. This fund, of course, is tied any evidence that you have.

Mr Holgate: I would take you back to what I saidup for 18 years and so it cannot be used as a buVer
in times of adversity. Will not the fact that it is tied near the start of the hearing on the National Child

Development Study and the association that someup for so long act as a disincentive for poorer
households to make use of it—on the Government’s researchers have found there between stocks of

assets and what happens to people across a range ofown judgment?
Mr Holgate:Again, I would say that you have to site social and economic outcomes. There is a gap and an

opportunity there, where something like the Childthe Child Trust Fund amidst the other things that
the Government is doing. As we were discussing Trust Fund may make a diVerence and a diVerence
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that represents value for money. I would also point Mr Holgate: I would argue that, actually.
out that this is an investment. It is an investment
both in terms of the way we classify it; it is an

Q81 Norman Lamb: Is that not the evidence?investment in terms of what households are obliged
Mr Holgate: I think that the evidence could misleadto dowith it and the default purchase, as it were, will
us on this particular point, such as it is. First of all, Ibe a stakeholder Child Trust Fund which will have
think we did acknowledgeMr Plaskitt’s point earliera considerable equity content to it—so investment
that there will be this extra contribution related tothere.
income at age seven. So that will narrow the gap a
bit, when we find out what that amount is. Second,Q76 Norman Lamb: We are hoping that education
the information pack and the fact that this is a long-for instance—as you referred to earlier—will
term investment—no one can get their hands on itencourage people to change their habits but, as
until age 18—means that we have a very goodthings stand at the moment, the expectation must be
opportunity, tomymind, of explaining to people thethat it will bemiddle-class families that benefit much
virtues of investing in an equity-dominated vehiclemore significantly than poorer households—unless
compared to the deposit account which, you areyou are able to change habits. That must be right,
quite right to say, is what lower-income householdsmust it not?
tend to invest in, for instance with respect to ISAs.Mr Holgate: I think that is a reasonably fair
That is why I say that the evidence such as it is mightdescription.
mislead us on this point. I think that there is much
more to play for than that and we ought to be ableQ77 Norman Lamb: There may be arguments either to explain to them that, over long runs of years, evenway, but you could have found other ways that if returns are volatile year on year—would have targeted the benefit more closely to

poorer families.
Mr Holgate: Undoubtedly we could have made the Q82 Norman Lamb: You would then be expecting
Child Trust Fundmore progressive in its progressive the lower-income families to take a risk and, if they
bit and less universal in its universal bit; but all of had taken the risk over the last few years, they would
these things are about a balance. One of the things have suVered quite a big hit—which could result in
which is important to the Government from the a loss of confidence, could it not?
perspective of tax credits and the tax and benefits Mr Holgate: It could do, but it would also be a fact
system as a whole is that, as far as possible, people of life that, over a run of 18 years, the stock market
are in one system. The idea of progressive is quite likely to go down one, two or more years in
universalism is that everyone is one system, but you that run. However, if you take 18 years—and we
provide more help to those who need it the most have looked at returns from 1918 to 2002—then we
when they need it most. It is essentially a judgment see that the mean return is 6.9% and the median
that ministers have reached—to have this ratio, if return is 6.4%. I amnot surewhether those are in real
you like, between £500 for, roughly, the lowest third terms or not. They are in real terms.
of household incomes and £250 for others.

Q83 Norman Lamb: Both lower than the 7%.Q78 Norman Lamb: We have heard earlier,
Mr Holgate:No, because the 7%here is nominal andhowever, that the tax break help that the
the real returns here are real. So actually we haveGovernment provides goes to the better-oV homes.
slightly understated what you might anticipate on aMr Holgate: I remain of the view that the “tax
very central view, if you thought the past representedbreak”, as you put it, will be negligible and therefore
the future, over the next 18 years.the Child Trust Fund, to the extent to which it

involves any form of redistribution, is progressive in
its redistribution. Q84 Mr Beard: I believe, Mr Holgate, that earlier

you quoted 79% in the survey as an indicator of how
Q79 Norman Lamb:You have shown a table of how many people would top up the fund. Is that correct?
much you would end up with, based on a nominal Mr Holgate: That is one that the Children’s Mutual
rate of return of 7% and inflation at 2°%. We have conducted. There is another one that Virgin Money
heard that someone from a low-income family conducted, saying that 92% of parents will consider
getting the £500 will end up with £911. investing.
Mr Holgate: Yes.

Q85 Mr Beard:How do you reconcile that with theQ80 Norman Lamb: A family that is able to make
survey that was done by Mintel which showed thatmonthly contributions of £40 on top of the £250 will
35% of parents with children under 15 are not savingend upwith £14,399. That is a pretty substantial gap.
anything at all for the children’s future and that 26%The reality, however, is that the gap will be even
of parents only save rarely or when they have sparebigger than that, will it not? The £911 is based on this
money? There is a big gap between these findings.nominal rate of return of 7%, which would assume
Mr Holgate: That is absolutely right: there is a veryinvesting money, at least in part, in equities. You
large gap. That is precisely the gap that we seek to fillwould not get that rate of return on the basis of a
through the measures that we have been discussingcash investment, which is the likely form of

investment for low-income families. this afternoon.
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Q86 Mr Beard: They are also endorsed by the Child Mr Holgate: I accept the question. The question is
how far can we be persuasive in getting them toPoverty Action Group who say, “the reality is that
consider that there are other alternatives to themany families are too poor to contribute”.
predicted course of action they might take.Mr Holgate: At times, I am sure the Child Poverty

Action Group is right, but there are 18 years over
which contributions can be made to the Child Trust Q90 MrBeard:Youmentioned the SavingGateway
Fund and the Government has other policies in earlier, which is targeted at the low-income earners
place to ensure that households make the most of that we are talking about and which is aimed at
their opportunities, for instance with respect to increasing incentives to save through government

funding matching whatever money is saved, andemployment over that period. So at times over that
which is covering very similar ground to this Childperiod even families that appear very poor now may
Trust Fund. Why is there no mention of this in theactually be in a position to contribute.
document?
Mr Holgate: With respect, it is not really covering

Q87 Mr Beard: It rather implies, does it not, that the same ground.
you pick the statistics that indicate you are going to
achieve the objectives of the fund? Q91 Mr Beard: The same objective.
Mr Holgate: No, I think that there are statistics on Mr Holgate: They are complementary objectives, I
the one hand which say exactly as you say—that the would say. It is back to the point that your
propensity to save at the moment is very low—and colleagues have made about instant access versus
there is the prospect of increasing that. There is long term. The SavingGateway has instant access. It
plenty of room to increase it, I think we would all is a rainy-day fund. People have been drawing it
agree. The pressure is on ourselves, the financial down in the pilots and have been payingmoney back
services industry and from the financial education in again when they can aVord to. That is what it is:
strand through schools, to see what we can do a revolving door, essentially, giving a much better
about that. rate of return than they would get in other, not very

competitive accounts; whereas the Child Trust Fund
has quite a diVerent philosophy behind it. It is

Q88 Mr Beard: It means that no one has access to saying, “This is a discipline. You must put the
the fund, if it is topped up, until the child is 18 and money aside. It is for your child when he or she
yet the Alliance & Leicester, the Britannia Building reaches adulthood”. Depending on what we do with
Society, AbbeyNational and the Children’sMutual, the Saving Gateway and how that is mediated, one
all have funds which give instant access and which could imagine, were that also to appear more
could be the means of saving for a child. Why would broadly, low-income households having one of each
a parent or grandparent pay into this fund when the and using them in such a way that they know the
money would be inaccessible for 18 years, when they money that they cannot rely on putting away is in
could pay into one of these funds and it could be something like a Saving Gateway and, where they
accessible when it was wanted? think they can make that commitment, they put
Mr Holgate: The answer is that households should some money in the Child Trust Fund instead—
diversify between the funds to which they think they because the rate of return, other things equal, is
might need instant access and other funds which likely to be greater and because it is there, waiting for

the child at 18.they can leave aside for much longer. There is a
virtue to leaving a fund aside for longer. As we were
saying to Norman Lamb, if it is then equity-based— Q92 Mr Beard: Why should not the Saving
which instant access funds cannot be—you may Gateway arrangement be applied to the top-up fund
achieve a higher rate of return. That is something we for people who are eligible for a Saving Gateway?
need to explain to people deciding what sort of fund That would overcome at least some of the
to put it in. There is the point I made near the start diVerential between families that have a history of

saving and are relatively better-oV than those whoof the hearing, which is that it may be a powerful
have not.motivation for some parents to say, “This is
Mr Holgate: If you are suggesting that we allowsomething which is going to be there for my child
what are discretionary withdrawals from the Childwhen he or she reaches adulthood”. It is, as it were,
Trust Fund—a discipline upon me not to raid it for some other

purpose before then.
Q93 Mr Beard:No, I am not suggesting that at all.
I am suggesting that in the Saving Gateway you

Q89 Mr Beard: You are putting an awful lot of match, pound for pound,what people save.Why can
emphasis on financial education when you are that not apply to lower-income parents who are
dealingwith families who, as you have just said, have putting top-up funds into the Child Trust Fund?
no record or history of saving at all. Then you are Mr Holgate: That is a question of balancing the
going to get them to distinguish between a fund like incentives and other pressures, encouragements,
this which has no access until 18 and all these other upon parents—notably parents in low-income
funds that are there, when their inclination if they households—as to what they should do with any
are on low incomes is to hedge their bets and keep discretionary margin to their living costs. If we were

to incentivise savings of that kind, assuming that wethe money available.
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targeted them quite narrowly on low-income household. You could imagine a future situation,
households so we would not get into trouble on the were we to develop the Saving Gateway further,
deadweight cost that Mr RuZey was raising, what where the two would complement in that rather
we might run the risk of is going too far—and it more practical way than the slightlymore theoretical
would be possible to go too far—in encouraging ways I have been talking about—yes.
low-income households to put too much money into
a fund from which they could not then withdraw it.

Q99 Mr Beard: The objective behind this ChildThis is about a balance. There is the intrinsic
Trust Fund is to encourage the savings habit.attraction of a relatively high rate of return—though
Mr Holgate: Yes.a rate of return which is unlikely to match that on

debt. It is therefore another area where we have to be
very careful. We do not want to say, “This is such a

Q100 Mr Beard: How are you going to measuregood thing that you should borrow in order to put
whether you have succeeded or not?money in here”.
Mr Holgate:We have been developing some criteria
of that description. It will not surprise you to learnQ94 Mr Beard: The families that would be eligible
that one of them is that we test parents’for the Saving Gateway could do this anyway. So
understanding of the Child Trust Fund and how itwhy are you precluding them from doing it in the
works. We need to get feedback and test to seecontext of the Child Trust Fund? They could just as
whether the way in which we have explained thewell open an account in the Saving Gateway and
Child Trust Fund has succeeded, particularly withthen be encouraged to save there. That is the
those who may not have much contact with theobjective. Why is it so wrong when you put the two
financial service providers. We will look to see, fortogether?
example, whether people have chosen to take outMr Holgate: These are two diVerent things. First of
stakeholder accounts compared to cash depositall, the Saving Gateway is only a pilot. It has a
accounts—which relates back to a point which Mrrelatively high rate of reward for putting the money
Lamb made. We will be looking to see whetherin, but it has instant access. In that sense, the
parents take up accounts or whether, in the lastindividual is not risking very much.
analysis, the Inland Revenue has to allocate
accounts where it is not done. We will obviouslyQ95 Mr Beard: It would be diVerent in that respect
look at the level of contributions by families.We willin this context?
see whether the Child Trust Fund has increasedMr Holgate: Absolutely.
savings for children compared with now. In the
longer term we will look at the level of awarenessQ96 Mr Beard: But that is not a major factor?
amongst children of Child Trust Funds and then, inMr Holgate: These are two products, one of them in
due course, I expect to be inundated with researchonly the pilot stage, intended to serve two quite
requests to see what it is that young people actuallydiVerent but complementary purposes. One is, can
do with Child Trust Funds.low-income people save? Are they prepared to get

into the banking system, into the financial services
system, when they have not had any contact with it

Q101 Mr Beard: Mr Lamb made the point aboutbefore? That is another aspect of that story. The
this being used as a wrapper round equities, like theChild Trust Fund has a financial education element
ISA is. That presumes a certain amount of financialto it as well, but the financial education is brought
sophistication, to be doing that. Yet, if you do that,both to the parents and the children and it is long
it is what is going to give the advantage. A lot ofterm.
people recently have suVered financial loss from
investing in equities. So how are you going to giveQ97 Mr Beard:Are you going to consider this or is
even the financially literate the confidence to put theit the end of the argument?
money into equities?Mr Holgate: When you say am I going to consider
Mr Holgate: I suspect that the financially literatewillit . . .?
not need a lot of encouragement, because they know
that they have the better part of 18 years to ride outQ98 Mr Beard: Putting the two together, so that
the swings and roundabouts. The challenge is there,low-income families can use the Saving Gateway as
however, for those on lower incomes who do nota means of boosting whatever they can aVord to put
have a track record with investing through unitinto the Child Trust Fund.
trusts or whatever, and we will have to see how wellMr Holgate: Were the Saving Gateway to be
we do. It is in the taxpayers’ interests and thedeveloped further, one way in which the two could
Government’s interest on behalf of the taxpayer thatbe made more complementary is that if you have
as many people as possible become adequatelysaved some money in your Saving Gateway and you
financially literate for the 21st century—not leasthave earned a bonus on that, as it were, you could
because it is cheaper to pay them benefit throughthen decide—if you have reached a point where you
bank accounts than through certain alternatives. Soknow you do not need that money for a long time—
there are certain allied causes in this, which meansto roll that into the Child Trust Fund, provided you
that there are benefits beyond the specific ones forhave not exceeded the £1,200 and, again, that is very

unlikely to be a problem for a low-income the Child Trust Fund itself.
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Q102 Mr Beard: If this had been around 10 years Q107 Mr Plaskitt: It will have to be something
other than small print.ago and people had put themoney into equities, they

would have made a substantial loss by now. So you Ms Rookes: Yes.
could well have the perverse consequence of having
put a whole generation oV investing, because they Q108 Mr Plaskitt: It will have to be something very
would have lost substantial amounts of money. transparent, very clear, readily identifiable, readily
Mr Holgate: Yes, that is quite possible if we had recognisable and something all consumers
accounts, say, five years ago. Maybe, 10 years ago, immediately look for, first probably, before they
the money at the start of that period might still be consider anything else. It will have to be that up-
showing some gain: it will depend on exactly where front. Do you agree with that?
you invested. If there is a loss, then I am afraid that Ms Rookes:Yes, I do. One of the things we are going
is a fact of life. If it were 10 years ago, there would to do early next year is to carry out some research to
be another eight years in which to make up that loss. find out exactly the sort of information that parents
You can get into a slightly arcane argument. If need and how they need it. So that will help us in our
parents have a set target for the value of the Child discussions with the FSA and in putting together the
Trust Fund at a given age, you might argue that, education and the information round the Child
perversely, if the value goes down theymay putmore Trust Fund.
in. I readily concede, however, that there will be
other households where the experience of a loss will Q109 Mr Beard: The financial service industry is
be mortifying and they would not wish to go further developing so-called CAT standard products for all
with it. sorts of other things, like mortgages, insurance and

so on. It would not be beyond the possibility of
ingenuity to develop one that would take some of theQ103 Mr Plaskitt: Potentially, there could be a
risk out for parents who are puttingmoney into here.whole range of vehicles providing these trust funds.
Ms Rookes: The standards on the equity accountAs part of assisting with financial education, do you
will be risk-controlled. The standard Child Trustwant to see the vehicles risk-branded so that people
Fund account—this is the account that all providerscan see at a glance just how much risk, if any, they
have to oVer—will be a risk-controlled equity-are embarking on—depending on which vehicle
based account.they choose?

Mr Holgate: We will certainly want parents to
Q110 Mr Plaskitt: What does “risk-controlled”understand if they are getting into a relatively high-
mean? I do not understand.risk vehicle.
Ms Rookes:Risk-controlled means that there has to
be a diverse range of investments and that the

Q104 Mr Plaskitt: How will you do that? account has to follow lifestyling, which means it
Mr Holgate: That is a good question. needs to move out of the higher-risk investments

into lower-risk investments as the account moves
towards maturity.

Q105 Mr Plaskitt: That is why I am asking it.
Mr Holgate: This is something which there is some

Q111 Mr Beard: Like a low-risk unit trust?time to sort out with the financial services industry—
Ms Rookes: Yes.how we agree. All of these Child Trust Funds have

to be authorised by the Inland Revenue, so what
Q112 Angela Eagle: I think that this is a veryrestrictions and what health warnings are put on the
imaginative idea which could be extremely exciting,marketing of relatively high-risk funds versus other
depending on whether we can move from incomefunds are something that we will have to work on.
support to wealth support, and this is a first and veryMr Plaskitt: You could consider a simple “traYc
interesting attempt to do that. Can you confirm thatlight” system. Something that is cash based and
the idea is to change behaviour in savings andcarries no risk gets a green blob on its promotional
actually to create attitudes to savings, especiallyliterature. Something which is almost exclusively
amongst those for whom it is particularly diYcult,based in equities gets a red blob, which means that
which do not exist at the moment?you could lose the lot. Things in between could have
Mr Holgate: Yes.an amber blob. Are you going to consider something
Ms Rookes: That is absolutely the intention. We arefairly straightforward and readily recognisable by
not only talking to financial organisations: we arepeople, so that they can start assessing the degree of
talking to voluntary organisations and communityrisk on the various products?
organisations, and working with the DfES and the
Social ExclusionUnit, so that we can cover all bases,
if you like. We can do it through schools andQ106 Mr Beard: Rather like Sandler
through other information sources as well.recommended?

Ms Rookes: That is exactly the sort of thing we are
looking at. I cannot guarantee that we will come up Q113 Angela Eagle:On changing behaviour as well,
with something of the sort you have said, but we are what about ethical investment? The UK Social
actively discussing with the FSA exactly what the Investment Forum have argued that Child Trust
sales regime should be, what advice people should Funds should not be invested in areas that are

damaging to children. One thinks of things likehave.
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tobacco—cigarette manufacture, for example. Do instance for looked-after care, the local authority
does—then the Child Trust Fund does have to beyou have any views on this? Will you be taking

particular, positive action to promote the choosing open. So there is not a danger of walking away from
a product entirely, where sometimes there is aof ethical funds?

Ms Rookes: We understand that people do have profusion of products.
objections to certain accounts and there has been a
growth in recent years in ethical funds. We want

Q118 Angela Eagle: I want to ask you moreproviders to produce a range of products that will
explicitly about charges, but the idea is to keepmeet people’s ethical and religious beliefs.We do not
charges as low as possible. That has to make sense inthink that it would be right to require providers to
trying to include people on lower incomes. If chargesdo that, but we are starting to talk to providers
go too high, it clearly renders the whole thingabout the sort of accounts that theymight introduce.
meaningless because they lose their savings inPeople with Child Trust Funds will be able to
charges. There have to be economies of scale, giventransfer accounts at any time. They will be free to
the size of providers, to keep charges low. So how domake transfers to the sort of account that they want.
you achieve that balance? Would it be better met
with licensing, so that large companies could

Q114 Angela Eagle: How will that be transparent? provide those economies of scale, rather than just
For example, if a particular provider has a diverse flinging it into the market and seeing what emerges?
portfolio, it might include tobacco manufacture, Mr Holgate:We think that competition will provide
and it would take a pretty sophisticated level of some reassurance on this point.
financial education to appreciate the mix in some of
those. How are you going to make that transparent?
Ms Rookes: I think this comes back to the point that Q119 Angela Eagle: Why does competition lower
Mr Plaskitt was raising. We have not yet decided charges though? There is not much sign of that in the
exactly the requirements for presenting and selling insurance industry.
these accounts. We have to talk that through. We Mr Holgate: There will be some cap on charges
have to work it out and we still have work to do anyway, but competition will provide pressure
on that. between providers to ensure that we can set as low a

cap as possible. Another source of reassurance on
this is that there will be getting on for 700,000Q115 Angela Eagle: Do you agree that it would be
accounts a year, so it is going to be very big business.rather odd to allowChild Trust Funds to be invested
It is not clear to me that one needed only a subset ofin tobacco manufacture or cigarette manufacture,
providers, given that scale of potential custom.for example?

Ms Rookes: I think that parents will be free to decide
on the sort of account that they think is best for their

Q120 Angela Eagle: You have not made a decisionchildren, whatever it is.
on charges yet. There is some rather predictable
lobbying coming from the supply side of the

Q116 Angela Eagle:You have really opted for open industry, which is trying to avoid a cap which they
market competition rather than a system of licensed would regard as too low. Clearly, there is already a
providers, which you could have. Why have you precedent for capping with stakeholder pensions,
done that? which is beginning to make a few of them scream.
Ms Rookes:Because we think that will providemore Are you worried that, if you managed to set a cap
choice and more competition. Open market which allows people with low incomes to save
competition has servedwell through the provision of reasonably and not see their savings eaten up by
ISAs, and we think that is the best way to ensure that charges, you will restrict those who provide such
we do get a competitive market for the Child Trust savings vehicles?
Fund and a wide range of accounts that meets Mr Holgate: You are absolutely right and there is
everybody’s needs and requirements. plainly a balance to be struck there. We have

undertaken some independent research to provide
Q117 Angela Eagle: What is your view of the evidence on which to set the charge cap. The other
Consumers’ Association, who have told us that they component to the decision is the Financial Services
are firmly of the view that the collective approach, Authority’s work on the sales process. Plainly, the
using not-for-profit organisations, delivering charge cap must fit alongside the sales process so
economies of scale by having licensing, will allow that the two are consistent and, for example, we do
charges to be kept to a minimum so that reasonable not have too expensive a sales process for the charge
and eYcient access to Child Trust Fund accounts cap or vice versa.
can be generated? That if you have an open market
competition you just get some of the “confusion

Q121 Angela Eagle:What about the deadweight ofmarketing”, as they put it, that we already see in
advertising? The more competition there is in aexisting insurance productmarkets—and credit card
market for those products, the higher yourproduct markets, for that matter.
advertising costs are likely to be.Mr Holgate: There is one consolation. I take your
Mr Holgate: The larger your market in certainpoint about confusion marketing, but the fact is
respects, maybe the lower your other operatingthat—assuming that the household makes a claim

for child benefit or, in certain other instances, for costs are.
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Q122 Angela Eagle: That makes an argument for Q128 Angela Eagle: I understand what you are
trying to do by avoiding cherry-picking, but I do notlicensing again and having the big providers do this.
really understand why insisting on the stakeholderMr Holgate:Depending on howmany you think the
provision achieves what you are intending to do.700,000 is spread amongst free market providers,
Ms Rookes: Our worry is that if we do not insist onalbeit authorised by the Inland Revenue, compared
that, certain financial providers will only oVer cashto a licensed provider setting.
accounts. As a lot of people have expressed concern
today, lower-income people are less confident of

Q123 Angela Eagle:When are you likely to make a financial products and particularly equity products.
decision on the charges and particularly the capping If that is all they are oVered, they are not going to
of charges, because clearly you have not made one push for an equity account—which is what we want
yet? them to have because we want them to have the
Mr Holgate: That is right. We will do so, I imagine, higher returns.
as soon as we can after the Financial Services
Authority have determined the sales process. Q129 Angela Eagle: Why do you not make it a

proviso that Child Trust Fund accounts have to be
oVered in all of their types, from equity onwards,Q124 Angela Eagle:When is that likely to be?
rather than specify the stakeholder provision? I amMr Holgate: I think they have sent the Committee
not sure how specifying a stakeholder provisionsome evidence which suggests, “. . . in early 2004”.
achieves the laudable aim that you have set out as the
reason for it. Why not simply make it impossible for
a potential provider to restrict what they provideQ125 Angela Eagle: So some time shortly thereafter
simply to savings?we will have the Treasury’s view on charges?
Ms Rookes: If we said that you could provide anyMr Holgate: That is right.
and all stakeholder accounts, the building societies
that you have mentioned would still be excluded

Q126 Angela Eagle: Can you tell me why you because they would not be able to provide the range
decided to make provision of a stakeholder Child of accounts. The only way we could operate it is to
Trust Fund a prerequisite for entering the market? say they are free to oVerwhichever Child Trust Fund
That looks like it is restricting some people, such as accounts they want to, and we are back to the
building societies, whomay wish to enter the market position where organisations such as them will only
but do not actually provide a stakeholder. That be able to oVer cash accounts.
seems at odds with what you have just said about it
encouraging thousands of flowers to grow in the Q130 Angela Eagle: Given that the provider is not
market. an irrevocable decision and, as you said earlier,
Mr Holgate: That brings us back to the likely people can switch across, why is that a problem at
validity for many households of an equity-based the beginning as this process evolves?
vehicle. We want the default option to be the one Ms Rookes:We think that people who start oV with
which appears to be the most sensible. It also has a equity accounts are more likely to maintain them
possibility of simplifying the process of making than if they start oV with cash accounts and move
decisions for those who might find it more diYcult. into equities. Those people that are less financially

sophisticated, less financially literate—we just
believe that it is the best way of making sure they get

Q127 Angela Eagle: According to the evidence we equity accounts and access to the better returns. As
have, you are excluding 17 building societies by this, I said earlier, the building societies are free to take on
I think, odd proviso—this restriction—when you this business if they wish to.
have just been talking about not having restrictions. Angela Eagle: There are some interesting value
You have actually excluded 17 building societies judgments there, which I may have some discussion
and, of course, building societies have traditionally with you about.
been particularly strongly represented in children’s Chairman: We want to turn now to regulation and
savings. That seems rather odd. financial education. Let us start with regulation.
Ms Rookes: One of the things we are trying to do is
to encourage families to take out equity accounts, so Q131 Mr RuZey: Your proposals, Ms Rookes,
that they can realise the benefits of that. Our worry state that “firms with the relevant FSA
if we do not make the equity account a prerequisite authorisation will be able to enter the market by
is that there will be cherry-picking: that low-income application to the Board of the Inland Revenue,
people will only be oVered cash accounts and that subject to meeting the requirements of the CTF
some financial providers may refuse to deal with regulations”. Can you describe what those CTF
some customers. We think that, this way, we can regulations are and what they cover?
ensure that everybody does have access to an equity Ms Rookes: In the context you have just mentioned
account. Yes, you are right, it does mean that some they will be required to meet the same sort of
very small building societies are excluded, but that is requirements as ISA providers, the main one being
a commercial decision for them. We are not that they are FSA authorised and that their
excluding them. If they want to come into the investments accord with the regulations on

permitted investments. The regulations we aremarket, that is a commercial decision for them.
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anticipating will cover a number of areas. Q137 Mr Lamb: There will not be any specific
protection, however, for Child Trust Funds. It willInvestments will be one of them; another will be the

requirements of the equity stakeholder account and be a fallback to the existing framework?
Mr Holgate: That is right.how it works.We expect to take regulations covering

the amounts involved, whether these are the
government endowments, the age-related top-ups or Q138 Chairman: So if the equity element is lost,
the level of tax relief. We will have regulations there is no compensation? There is no guarantee
covering the appeals process and regulations setting on that?
out the information requirements of providers. We Mr Holgate: It depends if it is mis-selling or not.
will also need regulations to cover special NormanLamb:We then get into the whole Equitable
circumstances, such as how we deal with children in Life problem. All those people who have not been
care, in the unfortunate event of a child dying before able to demonstrate mis-selling lose the money.
the account has actually been opened—in certain
circumstances like that. Q139 Chairman: Is that the position? There is no

government guarantee to the equity element?
Q132 Mr RuZey: You also say that CTF providers Mr Holgate: No.
will be “audited by the Inland Revenue on a regular Mr Plaskitt:Hence the importance of risk-branding
basis to ensure that they have maintained their FSA these things.
authorisation”. Who exactly is responsible
ultimately for regulating these Child Trust Funds? Is Q140 Mr Cousins: How many of these things do
it the FSA or is it you, the Revenue? you expect to allocate yourself?
Ms Rookes: It is a joint responsibility. Ms Rookes: We hope that it will not be huge

numbers. We still have to do some more work to
Q133 Mr RuZey:Why? Why complicate it? refine our estimates. There will be 700,000 accounts
Ms Rookes: We are following very much the model a year, but I cannot tell you precisely at this stage
that we use for other financial products. If you take how many we will be allocating.
ISAs, for example, the FSA authorise firms, make
sure that they are running prudently, regulate their Q141 Mr Cousins: For the accounts that you
practices; but we ensure that they are complying allocate yourself, do you regard yourselves as having
with our own particular rules which relate to the ISA the responsibilities of a sort of financial
account, and we will operate very much in the same intermediary?
way with the Child Trust Fund account. They will Ms Rookes:Wewill not be responsible formanaging
have to meet the general financial requirements of the account and will make that clear.
the FSA but we will want to ensure that they are
complying with our own specific requirements on Q142 Mr Cousins: That is not what I said. For the
the Child Trust Fund account. accounts you allocate yourself, will you accept the

responsibilities that a financial intermediary would?
Q134 Mr Lamb: The nature of the fund, the You will be placing the money where you choose to
universalism and the lifespan of it, clearly makes place it.
regulation incredibly important. Given the Ms Rookes: We will not be choosing the provider.
experiences of people over recent years, particularly The account will be the standard stakeholder equity
in scandals such as Equitable Life, how can we account and we will be picking the providers at
reassure people that their money will be safe in the random. As soon as the account has been allocated,
fund in which they invest? we will be writing to the parent of the child and
Ms Rookes: They will be protected through FSA making it clear that, from here on in, it is for them
regulation. They will have recourse to the Financial to manage the investment. All we are doing is
Ombudsman and, as we have just said, the Inland allocating it.
Revenue will also be carrying out audit checks.

Q143 Mr Cousins: That process in itself—you are
Q135 Mr Lamb: Equitable Life had a regulator. It going to place money on people’s behalf and you are
did not stop it going under. going to do it randomly across a section of
Mr Holgate: Other parts of the protection come providers—is quite an interesting process in the
from the nature of the product again. Equitable sense of the Financial Services Act.
Life—about which I have to say I know absolutely Ms Rookes: It will be of authorised providers. All
nothing—is probably quite a complicated product. the providers that are on the list of providers that we
The Child Trust Funds are a relatively simple can choose from will be authorised providers for the
product and what you buy is what you own, in terms Child Trust Fund. They will then be picked at
of the equities underpinning the Child Trust Funds. random and, as I said, the parent will then be

informed that the account has been opened but it is
up to them tomanage it fromhere on in, and tomakeQ136 Mr Lamb: If the institution that you invest

with goes under, however, you lose the money. a decision whether they want to leave it with the
initial provider or to move it on. The arrangementMr Holgate: Then various rules apply to do with

compensation limits and deposits and the Financial we have come to, however, is to ensure that those
children whose parents do not choose to open anServices Compensation Scheme. So there is some

protection. account do not lose out.
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Q144 Mr Cousins: I am not being funny about this, Q151 Norman Lamb: How does that work?
Mr Ahmed: Some families may want to takebut have you taken legal advice to see whether you
professional investment advice; others will be happycould be accused of mis-selling?
to take on board information and education in theMs Rookes:Yes, we have. Our legal advice is that we
information packs and be confident enough towould not.
choose a provider themselves.

Q145 Mr Cousins: I wonder if we could have access
Q152 Angela Eagle: What will be the cost ofto that advice? This is quite a bold step—for a
switching from one sort of Child Trust Fund acrossgovernment to place people’s savings with a
to another?particular provider. To say that you are doing it on
Mr Ahmed: This is tied up as part of the work on thea random basis makes me worry more.
charge capping. As was mentioned earlier, we haveMs Rookes: Perhaps “random” is the wrong word. commissioned independent research into the“Rotation” might be a better word. charge cap.

Mr RuZey:What about “random rotation”?

Q153 Angela Eagle: There will be a cost,
Q146 Mr Cousins: I am sorry, I preferred presumably. If someone wishes to shift from the
“random”! trust fund that you have allocated them—albeit that
Ms Rookes:We are not selecting the account and we they have omitted to be proactive to begin with—
are making that absolutely clear. that will cost something. We do not yet know what.

Mr Ahmed: That is true. There is a cost to firms of
transferring accounts. It is whether that cost gets

Q147 Mr Cousins: But you are selecting them. Of rolled up into the overall charge cap or we allow
course you are. them to charge separately for transfers, and that
Ms Rookes: We are selecting the type of account. decision has yet to be made.

Q148 MrCousins: If you are placing themoneywith Q154 Mr Cousins: Can I play back to you
somebody, that is a selection process. It is something that your colleague from the Inland
inescapable. Revenue said and see if you identify yourself with it?

“We want them to have equity products because weMs Rookes: We are specifying the type of account.
want them to have high returns.” Do you associateWe are going to a list of authorised providers who
yourself with that thought?will deliver the account that meets these tight
Mr Holgate: I think that is the starting point, and Ispecifications and, on that basis, we will be selecting
do associatemyself with it. That is the starting point.from a list of providers on a rotating basis; but we
There will be households for whom that is a moreare not actually investing people’s savings there.
forbidding choice and they will have alternatives;
but the starting point, because it is a product which

Q149 Chairman: That is not how they will see it, is is lasting 18 years, is that probably much the best
it? They will say, “The Government has allocated thing that the great majority of people can do is to
our fund to . . .”, whatever it is. go into a not very high risk but certainly an equity-
Mr Holgate: Could I point out one or two numbers driven product.
which I think may be relevant to Mr Cousins’s
question and also the previous one? If I understand Q155 Mr Cousins: Sure, but there is a good deal of
it correctly, the compensation scheme—I am now certainty built into that thought—“Because we want
talking about equity investment, so it is on the point them to have higher returns”. Markets can go down
that you are raising—covers two kinds of losses: as well as up.
when an authorised investment firm goes out of Mr Holgate: Indeed. As we were discussing earlier,
business and cannot return your investments or however, I think you will find that over any
money, or a loss arising from bad investment advice respectable length of time equities have, on the
or poor investment management. It says that the whole, produced better returns. I should again enter
maximum level of compensation you can receive a caveat here that I am not qualified to oVer financial
from the scheme for a claim against an investment advice, but I can read the numbers oV a table.
firm is £48,000, which is 100% of £30,000 and then
90% of the next £20,000 per person. So there would

Q156 Mr Cousins:Youmight have put yourself in aappear to be a quite respectable degree of cover from
position where you have to be able to give advice.the FSCS when we are talking about the particular Mr Holgate: As the numbers that I supplied earliercase you are raising, I think, of either £250 or £500. indicate, the returns on equities over the last 80-odd
years have been of the order of 6.4, 6.9% real.

Q150 Mr Cousins: Obviously you are intending
these to be advised products and not treated as Q157 Mr Cousins: You should read the FSA on
execution-only ones. caution about projection rates.
Mr Ahmed: They would be a mixture—advised sales Mr Holgate: Indeed. It is a very good point.
and execution only. Nevertheless, I think that most professional advice

would suggest that if you had 18 years over which toMr Cousins: A mixture?
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invest some money, and the sort of charge for the Mr Holgate: It is a flaw at the heart of the structure
only if it is still there in 18 years’ time. I think thatsum of money is not disproportionate, then that is

where you should put it. you have to wait and see what ministers say when it
comes to a later point in your deliberations.
Mr RuZey: I find that breathtaking.Q158 Mr Cousins:How does this Child Trust Fund

interact with income-related benefits?
Q166 Angela Eagle: You might admit at least thatMr Holgate: It has no impact on income-related
there are some issues of concern round thebenefits of the parents, as the fund is developing on
interaction between these old benefit rules and thebehalf of the child as it grows. When the child
more innovative systems being brought forward toreaches 18, were nothing to change between now and
deal, for example, with wealth allocation. It isthen, then the normal rules would apply. It would be
something you have to look at, or you might end uppart of the child’s assets.
looking rather silly at the end of the day.
Mr Holgate: Yes, we are alive to that.Q159 Mr Cousins: So my parents have saved this

money for me and, as a result, I cannot claim Job
Q167 Chairman: We want to move on to financialSeeker’s Allowance?
education but, before that, I want to ask CarolineMr Holgate:We are aware of the implication and we
something on the allocation of the Revenuecannot say at themoment what exactly we plan to do
accounts you were talking about. Am I right thatabout it—but we are fully aware of the implication
provider firms do not actually have to accept yourthat you draw.
allocation?
Ms Rookes: If they have agreed to be providers on

Q160 Angela Eagle: Are you saying that you might our list, then they will have to—yes.2
be considering doing something about income-
related benefits and the way that the benefit rules

Q168 Chairman: They will have to accept, eveninteract with savings at that point of 18? It does
though theymay fear that thosemight bemore likelyseem absurd.
to be low-income accounts?Mr Holgate: The problem is obvious. The problem
Ms Rookes: Yes, that is one reason why we wantedhas occurred to us but we cannot say this afternoon
to raise it, so that there was not cherry-picking.what we are going to do about it.

Q169 Mr Cousins:Clearly—and this has been made
Q161 Angela Eagle:You are looking at it, however? absolutely plain to us this afternoon—this is
Mr Holgate: Yes. strongly biased in favour of equity products and you

want people to take out equity-based products.
Q162 Mr Cousins: Let us take something nearer Mr Holgate:We think that is the most sensible thing
term. The rules of Pension Credit mean that you for the great majority of people to do.
cannot deprive yourself of capital. One of the ways
you deprive yourself of capital is by giving it to Q170 Mr Cousins: There could be the possibility of,
somebody else. So if some very well-meaning to ordinary people, some really quite complex issues
grandma puts money into this Child Trust Fund for involved and some quite complex products involved.
their grandchild, could they put themselves in a How are you going to make sure that people get
position of depriving themselves of capital? proper financial advice to make sensible choices?
Mr Holgate: That is a very good question. I am Ms Rookes: We are going to do that through a
conscious of parliamentary questions and answers number of routes. I cannot give you absolute chapter
going on at the moment with various, as it were, and verse today because we are still working on it,
permutations on the theme. I think, yes, that is a but we are looking at all possible ways of ensuring
possibility. that people have access to the financial information

and education that they need: whether it is through
schools; whether it is through our own website,Q163 MrRuZey:How long have you been working
leaflets, information; whether it is through the FSA’son this proposal? The Child Trust Fund—the
guidance and information, or through other meanswhole thing?
that are perhaps more accessible to low-incomeMr Holgate: We have been working on it for, I
people, such as Citizens’ Advice Bureaux. We areshould think, about two years.
exploring all avenues. However, we will start all of
this oV with some research to identify the sort ofQ164 Mr RuZey:After two years, with some of the
information that people will need and how they willgreatest minds in HM Treasury and the Revenue,
need it.you have not come up with a solution? It is pretty

pathetic, is it not?
Q171 MrCousins:How can you satisfy yourself andMr Holgate:No, because the Committee has not yet
protect yourself against postdated accusations ofseen the Bill; Parliament has not yet discussed the
mis-selling?Bill, and the accounts—

2 Note by Witness: CTF providers will not have to accept
Q165 Mr RuZey: This is a flaw at the heart of the Revenue-allocated accounts unless they have agreed to be on

the Inland Revenue’s list of providers prepared to do so.structure.
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Ms Rookes:Are you talking about the accounts that That is the key to the Child Trust Fund. We want
them to realise that there are choices, and that theywe allocate?
make informed choices and manage the account.

Q172 MrCousins:There is an interesting issue there
Q175 Mr Cousins: Have you considered thewhich we have already covered, and you are
possibility that, accompanying this—and this wouldhopefully going to give us the advice you have had
be another considerable innovation—you couldabout that. No, I am talking more generally now.
actually oVer people the possibility of going to aMs Rookes: I am not quite clear why we would be
financial adviser and getting financial advice in aaccused of mis-selling. The individual parents will
conventional sense, and bearing the cost of that uphave freedom of choice as to what account they
to a figure?will want.
Ms Rookes: We have not made any provision for
that. Providers will be able to oVer financial advice.
We are looking at all possibilities.Q173 Mr Cousins: Let me put it very simply. You

have indicated here this afternoon—and you have
justified it in some terms—a very strong bias in Q176 Mr Cousins: If a network of financial advisers
favour of equity-based products. There is no doubt came forward to you and said, “We are prepared to
about that. People are going to get annual advise this product for a fee. Can you build the fee
statements before the maturity of these products in into the provision you are making for the Child
the rolling 18 years. If in the course of that time we Trust Fund?”, how would you respond to that?
get a considerable reversal in the markets, so that Ms Rookes: I do not think that we can make any
people see the value of something they have been response until we are clear what the FSA sales
putting money into going down sharply—as indeed regime is going to be. As Nicholas said earlier, it will
would have happened over the last three years if such not be until early next year before that is clear. Once
things had existed—how are you going to protect the sales regime is clear, we can then more clearly
yourself against the accusation that you have start building exactly what sort of provision we need
encouraged people into something that appears to to make.
have lost them money?
Ms Rookes:Wemay not be able to protect ourselves Q177 Mr Cousins: Your mind would not be closed
against the accusations, but I think we would therefore to the idea that you could start oVering
counter them by saying that we will be providing fees, within a fixed limit, for financial advice—to
parents with information to understand how enable people who are not well informed about these
accounts operate and to understand that, yes, the things to make sophisticated choices?
value may go down as well as up; the markets are Ms Rookes: I do not think I can make any
volatile. However, we would hope that they would commitment on that.
understand enough to know that, over the longer
term, equity accounts do tend to provide higher

Q178 Mr Cousins:Mr Holgate, it is consistent withreturns; but, when all is said and done, they will still
Treasury ideology though?have the opportunity to move to a cash account if Mr Holgate: I am not sure about that.that is what they feel more comfortable with.

Although we would like them to get the best returns
Q179 Mr Cousins: Progressive universalism?from an account, we want them to have accounts
Mr Holgate: I think that we would have to wait andthat they feel comfortable with and that they will
see, as Caroline says. Part of the answer in substanceengage with and manage. If that is a cash account,
to your point, however, goes back to Mr Plaskitt’sthen that is what they will be free to take out.
point about traYc lights and risk in this. Many of
these products, in the scheme of things, looking

Q174 Mr Cousins: Yes, indeed, but the bias in across the spectrum, will be relatively low risk. The
favour of equities that you have declared this potential for disappointment is certainly there,
afternoon does seem to me to be fraught with cannot be discounted, but should not be so large that

financial advice has necessarily a very big margin todangerous possibilities for you. You are saying that
play with, frankly.you are going to use schools, Citizens’ Advice

Bureaux, websites, and whatever, but in
conventional financial advice there would be quality Q180 Chairman: I would like to wrap up now with
checks on the quality of that advice. It is not two questions. We have heard today quite a bit
reasonable to put schools into that kind of position, about the regulatory structure. You have talked
is it? about the charges, controlling the marketing,
Ms Rookes: I do not think that we will be expecting controlling the risk towards the end of the product’s
schools to provide financial advice. We will be life, directing the provision, the allocation accounts,
expecting them to provide financial education, to regulations, appeals, and all of that. You began,
develop an understanding of how financial markets however, by saying this was all going to be light
work, rather than specific financial advice. One of touch.
the things we will have to make absolutely sure, Mr Holgate: The incentive to add into the Child
however, is that all the information, literature, Trust Fund is light touch. That was the precise point

I was making.education, makes clear that parents have choices.
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Q181 Chairman: The contribution is light touch? Q189 Chairman: Did not the interrelationship with
the benefit system occur to anybody back in 2001Mr Holgate: Exactly. You were saying social
and 2002?engineering, to which my response was that we are
Mr Holgate: I am sure that the interaction with thenot strong-arming people into adding more money.
benefit system has occurred to people. It has
certainly occurred to me.Q182 Chairman: The regulatory side is not light

touch: it is heavy touch. Q190 Mr RuZey: Did it occur to the Chancellor of
Mr Holgate:We need a well-regulated sales process. the Exchequer?
That is what the FSA is looking at—so that Mr Holgate: I would be amazed if it did not occur to
customers can be confident of their money being the Chancellor of the Exchequer.
protected.

Q191 Norman Lamb: Have you talked to him
about it?Q183 Chairman: Finally, can we be clear about
Mr Holgate: My conversations with the Chancellorwhat happens from now on? You kicked this oV in
are not for regurgitating to the Committee.April 2001, so we are two and a half years down the

road.You spoke about a sales regime appearing next
Q192 Norman Lamb: But you have talked to himyear, is that right? How does that mesh with the
about it? I am not asking for the detail; I am justlegislation?
asking whether you talked to him or not.Ms Rookes: We are hoping that the legislation will
Mr Holgate: I am not regaling the Committee withbe introduced towards the end of this year. The what the Chancellor and I may have said. Thedetails of the sales regime will not impact on the critical point is this. For the time being, except forprimary legislation. That will be able to go through the very pertinent point made about the child dying,

without waiting for the FSA sales process. there is no interaction between the Child Trust Fund
and the social security system at all; but when they
get to 18 there certainly would be one, if nothingQ184 Chairman: And the whole thing will then be
changed between now and then. All I can do by wayfinalised in a year’s time?
of reassurance to you this afternoon is to observeMs Rookes:We expect the Bill to be introduced later
that there is a very long time between now and then,this year. We would expect regulations to be
and there is ample opportunity for us to make sureproduced during the Commons’ stages of the Bill,
that parents, for example, are not put oV saving intoand accounts to start being opened in April 2005.
a Child Trust Fund because of that eventuality
occurring.

Q185 Angela Eagle: Could I ask one, not very Angela Eagle: So there are two points at which there
pleasant, question? What are you thinking of doing is a problemhere which you have to look at. One is in
for those childrenwho unfortunately die before their the unfortunate happenstance of a child dying, when
eighteenth birthday? What then will happen to the there is an immediate issue if the money returns to
asset? the estate of the child. The second is when the trust
Ms Rookes: The money will go into the estate of fund matures. Clearly, you have to think a lot faster
the child. about the first one than the second.
Mr Cousins: People on income-related benefits must

Q193 Norman Lamb:The second one is a flaw at thebe protected from the consequences of that.
heart of the policy.Angela Eagle: There is an issue with benefit
Mr Holgate: I would disagree with that. It would beinteraction there.
a flaw were we to do nothing between now and 2020.
It would be a flaw if parents had this very fixed view

Q186 Norman Lamb: Do you have any plan to that their child was going to start drawing income
address this problem? support at the age of 18. I hope that in many cases
Mr Holgate:Again, I am afraid you will have towait they might imagine there was more going for the
and see. There is nothing that I can say to you this child than that.
afternoon.

Q194 Chairman: With respect, you cannot
necessarily leave it until 2020. They may well have aQ187 Norman Lamb: You have a plan but you
perception when this starts that they might becannot talk about it?
disadvantaged later on. You will actually have toMr Holgate: It is an entirely valid point to raise and,
sort this a little earlier.if we do not have a plan to settle it, then I expect the
Mr Holgate: I entirely accept the point that thepoint will be raised again very frequently.
sooner we cast further light on this the more
reassured parents might be that they are not, as it

Q188 Norman Lamb: So you do not have any plan were, putting their savings into a vehicle which will
at the moment? deny their child social security. I absolutely accept
Mr Holgate: I am not saying that. I am saying that that point.
there is no assurance I can oVer you this afternoon Chairman: We will leave it there for today. Thank

you very much.as to how we will sort out something like that.
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Memorandum submitted by the Association of British Insurers

Executive Summary

1. The Association of British Insurers (ABI) welcomes the Government’s proposals for the Child Trust
Fund (CTF) and commends the Government for its willingness to embrace radical thinking in an eVort to
extend a savings culture to those that until now have been unable to save.

2. The proposals for the CTF are ground-breaking. They oVer the potential of furnishing every 18 year
oldwith a sizeable sum of assets and, in so doing, bringing into being amore financially confident generation
that is aware of the benefits of saving and is suitably empowered to buy appropriate financial products to
meet their needs.

3. A radical proposal like the CTF deserves to work, so it is important that the details are right from the
outset. HM Treasury have worked closely with the industry to develop the product details of the CTF that
have already been announced, but the crucial aspects are not yet known.We need to see Government make
the right decisions on:

— the application, and level, of any charge cap. The charge cap must be set at a level which represents
good value for money for consumers but which also enables providers to cover their costs;

— the sales regime and administration of the account. These should be kept as simple as possible.
Unnecessary and burdensome regulatory requirements will add significantly to the costs of
providing the CTF, discouraging firms from entering the market and reducing the final fund value
available to the CTF account holder;

— the means of encouraging additional contributions. Additional contributions from parents and
relatives are the key to boosting the value of the fund for young adults, and also to improving the
economics of oVering CTF accounts. To build on the groundswell of popular support for the CTF,
innovative approaches are required to encourage such contributions.

Whatever the final decisions taken on these matters, we urge Government to make clear and early
decisions to allow providers suYcient lead-in time to prepare for the introduction of CTF accounts.

4. If the product and regulatory details are set appropriately, we should witness the creation of a vibrant
market. But for the CTF to bring about a new savings culture, additional ingredients are required. Firstly,
a high-profile Government-backed advertising campaign to supplement the marketing eVorts undertaken
by industry and ensure widespread awareness among all potential beneficiaries. Secondly, to make the most
of the opportunities presented by the CTF, we need a long-term strategy to build financial awareness among
both children and their parents. Co-ordination with the National Curriculum and the FSA’s Financial
Capability Strategy is essential.

General Comments

5. The ABI views the CTF as oVering the possibility of creating a savings culture among the next
generation and, in so doing, building a mass market for financial services. For this reason we, along with
several other organisations, contributed to the initial work carried out by the IPPR on this subject. Our
support for this innovative policy remains strong.

6. By giving people assets in their formative years and, in conjunctionwith this, formulating an education
process that teaches young people basic financial literacy, it is hoped that future generations will be more
aware of the need to save and, crucially, suitably empowered to buy appropriate financial products. Given
the low levels of financial literacy among the UK population—and the costs to individuals and the nation
at large1—this policy should be welcomed.

1 According to the Institute of Financial Services (IFS), poor financial literacy standards cost the UK more than £2 billion
every year.
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The Development of the Child Trust Fund

7. The manner in which HM Treasury has developed the framework for the CTF has been exemplary.
Consultation has been held at each stage of the policy’s development and the industry has been pleased that
its comments have been taken on board, for example in the decision that the stakeholder CTF account
should invest in equities in order to benefit from the potentially higher returns that might be achieved.

8. The recent document “Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund” (published 28 October 2003)
contained useful and eagerly awaited information on many aspects of the CTF but was silent on the critical
factors—the price cap and the sales regime which will determine whether the policy is a success and is
embraced by both consumers and the financial services industry. It is imperative that these decisions are
carefully considered so it is right that both areas are to be the subject of extensive research.

9. However, we would urge Government to make any announcements on the price cap and the sales
regime as early as possible in order to give companies suYcient time tomake ameasured decision onwhether
to enter the CTFmarket and to begin to prepare the systems, personnel and marketing material. Given that
life insurers will have to contend with numerous other fundamental changes during 2004 (for example
making major changes to their systems in accordance with the simplification of the pensions tax regime),
early sight of the total package of CTF specifications will be vital if they are to participate in the phased
launch of CTFs which may be as early as January 2005.

10. The following section puts forward the ABI’s views on the key outstanding design issues which have
not yet been decided.

The Application and Level of Any Charge Cap

11. The Government has stated that it wants to make sure that the charge cap for the CTF is set at a level
which represents good value for money for consumers but which also enables eYcient providers to make
adequate returns. TheABI concurs with this goal. We have therefore welcomed the appointment of Deloitte
and Touche to conduct independent research on price caps for the CTF, as the imposition of any price cap
must be based on a thorough analysis of the economics of oVering the product. If the charge cap is too low
to allow for a commercial return, providers may be unlikely to enter the market, or they may find it diYcult
to devote their eVorts to encouraging take-up and contributions from those at whom the CTF is
explicitly targeted.

The Administration of the Account and the Sales Regime

12. Another, perhaps complementary, means of ensuring value for money for consumers would be to
focus on making the CTF so simple that costs are kept to an absolute minimum. A simple product sold
through the simplest possible process would:

— help the economics of delivery;

— oVer the best way to engage with the vast majority of consumers who are put-oV by complicated
products which require advice; and

— ensure that consumers have access to products which represent good value for money.

13. To allow the CTF to be delivered in an extremely cost-eVective way the costs involved in oVering the
product must be reduced. In this regard there are important lessons to be learned from other financial
products. Some of the typical cost components involved in oVering a product include:

— distribution costs including advice to customers where necessary;

— marketing costs involved in promoting the product;

— set up costs, which represent the one-oV cost involved in setting up systems and developing
procedures to process the new business;

— compliance costs generated by the need to comply with anti-money laundering and other
regulatory requirements;

— costs associated with annual account maintenance, which includes sending out statements,
handling enquiries from policyholders and meeting Inland Revenue requirements;

— transaction costs for receiving and administering payments in;

— transfer costs associated with processing switches from other providers and the administration
involved in arranging transfers out;

— fund management costs for the expense incurred for investments; and

— termination expenses including receipt and processing of requests, compliance with legal
requirements, realisation of funds, payment of policy and updating of records.
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14. For stakeholder pensions, for example, ABI work shows an annual fund charge of 1% is needed on
a monthly premium of around £150—or 2% if the premium were only £80pcm—simply to meet those costs,
which are substantially influenced by legislation and regulatory requirements.2

15. The CTF oVers an opportunity for much lower costs per account than stakeholder pensions. Yet,
capped at just £100 per month, contributions are likely to be much lower than to a pension. So it is even
more vital that Government, the regulator and the industry work together to design the CTF so that costs
are minimised. Each area of the sales regime and administration of the account needs to be scrutinised to
establish the minimum activity needed to give the customer good service and to ensure that legislative and
regulatory requirements do not add unnecessarily to the costs.

16. One minor example may help to ilustrate the way that additional and unnecessary costs may be
imposed which deliver no obvious benefit to the consumer. Box 6.1 of the “Detailed proposals for the Child
Trust Fund” describes the process for opening a CTF account, with Step 3 stating “on receipt (and retention)
of the voucher the provider opens an account”. This negates the possibility of providers keeping costs to an
absolute minimum by enabling parents to open CTF accounts by more cost-eVective and customer-friendly
means—eg over the telephone or on the internet. The requirement to collect the vouchers means that even
if such methods are used to register an account, it cannot be authorised unless the voucher is physically sent
to the provider. This, in turn, creates additional administrative complexities (and associated costs) for
providers who must (i) make sure that the voucher has been received; (ii) chase individuals who fail to send
it in; (iii) cancel accounts where the voucher is never received; (iv) store the vouchers for no discernible
purpose. Although a very minor example, such requirements make it more diYcult for providers to operate
eYciently and oVer consumers value for money. Moreover, such requirements may also have an adverse
eVect on take-up, given that it is generally true that the more complex the procedure to open an account the
higher the drop-oV rate.

17. If the Government gets the sales regime right, then that should also greatly reduce distribution costs.
We were encouraged to note that Government has stated that “the Sandler philosophy of tight product
regulation leading to reduced regulation of the sales process could lead to lower up-front marketing and
distribution costs”.3 We understand that the Financial Services Authority (FSA) is to conduct research into
this area, alongside its work into the sales regime for other stakeholder products. We welcome the
investigation to determine the most appropriate methods for accessing a CTF account but would point to
a number of factors unique to the CTF which we believe should result in a light-touch sales regime; lighter
even than that for other stakeholder products.

18. Firstly, the CTF is a universal account. Every parent must open a CTF account on behalf of their
child or they will have one opened for them. The mandatory nature of the product suggests that
conventional notions of a “sales regime” are not applicable. The question is not “should one invest in a
CTF?” but “where should one invest in a CTF?”. Moreover, Government donates the initial endowment so
an individual’s competing financial priorities do not need to be considered. Questions around the type of
CTF would obviously remain but we would suggest that it would be suYcient for an individual to identify
the appropriate CTF through answering a small number of filter questions, relating to attitude to risk.

19. If the Government is keen for all families to benefit from the potential higher returns that might be
achieved through equity investments these questions will need to be carefully framed. Additional
information and/or advice may be necessary for individuals who choose to invest in anything other than the
stakeholder CTF account.

20. Secondly, we come to the issue of the regulation of additional contributions from relatives and
friends. The Government “is keen that families...should play an active part in building the accounts
themselves” and has demonstrated the major impact that additional contributions can have on the final size
of the CTF account.4 The ABI views additional contributions as critical to the success of the CTF, and we
analyse the major impact they can have in more detail below.

21. To encourage additional contributions to flow into CTF accounts, the means of contributing must
be simple, straightforward and readily accessible to all sections of society. For these reasons we are attracted
to the potential oVered by the idea of “tokens” which could be bought in the same way as book or phone
tokens from high street outlets, newsagents etc. Yet such a system is incompatible with the imposition of a
rigorous sales regime—for example, there is no scope to determine whether the individual concerned would
be better served putting the money in a cash ISA rather than putting it in to a child’s CTF. Perhaps some
form of “Financial Health Warnings” to be included with the token could alert people to other, potentially
more important, financial priorities. In addition, one other potential stumbling block is that CTF accounts
will be owned by the child and be in the child’s name so it is not clear how the FSAmight attempt to regulate
people making gifts to children.

2 ABI Response to HM Treasury Consultation on Sandler Products, May 2003, p27.
3 Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, HMT, October 2003, p31.
4 Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, HMT, October 2003, p11.
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Encouraging Additional Contributions

22. Asmentioned above, additional contributions are vital to make a real diVerence to the size of the final
CTF account. The initial Government contribution, to be paid at the birth of the child, will kick-start the
CTF and the additional Government contribution to be paid at age seven will rekindle interest. But for the
CTF to make a real diVerence to a young adult’s life chances, additional contributions from parents and
relatives are vital and should be encouraged. The stark diVerence that even relatively small additional
contributions can make is shown by the fact that a Government contribution of £500 would produce a fund
worth only £900 in today’s prices at age 18. Yet a modest additional contribution of £10 per month from
parents would boost this figure to £5,000 (or £2,800 in today’s prices).

23. To further illustrate the profound eVect of additional contributions, a child who receives the lower
endowment from Government (£250) but whose parents pay their Child Benefit into the CTF might look
forward to receiving a fund in the region of £19,000 in today’s prices. Table 1 below gives further details.
The large diVerence that can be made by saving even a proportion of Child Benefit in a CTF suggests that
the link between the two should be solidified and it should be possible for parents to automatically divert a
proportion of their Child Benefit straight into their child’s CTF account.

Table 1

PROJECTED CHILD TRUST FUND VALUES AT AGE 18
£, today’s prices

Balanced fund
Parental contribution (per month) Government contribution

£250 £500
£0 £452 £904
£10 £2,791 £3,243
Child Benefit (£63) £19,221 £19,673

NB: fund growth assumed 7% pa, AMC assumed 1% pa

24. It is encouraging that already people appear to be keen to contribute to their child’s CTF account.
Research conducted by YouGov for the ABI in September 2003 revealed that 82% of parents would
contribute to their child’s Fund. This includes 75% of those parents who do not currently save for their
children. The poll showed that 6% would pay in the maximum amount allowed, 55% would pay in regular
amounts each month and 21% would contribute occasionally or annually. To harness this enthusiasm, it
must be as simple as possible for family’s relatives and friends to contribute.

25. Rather than unnecessarily restricting parents’ contributions to their child’s CTF account to £1,200
per year—a limit which is unlikely to produce a fund large enough to cover the costs of university fees5—it
may be preferable for Government to extend the contribution limit to £3,000, in line with the annual limits
for a cash Mini ISA (which is available to young adults aged 16). Alternatively, a simple, easily
understandable incentive (eg matching up to a prescribed limit) with which all consumers (including those
on lower incomes) are well acquainted might encourage all parents to give serious consideration to making
regular additional contributions and, in so doing, help foster a savings habit.

26. Of course, additional contributions not only boost the final lump sum that the young adult will receive
at age 18 but also help the economics of delivering the CTF, assisting in the creation of a vibrant market
which will ultimately benefit the consumer.

27. While we recognise that Government were faced with a diYcult choice in deciding on a specific date
from which children would receive a CTF account, we consider that children born before 1 September 2002
are being unnecessarily excluded from the benefits of the CTF. Even if the Exchequer rejects extending the
distribution of the Government endowment to more children, we consider that a strong case can be made
for extending the CTF regime so that parents could open a CTF account in their child’s name even if they
did not receive Government money. With regard to this issue, the Government merely states “some parents
may also want to open savings accounts for children who do not qualify for CTF accounts. There is a wide
range of accounts on the market for children and in most cases the income will be free of tax”.6 Yet, as we
understand it, outside of the CTF parents can invest up to only £25 per month on a tax-free basis (from
income tax and capital gains tax). Introducing the CTF necessitates the adoption of an arbitrary date after
which children will receive CTF accounts. Children born before that date will be penalised as they will not
receive the Government endowment. They should not be doubly penalised through an unnecessary
restriction on their parents’ ability to save for them in a tax-free environment which is available to those
born after 1 September 2002.

5 Source:National Union of Students Press Pack 2002–03. Estimated average expenditure (for students resident in England and
Wales and studying outside of London) of £7,317 for academic year 2002–03, including tuition fees at a maximum of £1,100,
assuming inflation at 2.5% a year for three years (September 2002).

6 Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund, HMT, October 2003, p16.
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28. To recap, it is clear that additional contributions are vital to allow young adults the opportunity to
accumulate funds large enough tomake a real diVerence to their life chances. Such contributions also enable
providers to better cover the costs involved in oVering CTFs, enabling them to provide a better service to
the consumer. So it makes sense to facilitate, and encourage, parents and other family members to make
additional contributions.

High-Profile Government-Backed Advertising Campaign

29. If the product and regulatory details are set appropriately, we should witness the creation of a vibrant
market. But for the CTF to bring about a new savings culture, additional ingredients are required. The
Government has undertaken to launch the CTF with an advertising campaign, and this is to be welcomed,
though there may be a need for the campaign to be sustained over a suitably long timeframe. Co-ordination
of this initiative with marketing eVorts undertaken by providers should help to ensure a high awareness of
the product.

30. Such an advertising campaign is likely to prompt a multitude of questions and queries. Government
needs to be ready to provide this information, and the development of a dedicated CTF website will help in
this regard. Yet if Government is keen to achieve high penetration among those on lower incomes there may
be a need for a supplementary CTF helpline to enable those without internet access to request information.
As well as the creation of new resources, the Government must also ensure that those who deal with parents
and children (eg health visitors, nursing staV) are suYciently aware of the CTF, its aims, eligibility, means
of applying etc. The Government’s proposals for Inland Revenue awareness-raising roadshows are a step
in the right direction.

A Long-Term Stratety to Build Financial Education

31. CTFs will furnish young adults with a pot of assets at age 18, but they also oVer the potential to meet
social policy goals, in terms of the provision of personally relevant financial education. Cleary, there is a
wish for such education, with nearly 9 out of 10 adults agreeing that there is a need for more education and
training in financial matters.7 To make the most of the opportunities presented by the CTF, we need a long-
term strategy to build financial awareness among both children and their parents. To achieve this, it will be
imperative that Government works closely with the FSA as they discharge their statutory objective to
promote the public understanding of the financial system.

32. Government has stated that CTF-related learning will build on existing practice in schools, and has
undertaken to produce a range of teaching and learning resources which will assist in teaching children
about diVerent aspects of finance. Support for teachers in this endeavour is essential, and we are pleased to
learn that Government will consult with organisations which carry out valuable work such as PFEG
(Personal Finance Education Group) in order to produce relevant information.

33. However, we would suggest that there should be a step-change in the approach to teaching financial
education in schools, tied in to the introduction of CTFs. At present, 6 out of 10 adults (59%) feel that their
education did not suYciently prepare them to deal with their personal finances.8 So more needs to be done.
Wewould suggest that careful consideration be given to take advantage of the interest generated by the CTF
and making financial education a statutory part of the National Curriculum. It is clear that there is a great
cross-generational appetite for such an approach, with 85% of 15–19 year olds stating that they would like
to receive personal finance education in school, with 78% of grandparents agreeing, and more than 80%
wanting it to be examined and compulsory.9

Conclusion

34. The proposals for the CTF are ground-breaking. They oVer the potential of furnishing every 18 year
old with a sizeable sum of assets while creating a more financially aware generation, one which is aware of
the need to save and which is suitably empowered to identify their needs and take decisions to buy
appropriate financial products.

35. Government, the regulators and providers must not dash the hopes for the long-term eVects of the
CTF by over-engineering the product. Complicated products are more costly to produce, sell and regulate
and put people oV, particularly less financially sophisticated consumers. A simple CTF which is easily
understandable to the general population and which can be sold with a minimum of regulation oVers the
best hope of enabling the CTF to achieve its potential and playing a leading role in the creation of a nation
of informed and empowered consumers.

November 2003

7 “Prudential’s new Financial Literacy Survey reveals overwhelming need for a National Financial education Strategy”, Press
Release, 13 October 2003.

8 ibid.
9 “AITC finds overwhelming enthusiasm for personal finance education at school”, Press Release, 27 August 2003.
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Memorandum submitted by the British Bankers’ Association

Introduction

The BBA is pleased to provide evidence to the Treasury Select Committee on the Government’s plans for
introducing the Child Trust Fund (CTF). With over 240 member banks from over 60 countries, the BBA is
the authoritative voice of the banking industry in the UK, and represents members’ interests in both
wholesale and retail markets. BBA members have a particular interest in the CTF in their capacity of
distributors but also owing to the potential interface with the Sandler recommendations on which key
decisions are still awaited.

— We urge the Government to make a decision on the price cap at its earliest opportunity.

— We are concerned that the government considers that the CTF, even though a mandatory product,
could be built in to the simplified sales process being developed by the FSA.

— Government information packs should play a key role in presenting the issue of risk in a balanced
way, highlighting that there are both risks to saving in equity based CTF as well as in a cash CTF.

— Education initiatives are viewed by our members as important and the CTF should form part of
the government’s broader financial capability strategy moving forward.

The views and comments expressed below cover four main areas: Government aspirations, the regulatory
framework, consumer education and technical issues.

Government Objectives

BBA welcomes the Child Trust Fund, the first plank of the Government’s strategy for delivering savings
and assets for all. The CTF brings an important “early” focus to saving. We agree that by focusing the need
to save around key life stages, the CTF will act as an important incentive for parents and young people to
take care of their finances and to plan for their children’s futures. Providing a “nest egg” for young people
should also actively encourage children and their families to save for the future.

The savings market is an important part of our members’ business and when integrated along side other
savings products, theCTFwill complement the cradle to retirement approach already taken by ourmembers
in providing for their customers needs.Without doubt the banking industry with its high street presence and
physical accessibility is well placed to play a key role in the delivery of CTF and, generally speaking, is keen
to do so. Many of our members have already expressed interest directly to the Government of their wish to
be involved in the CTF initiative, particularly given the long term nature of the CTF, personal tax
concessions and current consideration of lifelong learning that is anticipated will be attached to it. We
consider that education initiatives aimed at young people throughout the life of the CTF will play a
significant role in educating children of the need to take adequate care of themselves financially in the future,
as well as raise levels of financial awareness. We look forward to working with the Government on these
initiatives as they develop.

Long Awaited Decision on the Price Cap

Industry concerns about the current restrictive price cap are well documented and we do not wish to
labour our concerns about the level of the price cap/charging structures for the Child Trust Fund. Having
already made representation to Treasury as part of its consultation on Sandler “stakeholder” products,
however, we would stress that given the low entry point of £250, capping of the annual level of contribution
and that equity based products are generally more expensive to run than cash based ones, the level of price
cap will be a significant influencing factor. Unless the price cap for “stakeholder” products is raised to a
more realistic and economically viable level, it is unlikely that a wide range of CTF will become available.

Putting a 2% price cap in context, the £250 endowment would attract a total of £5.00 per year, whereas
additional contributions of £20 per month would amount to a 40 pence per month charge deduction.

As many of our members are keen to deliver CTF, we would urge the Government to make a decision on
the price cap at its earliest opportunity. Without a decision being taken it will not be possible to (i) assess
whether the economics will stack up, and flowing from this (ii) to design the product or necessary IT systems
or (iii) plan how the CTF can best be “rolled out”.

It is worth noting that during 2005, the date earmarked for the launch of Sandler products, our members
are committed to a number of projects that will operate out of core systems. Basle II changes, for example
must also be implemented during 2005 along with new FSA requirements for mortgage and general
insurance regulation.
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Product Design

From a customer perspective, we support the Government’s decisions that the “default” fund will
comprise equity based investments and for default CTF accounts not to fall immediately into cash. This is
appropriate given the long term nature, asset class diversification and “life-styling” requirements for the
CTF. It is also consistent with the underlying rationale for Child Trust Fund which is to increase the levels
of long term saving, consumer awareness and consumer sophistication of financial services.

We also support the Government’s decision that providers will be able to provide a cash based CTF
product, on a voluntary basis, should they wish to do so. We recognise that there should be provision for
customers who are risk adverse. However, having to provide an equity based stakeholder CTF, before being
able to oVer a cash CTF, may potentially pose diYculties for those of our membership who no longer have
a manufacturing capability. Equity based savings, require substantially more in terms of operational
systems, so, whether our members finally decide to oVer stakeholder CTF, may also largely depend on how
they choose to organise themselves.

We agree that providers should not be compelled to run both equity and cash CTF products which would
require the running of additional or dual systems.

Given that CTF requirements have been prescribed by the Government and the underlying premise of
“simplification” throughout the Sandler proposals, we were surprised that the Government will also allow
the introduction of non-stakeholder CTF. We are not clear whether, and if so, how the price cap would
operate for both stakeholder and non-stakeholder CTF, as the price cap will determine the extent to which
it is possible to design a bespoke CTF fund. As a consequence, we currently consider it unlikely that
providers will oVer non-stakeholder CTF.

The Government is currently reviewing the minimum £20 contribution level and an announcement will
be made in the new year. We estimate the current savings levels for children’s accounts to be on average to
be £18 to £20 per month and so consider £20 to be broadly in the right area.

Sales Process

We are particularly concerned that the Government is currently giving thought to how the CTFmight be
made available to customers under the simplified sales process being developed by the FSA. Unlike other
products being proposed for inclusion in the Sandler suite, the CTF is a mandatory product with customers
only being able to lay claim to the Government provided endowment through the opening of a Child Trust
Fund account, also in a form prescribed by the Government (which sets the investment parameters).

Current development of the FSA simplified sales process, however, centres around identifying financial
need and screening out those for whom an investment product is less likely to be considered by the customer.
In its broadest sense, the simplified sales process is of an advisory nature, but with the essential diVerence
that it is specifically designed to cater for “every day” needs and products, for example, whether to consider
a protection product or a unit trust ISA as opposed to diVerentiating between products with diVerent risk
components but are in the same group. It is therefore diYcult to see consideration of these could be built
into the simplified process without this becoming overly complex and unwieldy. Furthermore, this would
appear to be overkill, given the unlikelihood that providers would oVer bespoke non-stakeholder CTF
products.

Owing to the mandatory nature of CTF, and that customers will also be provided with a comprehensive
Government pack as they become eligible for CTF (see also below), we consider that consumers are more
likely to want an opportunity to discuss the features of CTF and will be put oV, frustrated or view the
simplified sales process as something more sinister should they have to first sit through a lengthy process of
(currently) twenty minutes before being able to open a CTF account. Our strong preference would be for
the CTF not to fall under the simplified sales process.

Information and Education

We welcome the Government’s proposal to issue a comprehensive information pack to each eligible
family. This will assist with the promotion of CTF.

Whenmaking decisions about whichCTF product to invest their savings, we agree that consumers should
have clear information about what the CTF is designed to do as well as the risks of either investing in an
equity based CTF or of saving solely through a cash based CTF.

Government information packs should play a crucial role in enabling customers to making informed
choices, with the packs presenting the issue of risk in a balanced way. For example, whilst there is a risk to
saving in an equity based CTF, saving in a cash CTF runs the risk of being eroded in the long term by
inflation. The FSA is currently testing risk warnings and statements as part of the FSA simplified sales
process which we consider could similarly be contained within the Government’s information packs.
Queries arising out of the packs could then be dealt with during the CTF account opening procedure.
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In addition, the FSA is also soon to publish its consultation on a financial capability framework which
will seek views from across the industry, consumer groups and others about what is needed to raise current
levels of financial awareness amongst consumers and we consider the CTF should form an essential part of
this broader strategy.Whilst launch of the CTF should provide impetus to saving in the short term, on-going
initiatives will be required if young people are to gain a full appreciation of their CTF as well as to develop
financial planning skills in the future. CTF annual statements, for example, could provide a useful peg on
which to hang further education as well as providing specific information about the growth of a child’s
CTF account.

Banks have put significant eVort into work on schools education, and at the BBA we support and are
closely involved in the work of the Personal Finance Education Group—a charity promoting financial
literacy in schools. The Committee may consider that Pfeg’s chair, Ron Sandler, would be an appropriate
witness to discuss how education on CTF could link with other financial literacy education in schools.

Operational Considerations

Money Laundering Regulations

The Government has proposed that CTF accounts will be opened in each child’s name and funds in the
account will belong to the child. Additionally no withdrawal will be permitted until a child reaches 18 where
the child will need to verify their identity. Given the annual contribution limit and long term nature of the
CTF, we consider CTF generally to be low risk in respect of theMoney Laundering Regulations, but further
consideration of the treatment of additional contributions (up to £1,200 per annum until the child reaches
18) will need to be undertaken.

We agree that the account should be held in the child’s name butwill be operated by an adult with parental
responsibility. However, diYculties may arise in respect of verifying who has parental responsibility,
particularly where this changes over time. Clarification on this issue is being sought but we consider that
additional ID and V will be required in these circumstances.

CTF Tokens

We consider it unlikely that CTF tokens will become widely available unless these were run centrally.

Data Protection

With respect to data protection, we would advocate an agreed hierarchy of information and databases
being run between banks and the Inland Revenue. Not all banks have a single view of their customers.
Furthermore, banks will need express consent if they are to be able to disclose personal information about
their customers to the government.

Compliance Considerations

As theCTF is a similar proposition to an ISA taxwrapper, the argument goes that providers operationally
will be able to align CTF with existing systems. This is true in so far as there is already a reporting
requirement to the Inland Revenue, but CTF will diVer from existing ISA provisions given that all children
in the UK will be entitled to CTF endowments irrespective of whether the CTF account is opened by the
parent or “by default” by the Inland Revenue. This will require a much closer working arrangement than
hitherto between the Inland Revenue and providers and which will extend beyond reporting to actual
verification and administrative cross checking of the CTF voucher. Unique identification numbers will aid
this process but the claims process itself will be more labour intensive and will require IT systems build.
Systems enhancements will also need to be built around each child’s birthday.

TheGovernment proposal that providers increase their reporting requirements from the original monthly
return to fortnightly will place additional burdens and require changes to internal systems capable of
accommodating both fortnightly and current quarterly returns for ISAs.

12 November 2003

Memorandum submitted by The Children’s Mutual

1. Introduction

1.1 The Children’s Mutual welcomes the Treasury Select Committee Sub Committee inquiry into the
Government’s Child Trust Fund proposals. This is an opportune time to address issues that are of concern
and those which are still to be concluded in final legislative proposals. We welcome this opportunity to
engage further on the proposals.
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1.2 The Children’s Mutual is the country’s only specialist dedicated to the market for long-term savings
for children. We serve more than 325,000 members, the vast majority of whom are saving for children’s
futures using our Baby BondsE, University Bonds and Children’s Portfolios. We estimate that more than
10% of all new regular savings for children plans are initiated with us (approx. 25,000–30,000 a year in
recent years).

1.3 Our research and experience leads us to conclude that consumers are most concerned about four
criteria when it comes to choosing a provider for their children’s future:

— Expertise;

— Value for money returns;

— Value for money prices;

— Excellent service.

Our record in each of these disciplines is shown at Appendix I.10

1.4 The Children’s Mutual provides access to saving for children for consumers through
recommendation from Independent Financial Advisers, via the internet and through partnerships with
family oriented retailers such as Boots, Mothercare and Huggies Nappies Mother & Baby Club.

1.5 The Children’s Mutual is a supporter of the Personal Finance Education Group (pfeg), the respected
charity that provides free support for teachers in the preparation and delivery of lessons in personal finance.

2. Summary

2.1 The Children’s Mutual fully supports the Government’s key policy objectives for the Child Trust
Fund. These include reducing the poverty gap for children, particularly those from homes with low incomes,
and ensuring suYcient funds at 18 to create meaningful life opportunities. An important feature is that
financial education sits alongside encouragement to save and this education should be both for the children
and the parents.

2.2 In order for the Child Trust Fund (CTF) to meet its objectives there are elements within the structure
and provision of the CTF that are essential:

— that the CTF does not lie dormant—it is important that families and friends are encouraged to
“top up” theGovernment Endowment (GE) so that at the age of 18 the CTFwill help to maximise
the opportunities available to youngsters. In an ideal world The Children’s Mutual would
recommend that top ups from £10 a month should be accepted by the providers as our experience
is that even the least well oV families want to save for their children. It is important that less well
oV families can top up if they wish. Though the GE is a welcome amount, if it is not added to over
the length of its life, it is likely to attract warranted criticism that it’s potential to provide life
changing opportunities for young people has not been fulfilled. Providers cannot realistically be
expected however, to operate at savings levels which are not economically viable. The minimum
amount acceptable will be dictated by the price cap not consumer needs;

— that setting up and topping up of the CTF is easy. Visibility of the CTF is essential and this means
that providers from banks, building societies and friendly societies, to retail stores should be able
to provide consumers with the opportunity to top up the CTF. The process by which top ups can
be taken should be as simple as possible;

— that the CTF is promoted widely—by both Government and providers: demand needs to be
created. Evidence below shows that from past experience consumers are not motivated to initiate
saving much less explore diVerent means of saving—they need support and encouragement to
understand the importance of saving and the contingent options available to them. Not only do
they need to have visibility of the CTF from various access points but they need to receive
information from publications, advertising and other forms of education driven by competition
between providers;

— that financial education must be included. The need to provide support and encouragement for
families to learn about the reasons to save for their children is of paramount importance. The
Government has rightly said that the GE will initially be placed in lifestyle funds. Family and
friends therefore need to understand that year on year their CTF pot might go down as well as up.
Managing the expectations of the CTF is essential. Additionally, this is an ideal opportunity to
encourage children to take an interest in saving and will assist in improving life savings habits.

3. The Child Trust Fund—The Key Issues

3.1 Saving by more families for more children is good as it:

— reduces the poverty gap and equalises (upwards) access to opportunities for young people;

— meets families’ strong emotional desire to give their children a financial headstart;

10 Not printed.
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— opens up the opportunity to educate families and children in particular about finance helping to
develop the savings culture for future generations.

3.2 The current market lacks demand—parents need to be encouraged to save:

— today 1:5 of families save regularly for their children;

— the emotional desire amongst almost all families is not matched by proactive steps to meet the
desire;

— those who do save tend to be from better oV families.

3.3 The Child Trust Fund is a real opportunity. It can be the catalyst to improve the outlook for our
youngsters—potentially (see 3.6 and 3.7 below):

— it is crucial that the reach of the Child Trust Fund progresses down the income scale to middle and
lower income families;

— it is crucial that the Child Trust Fund does not become a regressive policy where only the better
oV have access.

3.4 For the Child Trust Fund to be a success education of children and parents in personal finance
matters must be a vital component:

— families should be supported and encouraged to understand the need to save for children;

— children should be engaged in the savings process—pfeg have a key role to play here;

— families must be helped to understand the pros, cons and risks associated with the diVerent
investment options (for many this will be the first experience of the stock market).

3.5 Administration of children’s savings products is more complex and therefore more costly than other
(adult) savings products:

— there will be multiple savers (a positive) requiringmultiple bank collections and collation facilities;

— a new and (in our view) more complex than necessary voucher system for the Government
Endowment will need to be introduced—something we believe should be changed;

— family break-ups—which in our experience can lead to extra administration. For example, dealing
with two parents separately regarding one child’s savings.

3.6 The nature of savings for children results in diVerent economic dynamics than seen in other markets:

— savings for children is more complex and requires more educational support than other markets;

— contributions compared to other markets will be modest given the maximum of £100 a month
(which few families will be able to aVord for each of their children);

— families will “split” any disposable income available for their children between their children
leading to low contribution rates compared to say stakeholder pensions where the average is
reported to be £140–£150 per month;

— the price cap needs to be set so as to recognise the economic dynamics.

3.7 The level of any price cap (we remain unconvinced of the need or evidence to support a cap) needs
to support demand creation and engage a wide spectrum of the nation’s families:

— saving is not an automatic discipline for the public—demand has to be created;

— the longer term solution to demand is education;

— price caps set initially at 1% had theoretical advantages. The eVect of price caps on consumers
needs to be judged now on actual experience in themarket. Our conclusion is that low price capped
products—Cat ISAs and Stakeholder pensions—are the preserve of the better oV;

— independent research summarised in this paper shows that the eVect of low price caps will be to
exclude middle and low income families from saving (see Appendix II11);

— for CTF the price needs to balance the needs of consumers and providers and a 1% cap does not
achieve this balance.

4. Recommendations

The key elements of the CTF that will assist in achieving the objectives of the Government are:

4.1 The setting of a price cap that recognises the empirical evidence now available as to the eVect of price
caps and one that will ensure providers are encouraged and able to:

— create demand for the CTF;

— administer the unique complex elements of the CTF, covering the back room expenses;

— make the CTF easy for consumers to access through lots of provider participation;

11 Not printed.
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— make it viable and attractive for all providers to encourage less well oV families to top up their
CTF at amounts to include £10;

— encourage reach as low down the income scale as possible.

The CTF must ensure that providers see less well oV families as good customers.

4.2 A sales regime that is light touch—as easy as saving in a deposit account. For instance we believe that
electronic top ups should be made available, vouchers should be accepted via the internet. This is a prime
Government initiative that can be included in the EGovernment objectives. We disagree with the current
proposals that only allow for registration of paper vouchers for the CTFGE rather than using secure unique
reference numbers where claimants have already been vetted by the IR for child benefit purposes.

4.3 It is important that a progressive approach is taken. We believe that those receiving the £500 GE
should be charge capped on this capital at 1%. We do not believe the rest should be capped at this level due
to the remarks made earlier. The Children’s Mutual recognises there is concern that for families who will
never be able to top up, it is important that their GE is allowed tomature to the fullest extent possible. These
families might not ever benefit from the expenditure being made by providers and therefore to cap their GE
is fair. However, the current process proposed for payment of the GE by the Inland Revenue would make
this progressive idea diYcult to administer because the £500 payment will come in two tranches.

5. How to Meet the Policy Objectives and Get Over the Barriers

Reach

5.1 Our key point is that if the price cap for charges applied to the CTF is set too low, less well oV families
will miss out because providers cannot realistically be expected to engage with them to show the benefits
of saving.

Acceptance of Low Contributions

5.2 It is clear that the administration of children’s savings is more complicated compared to other
markets—more has to be done to make the savings vehicle work. We believe that CTF providers should
take in relatively low contributions. Families want to be able to save as little as £10 a month for each child
as opposed to average contributions of £15512 a month for stakeholder pension plans or ISAs where
generally large lump sum investments are made. For a family with two children or more, who will want to
save equally for each child, the CTF needs to operate at a low contribution level. Providers must be
encouraged to supply this facility. It is better to have less well oV families saving £10 than have them being
ignored because a charge on the product has been set below an amount that makes them sought after
customers.

5.3 We commissioned independent research from Charles River Associates (see Appendix II13 for more
of the research). The following is one extract from that research which shows the eVect of price caps on the
CTF’s ability to reach lower income level groups:
All Socio Economic Groups Skilled Manual
1% price cap % 8% take up 1% price cap % 2% take up
2% price cap % 42% take up 2% price cap % 66% take up

5.4 It is clear that the more sensible the price cap the more chance the CTF has of reaching the middle
and lower income households.

Encouraging Saving for Children

5.5 Savings for children is not on top of the To Do list for the majority of families—only one in five14
families save regularly for children at present and it tends to be the better oV

15. A key policy objective is to
inform the savings habit. Families will need to be encouraged to save, demand for the CTF will need to be
encouraged and this will come at a cost. We are interested in hearing what the Government will do to
promote the CTF however as we have seen from other savings vehicles, it will remain with providers to
ensure maximum demand creation and motivation to top up the CTF.

5.6 A key policy objective is that the CTF accounts do not lie dormant—this is a kick start to savings
and an educational opportunity to increase financial literacy both for the children and their parents.

5.7 Why savings for children is unique:

— more than one person may be saving for the child;

12 IMA presentation to AFS 9/10/03.
13 Not printed.
14 Tunbridge Wells Equitable research.
15 But note that even the least well oV are keen to save for their children as they want to “make a diVerence”.
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— due to more than one person saving for the child, statements need to show which family members
and friends have saved during the course of the year;

— families sadly break down—providers will need to ensure the correct parental responsibility rules
are followed.

CHILD TRUST
FUND

Government
endowment

Voluntary
contributions

Mum 
& Dad

Grandad Grandma

Standard Equity
Fund - compulsory

Deposit 
Account

Other?

Single aggregated statement

5.8 All of these complexities can be coped with and indeed the Children’s Mutual has over 40 years’
experience. However these unique administrative features do mean that the cost of running children’s
savings is proportionately higher compared to other savings markets and in proportion to the modest
amounts being invested.

Access

5.9 In order to create demand, raise awareness andmake savings for children easy, theGovernment needs
many providers in the market and choice of access from traditional Banks, Building Society and Friendly
Societies to High Street stores and internet access.

5.10 The danger of setting a price cap that is close to a 1% price cap for the CTF is that:

— only those children from high income households will have additional contributions made to
their CTF;

— providers will be unable to compete for the market;

— the target market will not be served;

— HM Treasury will have missed the opportunity to stimulate savings and financial education for
generations of children.

Working Example of the eVect of minimum top ups

5.11 As the grid below shows, children who receive £250 from Government at birth but whose families,
through lack of sustainable encouragement from providers, do not top up will, after 18 years, have a fund
estimated to be worth £808 if the cost of provision is limited. The progressive nature of the Child Trust Fund
will benefit most the least well oV families, who will be receiving the £500 and make up 30% of all families
in the UK. But if these families are not provided with the choice of access or ability to save small amounts
the head start they have been given by Government will be eroded. Providers managing the CTF must be
able to encourage less well oV families to add top up savings to their CTF.

5.12 Children of better oV families who can aVord (and are therefore targeted by providers) to top up in
full and therefore save £100 a month could receive a fund of £39,090 at the age of 18 years.

5.13 If providers can provide a Child Trust Fund top-up facility that accepts £10 per month the fund at
the age of 18 years for those who received the full Government Endowment is estimated to be £4,755.

5.14 Additionally, the Children’s Mutual proposes a built in progressive element to charging. Those
families who originally receive the Government Endowment of £500 could have their charge capped on this
amount at 1%while those who receive £250 would have a cap of say 2%. The eVect would be that those from
the least well oV families (some 30%of families) will be receiving theirGovernment Endowment atminimum
cost. (Note: this would be problematic given the current proposal for IR administration procedures)
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SCENARIO 1 SCENARIO 2

Child Fund at 18 Child Fund at 18

A £39,090 A £35,354
B £808 B £18,020*
C £1,522 C £4,755**

Assumptions—Scenario 1

1. Government Endowment of £250 (A and B, £500 for family C) at birth, plus £50 at age 7.

2. 7% fund growth.

3. 1% price cap

4. Family A are well oV, this is known to providers who actively market to them encouraging
the maximum saving of £100 pm

5. Families B and C are ignored by providers as there is insuYcient margin to cover costs.

Assumptions—Scenario 2

1. Government Endowment of £250 (A and B, £500 for family C) at birth, plus £50 at age 7.

2. 7% fund growth

3. 2% price cap

4. Providers actively market to all families

5. Family A saves £100 pm, Family B £50 pm***, Family C £10 pm

* 51% of the estimated cost of funding university (living expenses and tuition fees) in 18
years’ time

** 40% of the estimated deposit on a house in 18 years’ time

*** Family can aVord £50 pm on a multiple saver (eg Mum, Dad and Grandad) basis

A Light Touch Sales Regime

5.15 The Children’s Mutual supports a light touch sales regime. There should be no barriers
to saving. The CTF is unique compared to others savings mechanisms since:

— top ups can be stopped and started as and when a parent or friend wishes—there are no
barriers to putting savings on hold if the money is needed elsewhere;

— parents can switch providers when they wish—this transaction should be made easy
rather than more diYcult to do. A strict sales regime would make switching providers
more time consuming;

— choosing the investment fund—we believe that for standard and deposit funds, no
advice aside from financial education is needed;

— the CTF will require new system builds and new reporting systems. The reporting
requirements are more regular and more complex than those related to other products.
These new systems in themselves will ensure checks are in place to keep track of the
savings.

The Voucher System

5.16 We were very disappointed to learn that, in contrast to the view expressed by many
commentators, the vouchers will have to be collected physically. Requiring paper vouchers every
time will not only increase basic costs but will necessitate expensive reminder systems to cater for
circumstances where vouchers fail to materialise. We ask that consideration again be given to
allowing collection of uniqueCRNs by internet and over the telephone. This will allow lower unit
costs overall which in turn will mean we can serve those who do not have access to the internet,
many of whom will come from lower income families.
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Top up Vouchers

5.17 We think that the best idea would be to allow each provider to issue its own vouchers.
We repeat our request for consideration to be given to bar-coding the information held on the
Inland Revenue database. Scanning bar-codes will be less expensive than manual inputting of
data.

5.18 We are in the world of EGovernment and ECommerce—surely a new product for the
twenty-first century should embrace new technological advances?

Financial Education

5.19 The requirement to put monies into the “standard fund” creates a dilemma. We believe
that this is the right investment approach as the money is tied up for 18 years and exposure to
equities should provide better returns. We also support the “lifestyle” approach. We are
concerned, however, that as all members of the community will be involved, including those who
have not had exposure to shares before, there may be potential for some not to understand why
the value of the CTF has fallen in any given year. It will also be important for education
(particularly about saving in shares) to be made widely available, however we see that the
provision of this kind of information would be likely to be sparse if margins are very tight.

5.20 We are concerned that the term “lifestyle funds” is used regularly. It is not possible to
have a lifestyle fund other than one that “matures” on a specific date. Clearly the maturity date
being targeted is diVerent for each child, or, at best, is the same for a very small cohort of children.
Lifestyle therefore involves a system of operating (at least) two funds (normally, one investing
wholly or largely in equities, the other in gilts and bonds) and moving money from one to the
other.

5.21 We support this investment strategy but point out that individually targeted lifestyling
for each child carries a higher administration cost than other operations.

5.22 We are concerned that we will have to wait for the results of the DWP’s work in 2004 to
learn how lifestyling is to work under the CTF. At present we are oVering a “lifestyling” option
(by switching money between diVerent funds) within our Children’s Portfolio service and see no
issues with simply following that model.

6. The IdealWorld

Parents will understand and act upon figures like these:

Why Save for Children?

Today In 18 years

Gap year £10,100 £15,800
Three years at University £23,150 £36,100
Deposit on first home £15,434 £24,072
Driving lessons £800 £1,248

The Hard Facts

Save from Birth

Gap year £50
Three years at University £110
Deposit on first home £75
Driving lessons £5

7 November 2003
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Memorandum submitted by Norwich Union

The Child Trust Fund Initiatives

Norwich Union believes that society as a whole would gain from the establishment of a better long term
savings culture. A successful partnership between industry and Government is a key part of any strategy to
achieve this.

We echo the sentiment of the ABI’s submission to the Treasury Sub-committee enquiry. The Child Trust
Fund has the potential to enable young adults to appreciate the benefits of a prudent savings ethic, and allow
them to take more opportunities in adult life.

This needs to be viewed, however, within the context of the wider range of initiatives that are currently
being considered by the Government. Key to the success of the Child Trust Fund as part of a sustainable
strategy to build financial awareness among both children and their parents is co-ordination with the FSA’s
Financial Capability Strategy and the National Curriculum. Equally a sustainable financial model that is
capable of providing a product that represents good value for money to the consumer and an economically
viable basis of operation to those involved in its manufacture and distribution will be needed. International
businesses must have regard for their international competitiveness and their ability to remunerate capital
which is internationally mobile both within its business and beyond, ie by the judgments shareholders make.

We understand that the Child Trust Fund will sit within the “stakeholder suite of products” currently
being proposed byGovernment. At the current time an announcement on the charge cap applicable to these
products has yet to be made and as such it is not possible for Norwich Union to decide whether it will be a
participant in this market.

Norwich Union

Norwich Union is the UK’s largest Insurer and Provider of Life, Pension and Investment products. We
distribute our products through a diverse range of channels. IFAs provide around 70% of our long-term
savings business.We also have strategic alliances with over 20 building societies and other leadingUKbrand
names including Tesco Personal Finance. In addition to this we have a Joint Venture with Royal Bank of
Scotland for the provision of Life, Pension and Investment products through their retail banking network.

As the UK’s largest provider of Life and Pensions and Investment Products, Norwich Union is keen to
work with Government to help increase consumer confidence in long term financial products and to
encourage more people to provide for their own financial security through saving.

14 November 2003

Witnesses: Ms Joanne Segars, Head of Pensions and Savings, Association of British Insurers, Mr Ian
Mullen, Chief Executive, British Bankers’ Association, Mr David White, Chief Executive, The Children’s
Mutual, andMr Robert Fletcher, Director of Distribution Strategy, Norwich Union, examined.

Q195 Chairman: Could I welcome you to the sub- have the opportunities which that aVords them. So
potentially it does oVer many opportunities;committee. I should explain that there is about to be

a division in the main House any moment, so we will however, thatwill depend on some vital details of the
products being got right. Of course, many of thesehave to suspend for at least 10 minutes, having only

virtually started. But we could try to start. Could details we do not know at the moment but they
include, obviously, the price cap, the sales regimeyou introduce yourselves, please.

Ms Segars:Myname is Joanne Segars. I am the head and the advice regime that goes with that. Unless
those things are got right, there may not be aof pensions and savings at the Association of

British Insurers. suYcient number of providers in market.
Mr Mullen: Ian Mullen, the chief executive of the
British Bankers’ Association. Q197 Chairman: Thank you very much. We are
Mr White:Good afternoon, I amDavidWhite, chief going to suspend until 14.44, 10 minutes exactly,
executive of The Children’s Mutual. then we will resume.
Mr Fletcher: I am Robert Fletcher, director of
distribution strategy for the Norwich Union. The Committee suspended from 14.34 to 14.44 for a

division in the House.
Q196 Chairman:Wewill make a start but as soon as
the division starts we will have to suspend. Not Mr Mullen, do you want to add to that?

Mr Mullen:Yes, I will. I will not re-cover that whichsurprisingly, the financial services industry seems to
be a strong supporter of Child Trust Funds.Howbig Joanne has said, but we agree entirely with that

which she has said. I would look at the Child Trustan opportunity is this for the industry?
Ms Segars: We do see this as being potentially a Fund, from the banking perspective, as a

continuation, a continuum, of what we have beengood opportunity and a good way of ensuring that
young people can build up a pool of assets and can doing with government in finding common cause
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19 November 2003 Child Trust Funds

around the universal bank. The introduction of the quite good. But of course it does depend on the
points my colleagues were making about whether orbasic bank account—if youwould state that as being

the family working capital and the introduction of not there is enough margin there for providers to
encourage those contributions in, and to market thelower income families to a bank account in the use

of their working capital—in introducing more than benefits of saving additionally.
Mr Mullen: The FSA is soon to publish itssix million people into banking has been an

enormous success. That will extend and increase consultation on a financial capability framework.
When it does that and has wide consultation withwith the universal bank. When we are looking at

medium to long-term capital requirements, then the industry and consumer groups and others, then it
will tease out that which is required to raise currentChild Trust Fund is a continuum of that initiative.

The concept is excellent but, as Joanne stressed, the levels of financial awareness. We would see that the
Child Trust Fund would be an integral part of thatdevil will be in the detail. It is the implementation

that is the issue, I think. initiative.

Q200 Chairman: The Child Poverty Action Group,Q198 Chairman: Fine. Let us hear from the two
for one, have suggested that this will not actuallyfirms represented here. What are the critical factors
encourage savings, asset accumulation by lowerfor you in deciding whether or not to enter this
income families, that a parent in those cases willmarket?
simply be too poor to contribute whatever the levelMr Fletcher: I think there are a number of critical
of contribution is fixed at.factors for us. One critical factor is certainly the level
Mr White: Perhaps I can answer that, Chairman.at which any price cap is set. It will need to be set at
There is a permanent balancing act, just like being aa level where it is economic for us to write this
parent, between trying to provide for today andbusiness. Coupled with that is the regulatory
trying to provide for tomorrow. That applies to allenvironmentwithin which these products sit and any
families and all sorts of diVerent groups will lobbyadvice requirements that may sit alongside them,
for how money that is available should be diverted.because that obviously impacts on the costs of
In our experience, the diVerence between the marketdistributing the products. Third, but by no means
that is for savings for children and the adult savingsleast, I think, is the way in which these products
market, is that even people who do not have ainteract with the wider initiatives that are being
propensity to save for themselves will try to find ataken by the Government on raising awareness of
way to save for their children. Perhaps I can give youthe need to save.
an example. Of people who come to us to save forMr White: We think that the opportunity here lies
their children in our Baby Bonds(r), who do notwith the youngsters. We think assets will become
come through the advised route, some 20% of themmore and more important as the years go by for
have household income below £15,000 a year; a thirdyoungsters to have access to, because that will give
of them have household income below £20,000 athem the widest possible opportunities. But we also
year. That means we are managing to reach thoserecognise that people do not save unless they are
people, because very often it is people at the lowestencouraged to save and it takes quite a bit of
end of the income scale who can see that having anencouragement. If we look at the market today, we
asset will make the biggest diVerence to theirfind that we think resources will be made to
children.youngsters from better-oV families one way or

another. We think the opportunity here lies in
making sure that, as we are able to do today, we can Q201 Chairman: Mr Fletcher, how keen will the
reach middle and lower income families whose NorwichUnion be to provide accounts for the lower
children will perhaps need this discipline of building income families?
an asset more than anything else. So keeping Mr Fletcher: Provided that the economics make it
administration up to date, as up to date and viable for us to manufacture the products and
simplified as possible, and setting a price cap which distribute them, we would be very keen to do it. If I
allows us to continue to serve middle and lower could, Chairman, just go back to your previous
income savers is the most critical thing of all. question, I think the success or otherwise of this

initiative will very much hinge on whether there is a
joined-up approach that picks oV the thornyQ199 Chairman: Given your own experience, the
problem of where should the price cap be set and thefour of you, of the savingsmarket, how successful do
overall promotion of the need to save. I think that isyou think the Child Trust Funds will be in actually
much wider than just the issues pertaining to theencouraging the savings habit, in encouraging the
Child Trust Fund.acquisition of assets?

Ms Segars: Perhaps I can give you some information
from a poll we conducted quite recently. When we Q202 Chairman: Is there not a risk that the size of

the endowment, whether it is £250 or £500 for lowerasked parents whether they would be likely to
contribute to the Child Trust Funds, 82% of parents income families, will be an eVective way of screening

accounts and you will avoid those that are likely tosaid they would certainly consider making a
contribution, an additional contribution, above the be less profitable?

Mr Fletcher: I think it would be correct to say that ainitial endowment, into a Child Trust Fund. It was
quite interesting that across all the social classes that lot of accounts that just contain £250 to us would be

quite a challenge to write that business and providenumber was above 80%. The omens, therefore, are
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the return that we require ultimately for our Mr Mullen: The economies of scale will be very
important in the implementation of this. One of theshareholders. If we saw that the market was going to

develop in that way, I think we would choose not to biggest costs that the industry will face or that the
industry needs to deal with—and this is a debate andenter the Child Trust Fund arena.

Mr White: Chairman, may I add to that. I would discussion that we must have with government—is
the cost of advice. This is probably the largest cost.come back to my central point, which is that people

even at the lowest end of the income scale do want to At the moment, with the advice regime that we have
with the FSA you are talking about a minimum ofsave for their children. One of the advantages of the

Child Trust Fund and the way it is proposed that it 20 minutes up to one hour of advice time in selling a
product. The Government will be putting out anis structured, is that it will be easier than currently

for other members of the family to be involved. information pack on the Child Trust Funds and the
contents of that information pack and the way inThere may well be a grandparent or a godparent or

another member of the family who can help out a which it sets out the amount of advice that can be
drawn from the pack will be extremely important.family when they are not able to save for themselves.

Also I think it is important to realise that things can There, if you can reduce the amount of face-to-face
advice and increase the amount of knowledge andchange over 18 years. People’s circumstances can

change quite significantly over 18 years. information that is contained in the pack, that will
be important.

Q203 Chairman:How will the industry go out there
to attract additional contributions from lower Q206 Mr McFall:Will the Government decision to

require all providers to oVer a stakeholder Childincome families?What kind of tools will you develop
to do that? Trust Fund restrict competition in the market.

Mr White: I do not necessarily think it will restrictMr White:We do this now. This is what we do. The
reason I mentioned those statistics earlier was to competition. In an ideal world there would not be a

need for such things, because we would have gotshow that we get to people from all walks of life.
There is a whole range of ways of doing it. Some personal finance education so high up the agenda

that people would understand and be able to makepeople have access to the internet and they can find
out about us there; we have arrangements in Boots informed choices.
stores up and down the country, where people who
would not have access to other forms of advice or

Q207 MrMcFall:Howmany years will it take to gethelp can find our Baby Bond(r) material and start to
personal financial education up to standard?save with us; and we also have arrangements with
Mr White:Wecertainly have an opportunity in frontMothercare, with the Huggies Nappies club that
of us, that is for sure, and it is going to take somemother’s join when they have had young children.
time. But one of the key important aspects of theSo there are various ways of getting to people. The
Child Trust Fund is that we can use it as a tool toimportant thing is that we are able to get to them.
help generate the next generation of informedThat will come back to one of the central points,
consumers. The key there is that people are able towhich is having the resource to be able to get to
make informed choices. We want people to be ablethem, to support and encourage them.
to understand the pros and cons and risks ofMs Segars: I think also there is a partnership
investing in diVerent types of things so that they areapproach in this. It is about a partnership between
making informed choices, but it is important that wethe financial services industry but also government.
have the resources to be able to do that.TheGovernment has done a good job in advertising,

for example, the National Minimum Wage,
Working Family’s Tax Credit. We would be looking Q208 Mr McFall: Norwich Union, Mr Fletcher, is
for that similar kind of advertising campaign and that factor, the stakeholder Child Trust Fund, in
information campaign which can show the great your decision whether to enter the market or not?
diVerence that even a modest contribution of, say, You make it clear in your submission that “. . . the
£10 a month could make to the ultimate size of the charge cap applicable to these products has yet to be
Child Trust Funds. We are looking for a made, and, as such, it is not possible for Norwich
partnership. Union to decide whether to participate in this

market.”
Mr Fletcher: Yes, it is the cap and the regulatoryQ204 Chairman: You are looking to the
environment within which the product will sit; thatGovernment to do the advertising?
is, the sales or conduct of business environmentMs Segars: Certainly to do some of the advertising.
within which the product will sit. Because that willThe Government has done, as I say, a very good job
have a direct impact on the operation and the costsin advertising something like theNationalMinimum
of distributing the product. I think, equally, thereWage, the working families tax credit.
are points on which we still seek clarity around the
actual administration of the business. Things like the
use of vouchers could, under certain scenarios, beQ205 Chairman:That would be generic advertising.

Ms Segars: Yes, but you could quite easily show quite an expensive way to administer this business.
That, again, will lead back to the need for anwithin that: The benefits of saving an extra £10 a

month would mean that your Child Trust Fund adequate price cap to enable us to generate the
required rate of return to attract the capital.would be worth X and not Y.
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Q209 Mr McFall: So at 1% you would not enter Q214 Mr McFall: To the ABI and BBA in
particular: the Government is keen to attractthe market.
specialist firms entering the market who may preferMr Fletcher: I think it is very unlikely that at 1% we
ethical funds or investments accommodating theirwould be able to.
religious beliefs. Do you think the requirement to
provide a stakeholder Child Trust Fund will deter

Q210 Mr McFall: At 2% would you enter the such players?
market? Ms Segars: I think the arguments are much the same
Mr Fletcher: Without having the wider detail that I as my colleagues have outlined to the previous
have already explained, I think it is diYcult to be question really. We are seeing more providers tying
definitive about the level of price cap we can do it at. up with other providers. I think that might be the

conduit through which we see the Child Trust Fund
work. We have seen, for example, company A’sQ211 Mr McFall: Could I ask others on the price
stakeholder pension with five or six diVerentcap of 1%.
companies’ investment options on the table, and oneMr White: We have set our current charges out in
could see that the Child Trust Fund might developour submission. We feel that if we are able to charge
in the same way.around that level, which is broadly around the 2%
Mr Mullen: Competition is giving wider choice. Themark, we would be able to carry on what we are
concept of open architecture (that is, where adoing now, and that is serving people right across the
product provider is not just providing its ownsocio-economic scale.
products but using the products of others in order to
give their clients the best possible choice) is now

Q212 Mr McFall: But 1% would be detrimental. widely accepted and there is a very competitive
Mr White: I think it will. If the charge cap on the market there. I would see that the type of services
Child Trust Funds were reduced as low as 1%, so the you have stated would expand.
current market would need to go as low as 1%, I am
not sure, in our view, there would be any providers

Q215 Mr McFall: The UK Social Investmentin the market at all. I think the danger would be, at
Forum have argued that the Child Trust Fundsbest, that you would force people to cherry-pick at
should not be invested in areas that are damaging tothe rich end of themarket in order that they feel they
children, such as tobacco manufacturers. What arecould cover their costs, and, therefore, the lower
your views on that?income groups would be left out. That is the danger
Mr Fletcher: To be honest, I do not personally haveof low price caps.
a strong view on it.Mr Fletcher: It is perhaps worth highlighting that

we—we and a number of other providers—have on
an open-book basis provided a lot of information to Q216 Mr McFall: You would be quite happy for
BW Deloitte, who have been carrying out research Norwich Union to invest in tobacco.
for the Treasury into this issue of the price cap. Mr Fletcher: No, if I could finish, I think that is
Hopefully that will inform the end decision. probably a decision that fits into the wider social

framework and would possibly need to be defined as
part of the product advice area.Q213 Mr McFall: Back on the point of the

stakeholder Child Trust Funds, we have received
evidence from a number of societies. Nationwide, Q217 Mr McFall: But Norwich Union surely have
for example, note that “it may make it diYcult for an ethical perspective on things.
many smaller building societies to participate in the Mr Fletcher: Yes, we operate a range of socially
market” and the Building Societies’ Association responsible investment funds.1 Generally speaking,
themselves say “more than a quarter of building however, I would say that the cost of operating those
societies will not be able to oVer CTF accounts”. Is funds, due to the specialist nature of them, is slightly
that a feeling across the board? higher than the more generalist funds that we
Mr Mullen: I cannot speak for the building societies, operate. But I believe that investment choice is a
but as far as banks are concerned, as I say, one of the matter of personal preference at the end of the day.
major issues for us is this question of advice, that this
is a mandatory product. We would think that there

Q218 MrMcFall:Okay. I will come back to you onwould be a lesser advice regime, that there would be
that. David?a discussion between the individual and the bank. If
Mr White: I have sat in some interesting discussionsthat is the case, then of course the overall cost of
with groups of people where trying to decide whatdelivery comes down fairly dramatically.
socially responsible is becomes interminable.Mr White: I think it is also important to recognise
Having said that, we want to give people choice. Wethat the Government and the Financial Services
have talked to the Islamic community. We areAuthority are changing the rules onwhat is currently
talking to them, because they need special kinds ofcalled polarisation. That means that diVerent kinds
funds in which they can invest owing to theirof firms will be able to link up with others to better
religious beliefs. The danger is that if we do not haveserve their customers and oVer them a wider range

of diVerent types of things that they cannot currently
do because of the rules. 1 Ev 106
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the resources to provide specialist funds, we will be people choice. Yes, I think ethics will become more
and more important, so it will be more and moredown to this sort of “vanilla” product that everyone

will have to have. important that we give people the choice.
Mr Mullen: To represent the industry, the sine qua
non is that there should be consensus on such issues. Q225 Mr McFall: Do you think some in the ABI
There is not a consensus, so the BBA does not have and the BBA would consider that as well when we
a view. are dealing with children?
Ms Segars:Again,David has hit on a very important Mr Mullen: It is quite clear that it is at the forefront
point there: how do we define what is ethical? What of some of our members’ thinking.
you might think is ethical may not necessarily Ms Segars: Certainly from the ABI’s perspective.
concur with what I think is ethical. From my personal perspective, I hold my pension

funds in ethical funds, so it is certainly something
that I feel is extremely important. As far as the ABIQ219 Mr McFall: That does not to say you would
is concerned, as institutional investors, we have, asignore the ethics, then?
you know, been very, very active on the corporateMs Segars: No, absolutely. You do not necessarily
governance front and on the whole socialignore the ethics, but I think competition would
responsibility front in any case.deliver those socially responsible ethical funds.

Q226 Mr Plaskitt: Could I ask about a particularQ220 Mr McFall: I will put one question to all of
category—and we do not at this stage know the sizeyou:Givenwe are dealingwith children here, is it not
of the numbers involved, it could be small, it couldimportant that the issue of ethical investment is
be larger—but those are the Revenue allocatedparamount in your decisions? It is no good just to sit
funds, where a parent chooses simply not to take upback in this particular one. I am looking for a clear
or implement the option. After 12 months hasanswer from you. Do ethics matter in this? Are you
elapsed the Government is proposing that it willgoing to have an ethical policy on this? Norwich
simply then allocate the amount to one of theUnion were very fuzzy there. Would you like to
approved providers and will do it randomly betweenexpand on that?
you, but you are not at liberty to take it. Could I askMr Fletcher:Yes, certainly. I think ethics are right at
those of you representing the organisations, first ofthe core of all of the business interests that are
all, do you think your members would acceptrepresented here today. I think it is an interesting
revenue allocated trusts?question, I suppose illustrated by the point David
Ms Segars: At the risk of becoming somewhatmade about what is socially responsible: What is an
repetitive on this issue, I think it does depend on theethical investment? People have diVerent views. As I
things we do not know about yet, which are aboutsay, I personally do not have a firm view because I
the price cap and cost of administering thosehave not given it much thought in this context.
schemes and so on.
Mr Mullen: I agree with Joanne, but, just to expandQ221 Mr McFall: So you would be quite happy to on that, the diYculties in administration or theinvest in tobacco companies, then, Norwich Union. burden of the administration will not be small.It would not really matter to you what your Sadly, it is the fact that in our society almost 40% ofinvestments were? We have seen the debate where marriages end in divorce, therefore you will have athe Co-Op introduced ethical investments. The Co- position where you may have two parents, each notOp recently announced their Fair Trade products: agreeing on who would look after the trust fund.their coVee, their beverages, all contain the Fair Who would have responsibility in looking after theTrade products. That is a start of ethical behaviour. administration? This means a further burden on theIs Norwich Union going to take this on board? bank or the other financial services institution. YouMr Fletcher: I feel like you are questioning the ethics could have a situation where there are seven or eightof Norwich Union, which, given the— individuals contributing to the fund. So there are
real issues of administration in the complexity of

Q222 Mr McFall: No, this is to the future, because that. But, as I indicated in my opening remarks to
you are dealing with children. the Chairman, the concept is excellent; it is on the
Mr Fletcher: Yes. As I say, I think it is a matter of implementation that we must focus. There is a will
personal choice. I do not personally have a view on by the industry to make this work.
it. I am not aware—

Q227 Mr Plaskitt: But there is nothing in what you
Q223 Mr McFall: So I can take from that that have said that is uniquely about the Revenue
Norwich Union does not have any ethics, then? allocated bonds. The issues you have raised could
Mr Fletcher: No, Norwich Union does have ethics. apply across the board in all circumstances.

Mr Mullen: Indeed.

Q224 Mr McFall: If you could explain it to me, it
would help. David? Q228 Mr Plaskitt:Mr Fletcher, speaking on behalf

of one of the providers, how would Norwich UnionMr White:We are investigating socially responsible
and ethical funds. We are investigating funds for feel about receiving Treasury allocated funds?

Would you take them?specific religious denominations. We want to give
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Mr Fletcher: First of all, we would have to take a suppose one of these revenue allocated bonds lands
on you and you accept it, you are not going to dodecision to participate in the Child Trust Fund

market. As part of that, we would have to see that very well out of it if it just sits there as £500 for 18
years. Do you not think there is a role for you thenthe terms and the administration and the costs of

doing so meant that it was a viable for us to accept to play to, to contact the parents associated with this
trust fund, and start encouraging them to save? Isthat business economically.
there not a role for you to be proactive in this?
Mr Fletcher: I think there is a great role for theQ229 Mr Plaskitt:Again, that would be true across
industry to play in partnership with government inthe board.
encouraging people to save more. I think there is aMr Fletcher: Yes.
range of initiatives that could be pursued, could be
taken, if we can come up with a workable solution,Q230 Mr Plaskitt: It is not specifically the issue
whereby it is cost-eVective for us actually toabout whether the Treasury allocates it.
manufacture these products in the first place.Mr Fletcher: No.

Q234 Mr Plaskitt: That takes us back the initialQ231 Mr Plaskitt: So there is no inherent problem,
issues you put down on the table.so far as any of you are concerned, in the fact that
Mr Fletcher: Yes.the revenue might allocate the fund to you; your

issues are about other things and they are the ones
Q235 Mr Plaskitt: Could I finally ask each of you:that are going to determine your position. Is that
the Government has not yet said what it is going toright?
do with these funds when the child reaches the age ofMr Fletcher: Yes. I think it is fair to say that it is
seven, but it has said it intends to do something at thepossible in certain circumstances, depending on how
age of seven. From the industry’s point of view, whateverything pans out, that it will be more eYcient to
do you think they should do?receive the business direct from the revenue than
Ms Segars: We are expecting, we are hoping for,deal directly with a range of individuals.
an additional top-up, so an additional piece of
endowment, government endowment go into the—Q232 Mr Plaskitt: Is there this risk of cherry-

picking? That is what we want to get to. If you were
Q236 Mr Plaskitt: Structured how? Do you havein a position to choose, would you assume that a
any views?fund that was coming to you via revenue allocation
Ms Segars: I am not certain we do have views at thewas one that was going to be less likely to be topped
moment. It may be that, again, there needs to be theup by friends and family and therefore you would
redistributive element built into it, but we are hopingopt to steer away from it and youwould rather go for
that that additional endowment would be significantthe ones where you think they would not be taking
enough to boost savings again and act as anotherthat approach.
kick-start to people starting to save into Child TrustMr White: I think in an ideal world there will not be
Funds on a regular basis.many of these because we will have the resources to

get education and choice right, backed up by the
Q237 Mr Plaskitt: Do you see the additionalkind ofmarketing by theGovernment that wewould
government top-up at seven as indicating to you anwant to see to make people aware of this. Some of
opportunity in the way that you market theseour research was mentioned last week in terms of
products?79% of families saying they would like to top up the
Ms Segars: Certainly it does. For the same reasonGovernment endowment. The other piece of that
that an employer’s contribution into a pensionresearch which was not mentioned last week says
scheme does. It is extra money. It is a good way ofthat 92%of families had not heard of the Child Trust
additionally marketing and showing the benefits ofFund and did not know about it. So it was not until
a particular product.it was explained to them that they then found a way

of thinking, “Yes, we could aVord to top this up.” So
that is where we need to get.We need to put the focus Q238 Mr Plaskitt: Seven top-up?
into getting as many people actively involved in the Mr Mullen:Quite clearly, to be pragmatic, as Joanne
market and topping up. If I may just come back to says, the larger the contribution, the more likely the
the cherry-picking point, the thing that is most likely fund would be successful, so we would support that.
to cause cherry-picking is a very low price cap that
does not work. Q239 Mr Plaskitt: And on the supplementary

question that it would be creating an opportunity for
you to do something for the customer, do you seeQ233 Mr Plaskitt: Is it in your interests, all of you,

I think, to have people in the savings habit. That is that in there as well?
Mr Mullen: In so far as it would make it morewhy you have all given the nod towards this

innovation. But what incentive can you yourselves desirable, it would enhance competition, and
therefore that is a benefit to the recipient and to theput into it? To some extent, you are sitting back

waiting to see what theGovernment puts in the small market as whole.
Mr White: We want to carry on doing what we areprint, but what are you all planning to do on your

side of the equation? Suppose, Norwich Union, that doing now and add to it, which is to help, support
and encourage people every year with statements,for the sake of argument you do decide to do it, and
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with access to saving in Boots and the other places I you are well aware, that you can design a product in
mentioned. I think that over 18 years is what is going such a way that the risk would be contained to allow
to be the real encouragement. From our point of less advice to be required and therefore the customer
view, as a provider, if more money comes along would be adequately protected, given the light-touch
at seven, that is great, but I do not think it makes a advice. I would say, as a financier, that that really
big diVerence in terms of the opportunity for us. It depends on major cardinal decisions. Are you going
will give, particularly if it has a progressive element, to put the capital at risk, the principal. If you put
the Government another opportunity to take that capital or principal at risk in any way, then
account of any changes in people’s circumstances. clearly the risk is heightened. If you have an equity
Most government benefits are for immediate investment, then, with the few exceptions that test
consumption; this (CTF) lasts over 18 years and the rule, you have a heightened risk. If it is a bond or
people’s circumstances can change quite a lot in that a fixed income instrument and it is kept to maturity,
time. It may be that one family is not as well oV or as then the investment risk is the risk of the company
low an income household as they might have been— issuing the bond and that is governed by or has a
that might have changed by seven—so there is more rating agency that will classify, a respected
opportunity for the youngsters, I think. classification of an investment grade bond. Your

risk is on the principal and very, very small on the
interest, so therefore there you have more of a “lessQ240 Mr Plaskitt: Seven top-up?
risky product”. But it is the case that over tens, if notMr Fletcher: In an ideal world, you would hope that
hundreds of years, a riskless return has hoveredin seven years time you would not need to put more
around the three to 3°%, and we can see that thatmoney in to remind people of the need to save,
figure obtains today. If people are looking for abecause hopefully we would have moved the whole
return, discounting inflation, then if they want aagenda on. However, from an economic standpoint,
return of more than 3°%, of course it is the risk thatthe more money that goes in the better because it
comes with it.makes the charging of these products easier to get

lower. From, again, an idealistic point of view,
perhaps one way to encourage people to put money

Q243 Norman Lamb: We will be encouragingin would be to link the amount somehow to the
people who have not taken out financial productsamount that had been put in on a voluntary basis.
before to go for these risk products.However, I think the danger of that would be that it
Mr Mullen: Within risk management, you canwould favour those who already have and would not
insure, diversify or hedge. These are the threefavour the have-nots. So it is a very diYcult question
elements of trying to lower financial risk,to come up with an answer to.
particularly with regard to investments. There are
well-practised ways of ensuring that that happens,

Q241 Mr Plaskitt:Do any of you see a relationship but underlying all of this is the fact that the principal
between the seven top-up and your views about the is at risk.
cap charges? Or are they two entirely separate issues?
Mr White: I think they are separate issues.

Q244 Norman Lamb: If I may come on to ask a
question of Norwich Union and Children’s Mutual.Q242 Norman Lamb: Could I first go back to what
If this all works and gets up and running, there willyou, Ian Mullen, were saying earlier about the
be opportunities for the cross-selling of products.important issue of advice to the people taking out
You will build up a substantial database ofthese products. The FSA is reported this morning as
information about people and their saving andhaving doubts over light-touch investments in the
spending habits. Do you think it is important thatSandler basket of products generally. We were
there should be restrictions on what you are able tohearing from Treasury and revenue oYcials last

week that they very much hoped that people across do in terms of marketing products to the children
the income range would be taking out equity-based and their parents based on the information that you
products rather than cash-based products. Do you will have?
have a concern that this will work? I realise Mr Fletcher: The majority of Norwich Union
companies are concerned that they will be left business is actually written through intermediaries,
holding the baby in terms of accusations of mis- so the control of any data sits with that intermediary,
selling—I am sorry, “holding the baby” is rather an it does not sit with Norwich Union. In general,
inappropriate comment! Do you have concerns that though, I think it should not be restricted. I think
this all stacks up and that it will actually work? Do there is probably a lost opportunity if it is, because
you share the concerns of the FSA on this? we are trying to widen out the provision of saving. I
Mr Mullen: It is a very diYcult subject, in so far as think that it should be permitted, that cross-selling
you have heard CallumMcCartney say, I think, that should be allowed.
there is no such thing as a riskless investment. The
expertise that the professionals can bring to the

Q245 NormanLamb: So no real restrictions at all onconsiderations of investments will aVect the
that area of activity.profitability and, therefore, one would imagine, the
Mr Fletcher: We are already restricted by the datadiminution of risk. But the other side of it is that you
that we can hold and how we can use it. I think thathave the appetite of the customer, as to what their

risk appetite is. It is contemplated within Sandler, as the existing guidelines are probably strong enough.
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Q246 Norman Lamb:Mr White? Q250 Mr RuZey: What do you think the
Government is on? Why do they make things soMr White:We are a specialist, so the extent to which

we will be thinking about cross-selling perhaps does diYcult? It seems a shambles.
Ms Segars: The Government are clearly concernednot apply as much as some others. I think we will

want to use this as an educational tool to get families about the vouchers being used and reused. Fraud, I
guess you would call it. It seems to us that in theseand their children inculcated in the savings’ habit.

That is the biggest potential extra benefit that I think high-tech days there ought to be a way of taking the
vouchers out of circulation.we have with Child Trust Funds. It is perfectly

possible that through Child Trust Funds actually it
will be the parents initially who get the most Q251 Mr RuZey: Providers are going to have extra
education because they will start to see what is costs, which is going to be counterproductive in
happening with their children’s Child Trust Funds getting this thing oV the ground. It is going to be
and start to understand the benefits of long-term more diYcult for parents, though, is it not?
saving. We did put in our submission that the kind Ms Segars:That is absolutely right.Wewould prefer
of costs that one faces as youngsters at age 18 these to spend the money that we have within the charge
days are pretty daunting. It is a more daunting cap that is allowed to market the schemes, to
prospect being a parent. I think we can use this to encourage more contributions in and so on and so
inculcate the savings habit. If that pays oV in terms forth, and spend it on productive things that meet
of more parents saving more in pensions and such the Government’s objectives.
like with other organisations, well, I think that can
only be a good thing. Q252 Mr RuZey: You also say that the

requirements we have just talked about “may also
Q247 Mr RuZey: I want to raise some questions have an adverse eVect on the take-up, given that it is
about what looks to me like a set of proposals which generally true that the more complex the procedure
amount to a paper chase both for parents and to open an account the higher the drop-oV rate.”
providers alike. I was very struck by the evidence the Ms Segars: Yes.
ABI gave. Ms Segars, I wonder if you would flesh
out the comments you have made. You talk about Q253 Mr RuZey: So parents are going to be put oV

the receipt and retention of the voucher when the by this paper chase. Would that be a fair summary?
provider opens an account. You are referring to box Ms Segars: Yes, we think that that may well be the
6 of the proposals that the Child Trust Fund that the case.
Government published. You go on to say on this
voucher, “This negates the possibility of providers Q254 MrRuZey:Could I follow this theme and ask
keeping costs to an absolute minimum by enabling the Children’s Mutual, in your submission to us you
parents to openCTF accounts bymore cost-eVective say the sales regime should have a light touch, “For
and customer-friendly means—eg, over the instance, we believe that electronic top ups should be
telephone or on the internet. This requirement to made available, vouchers should be accepted via the
collect the vouchers”—which I take it tomean paper internet.” And you helpfully remind us that this
vouchers—“means that even if such methods are should be part of the Government’s initiative for a
used to register an account, it cannot be authorised drive on EGovernment and getting into the 21st
unless the voucher is physically sent to the century. You go on to say, “We disagree with the
provider.” This seems lumbering and bureaucratic. current proposals that only allow for registration of
Could you just tell us how this is going to aVect the paper vouchers for the CTF GE rather than using
costs. It is going to be counterproductive, is it not? secure unique reference numbers where claimants
Ms Segars: I think “lumbering and bureaucratic” have already been vetted by the IR for child benefit
summarise that point rather well, actually. purposes.”Why does theGovernment not think this

is true? Would you like to expand on your
Q248 Mr RuZey: Those are my words. comments?
Ms Segars: Your words, yes. Mr White:We have made these points to the Inland

Revenue.
Q249 Mr RuZey: I do not want to put words into
your mouth. Q255 Mr RuZey:What did they say?

Mr White: I think the InlandRevenue—and I do notMs Segars: It is extremely time-consuming and
costly. If we are looking at a 1% charge cap, and all want to speak for the Inland Revenue—my guess is

that they are concerned over time to build a system.the providers can raise on an endowment of £250 is
£2.50, by the time you have written to the parents, I am not sure that we accept this one. We supported

the Government throughout this initiative. On thisphoned them, written to them again, written to them
again, written to them again, phoned them and then specific I think we would like to see somemovement.

The right mechanism has been chosen becauseyou have to cancel the account, you have spent your
£2.50 and more. That really is our concern and it virtually everyone qualifies for Child Benefit. In

terms of vetting if the Inland Revenue or theseems to us that there really ought to be much
simpler methods of being able to take the vouchers Government is paying Child Benefit I guess we can

accept that these people are legitimate. We wouldout of circulation. There seems to be no reason why
the vouchers have to be returned and retained by the like not to have to accept the vouchers for

administrative reason but also for the ease ofproviders.
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parents. If you are a very busy parent these days— Q259 Mr Beard: Without the Government
endowment?you do strange things like going on the internet at 11

o’clock at night when youmanage to get the children Ms Segars: Yes. What we are suggesting is for the
opportunity for parents to be able to put in £1,200 ato bed and you have a fewminutes to yourself—busy

parents like the idea of being able to pick up the year on a tax-free basis for children born before
September 2002 to be available. We think it shouldtelephone and have their enquiry dealt with as

opposed to a paper voucher. On this specific we help encourage take-up because if you are a family
with children born either side of the cut-oV date thenwould like to see some movement for cost purposes

which benefits everyone and for ease which benefits that may well put you oV actually contributing more
to the Child Trust Fund for a child that was bornbusy parents.
after September 2002. David will know more about
this than I do. The alternative tax favoured

Q256 MrRuZey:This parental paper chase is really children’s savings are much lower than £1,200.
not on, is it? Could I ask the BBA—I know these are Mr White: Given that the Baby Bond(r) brand is
not your representations—if I may quote the registered to us I amnot tooworried about the brand
Institute of InvestmentManagement where they talk name of the other things. All children who are born
about the need formore to be done to ensure that the before 2002 can save or have saved for them up to
costs of administration are kept as low as possible. £25 a month tax-free at the moment.
This is a theme we have been exploring on specific
points raised. I wonder if you or your members

Q260 Mr Beard: Under ISA?would have a view on this? They say that the
Mr White: No, under a tax exempt savings plan, aGovernment are proposing an initial contribution
qualifying policy with a friendly society. That existsand an additional top-up at seven years of age. The
now and has existed for some years. The limit hasIMA believe holding that back would reduce the
been £25 since 1995.investment that could be achieved over the lifetime

of the fund resulting in a reduced payment on
Q261 Mr Beard: £25!maturity. Do you recognise those comments? Is that
Mr White: £25 a month, £300 a year. You do have asomething that you would like to address?
situation where for children born before and afterMr Mullen:Clearly it is the time value ofmoney. The
the cutoV date there will be diVerent incentives forlonger the funds are invested—
diVerent families and if they could be equalised that
would make sense.

Q257 Mr RuZey:Why is the Government doing it
that way? Q262 Mr Beard: How do you equalise them?
Mr Mullen: I think for the reasons that David Mr White:There are two obvious ways you could do
mentioned, perhaps they want to investigate some that, one would be to extend the £1,200 with tax-free
form of incentive whereby they can induce the growth of the Child Trust Fund, so the voluntary
parents, the grandparents to put in funds. The more part, backwards.
funds they put in perhaps that will influence the
Government’s additional contribution. Q263 Mr Beard: That becomes an open-ended
Ms Segars: Maybe it is worth adding that the commitment from Government.
Government have recognised the point Ian made Mr White: Not really. The big cost to the
about the time value of money. Initially the Government would be the government endowment
endowments were going to be made at five, 11 and of £250 and £500. I think the Treasury oYcials said
16. We also need to look at Child Trust Funds in the last week that the tax break element was in the
round and the wider picture. Much of this is about negligible box, so extending it to the edge of the
personal financial. Seven is quite a good time if you negligible box to get more people saving for more
are going to school I guess. I think seven partly picks children would be good.
up those points too.
Mr Mullen: The age of reason! Q264 Mr Beard: Are you suggesting that the

endowment should be extended?
Mr White:No. I do not think you will never get theQ258 MrBeard:TheAssociation of British Insurers
cut-oV date right. The way that the cut-oV date hasin your evidence say that children born before 1
been handled is reasonable, it includes a wholeSeptember 2002 are being unnecessarily excluded
school year cohort. What you could do is extend thefrom the benefits of CTF and you go on to strongly
tax break on the £1,200 a year voluntary top-up backargue for extending the CTF regime so that parents
for some years.could open a CTF account in their child’s name even

if they do not receive Government money. I wonder
how people would respond to that?Would providers Q265 Mr Beard: Why would that not be an ISA?

Could you not do that through an ISA?of Child Trust Funds actually use the brand name to
promote something equivalent for children that Mr White: I think that the other rules relating to

Child Trust Funds, the way that the money iswere born before 1 September?
Ms Segars: We and our member companies feel invested, the way that it is in the child’s name, the

way that it is locked up until 18, those things whichquite strongly that Child Trust Funds should be
available to those born before September 2002 and are right for the children’s market and would still

apply.we recognise it may be very costly for Government.
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Q266 Mr Beard: When we put this point to Mr Mullen: We have in our submission.
Treasury they said, “the private sector may well take
the initiative away from us. They may well invent Q271 Mr Beard:What was their response?
things that serve that purpose, for practical Mr Mullen: We are awaiting their response.
purposes”. The question is to you and Mr Fletcher,
would you be interested in providing accounts such

Q272 Mr Beard: Moving to minimumas this?
contributions. The stakeholder pension has aMr White: We do and we have been doing so for
minimum contribution of £20 and the Nationalmany, many years. We have been putting on new
Consumer Council suggested that the minimumcustomers, more people saving for their children’s
should not be greater than that and there arefuture at a decent rate. The thing is that you are
advantages in it being less. Then the Association ofgoing to have this great diYculty in parents’ minds
Investment Trust Companies argue that a minimumbecause you are going to have parents in three
contribution of £20 is too low. Do you think it iscohorts, one whose children are born since
necessary to have a minimum contribution level atSeptember 2002, so they are eligible for the Child
all?Trust Fund, some who have children born before
Mr Mullen: Our members would say that there is aand after so they will probably think that they have
necessity to have a minimum contribution, whereto do something for the older child—no family will
you set it is diYcult to reach consensus on. With ourdo something for one child and not the other—then
members they feel that by and large the £20you are going to have people who are going to have
minimum is about right.older children. I hope that the whole noise round

Child Trust Funds will encourage those people to
Q273 Mr Beard:What is ABI’s reaction?save.Whether you extend the £1,200 or whether you
Ms Segars: This is an issue that is very much boundkeep the £300 current limit going, or extend the other
up with a decision round price cap and the costs and£300 those are all options available.
complexity of administration, as has been the case
with stakeholder pensions.We certainly do not want

Q267 Mr Beard: You would be ready to use the to see a minimum below £20.
brand of the CTF to promote that?
Mr White: I certainlywould be ready to use the Baby

Q274 Mr Beard: You would not want to?Bond(r) brand, the extent to which you use the Child
Ms Segars: No.Trust Fund brand for that cohort is something that
Mr White:Our view is that whatever the rules are thewe will have to consider.
eVective minimum will be determined by the priceMr Fletcher: I echo the comments of David next to
cap. At the moment we go down to £10 a month. Itme. We do not provide children’s savings plans at
seems slightly illogical that the higher price cap givesthe moment because we are not a friendly society,
rise to a better deal for consumers. The issue is if youthat is the remit of the specialists such as David’s
have a very low price cap as a percentage of a very,organisation. It seems to me sensible if we proceed
very modest saving amount the actual number ofwith the Child Trust Fund it should be extended in
pounds you have to deal with and cover costs arethat way and utilised in the way that David
very, very low. The price cap will determine whereexplained.
the eVective minimum is, as it has done withMs Segars: I think it is important to remember that
stakeholder pensions. Stakeholder pension averagesthe industry’s capacity to innovate is limited by the
are higher. The actual contributions are higher thanrules the Inland Revenue set round tax break
personal pension average contributions were beforecontributions. I think the industry would like to step
the introduction of stakeholder pensions, whichup to the plate but we are somewhat limited unless
means that providers have to move up marketthe Inland Revenue themselves—
because they have to do that to cover their costs.

Q268 Mr Beard: You are inhibited by the Inland
Q275 Mr Beard: If the cap is anywhere near the 1%Revenue rules?
that has been suggested where does that leave theMs Segars: Because the limit is £25 a month.
minimum subscription?
Mr White: In our submission we have been quite

Q269 Mr Beard: Mr Mullen, in your evidence you clear, given the complexity of saving for children
argue that fortnightly returns will place additional which is relatively more complex than adults saving
burdens and require changes to internal systems because you can have a number of members of the
capable of accommodating both fortnightly and family involved, people separate and divorce which
current quarterly returns for ISAs, what do you means you have two people to deal with after the
think the appropriate reporting requirements separation or divorce and we think that at 1% it
would be? would be unprofitable to our members, in other
Mr Mullen: The reporting requirements would be words our members would have to subsidise
those that allow the current systems to be used, so anything below £122 a month.
either monthly or quarterly.

Q276 Mr Beard: Assuming it is going to be round
1.5% what is the minimum contribution you wouldQ270 Mr Beard: Either monthly or quarterly. Have

you put this to the Inland Revenue? advocate in those circumstances?
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Mr White: We would like to be able to do what we Ms Segars: It is about balance. We want to deliver
value for money to all consumers andmake sure thatdo now, which is go right down to £10 a month to

allow people who cannot aVord much to save for low income families get served through this product
as well as those higher up the income scale. What wetheir children’s futures.

Mr Fletcher:We will only write business only if it is do not want to be in is the business of ‘throwing the
baby out with the bath water’. Unless the price iseconomic for us to do so. At 1% it is very diYcult for

us to see any scenario where it would be economic right we cannot provide any type of service to
consumers and providers will not enter the marketfor us to do so.We have done somemodelling round

the wider issue of pension pricing and savings or they will move into servicing higher income
consumers only.pricing in connection with the wider issues of

stakeholder pensions and products that have been
proposed and we feel on balance that a minimum Q282 Mr Beard: Do your answers on this question
that is more between £50 and £100 a month is more of the charge take into account the fact that the
in the region where it becomes economic to write Government will be doing a substantial amount of
these type of contracts. promotion and advertising for these Child Trust

Funds?
Q277 Mr Beard: If that is the minimum at that level Mr Mullen: Whether we are fully assured of that,
you will wipe out all of the very low income families? that is one factor. I say again that the single most
Mr Fletcher: I think that is the challenge at the end important factor my members are concerned about
of the day as to how we make these products is the advice regime surrounding the sale of this
economic. If we are going to have a price cap to product. It is a mandatory product and if it requires
screw down the absolute minimum— the current sales regime then it will be uneconomic.

Mr White: The key to lower prices, the real key to
lower prices is to create demand. The SandlerQ278 Mr Beard: From what you say about the
Report concentrates on the supply side and verycharge cap are you ruling out Norwich Union
often the work that is done always looks at thejoining the scheme if the charge is about 1%?
supply side. The key is, if we can create demand.Mr Fletcher: As we view the facts at the moment we
Consumers do not wake up on a Saturday morningsee it as very diYcult to manufacture a Child Trust
and think “wewill sort our personal finances out thisFund protection at a 1% price cap.
weekend”, it is not at the top of theirminds. If it were
and consumers bought more then prices would fall

Q279 Mr Beard: Are you ruling yourself out of and that would be the most eYcient way of getting
taking part? prices as low as possible. I accept it is an illogical
Mr Fletcher: We never say never but we do not see point when one first looks at it but the simple answer
how we can make it work. is the lower the price cap goes the more providers

cherry-pick richer people. That is what we do not
want to happen, particularly when you are talkingQ280 Mr Beard: On this price cap what is likely to
about children’s futures.be the impact of 1% cap on charges?

Mr Mullen: At the moment our members are
looking at the scant information that they have with Q283 Mr Beard: Mr Mullen, in your evidence you
respect to the administration costs, particularly at a say that unless a price cap for stakeholder products
viable product where the customer feels they are is raised to a more realistic and economic level than
getting value-for-money and where there is suYcient 1% it is unlikely the wide range of Child Trust Funds
incentive for the company to invest on a commercial will become available. What are your views on what
basis, they are looking at closer to 2% andwith some is realistic and economically viable?
consideration of a front-end charge, and that can Mr Mullen: As I said a cap of nearer 2% and some
vary depending upon the detail of the cost of the latitude on the front-end fee. This is based on, as I
advice and the arrangements that can bemade round say, a repository of information we have round the
the administration particularly. costs of administration and the cost of advice.
Ms Segars: If the price cap is kept at a flat 1% that Mr White: Our prices are broadly 2% now and we
leaves very little margin for advice, very little margin would like to be able to carry on giving support and
for information and education to encourage more encouragement to people from all walks of life that
contributions in, very little margin for investment we do now, we do not want to have to go upmarket.
advice, where people might want to consider the Mr Fletcher: At the risk of sounding repetitive we
ethical funds that Mr McFall outlined earlier, and need to take account of the cost of the regulatory
very little incentive to us in the market. environment in which we operate. The cost of

running the book of business needs to be reflected in
any pricing regime that is subsequently adopted.WeQ281 Mr Beard: There seems to be a paradox, if

these Child Trust Funds are to be reasonably safe, can only do that through consultation on an open
book basis with policy-makers, which Norwichand you would expect them to be for a national

scheme of this kind, they are going to have a fairly Union is happy to do. We can draw some parallels
with the experience we have had with thelow return, if you then take the bigger slice for

charges the actual return on these funds is going to stakeholder market. In 2001 we spend £10 million
advertising stakeholder pensions and we created abe unattractive compared with other forms of

investment, is it not? successful entry into that market place. What we
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found from experience is that the level of awareness Ms Segars: As I said at the beginning we are
optimistic about the potential this product can oVer.has not led to people seeking out opportunities to

take out pension contracts, they still require advice,
they still require encouragement and more often

Q289 Norman Lamb: But there has to be a lot ofthan not on a face-to-face basis. That requires to be
re-thinkingcosted to the cost of the overall product. The end
Ms Segars: We do not know the answers yet so weresult has been we are now concentrating in terms
do not know whether they need to be re-thought orof developing our stakeholder business away
not. There are certain key details that do need to befrom individuals and towards corporate groups,
got right, if they are got right then we are veryemployees, company, sponsored arrangements
optimistic that this as a product will help to developbecause we can get the eYciency and get the
a savings culture that we need in the Uniteddynamics right to write the business and stand a
Kingdom and that we are lacking at the moment. Ireasonable chance of making somemoney at the end
would not want you to go away with the impressionof the day.
we are completely pessimistic about this product.
We are optimistic about the potential but it does

Q284 Mr Beard: What is the percentage that you need to be got right.
are talking about? Mr White:We think it is a huge opportunity. At the
Mr Fletcher: If we are talking about stakeholder moment one in five families save regularly for their
pensions— children’s future. In my mind five out of five

youngsters need the best possible head start in life so
we need to close the gap between one in five to fiveQ285 Mr Beard: No, Child Trust Funds.
in five, and this can be the catalyst to do it. Yes, itMr Fletcher: At the moment we cannot say this is
has to work. I think that someone has attached somewhere the charge cap should be because there are so
magic to 1%, it was a theory, it has been introduced,many unanswered questions. When we know what
we have seen the eVects of it, it has had positivethe design of the fund needs to be so that we can
eVects, it has brought some prices down and I thinkgauge the level of queries we have to deal with when
prices will stay down, generally speaking. We nowthe stock market goes down, when we can see the
have a number of years of actual evidence of whatregulatory environment in which they will sit, the
low price caps do. What low price caps will do, Irequirements round advice, we will be able to costs
know we must sound like a gramophone record, isall of this and come up with a reasoned view as to
mean lower income families and middle incomewhere we see the price cap sitting.
families will be excluded.Ms Segars: I agree with that final point, it does

depend crucially on the sales process, it does depend
crucially on how much complexity can be stripped

Q290 Norman Lamb: If it stays at 1% Norwichout of the administration process, and we have given
Union and presumably other providers will notyou some examples of that already, it does depend
enter the market.on how simple this product can be kept, the simpler
Mr Fletcher: It will restrict the ability of the providerit is the lower the price cap can be.
to enter the market because we cannot raise the
capital to justify and manufacturer the products to

Q286 Mr Beard: Are you saying that you are in the our shareholders.
middle of negotiations and you are not going to
concede very much until you have got well into it?

Q291 Norman Lamb: Can I put something to youMs Segars: The Financial Services Authority are
that the National Consumer Council said “given thelooking at this. The Treasury are looking at this and
low cost of demand generation and the certainty ofwe are expecting their announcement shortly.
high persistency rate the cost base price capmight beMr Fletcher: Could I answer that. I do not think we
set at a lower level than for other stakeholderare in an negotiation, we are pointing out the fact
products” do you reject that view as unrealistic?that we cannot raise the capital to write this business
Mr White: I think the National Consumers Councilif the price cap is at 1%.
and theConsumers’ Association and us are all as one
because we all agree there needs to be more demandQ287 Mr Beard: How would you justify having
creation. That demand creation we think shouldChild Trust Funds with a charge cap of 2% against
come from the industry, and the industry working ina stakeholder pension capped at 1%?
harness with the Financial Services Authority andMr Fletcher: The stakeholder price cap needs to
theGovernment. TheNCCwould like to see face-to-move as well if we are going tomake inroads into the
face advice provided. The Consumers’ Associationpensions market.
would like to see a national network of financial
advisers and I think both of those things are good

Q288 Norman Lamb: The impression I get at the ideas but it is not entirely clear who will pay for it. If
moment is of a fair dose of pessimism as things stand 1% plus a national network of advisers paid for by
at the moment, although it all stacks up if you talk somebody else happened—
about the complexity of the product as currently
designed, if you talk about the advice regime and the

Q292 Norman Lamb: We are not going to get topotential for 1% cap. Unless those factors change
this is not going to get oV the ground, is it? that, are we?
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Mr White: Inwhich case we come back to the central Mr White: No.
Ms Segars: No. The word that we all use is one ofpoint, there needs to be the resources to put support

and encouragement into middle and lower income “partnership”. What we want is to work in
partnership with Government to promote thesefamily areas in order that they can engage in the

savings habit. Child Trust Funds. The industry does a huge
amount on the education front, David and I areMr Fletcher: What I can say, and this is a more
trustees of the Personal Finance Education Grouppositive spin—I should not use the word spin—if
for example, and a number of our membersNorwich Union can see an opportunity within the
contribute to that. It is about partnership. I am notmarket where we can write business and we can get
entirely certain thatwe agreewithwhat you just said.a good value product out there that will attract

savings into us and we can get a fair level of
remuneration for themanufacture of the product we Q297 Mr Cousins: Partnership is an excellent
will go after it whole-heartedly. We went after the concept to start with but once one translates it from
stakeholder pension market whole-heartedly and it mood music to actual functional responsibility and
has not worked. Why has it not worked? It has not cost I have to say the impression I have had this
worked because elements of it are ill-thought out, it afternoon is that your objective would be that the
is price capped in a way that you cannot invest to costs and responsibilities of financial education for
actually reach the Government’s target market. this should be borne by the Government.

Mr Mullen: I think the problem that we have in
coming here today is that there are two issues thatQ293 Norman Lamb: Are you saying you learned
are outstanding and decisions are required. We willlessons?
have those decisions hopefully within a few months’Mr Fletcher: I think we can learn lessons from that.
time, one is the Government’s decision with regardIt was capped at 1%, 1% is too low, it does not allow
to polarisation and how that will be eVected. Theyou to reach the consumer at the end of the day. If
other, and as important, and closely analogist to thewe can see an opportunity to do that we will pile in
Child Trust Fund is the whole question of Sandlerand we will make it happen.
and the Sandler products. Once we and the
Government know that the decision as to how these
two initiatives will move forward then theQ294 Norman Lamb: The question concerning the
Government and ourselves in reality will have aproposals from The Children’s Mutual, you
much better view of how we can take forward thesuggested that the charging structure could be
Child Trust Fund. Therefore without thatprogressive with a 1% cap for those receiving initial
knowledge we are coming here to you somewhatGovernment endowment and 2% for those receiving
cautious because we do not have all of the£250.Would that be workable in practice? You have
information and neither does the Government.put it forward so I guess you believe that it is
Indeed as you know with regard to Sandler there isworkable in practice, what are the views of the
open debate within the Government between theothers?
FSA and Treasury. Until such time as they agree,Mr White: Can I say why we put it forward, the
and then they have an agreement with the industryreason we put it forward was because we did not
or the industry it serves that which they impose uponwant people who are at the lowest end of the income
us then it will be diYcult for us to really engage withscale to be disadvantaged because they happened to
you in a constructive way on this particular subject.be there. This is the problem with percentages. It is

that 1% of £500 is the same as 2% of £250, it costs the
same to administer the voucher system and such like, Q298 Mr Cousins: Of course I understand that, the
so they would have been disadvantaged. That is why implication of that is that unless you get a change on
we put that there. point of sale regimes within Sandler and unless you
Mr Fletcher: One per cent of £500 is still only £5, £5 get a the change that you are seeking on the lifting of
is not a lot. polarisation that youmaybewould not be too happy

to recommend participation in Child Trust Funds?
Mr Mullen: And presumably the GovernmentQ295 Norman Lamb:Not enough, I would suggest.
knows that so there will be movement on both sides.Do you agree with Mr Fletcher?
Our role is one to put forward an argument and winMr Mullen: Our members are commercial that argument by the strength of it and put itorganisations. forward with some tenacity, that is what we are

Ms Segars: Yes. doing at the moment with Government.
Chairman: Let us turn to our last topic.

Q299 Mr Cousins: I understand.
Q296 Mr Cousins: The impression I have had from Mr White: I think the expression you used was we
the discussing this issue this afternoon is that what have asked for the charges to be lifted. I want to
you are seeking is for the Government to bear the make our position quite clear. We know what
cost and indeed the responsibilities of the promotion charges work currently in the children’s market, we
of this and that you want the existing products sales know that allows us to encourage and support
regime lifted from this product and that you want families to save for their children’s future right down
the charge to be lifted from 1 to 2%. Would that be to the £10 a month level and we want to continue to

do that. We are not looking for increased charges,a fair summary of your position?
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we do not want them to be lifted, we want them to straightforward and easy to transact. I think one
charge structure, one business regime right the wayremain where they are so that we can keep serving

everyone in society as opposed to what the definite across the product is the best way to go.
evidence we have is in stakeholder pensions market,
that the lowering of the percentage price cap forces Q304 Mr Cousins: I do see that, of course, does that
provider to move upmarket. mean to say that you would be happy to see a

product into which somebody or a whole set of
somebody is putting £1,200 pounds a year to be soldQ300 MrCousins:MrWhite, can I pick this up with
across the checkout as Huggies without any adviceanother point you made this afternoon which struck
on a tick box basis, without advice?me as an interesting one, you referred to base
Mr Fletcher: I think it depends on the person who iscontribution from the Government, whether it be
buying it. There are some consumers who currently£250 or £500 as mandatory products on which it
buy on an execution-only basis because they arewould be, from your point of view, entirely sensible
financially astute enough to understand what theyto have it with minimum advice and within a 1%
are buying. I think there is a whole host ofcharge cap. You have drawn a distinction between
consumers that are in a position where they can bewhat you referred to as a mandatory product to the
given a pack that explains plains the basiccontributed product which the Government hopes
information, background information and pointswill sit on top of the mandatory product on which a
them in the direction as to whether they need to godiVerent regime might apply. Do I have that right?
for further information and are then capable ofMr White: I do not think I talked about mandatory
making an informed choice. There is another sectionproducts. What is going to happen is that the
of consumers who will not do anything unless theyGovernment are going to make payments, they are
have an opportunity to sit down and talk to peoplegoing to give information packs and allowparents to
and get some reassurance round the decisions theymake a choice as to which provider they use for their
are dealing with. It is very diYcult to pick onChild Trust Fund. We will only have youngsters
individual examples and say, is that the right way towith the best possible opportunities at 18 if we
distribute these products?manage to use those payments from Government as

a catalyst to get people saving more for their
youngsters. Q305 Mr Cousins: We do know that the

Government are very keen that people should buy
equity-based products and should invest in equity-Q301 Mr Cousins: My question to you is, do you
based products which, as we heard earlier,and your colleagues see a distinction that may be
inescapably raise the element of risk. We heard thisworthwhile to be made between the mandatory
afternoon balancing that against your desire to sellproduct of £250 and £500, the contributed product
products on the basis ofminimumadvice, how dowewhich is catalysed by that and sits on top of it, so
resolve that contradiction? How do we make sureto speak.
that people who are walking into this without a lotMr White: A distinction in terms of price cut?
of sophistication and a lot of knowledge?
Mr Mullen: We will have considerable guidance onQ302 Mr Cousins: Price cut and sales regimes and
that once we have come to an agreement withadvice regimes.
Government on the Sandler product. Once thatMr White:The sales regime for what comes from the
debate has run its course and we have come to anGovernment will work in a number of ways and
agreement with Government then we can look topeople will have an information pack and there will
how we might deal with Child Trust Funds.be some people who will make a choice from the list

of providers that is out there. For those people who
Q306 Mr Cousins: Do you visualise the industrywant explanation and advice as to how the markets
compensation schemes dealing with Child Trustwork because they are worried about whether they
Fund set ups that go belly up?should put money into deposit or money into
Mr Mullen: If it is within the banking regime thatequities and then lifestyle then I think we are going
would be the case.to have to have people who can help them. Whilst

the money might initially come from Government I
do not think that takes away the need for people to Q307 Mr Cousins:What about the ABI?
be able to make informed decisions about the pros, Ms Segars: The Government made clear that the
cons and risks of diVerent types of saving and schemes and the providers will fall under the FSCS.
diVerent types of investment.

Q308 Mr Cousins: Do you not see a bit of
contradiction between the two?Q303 Mr Cousins: That is an interesting point to

tease out. Ms Segars: I am slightly worried about the portrayal
that is happening here. We do not want to play fastMr Fletcher: I think it adds a layer of complexity if

we have diVerent regimes and diVerent charging and loose with people’s money and that of the new
savers that Rob has outlined to us. We do want tostructures for diVerent parts of the products.

Consumers are generally confused enough about the make sure that people can get advice where they
need and want advice and the information pack thatexisting products that are round and in our

experience when you put layered charges in it all get the Government is preparingwill be a key element of
that. The Government talked about that being partvery fussy for consumers. We have to keep it simple,
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of an ante-natal education process as well. What we pensions, how much debt you have, how much life
assurance cover you have, how much critical illnessare notwanting to do is just leave consumerswithout

any information. cover you have and can take at least a couple of
hours. Simplifying that process down to something
which is risk controlled, price controlled andQ309 Mr Cousins: The crucial thing is this, some
contribution controlled and allowing a simplerpeople may choose to have a lot of advice and some
process to exist there is a halfway house in themiddlepeople may choose to have none but will the cost of
which will work.that advice be contained within the product or will it

be an externality?
Q311 Mr Cousins: The point is this, are you happyMr White:We are in danger of mixing up two things
for up to £1,200 year to be thrown tax-free into thishere. The two things we are in danger of mixing up is
product on top of the mandatory contribution, if wethe comparison of the current sales process, the full
are going to call it that, without that point of saleadvice process, with what is being termed the
advice regime being in place?simplified sales process for Sandler products and
Mr White: I am not happy for anybody to chuckChild Trust Funds and the issue round whether
anything into anything without understanding whatmoney should be invested in equities or other types
they are doing, that is why we want the resources toof things. It is absolutely crucial we have enough
support, educate and encourage them.resource to be able to explain the pros and cons

and risk to consumers, Mums and Dad’s and
Q312 Mr Cousins:Who will pay for the advice?grandparents of investing in diVerent types of things.
Mr White:We will be happy to support consumers,I do not think that theGovernment is on a campaign
wewill be happy to support intermediaries if we haveto encourage people to invest in equities, what the
the resources to able to do it.Government had to do is make—
Mr Fletcher: Ultimately your question about whoNorman Lamb: It specifically said that last week,
pays for, it is ultimately the consumerwho has to paythey want parents across the income range to go the
for it, it cannot be provided for free. Governmentequity-based products way.
cannot pay for it. We cannot pay for it. The
consumer has to pay for it. The traditional way this

Q310 Mr Cousins: It was the Inland Revenue who has been done has been through product charges,
said that. that is built in through the product. The sad fact is,
Mr White: It is an interesting distinction! My and I am not sure this is where youwere questioning,
understanding, having worked on this over a period the research that I have seen carried out about fees
of years, is there was a paradox. For people who versus commission is that everyone says they like
were unsure as to where to invest their money the fees, they do not like commission but nobody is
natural inclination, particularly when markets have prepared to pay fees for financial advice, they prefer
gone down, might be to put money on deposit. to go down the commission route because it is
Deposits have charges, just as other products do, perceived to be painless. I do not think there is
and also deposits, history would suggest, do not anything wrong with commission providing that the
necessarily and will not always necessarily give the consumer understands it is in there and it is funding
best returns over an 18 year period. We are talking the advice that they are receiving.
about an 18 year period here. The Government had
a paradox to consider to give the children the best Q313 Mr Cousins: What process is going on to be
potential return. Some exposure to equities is present when people take out products into which
probably right but the life styling approach, which is they could be putting £1,200 a year tax-free?
something that we lobbied for from day one, Mr Fletcher: I do not necessarily extend that to the
protects the youngsters from downturns in the extent everyone requires face to face financial advice
market. The paradox had to dealt with. I want I think that there are alternative means of providing
people to make informed decisions between those the information to put the consumer in position
two diVerent things. I want them to understand there where they can make a decision. I would hope that
are charges on deposit accounts. I want them to these products will be relatively simple and
understand that there are risks in terms of the value straightforward so that some form of guided self-
of your money in terms of investing in deposit help principle that moves away from the current
accounts. I want them to have a choice of investing definition of advice and gets us into a low costs
in deposit accounts. That is one aspect. The regimewhich can therefore be reflected in the pricing
simplified sales regime that we are talking about is of the products.
the diVerence between the full advice process, which Mr Cousins: Thank you.
will go into a complete review of your financial Chairman:We are going to leave it there. Thank you

very much.circumstances on absolutely everything, company
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Members present

Mr Michael Fallon, in the Chair

Mr Nigel Beard Norman Lamb
Mr Jim Cousins Mr John McFall
Angela Eagle Mr David RuZey

Witnesses: Ruth Kelly, a Member of the House, Financial Secretary, HM Treasury;Mr Nicholas Holgate,
Director, Welfare Reform and Mr Mostaque Ahmed, Policy Adviser, Pensions and Savings Team, HM
Treasury; andMs Liz Welsh, Deputy Director, Savings Policy, Inland Revenue, examined.

Q314 Chairman: Financial Secretary, welcome to we think that by encouraging the savings habit, by
the Committee. We are particularly grateful you increasing financial education and awareness, by
have come at a busy time. We too are busy because maintaining an engagement with the financial
we are trying to produce this report in time for services sector and so forth they will be in a better
Second Reading to assist the House so you will position to judge projects on their own merits at the
appreciate our agenda as well. Can I start by asking age of 18. Far be it, I would say,Mr Chairman, from
you to introduce yourself and your oYcials? me to tell a young person at the age of 18 that they
Ruth Kelly: I am Financial Secretary to the should not use this asset to buy, for example, a
Treasury, and I have with me Liz Welsh, Deputy computer which they may need in order to further
Director of Savings Policy at the Inland Revenue; their educational career or for some other reason, or
Nick Holgate, Director of Welfare Reform at the perhaps to invest in a van which they may need to
Treasury; and Mostaque Ahmed, who works in the start a small business. Those are the sorts of things
Pensions and Savings team at the Treasury. that it would be quite diYcult for us to capture if we

were to sit down and try and design a scheme which
Q315 Chairman: Can we start with the objective of captured, as it were, worthwhile benefits from our
this particular Fund? You have said, I think, that the point of view but could clearly be of great
object is to ensure that every child will have access at importance to a particular young person at the age
the age of 18 to a stock of assets they can invest in of 18. So the choice really is whomakes the decision,
their future. If you want people to use the funds and I think the best way of encouraging the funds to
when they mature to invest in their future, why are be used well is to ask young people themselves what
there no restrictions on how the funds can, in fact, is in their best interests.
be used?
Ruth Kelly: In fact, Chairman, there are multiple
objectives for the Fund. One is to encourage people Q317 Chairman: Now, in the Explanatory
to build an asset up so they can think about their Memorandum to the Bill you say the Fund will
future in a diVerent way; another is to encourage involve significant public expenditure. Our
people to understand the benefits of saving and calculation is that if you put in £235 million a year,
investment; a third is to encourage a savings habit to that is £4 billion in total over the next 18 years, is thatbe developed, and the fourth is to build financial

about right?education around the product and to use it to help
Ruth Kelly: I have not done that particularpeople make informed choices and become
calculation over 18 years but the figures are well setresponsible for their own decisions, so when you
out in the detailed proposals for the Child Trustlook at the objectives across the piece I think youwill
Fund document, and I think the figure in 2005–06 issee that the aim to encourage responsibility for
£235 million, and then it mounts slightly in thepeople to think through choices in an informed way
following two years. Clearly, the future developmentreally ties in with allowing them a fair degree of
of those finances will depend on what thefreedom at the age of 18 to make those choices for
Government decides to do on further endowments,themselves.
and we have already said that we intend to put more
money into the Fund at the age of 7.Q316 Chairman: Are you aware of the Home

Owners’ Friendly Society survey on children savings
research which says, “People feel strongly that the

Q318 Chairman:But if we assume it is a minimum ofproceeds of the Fund should be spent on a
around £4 billion of public expenditure—worthwhile purpose. 64% said education was by far
Ruth Kelly:As I say, I have not done that particularthe most desirable use for the Fund, whether higher
calculation but I am sure you have so I would notor more vocational”. Have you not listened to that?
doubt the accuracy of the figures.Ruth Kelly:Absolutely. We think the funds ought to

be spent on worthwhile projects. I think the question
for Government is who is best placed to make those

Q319 Chairman: You are not disagreeing what 18choices. Is it really up to us to decide what is in the
best interests of a young adult at the age of 18, or do times 235 is?
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Ruth Kelly: No. Q324 Chairman: But the Home Owners’ Friendly
Society told us that 71% of parents and
grandparents currently save. TheMintel survey saysQ320 Chairman: If one third of children are to get
that one in three do not have any saving but twothe £500 and the other two thirds only get £250, it
thirds do.follows therefore, does it not, that around half the £4
Ruth Kelly: I had the benefit of meeting the Homebillion will be spent on the children who do not need
Owners’ Friendly Society yesterday, in fact, and Iit most?
asked this particular question about their surveyRuth Kelly: I think that is completely the wrong way
evidence and they put it to me that that suggestedof looking at this policy—
that people were putting money away on a short
term basis for particular needs for their children.

Q321 Chairman: First of all, is it factually right?
Ruth Kelly: If youwill allowme just for a second, the

Q325 Chairman: Mr Holgate gave evidence to us aidea behind this policy is one of what we call
week or so ago and he described the Child Trustprogressive universalism, which means we have a
Fund as [part of] “a portfolio of interventions touniversal system in which everybody benefits no
assist those on low incomes in a variety of diVerentmatter what their family circumstances, but children
ways, where we hope the whole will be greater thanfrom poorer families who need it most benefit most.
the sum of the parts.” Apart from the hope, is thereNow, it is a way of making sure that, as it were,
any evidence that asset-based welfare actuallyeverybody has a stake in the system. Now, you can
works?argue when you point to particular figures that there
Ruth Kelly:As I set out at the beginning, there are atwill be some children who do not need the money at
least four objectives underlying this policy and Ithe age of 18, but the fact is if we are to have the
think it is fair to say this is a really ambitious policy;universal system it would be completely wrong to try
it is a long term project and is not one that has beenand pick out individuals who we think will not need
tried in its current form, as I understand it, anywherethemoney and family circumstances change over the
else in the world. We are at the forefront in thinkingyears and so forth, so we have tried to build a system
on these issues. We do have certain categories ofwhich is both progressive and universal.
evidence that we can point to on each particular
count. To name a few sources of evidence, for

Q322 Chairman: I understand that, but you have example, research based on the National Child
decided that one third should get the higher amount Development Study in 2001 suggested that holding
as against two thirds getting the universal amount, assets had a positive impact on health, the labour
and it follows that half your £4 billion of expenditure market, and educational attainment. Now, the
will then go on the two thirds of children who are in amount of assets needed to achieve those outcomes
the upper income category. That is at the same time was very low, in the order of £300–600. Further
as theMintel survey shows that two thirds of parents research from the DWP suggested more work ought
are already saving for their children. So what to be done to prove really that was the case. I became
presumably you have to explain is why you are interested in this area long before becoming a
spending £2 billion on parents who are saving minister at the Treasury because of the experience of
anyway? Individual Development Accounts in the United
Ruth Kelly: I think at the latest count 40% of all States where I believe about 20,000 people have the
childrenwill benefit from the higher endowment, but opportunity to benefit from matching schemes and
if you look at figures on savings of young people can see assets accumulate over a certain period, and
under the age of 25 which is the best proxy we have the evidence there was that incentives were very
for 18 year olds, the British Household Panel survey beneficial in encouraging even poor people to put
suggests that the average young person has zero away money. We also have interim evidence from
financial assets. Now that is across income groups. the Savings Gateway which we are piloting in five
When you get to the 75th centile, the person three areas across the country which we will be publishing
quarters of the way up the income distribution, their very shortly which shows that, again, people on low
financial assets are £400, so this policy could make a incomes—and there is an earnings cap of only
very significant diVerence to the vast majority of £11,000 in those projects—save significantly and
young people. that two thirds of them intend to continue to save

regularly after the end of the project, even when the
match disappears. There is also evidence from aQ323 Chairman: So you are not concerned that any
variety of surveys that have been carried out aboutproportion of this £4 billion of public money will go
the Child Trust Fund itself, particularly fromto those who are saving anyway, or having savings
friendly societies and others in the industry, whichmade for them by their parents or grandparents?
shows very enthusiastic support among parents forRuth Kelly: What I am suggesting to you is there is
this policy, and that the majority of them think theynot a tradition of people putting money away over
would add further contributions to an initialthe long term for their children. They may save on a
Government endowment. So there is evidence fromday-to-day basis, or they may save up for a present
a variety of sources but, as I really want tofor their child or some particular purpose, but they
emphasise, this is a very ambitious proposal. Itdo not tend to save up to build a financial asset at the
brings together a number of diVerent strands and weage of 18, and the evidence from the British

Household Panel survey supports that. are at the forefront in thinking of these issues.
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Q326 Chairman: Sounds like you are on your own! would be worth £4,400 approximately at the age of
18, so it really is giving people an opportunity toBut the Child Poverty Action Group who deal with

low income made the point that, if you really want build up assets in households where they have not
had that opportunity before.to help children in low income families, the best

thing to do is help them with more income and not
in 18 years’ time?

Q328 Chairman: Mr Holgate told us no modellingRuth Kelly: The Child Poverty Action Group is
has been done, but you are now telling us researchunderstandably particularly interested in how we
has been commissioned?combat child poverty, and we have a clearly laid out
Ruth Kelly: We have asked Deloitte & Touche, anstrategy on child poverty: we are on track to meet
independent consultancy, to carry out detailedour targets: the new tax credit I believe is probably
quantitative and qualitative research to allow us tothe single biggest investment in young people and
inform the decisions we take when designing afamilies that we have ever seen in this country.What
stakeholder Child Trust Fund product.I think and what theGovernment thinks is right is to

complement a direct full frontal attack on child
poverty with other strands of welfare policy, one of Q329 Chairman:When did you commission this?
which is to build assets. Ruth Kelly: Many months ago.

Mr Holgate:What it does not enable us to do is show
an array of valuations of Child Trust Funds at some

Q327 Chairman: Can we look further at your point in the future, so this research informs the
description of progressive universalism? One of the decisions we have to take in the near term. It has to
criticisms of this proposal is that, for somebody who make some assumptions, as the Financial Secretary
does save in line with theGovernment from amiddle has said, about how people behave—we do not
income group or whatever, their Child Trust Fund know how they behave—and, as I said to the Sub-
can end up as much as £15–14,000 whereas for committee before, everything is to play for in the
somebody from a lower income family, even with a sense that we cannot model the eYcacy of our
greater contribution from the Government, that financial education and what the financial services
£500 only becomes £900 in 18 years’ time, so you industry may or may not do to encourage savings.
have this diVerence between £15,000 and £900. Mr
Holgate told us he accepted that the Treasury had
done no modelling of who will take up the Q330 Chairman: But to spend £4 billion without
opportunity to make additional contribution across being sure who is going to make the additional
the income bounds. Why is that? contributions is rather a leap in the dark, is it not?

Ruth Kelly: As I say, this is a very ambitious, long-Ruth Kelly: Actually we have commissioned
term project. The Deloitte & Touche research hasindependent research looking at the Child Trust
made various assumptions on the basis of theirFund and how we should structure the stakeholder
conversations with the industry about what theyaccount which has been very widespread and has
think will happen but actually we hope we will betalked to people in the industry and has made
able to do even greater things on the basis of thisvarious assumptions about what they think is likely
policy than perhaps they are assuming. If ourto happen. What I would say is that clearly both
financial education programme really works, if weextremes are possible, the ones you have put forward
can really raise awareness of the policy and theof someone putting in the maximum to take
merits of building up a particular asset, then peopleadvantage of the tax limits and someone not putting
will take advantage of the opportunities providedany in and leaving the initial endowment for 18 years
and we will transform the opportunities of childrenwith a top-up at the age of 7, but we have certain
who come from poor income families.evidence that suggests to us that that is not likely.

The extreme case of people putting in right up to the
limit is not going to happen very often, partly

Q331 Angela Eagle: Rather than a leap in the dark,because there are very significant tax breaks already
do you agree with me that this is actually an excitingin the tax system that parents could use for their
new policy initiative?children. It is a fact that each child has a tax free
Ruth Kelly: Absolutely.allowance each year of I think around £4600 that

very few people currently take advantage of, and
they could in children’s savings accounts, so quite Q332 Angela Eagle: Are you going to be looking at
why, if they do not take advantage of it at the how perhaps we can extend this first foray into
moment, they would choose to take advantage of it wealth support rather than just income support in
through the Child Trust Fund, I do not know. The some other ways?
fact is that this policy which gives most to those who Ruth Kelly: I think you are absolutely right. Too
need it most could, for the first time, make a really often welfare policy in the past has looked purely at
significant diVerence to people who have never had income distribution and we have now to think also
any financial asset behind them at all. If you add about other factors that make a real diVerence to
even £5 a month which is something that most young people’s opportunities. Clearly we have
families could aVord or perhaps grandparents or agendas on skills, agendas on education more
friends’ contributions couldmake up, that will mean broadly, we think about the resources going into
that even on the basis of just an initial endowment housing and transport and infrastructure projects,

but what we have not really done systematically tothat would be worth almost £2,600 and £10 a month
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date is look at the importance of assets in changing Q337 Mr RuZey: No, I did not say that. I said
£1,200 a year, every year. What is the answer? It ispeople’s opportunities and broadening their
not fourteen grand, I can tell you that. Mr Holgate?horizons.
Mr Holgate: I am sure you have done the
calculations so I am eager to find out what your

Q333 Angela Eagle: So the Government may well be conclusion is.
looking in the future at other innovative ways to
look at wealth support rather than merely income

Q338 Mr RuZey: Why do you not know? Withsupport, and extend opportunities much more
respect, Financial Secretary, there is a key point wewidely, especially into those areas of people on low
are driving at because in your typical New Labourincomes where they have not had that kind of
way your Chancellor is saying, “We are helping thebacking?
most vulnerable”. We have had loads of evidenceRuth Kelly: It is certainly a possibility. I would not that at one level this could be a help to the financiallylike to say now what the Government is going to do sophisticated, middle class family and if friends and

in the future, and we will wait to see how this family kick in £1,200 a year, they are going to get a
develops, but in its own terms even as the Child big return. The child is at 18, what do you think the
Trust Fund develops we may think about how to figure is?
broaden its appeal and increase its potential and Ruth Kelly: With respect, I think I have dealt with
spread assets more widely. Indeed, we have left the the point—
regulations quite flexible so we can introduce a top-
up at the age of 7: we could introduce further top-ups

Q339 Mr RuZey: No, you have not. You are notalong the way if we thought that was desirable.
giving me the answer. What is the maximumOther people—academics and think tanks and so
amount? It is not £14,000. What is the answer?forth—have suggested we may be able to combine
Ruth Kelly: With respect, there are very significantthe Child Trust Fund with our credits for voluntary
tax breaks already in the system—work, for example. There are proposals out there for

how local authorities acting as corporate parents
Q340 Mr RuZey: You do not know the answer.could use the Child Trust Fund to really make a
Ruth Kelly:—that, as you term it, “middle class”diVerence to the young people they are looking after
parents do not use.and their future prospects, so I would say we are at

the beginning of a journey, but this is a really
important and exciting plank in that. Q341Mr RuZey:You do not know the answer. The

answer is it can get up to £34,000 a year. Now, that
is quite a diVerential. £911 versus around £34,000 a
year. That is quite a gap, is it not?Would you not sayQ334 Mr RuZey: We have had lots of evidence,
that is extending an equality rather than reducing it?Financial Secretary, which no doubt you have seen Ruth Kelly: I would point out that 5 years ofalready, but these proposals are not helping the maximum contributions into an equity ISA would

people. You say you are trying to help most, ie the total £34,000 already. We are not giving huge extra
poorest and the most vulnerable. Let’s just look at tax breaks to the so-called “middle classes” that you
the practical eVect of an endowment for a child that refer to.What we are doing is extending opportunity
gets £500 at birth. After 18 years, assuming no for people who currently do not have any financial
contributions, what does that child get at the end of backing behind themandmaking sure that they have
18 years? the opportunities at the age of 18 that only a very few
Ruth Kelly: On very cautious assumptions it is just 18 year olds currently have.
over £900 but the exact figure is set out.

Q342 Mr RuZey: I just quote what the Prime
Q335 Mr RuZey: It is about £900. Minister said when he first launched this—and you

have had quite a few launches of this—which wasRuth Kelly: Yes. That is purely the initial
that the Trust Fund would “provide a real financialendowment, of course.
springboard to better education, a better job, a
better home, a better life”—classic New Labour

Q336 Mr RuZey: True. Absolutely. Now, suppose gibberish. Do you really think that the diVerence
you have a middle class family, for want of a better between £911 and what a financially sophisticated
word, who take advantage of the £1,200 family can hope to earn out of this bond is an
contribution in total each year for 18 years, and the acceptable level of inequality that you will generate?
assumptions in your document of 2.5% inflation, Ruth Kelly: As I said, an additional contribution of
and making some assumptions about them getting a amere £5 amonthwould lead to an asset over £2,500
good equity return they put it in an equity-based without any additional top-up from the
product, what is the maximum you think in today’s Government, a sum which is significant enough to
money that that pot would be worth? transform people’s opportunities at the age of 18.
Ruth Kelly:We have an illustration in the document Having said that, this research data from the
of a lower endowment of £250 at birth and a £40 per National Child Development Study survey actually
month contribution which would build up to suggested that an asset of between £300 and £600

was material enough to aVect future outcomes, so I£14,339—
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would not be so quick to write oV the policy that is somewhere else, that we have in economist terms a
counterfactual—something we can compare it withputting money behind people at the age of 18 for the

very first time. or whatever—

Q343 Mr RuZey: Now, you are spending a quarter Q347 Mr RuZey: A pity you had not done this
of a billion a year public spending—it is a quarter of first—
a billion PR stunt this, is it not? You cannot tell us Ruth Kelly:—because this is a new, innovative,
how many lower income families are going to be ambitious policy which I believe will transform
saving additional amounts because the research has people’s opportunities.
not been done yet. How can you construct a policy
without having a clear idea of the amount of extra

Q348MrRuZey:And the basic groundwork has notsaving for lower income families?However youwant
been done. Finally, when is the Chancellor going toto define it, you cannot give us numbers. I find it
stop this fiddling with the tax system? When is heabsolutely extraordinary. Mr Holgate said the
going to stop this addiction to social engineering?research had not even been started and now you are
Ruth Kelly: I cannot understand what you aretelling us it has. What is going on?
referring to. It cannot possibly be the Child TrustRuth Kelly:What we cannot do is bring together the
Fund.separate strands of this policy and say when they are

put together we have evidence which suggests it will
come from X to Y— Q349 Norman Lamb: You mentioned that you

commissioned some research from Deloitte &
Touche.Q344 Mr RuZey: But you have not even done the
Ruth Kelly: Yes.basics.

Ruth Kelly: But we do have evidence on individual
strands of the policy and at the beginning of this Q350 Norman Lamb: Could you provide the
session I pointed to the evidence we will shortly be Committee with details of the brief that you gave
publishing from Savings Gateway where people on them so we can see clearly what the research
very low incomes, a cap of £11,000 a year, are project is?
choosing on the whole to make the maximum £25 a Ruth Kelly:We can certainly give you the remit that
month contribution most months in order to take we asked them to consider.1
advantage of the incentives in that system, and that
has built up over 18 months. Two thirds of them,

Q351 Norman Lamb: Can you say what theeven without the Government match, say that
timeframe is? When are you expecting them tohaving developed a savings habit they want to
report back?continue to make regular savings after the end of the
Ruth Kelly: They have given us their initial findingsproject. This suggests to me that, when you really
already.encourage people to develop a savings habit, they

are more than happy to take advantage of that
opportunity. Q352NormanLamb: So couldwe have those aswell?

Ruth Kelly: Part of the problem is that the work they
have been doing ties into the research they are alsoQ345 Mr RuZey:What form is this research taking
carrying out for us on the general Sandlerand why did you not do it before doing this PR
stakeholder product design which we are committedstunt? Why did you not do this work beforehand?
to publishing after the FSA have finished theirRuth Kelly: With respect, the Savings Gateway
research work on the sales regime which will attachpilots run for 18 months and we are only now at the
to that. Now, clearly the sales regime will apply in astage of carrying out the interim evaluation—
diVerent fashion to the Child Trust Fund. It would
be very likely that most people will take it upQ346 Mr RuZey: No, I am talking about the piece through direct oVer rather than through the salesof work that Mr Holgate did not seem to think process, but I do not think it would be appropriateexisted, and you are telling us it has been going on to publish one in the absence of the other.for a bit.

Ruth Kelly: No. I am saying point to one of the
strands that we thinkwill make a diVerence to young Q353 Norman Lamb: But, given that we are looking
people’s lives and opportunities. We have evidence at this specifically, can you give us some information
to suggest that people on lower incomes will want to on what they have reported back to you on this part
save. In fact, the Chairman pointed to the Friendly of their work?
Society research earlier. I think they found that 62% Ruth Kelly: I do not think it would be appropriate
of people among DE socio economic groups said actually, and I do not think they would appreciate it
they would be likely to contribute to a Child Trust if I took their comments out of context without
Fund when it came into operation, so all the putting a piece of research in the public domain but,
evidence we have suggests that people will want to clearly, we will do that when we are able to publish
take advantage, even among the lower income the full piece of research.
groups. Now what we cannot do is say that there is
an exact replica of the policy we are introducing 1 Ev 107.
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Q354 Norman Lamb: Just going on to some of the once this comes in? Surely you want people to be
details of the proposals, there is the cut-oV date of 1 saving using this vehicle. You are almost suggesting
September 2002, and children born before that will it will not be used.
not benefit from the endowment. Various witnesses Mr Holgate: No, I am expecting that many people
have said to us that they would like to see children will use this vehicle for the reasons I gave in my
born before that, siblings perhaps of children who evidence session, not least because, as people have
will benefit, at least able to benefit from the tax free said to us in response to questionnaires and so on, if
vehicle so that parents could set up a fund for the the Government puts some money into this vehicle,
older child as well as the younger one. Now, Mr then there is a point in me adding to it and there will
Holgate when he gave evidence to us said that be a non negligible sum at the end of it. Even £911,
eVectively that had been ruled out. Is that correct? Is for the reasons we referred to earlier with respect to
that your view or is it something you are still the National Child Development Study, could be a
looking at? very far from negligible sum, and could well be
Ruth Kelly: I will put my own angle onMrHolgate’s more. So we are expecting many people to use the
comments and he can certainly come back and vehicle but I doubt the need for, as it were,
respond on what he said earlier when I was not backwards-looking tax relief because anyone
present, obviously. The fact is there are significant wanting to set up some money alongside a fund for
tax incentives or tax breaks already in the system for a younger sibling who qualifies for the endowment is
children. Parents can save on behalf of the child I very unlikely to hit their heads on the ceiling.
think up to a maximum of £4,600 or thereabouts
without incurring any tax charge, so parents who

Q359 Norman Lamb: Mr Holgate, when he gavehave siblings of a child who is going to get the Child
evidence last time, said that the amount of taxTrust Fund will be able to take out a children’s
foregone as a result of this tax free vehicle wasproduct on behalf of those elder siblings.
“negligible”—that was the word he used. What
assessment has been done? You must have done

Q355 Norman Lamb: But you could provide the some analysis of the tax foregone under diVerent
same vehicle, could you not, with the same extent of scenarios. What have you come up with as a result
tax free saving for older children, if you wanted to? of any such research?
Ruth Kelly: What we are not going to do is put an Ruth Kelly: I think our assumption is that if it is less
endowment into those vehicles. We have to have a than £10 million it would not be—
cut-oV point. But I would be surprised, if there is a
demand for a read-across vehicle for older siblings,

Q360 Norman Lamb: But have you done theif the market did not provide an almost replica
vehicle for people to take out. research, the analysis, to see what the tax foregone

would be?
Mr Holgate: It depends on the same problem that in

Q356 Norman Lamb: But do you rule out the a sense we were talking about with Mr RuZey. We
Government providing for the exact equivalent do not know and we cannot possibly know exactly
without the endowment but for older children? how many people are going to put in exactly how
Ruth Kelly: The Government is not providing the much—Child Trust Fund accounts. The industry is.

Q361 Norman Lamb: So there have been noQ357 Norman Lamb: But you are providing the tax
scenarios tested?saving free vehicle, are you not? I appreciate there
Mr Holgate: You can extrapolate—are other mechanisms that stand alongside that, but

you could opt to provide precisely the same tax free
vehicle as for the younger children. Can I just have Q362 Norman Lamb: Have you extrapolated?
a clear answer on that? Mr Holgate: You can say were it the case that so
Ruth Kelly: We are not proposing to do that but I many people were going to use, for example—
think it is highly likely, if demand exists, that the
industry will oVer a very similar product.

Q363 Norman Lamb: Have you done thatMr Holgate: I also think you are overestimating the
extrapolation?call or the need for a tax relief vehicle for that
Ruth Kelly: Of course we have thought throughparticular purpose or, indeed, any other. As we were
these issues because we had to make a costingtrying to explain in response toMrRuZey, therewill
assumption for the purposes of the Red Book, andbe remarkably few people bumping their heads on
we came up with a conclusion that the cost of theother ways of providing tax relief savings, either for
extra tax relief would be negligible.themselves or their children—remarkably few

people indeed.

Q364 Norman Lamb: But could you provide us with
those extrapolations that you have done so that weQ358 Norman Lamb: But you are expecting this to
can see the tax that is foregone?change habit. You are expecting people to behave
Mr Holgate: Essentially the assumptions are quitediVerently once this comes in so why are you

assuming that current practices will be replicated arbitrary, so—
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Q365Norman Lamb:Could you share themwith us? lines it has advised you could put up to £200,000 into
a tax relief pension vehicle every year or the limit ofMr Holgate: To oVer you something would be to

pretend to have a degree of wisdom on this subject your salary, so there are many other much bigger
players in this forest, butwere a household ruthlesslywhich nobody possesses.
to pursue the tax-relieving possibilities of the Child
Trust Fund then it would level oV at about £600 byQ366Mr Cousins:You are specifically excluding the
the age of 18, and I have to say that is very smallChild Trust Fund from what, after all, is a major
indeed compared with all the other alternatives openprinciple of preventing tax leakage, the income tax
to those households.Notmany households do bumpsettlements provisions?
their heads on the ceilings of the other tax reliefMr Holgate: That is right.
vehicles that the Government oVers, and there are
very few households indeed that will be able to do all

Q367 Mr Cousins: I think you must acknowledge this. That is why we think that, as it were, the risk of
that there is the potential, by not applying the an extra cost in this side is very small.
income tax settlements provisions, for creating some
tax leakage and for some tax advantage and, indeed,

Q369 Mr Cousins: Given the availability of theseyou must have intended that tax leakage and tax
other devices which you have correctly pointed to,advantage by not applying the income tax
like stakeholder pensions for children and so on,settlements provisions.
surely not applying the income tax settlementsRuth Kelly: If the point you are making is that we
legislation and creating this issue of equity—and it isexpect some people to use to the full the tax
the question of equity more than the sums of moneyincentives in the system, then there probably will be
that I am concerned about—you may have slightlya very few people who do that, but the cost of any
damaged the presentation of the scheme?tax relief or tax advantage or tax leakage is negligible
Ruth Kelly: I do not think the scheme is damagedcompared with the value of the initial Government
presentationally by the fact that the tax settlementsendowment.
legislation has been disapplied—in fact, in some
respects it has been made presentationally moreQ368 Mr Cousins: I think you will accept that, by
advantaged. The point you make is should we notnot applying the income tax settlements legislation
look at this perhaps in diVerent areas if we havewhich is embedded in income tax practice right
looked at it here. That is something I will certainlyacross the board, for every kind of savings provision
take away, Mr Cousins, to think about moreyou can make for your children a major step has
generally in the context of where the income taxbeen made, and it is not just an issue of the sums of
settlements legislation should apply and where itmoney involved but also the question of equity.
does not, but the fact of the matter is, in the contextThere is a specific provision in the Bill to exempt the
of the Child Trust Fund, a decision was taken partlyincome tax settlements legislation and you do have
for the point of simplicity that in this particularto take that on board as being a significant step.
vehicle it was appropriate to disapply the income taxRuth Kelly:Wedecided to give the Child Trust Fund
settlements legislation.accounts the same tax treatment as an ISA account

more or less, and by implication we are doing
something very radical that has not been done before Q370 Norman Lamb: Finally from me at this stage,

on the age-related contribution which would comeon behalf of children.
Mr Holgate: It may be worth oVering a bit more in at age 7, the industry has suggested that it should

be a contribution of at least £250 and that, if it wasarithmetic on this point. If somebody puts £1,200
into a Child Trust Fund when they have completely smaller than that, it probably would not be worth

the hassle of having a separate payment and it wouldexhausted all other means of finding tax relieved
savings either for themselves or their children, so we be best to put it upfront. What is your view on this?

What is your range that you are looking at for theare already assuming £2.5-3,000 has been handed
over to the child that year in order to trigger the age-related contribution at age 7?

Ruth Kelly: It comes back to the point about whatsettlements legislation, assume for the sake of
argument it earns a 7% return aswe show in the table are the objectives behind the scheme. One of the

objectives is for a young person to see an asset3.1 illustrative projections, that is £84 that the child
has earned in the Child Trust Fund. Assuming that develop and to be able to have access to that asset at

the age of 18, but another objective of the scheme isthe parents are 40% taxpayers, as I think they very
probably would be if we have got this far, they have to encourage people to see the benefit of saving, to

see what diVerence having something added to theiravoided quite legitimately £33.60 of tax. So the
question, as it were, the judgment underpinning my account means and to build financial education and

awareness around the particular endowments.advice that the cost was negligible is how many lots
of £33.60 are we likely to incur year by year, and this Firms have suggested to me, for example, that they

would use a top-up of any size to promote the virtuesis cumulative so it will certainly, undoubtedly get
bigger over time. But if a family ruthlessly pursues of the savings habit to the people who hold a Child

Trust Fund account with them.As far as I am aware,this line of minimising its tax liabilities, as the
Financial Secretary said compared to an ISA the various surveys we have from the industry

suggest that when you ask parents the largest groupallowance of £7,000 a year falling to £5,000 shortly,
given its pension tax relief which has far bigger sums of parents who come back with an answer say that

they like the idea of there being additional top-upsand if the Government were to legislate along the
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rather than there being a one-oV lump sum at the there would be circumstances where low income
families faced with a radical change inbeginning, and that the account may not be

reactivated, as it were, by the Government for 18 circumstances, faced with maybe accumulations of
debt or the need to make certain crucial investmentsyears. So there are many policy reasons behind the

decision of giving an additional top-up at the age or to move house from one end of the country to the
other as part of the Government’s flexible labourof 7.
markets—
Ruth Kelly: I can understand your point withQ371 Norman Lamb: What is the range of figures
relation to an individual’s own contribution to theyou are looking at?
scheme, but the Government endowment isRuth Kelly: We have not discussed the size of the
provided for a purpose.endowment at 7. It would be a decision for the

Budget in the year before.
Q377 Mr Cousins: My question was about the
individual’s own contributions, and not the baseQ372 Norman Lamb: You have not discussed it at

all? You do not have any range of figures in mind? contribution.
Ruth Kelly: EVectively you would have to operateRuth Kelly: We have left the regulations for the

Child Trust Fund as open as possible to give us the two parallel schemes for an individual, one which
had theGovernment endowment and onewhich hadmaximum amount of freedom over the development

of this policy over the next 18 years and beyond. the individual’s own contributions that a person
would then have access to an apply to a financialWhen the time comes we will make a decision about

what that endowment should be. It could be that we services provider to be able to release, and this is
something we considered. For the purposes ofcome back and we say there should be a further

endowment to those children further along the line, simplicity, however, we decided that it would be
much easier to administer a scheme with thosebut it would not have been appropriate to try now to

say what we would like that endowment to be at the contributions tied up as well as the other factors that
are taken into account. It is also the case thatage of 7.
evidence from the United States, for instance, on the
operation of 401K accounts in their pension systemQ373 Norman Lamb: So you have in mind the
suggests that when people do have access to fundspossibility of another one at the age of 12, 13 or
they do tend to draw those funds down, and one ofsomething?
the primary purposes behind this policy is toRuth Kelly:No. We are committed to one top-up at
encourage the building up of a savings habit tothe age of 7 but there is the flexibility for us to try and
enable lower income people to benefit from adevelop this policy in the future if we think it is
significant asset at the age of 18. So there are otherappropriate.
vehicles in which they can save for a rainy day or
when something goes wrong—vehicles such as ISAsQ374 Norman Lamb: For a further top-up?
which provide immediate access to liquid savings.Ruth Kelly: The flexibility is there in the regulations.
But the Child Trust Fund has a diVerent purpose, a
diVerent policy priority, and it was not judgedQ375 Mr Cousins: Can I ask you why you did not
appropriate that the same considerations shouldmake some provision for a drawdown facility under
apply.specified circumstances for the contributions that

low income families might make to top up the base
Q378 Mr Cousins: On other occasions I think Icontribution?
pointed out to you that I think the drawdown facilityRuth Kelly:When we initially consulted on this and
is a strength of the 401K, but that is anotherwe had a range of options that we put to people
argument for another occasion! In this particularincluding the financial services industry, one of the
respect, have you completely closed your mind? Isstrongest comments I got back from the financial
there provision in the Bill to create a drawdownservices industry is they would like the scheme to be
facility at a later date?as simple as possible. Simplicity was absolutely
Ruth Kelly: You would have to have aparamount firstly to the costs of administering the
fundamentally diVerent product to accommodate itscheme and also to explaining the scheme to people.
within the regulations. It is not the product on whichIt is also the fact that there is a pool of people out
we have consulted with the financial servicesthere which thinks that the fact that the assets are
industry.tied up until the age of 18 is good and that they

would bemore likely to contribute to a fund because
they know that those funds cannot be drawn down, Q379 Norman Lamb: I have one or two questions on
either by the children themselves or, indeed, if it is the final values. You give your illustrative example
relatives and friends, by the parents. So we took all of the £500 for a low income family with a nominal
of those factors into consideration and made the rate of return of 7% and inflation of 2.5%, ending up
decision that the Fund should be locked up. at £911. As I understand it, that is based on it being

invested in an equity-based product. What is the
final figure if it is invested in a typical cash product?Q376Mr Cousins: I can see why the providers of the

Child Trust Funds would prefer not to have a Ruth Kelly: Before coming here I did look at the
typical returns on £100—not on the particular valuedrawdown facility—that is a very unsurprising result

of the consultation—but I thinkwe can both see that you are asking—over the last 18 years of a sum of
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money invested in the stock market and a sum of to change their prospects. What we will be trying to
do is make them more aware of how a modestmoney placed in a building society account, and over

the last 18 years, from 1984 onwards, £100 invested contribution can increase that sum, but this is a real
challenge for us as a Government. How do wein the stock market would have yielded £321,

whereas the same sum of money invested in a improve financial awareness? How do we make
people understand the merits of an investment andbuilding society account would have yielded £171 so

there is a very significant diVerence. savings habit, and we will be working very closely,
not just within the Treasury but also with the DfES
and the FSA, trying to think through a financialQ380 Norman Lamb: But the chances are again,
strategy which will really help people to negotiateunless we can change habits as a result of this, that
what are quite diYcult areas. In fact, the FSA haslow income households may well opt for the safer
recently set up a financial capability steering group,savings cash route rather than going for equities.
of which I am a member, thinking at quite a highWould you share that assumption that that is quite
level about howwe improve financial awareness andlikely? That people would not want to necessarily
education, and one of the things that I very muchgamble with that money?
hope that it does consider—and I will be arguing forRuth Kelly: I would not share that assumption, and
it—is how we can make the most of the ChildI think it an undesirable consequence if that is what
Trust Fund.turns out to be the case.

Q385 Norman Lamb: But are you concerned thatQ381 Norman Lamb: You are very keen to promote
youmight end up in a situation where you put unduethe equity product?
pressure on parents to save through this route?Ruth Kelly: Absolutely, because people tend to do
There may well be some low income families wherebetter with equities than when they place their
it might not be good advice for them to be puttingmoney in cash, which is one of the reasons why we
money in a fund that is locked up, taking Jimhave designed the stakeholder product as an equity-
Cousins’ point, until the age of 18. As I understandbased account which will come with a very strong
it, evidence suggests that one of the biggestbrand, and we are asking that everyone who oVers
incentives for low income families to save is that youthe Child Trust Fund account oVers the stakeholder
have money available for a rainy day. Well, it willproduct as part of their range.
not be available for a rainy day in this particular
savings vehicle; it will be tied up until the age of 18.Q382 Norman Lamb: But there may still be plenty of
Ruth Kelly: They are not mutually exclusive but onepeople who do go for the safer cash option and, if
of the things we will be pointing out in thethey do, then the figure they end up with starting at
information pack is what we call a hierarchy of£500 is significantly lower than the £911?
savings objectives; that it is most important, first ofRuth Kelly: We will certainly be promoting the
all, to pay oV a debt. That is it is thenmost importantstakeholder product. We will be encouraging people
to try and save a small pool of assets for a rainy day,to put their money into stakeholder accounts,
and that long-term savings for a pension or in theillustrating in the information and advice pack that
Child Trust Fund are, as it were, slightly furtherwill go to parents after the time when a child is born
down that hierarchy. But the best way ofthe merits of investing in an equity account
communicating is, as I say, what are quite complexcompared with putting the money in in cash.
decisions and we will be commissioning research
into how to do that most appropriately.Q383NormanLamb:You gave an illustration earlier

of a family paying in £5 a month and ending up with
Q386 Mr RuZey: Can we go back to this concept of£2,600 or something like that. That is based on an
increasing the savings habit and how you are goingequity product again, is it?
to measure whether or not you have been successfulRuth Kelly: That is right. In fact, to add to that, we
in delivering this objective? Are you going to publishare commissioning research about the best way to
this research that we have talked about earlier oncommunicate these sorts of quite diYcult concepts
numbers of lower income families that are likely toto people who have little experience of engagingwith
benefit, andwhat kind of increased amount of savingthe financial services industry, so we can put the best
they are going to be making?information pack together that we possibly can to
Ruth Kelly: All lower income families will benefitsend out to people when they first receive the
from the policy; that is part of the idea that it isvoucher for the Child Trust Fund.
universal—

Q384 Norman Lamb:Given the amount you end up
with largely depends on the additional contributions Q387 Mr RuZey: Yes, but the number of families

that will be saving what extra amounts. Presumablythat parents put in, are you not concerned that the
information pack and the publicity from providers that is part of the research?

Ruth Kelly: It is one of the objectives we have in thecould create unrealistic expectations about what
they are going to end up with when their child is at policy. A priority after the passage of the Bill as we

develop the policy will be to develop indicators ofthe age of 18?
Ruth Kelly: Even £911 is a significant increase on the success so that we can evaluate the policy as it

progresses. Partly it will be the assets at the age of 18current situation where the average young person
has no financial assets whatever. I think it is enough which back children across the income distribution;
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partly it will be the level and regularity of additional Ruth Kelly: We are trying to encourage a
behavioural change. We are trying to make peoplecontributions; partly it will be whether people feel

they have been properly informed about the Child think diVerently about themselves and their future.
Trust Fund in the decisions they have made.

Q394 Mr RuZey: You can measure that, can you
Q388 Mr RuZey: But are you going to make any of not?
this interesting work available, and when are you Ruth Kelly: It is almost impossible to measure how
going to make it available? I understand it is on- confident people feel, whether their horizons have
going—you have made that quite clear in your last been—
answer—but are we going to get a snapshot of the
kind of variables you are looking at and the kind of

Q395 Mr RuZey: You can measure whether or nottargets you might be setting going forward?
they are making extra savings, of course you canRuth Kelly: At the moment we are working on a
measure it.detailed evaluation plan, some of these factors will
Ruth Kelly: Fundamentally the beneficiaries we arebe impossible to assess, some of them, until 15 years
talking about are children, most of whom have notfrom now, and we will be in a position to assess
yet been born.others on a much shorter timetable. I clearly take

your point that if we are ready to put this into the
Q396 Mr RuZey: You are going oV on a tangentpublic domain at what stage do we do that. At the
here. Your objective, which is perfectly well set out,moment we are just building up the evaluation.
is to increase the amount of saving. Okay?
Ruth Kelly: No, that is not right.Q389 Mr RuZey: When do you expect to give us

something publicly on this no doubt valuable
research work? Q397 Mr RuZey: It is not?
Ruth Kelly: We will obviously have to make that Ruth Kelly: No. As I explained at the beginning of
decision when we have looked and developed the the session there are a number of objectives.
evaluation fully.

Q398 Mr RuZey: It is an objective.
Q390 Mr RuZey: I am not trying to trick you, Ruth Kelly: If you look at the vision behind the
Minister, I am just trying to understand how you objective, the vision is to make young people think
measure the success. Youmake a perfectly fair point diVerently about themselves so at the age of 18 they
that ultimately this will have to be up and running are able to take advantage of opportunities which
for a bit. Clearly you will have some policy work they currently do not have.
done in advance as to what you think might happen,
what the diVerent scenarios are. I am really trying to

Q399 Mr RuZey: You want families to makeunderstandwhen you are going to publish this work,
contributions.or some of it, and you are being a bit reticent.
Ruth Kelly: Including the children themselvesRuth Kelly:Clearly youwould expect information to

be published on a regular basis about the level of
take-up of the Child Trust Fund, about the Q400 Mr RuZey: Okay, we are getting there. You
additional contributions being made to it and in due want people to save more, not the vision, people
course the income distribution across which those looking at savings—
contributions are viewed. Ruth Kelly: I am sorry that you are not interested in

the vision because this is about fundamentally
changing the way that people think aboutQ391 Mr RuZey: My final question, you like
themselves.measuring things as a Government, PSAs, SDAs

and all manner of targets, and you have your own
reasons for doing that, are you going to have any Q401 Mr RuZey: The question is, have you set any
similar targets for this policy? Are you going to targets that you can quantify for the amount of extra
publish in any of your departmental reports or any saving low income households will be executing?
of the Prime Minister’s documents about improving Ruth Kelly: It is a very diVerent thing, what we do
public services and improving the tax system, are not want to do is distort saving priorities that are
you going to set any quantifiable targets? currently there. In answer to the previous question
Ruth Kelly:We do not have any plans to set targets there are a number of objectives and a number of
at the moment but of course we will continually bear reasons why people should be saving, first of all to
that in mind. pay oV debt; secondly to build up funds for a rainy

day and thirdly for the long term. I think it would be
Q392 Mr RuZey: You are not committed to the wrong of us at the expense of others to say somehow
principle of targets? Your policy is increasing we think people ought to be putting a set level of
savings, are you saying you are notmeasuring it, you savings into the Child Trust Fund which is then
do not intend tomeasure it with quantifiable targets? locked away for 18 years for the benefit of somebody
Mr Holgate: I think actually— who is not themselves but their children. Clearly

people may want to do that for a variety of reasons,
the children themselves may want to put moneyQ393 Mr RuZey: I would like the Minister to

answer, she is scowling. aside, their friends, their godparents, their
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grandparents may want to put money aside for a Q405 Angela Eagle: EVectively the Government will
be sending a voucher to everybody, this is not goingchild’s future, but that is not the sort of thing that we

as the Government should be setting a target for. to have to be sold in the usual way. I would have
thought, do you agree with me, Minister, thisMr Holgate: It is an opportunity that is being
actually makes it easier to have a lower charge?oVered, and very extensively for many, many

households. It is an open-ended opportunity and I Ruth Kelly: Certainly removing the need for
everyone to go through a sales process makes itdo not think that is the sort of thing for which a

target is appropriate. Actually targets are more muchmore economic to provide the product. Unlike
other stakeholder products there are much lowerappropriate where there is a very clear need. There

are needs here but they are not as clear, they are for levels of contributions and less regular contributions
into the fund, which makes it less economic. Therepeople to make their own minds up about the

balance between current consumption and investing are forces pushing in both directions.
for the future. It seems to me to be odd to try and set
a target for something which is essentially an open-

Q406 Angela Eagle: Could I also encourage you toended opportunity.
facedown any of the lobbying you might be getting
from the financial services industry. I think it would
be very diYcult or almost impossible for me toQ402 Norman Lamb: You want to encourage low

income households to save for their children, that is believe they would not provide products when they
would be put in touch with the next generation ofone of your objectives, surely you ought to be

planning to monitor whether it is happening? users of financial services, whenwe know that people
who establish bank accounts when they are at schoolMr Holgate:We would be monitoring it but there is
tend not to change them very often and they can gaina world of diVerence between that and setting some
customers for life. Could I ask you to take with abenchmark where people may have reached very
pinch of salt some of lobbying you are no doubtsensible decisions household by household as to
getting nowabout how these prices and charges havewhat it is that they can put money into. If they have
to be more than 1%.heeded the advice and paid oV debt as opposed to

putting money into a Child Trust Fund that would Ruth Kelly: I take all lobbying with a pinch of salt
and a healthy scepticism. What I did say is that webe a great success.
have commissioned independent research to look at
the level of the charge cap.Deloitte and Touche have

Q403 Norman Lamb: If low income families do not done a really thorough piece of research which has
save through this vehicle you will regard it as a involved talking directly to potential providers of
failure, will you not? What is the point of it? the fund about their contribution mechanisms,

about the capital strain or the amount of capital theyRuth Kelly:No, I have alreadymade the point that it
does not take a very substantial size of asset to make need to put behind these products when introducing

them, and so forth, and we will make a judgment inquite a big diVerence to people’s opportunities and
outcomes. It is one aspect of the policy, encouraging due course on the basis of the evidence.
a savings habit, but by no means is it the only one.

Q407 Angela Eagle: Can I also ask you about
interaction with the benefit system, which is an issueQ404 Angela Eagle: It appears, and I do not know,

I am the only one that is enormously enthusiastic that needs to be sorted out prior to the fund being set
up, there are only two areas where this mightabout this very innovative approach to welfare

support. Could I encourage you, Minister, to persist happen, when a fund matures at 18 but also, and
sadly, the death of a child. We did discuss this withwith it. I think it has very interesting and wide-

ranging potential which I would like to see the MrHolgate when he gave evidence to us at an earlier
hearing. My own experience of the Treasury as aGovernment explore further. Would you say

something about simplicity? Clearly it is important minister is that they do not like exempting means
testing for benefit purposes. I would suggest that ifto try to create a low cost saving opportunity which

does not see quite low levels of assets, albeit well there is not some disregard on this occasion on Job
Seekers Allowance or Income Support it ratherabove what people save now, taken away in charges?

There have been some predictable squeals from the defeats the object of the whole policy. I wonder if
you might want to enlighten us as to the Treasury’sfinancial service industry about the potential of 1%

cap, what are your views on that? view on disregards to the benefit system.
Ruth Kelly: There are already some disregards in theRuth Kelly:We have to have a charge which reflects

the economics of the distribution of the product. system, even for means tested benefits, Job Seekers
Allowance and Income Support, and so forth. WeDuring the passage of the Bill we will make it clear

what that charge will be so Parliament will have time are acutely aware of the signals that any capital
limits have in the system. The points that were madeto debate it. It has to be set at a level which will allow

competition to develop in the market but which also earlier were ones that we had already been thinking
about. I do not think it would be appropriate for megives good value for money to the consumer, unlike

other stakeholder products it is much less dependent outside the ordinary PBR Budget timetable to make
any further comment.on the type of sales regime that is on oVer.
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Q408 Angela Eagle:Could I finally ask about ethical Ruth Kelly:No, tax relief will apply but there will be
no impact on the family tax credits and familyand fair trading and whether there can be good

labelling of products in order to enable people to benefits that a family receives while that capital is
accumulating within the fund. There is a separatechoose either unethical or a fair trade based fund for
issue as to what happens on maturity.their child rather than suddenly finding out to their

horror they have been investing in British and
America tobacco.

Q412 Chairman: Before you leave the point onRuth Kelly: Absolutely. I am sure there will be firms
maturity, have you yet come to a decision as to whatout there who market their funds on the basis of the
happens when you are 18 as a student and there arefact that they need certain ethical criteria and I am
various benefits you might not be eligible for?sure there will be parents that want to choose their
Ruth Kelly: I am saying it would not be appropriatefund on that basis. We are actively considering
for me to make any announcements on those issueswhether funds should be forced to make a statement
to this Committee. Those are issues which we areas to what their policy is so that parents are fully
currently very well aware of and it is not appropriateinformed when they come to make that decision.
for me to, as it were, go further than that outside theThat is one of the announcements that we will
usual PBR Budget round.be making as the Bill progresses through

Parliament.
Angela Eagle: Can I encourage you to take that Q413 Chairman:We will be clear about them before
extremely seriously indeed because I would certainly the fund starts?
like to see that in the legislation. Ruth Kelly: Absolutely.

Q409 Mr Cousins: Can I come back to what you Q414Mr Cousins: The other point that concerns me
have just said about the interactionwith benefits and is contributions to the fund from people who
try and put the best possible spin on what you have themselves are in the benefit system, will they be
told the Committee, are you saying,Minister, that in regarded as being appropriate uses of capital or will
the Pre Budget Report there will be a clear statement they be regarded as an unacceptable use of capital?
about the interaction of the Child Trust Fund with Ruth Kelly: I think you must be referring to pension
the benefit system? credit rules.
Ruth Kelly:Far be it fromme to take decisionswhich
are rightly the Chancellor’s, what I am saying is we

Q415 Mr Cousins: It is not just a feature of theare very aware of the fact we need to send
pension credit rules but that is a good example.appropriate signals to people who are putting assets
Ruth Kelly: For example the pension credit rules itin a Child Trust Fund and it is one of the issues that
is the case, I believe, that fewer than 15% of pensionwe are looking at. We are very aware of the
credit recipients have capital in excess of £6,000,interaction but normally wewould consider issues of
which is the current capital limit in the pension creditthat type in the PBR or Budget.
system, if they were to give money to a Child Trust
Fund this could potentially apply to a minority of
recipients of the pension credit. Having said that, aQ410 Mr Cousins: Can I go very quickly through
small contribution to a Child Trust Fund would besome of the range of possible interactions, one is
looked at by the Department ofWork and Pensions,about the capital in the fund, the next is the income
they have a policy which is a humane one, athat that capital will generate and the third is the
reasonable one.status of the fund and how it will aVect people’s

benefit situation when the fund matures. Are you Mr Holgate: There is case law and past experience,
as you imply, where people may appear to betelling us that you are thinking about all three

aspects? depriving themselves of capital in order to increase
entitlement to Social Security benefit. Inevitably, ifRuth Kelly: Some of them have already been
uncomfortably, there has to be some discretion fordecided. It has already been announced that capital
the Department for Work and Pensions to ask itselfin the fund will not count for the purpose of family
and ask the claimant whether the deprivation ofbenefit entitlement while that fund is in operation
capital has been in order to increase the entitlementand before it matures. You have already made the
to that benefit or not. That is the test they seek topoint about the income tax settlements legislation,
apply. I think they have also indicated with respectand there has been an announcement on that. You
to pension credit in particular that if a pensioner isare also interested in the status of the fund at
trying to repay debt or trying to replace a capitalmaturity and how that interacts with JSA.
good then these are perfectly acceptable reasons for
someone to drawdown their savings. I am afraid
essentially I think the answer is that the DWP has toQ411 Mr Cousins: If I can stop you there, Minister.

Yes, there are income tax settlements, but here we decide whether there has been an intent on behalf of
the person giving the money to deprive him orare talking about income within the fund, will that

income within the fund be treated as income in the herself of the capital with a view to increasing their
benefit, their pension credit entitlement.assessment of family benefits?
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Q416 Mr Cousins:Within pension credit the gift of from 1918 to 2002 the mean return has been exactly
that, 6.9%. Over a period of 18 years it is reasonablemoney to a relative is not regarded as being an

acceptable use of capital, it is regarded as being to expect a healthy return in the equity market.
Obviously there are years when it will not achievedeprivation of capital.

Mr Holgate: That is the risk that person is running. that amount but over the period from 1936 to 2002
there has been no 18-year period in which the
[cumulative] return has been negative.Q417 Mr Cousins: Will a gift to the Child Trust

Fund be treated as if was a gift to a relative, which
plainly it might be, and caught by those regulations? Q421Mr Beard:Cash or bonds could be alternatives
Ruth Kelly: In the end it is a matter of judgment to to this.
decide whether the intention was to increase Ruth Kelly:Wehave also decided to incorporate into
entitlement to a particular Social Security benefit or the stakeholder product design a requirement to
credit. There is an element of discretion there. The lifestyle, which is amethod of controlling for risk for
fact of the matter is that it is very unlikely that a the individual person over the 18 year span, which
modest contribution to the Child Trust Fund would would mean that you would move progressively
fall into that category. from equities in the early years towards something

much freer of risk in the later years of the account,
so from equities into cash or bonds as the childQ418 Chairman: Minister, you referred at some
approaches the age of 18 which should stabilisepoint to your feedback from providers, that they
returns in those final years.wanted this whole thing kept as simple as possible.

One of those providers, the Children’s Mutual, has
criticised the proposal for using paper vouchers and Q422 Mr Beard: How will they get that advice?
say, “in an electronic age surely a new product Ruth Kelly: That is a requirement on the provider to
should embrace new technological advance”. Have lifestyle on behalf of their client in the stakeholder
you made any progress on that? product.
Ruth Kelly: I do not think that it is a question of
making progress. One of the objectives of this whole

Q423 Mr Beard:Minister, referring to the provider,project is to increase financial awareness among
we have had some of the providers here before usparents, some of whom have not been exposed to the
and they were obviously very concerned about thefinancial services industry in any meaningful way
possibility of a charge cap being applied. Thebefore. One of themeans of highlighting the fact that
essential complaint was that they would not be ablethey are entitled to an initial endowment and future
to sell these at a 1% charge regime.endowment is the mere fact of receiving a voucher
Ruth Kelly: The decision on the charge cap has notfor a concrete sum of money from the Government,
been made and it will be based on the evidence fromI think it will encourage people to use that voucher
the independent research we have commissionedmuch more quickly than they otherwise would and
which will look at the economics of the industry andto think about the options available to them. I think
how viable it is for them to provide the funds.the voucher is justified in its own terms. It will also

be availablewhen combating fraud and so forth. The
voucher in itself is desirable. Q424 Mr Beard: The point they were making to us

was it was not a thing that really stood just on its
own, there was the charge, the 1% or whatever, thereQ419 Chairman: There still has to be a paper
was the extent to which Government itself mightelement: you do not think that will discourage
promote these, which would relieve them of some ofpeople from operating these things over the internet
the advertising expenditure, and there was theor the telephone?
possibility of standardising the product to a certainRuth Kelly: They could but they would have to send
extent so it did not require so much sales. That alsothe voucher into the financial services provider after
interacted with the minimum payment that was tothat had been done.
the made, the smaller the payment the more
administration they have to do. Are all of thoseQ420Mr Beard: In the document on the Child Trust
factors going to be taken into account in dealingFund it says, “the choice of product will be key to
with the industry in trying to settle this issue?determine the rate of return on the fund. The
Ruth Kelly: They are all being taken into account,Government wants all funders to benefit from the
most of them through the independent research thatpotential high returns that might be achieved
has been commissioned, some of them, for instancethrough equity investment”. Equities have gone
the amount of Government advertising, are notthrough a rather turbulent time, some people have
appropriate for independent consultants to go outlost out substantially on them and if somebody put
and research. It will be a factor in our own decision-money into equities 10 years ago they might have
making.Wewill make the decision on the charge capmade substantial loses by now.Howare you covered
on the basis of the evidence.against that when you are making that sort of

recommendation?
Ruth Kelly: If somebody invested in equity 18 years Q425Mr Beard:When will these decisions be made?

Ruth Kelly: During the passage of the Bill so thatago they would have had a real return of I think
6.6%, that is despite the fact that equity markets Parliament has an appropriate time to debate the

charge cap.have fallen in recent years. If you look at the period
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Q426 Mr Beard: The explanatory notes to the Bill They will in every sense be better oV than they were
initially having been allocated the account. As youstate that the potential benefit to the savings and

investment industry from the Bill include cross- know we are proposing to allocate them on a basis
of rotation between our providers and at any pointselling opportunities to parents and relatives and the

opportunity to gain life-long customers. Do you see the individual family can choose to switch providers
to one more to their preference.any need to regulate the extent to which this sort of

information on children is used for other purposes?
Ruth Kelly:We are not proposing to restrict the use Q430 Mr Cousins: Can I pursue that point a bit
of the information by individual providers and, as it further, in a way this seems a pernickety point but
were, banning cross selling. It is quite possible to since it is provided specifically for the Bill it is
argue, as indeed we have, that it is good to engage legitimate to ask about it, there is a specific category
people with the financial services industry even if of person for whom all accounts are going to
people have not had much contact with the industry allocated, that is parents who are under the age of 18
before. This is an opportunity to increase financial themselves. The Bill provides that for parents under
awareness and to get people follow to think through the age of 18 in England andWales the Revenue will
about their financial needs. allocate all of the accounts. There is one category of

person for whom the Revenue is allocating all of the
Q427Mr Beard: The other issue that was raised with accounts. Are you sure you can protect yourself
the industry was this question of the provision of the against any suggestion of mis-selling for that
Child Trust Fund through the Inland Revenue category of person?
where the parents or guardians had not provided it Ruth Kelly: The fact remains that as soon as they
themselves. The industry told us that their decision reach the age of 18 they can switch to a diVerent
on whether or not to provide that Revenue allocated provider, there is still not that fundamental
account will depend on the price cap and the cost of relationship that onewould expect if therewere to be
administrations. Several people said that both the accusations of mis-selling. As far as I understand it
stakeholder element of it and that issue would the Revenue could be accused but those accusations
exclude them from the scheme, how confident are could not be stacked up.
you that there will be suYcient providers?
Ruth Kelly: It is not the case that providers will be

Q431 Chairman: Could we just be clear about this,forced to provide the Revenue allocated account,
in the document you say that some parentsthat is the first point to make clear. We will be
guardians will not open a CTF account, which islooking for volunteers to administer Revenue
why you are going to allocate; theymight choose notallocated accounts. I have already had one firm
to open one because they disagree with it andcome to me saying they would be enthusiastic about
fundamentally do not want to participate in theproviding the Revenue allocated account even with
scheme. You are then taking the responsibility ofthe charge cap set on basis that you have suggested,
saying you must participate in the scheme and weclearly we hope that other firms will come forward.
will allocate “your account”. Presumably the
Revenue does have the responsibility in market

Q428 Mr Beard: The firms could cherry pick those terms?
accounts because they will take the ones where there Ruth Kelly:People can opt out of the system through
is most likelihood of parents and grandparents by not claiming Child Benefit.
paying in, and these Revenue accounts might have
the least likelihood of that and they are less likely to

Q432 Chairman: The fact they can switch at 18 doesget business out of it. You do not see any possibility
not quite get you oV the hook, does it?you will have diYculty right across the board
Ruth Kelly: If they are a parent when they reach thepersuading companies to take those on.
age of 18.Ruth Kelly:There are certainly companieswho think
Ms Welsh: The proposal document explains thatit is worth their while taking on Revenue allocated
there are diYculties with young people under 18accounts.
being able to contract to hold equities, so the law
allows that person to take investment choices at 18,Q429 Mr Cousins: So far as the Revenue allocated
or 16 in Scotland. The proposal is that they will beaccounts are concerned I can well understand that
able to exercise their choice as soon as they hit thatthere will be providers who will be interested in, so
age, as provided for in general law.to speak, buying the bulk and accepting the

accounts. My concern is really about the Revenue
allocating the money to that particular provider or Q433 Mr Cousins: To follow that for one moment,

for this particular category of person if they wantedset of providers, are you sure that you can protect
yourself against future allegations of mis-selling? to open up a cash version of this they would able to

do that under the age of 18, would they?Ruth Kelly: We do not think there is a market
relationship between the Revenue and the individual Ms Welsh: At the moment we are looking at the

situation where there is no ability to exercise choicewho is being allocated the account in the traditional
sense at all so we do not think any such allegations under 18 because the Revenue will set up a

stakeholder account for those underage parents.could be followed through. Partly it is the fact that
we are not proposing this to people. In fact our first They will be able to let us know that there is no one

with parental responsibility who is of the age of 18preference is for them to make a choice of provider.
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so that we can set that account up for them quickly, accounts and equity accounts I thought it was only
right that they should be aVorded the maximumand we will do that on an exceptional basis. The

stakeholder account will be set up for them. likelihood of building up a significant asset at the age
of 18.

Q434 Mr Cousins: Let us be very clear about this, I
want to be completely clear about it inmy ownmind, Q440 Mr Cousins: Minister, did you take thatthe Revenue allocated accounts will all be equity- decision not just for that particular category ofbased accounts, will they? children in care but for all of Revenue allocatedMs Welsh: They will be the stakeholder account. accounts?

Ruth Kelly: We think it is highly desirable that
Q435 Mr Cousins: The Revenue will be making a people should invest over an 18 year period in equity
choice on behalf of all of people for whom it based products rather than a cash based product.
allocates accounts not to use the cash option. The There are going to be particular categories of people
Revenuewill bemaking a deliberate choice on behalf out there who perhaps for religious reasons do not
of people. want to take out an equity product and it is primarily
Ms Welsh:TheRevenuewill not bemaking a choice, for those people that cash based accounts will be
it will be under obligation according to the available. There will be another category of people
legislation to open up a tightly specified account, who decide for whatever reason that is what they
which is the stakeholder account, that is what it is want to do. The fact remains is that over 18 years the
required to do under the legislation. It is not a best bet is to invest in equities rather than cash.
question that the Revenue is making a choice.

Q441 Angela Eagle: The counter example to this is ifQ436 Mr Cousins: Hang on, I do want to get this
somebody invested automatically in a cash account,clear in my own mind. Incidentally when we refer to
which the Bill does not allow as currently written,the legislation it is proper to recognise that it is not
when they were under 18, and there was a very nicelegislation of, it is only a proposal which has yet to
return on the equities in that period they wouldcome before Parliament and on which Parliament
equally have cause forworry because theywould endwill exercise its own judgment.
up with less return at the end. This cuts both ways.Ms Welsh: Absolutely.
Simply what you have done is make a choice based
on the average returns, as you told the CommitteeQ437MrCousins: So far as those proposals that you
today, which are a fact of life since 1918 and the factare putting before Parliament are concerned do I
there has also been no negative numbers in equityunderstand that to mean that the accounts that the
return since 1936.Revenue allocates will all be faced with equity
Ruth Kelly: And the fact that as soon as a youngversions of the Child Trust Fund and not with cash
adult is a parent and reaches the age of 18 they canversions?
make that choice themselves, theymay have had oneMs Welsh: Yes.
or two, possibly longer, years in an equity product
and they may choose at the age of 18 to move into aQ438MrCousins: Even though cash versions will be
cash product, that is up to them, that is theiravailable?
entitlement.Ms Welsh: Yes.

Ruth Kelly: The proposal is that the stakeholder
product should be an equity based account. Q442 Mr Cousins:Minister, you would make a very

charming and persuasive member of a sales force.
Q439Mr Cousins: I think that is something that you What I am concerned about here is that it is one
ought to think about very, very carefully. I would thing tomake a judgment now, although I think that
assume that you have taken legal advice that by might be tested at a later date by legal decision, if it
making a deliberate category choice between the sort is a requirement in the legislation, because this is
of funds that are available that you are going to what we are being told now, it is requirement of the
place this money into equity based accounts and not Bill that all of these accounts should be placed in
into cash accounts, that that deliberate category equity-style accounts, now and forever, until the
choice is not something that will expose you to legislation, if that is what it becomes, is changed. Is
charges against selling? that what we are being told? There is no question of
Ruth Kelly: It is something that we have actively judgment here, you are binding your successors,
considered. The fact of the matter is when this policy they will not be able to exercise judgment, all this
came to me to be decided it was on the basis of money will be placed in equity accounts come what
largely thinking about a large category of people may. That is the issue.
who would benefit from this would be children in Ruth Kelly: Up until the point at which that person
care because children in care would be allocated an exercises their own judgment as to where they would
account by theRevenue automatically. It is my view, like the money to be placed.
and one with which you may disagree, that children
in care are a particularly vulnerable group who need

Q443 Mr Cousins: That is a requirement of themore than any other group, perhaps, arguably, to
legislation and it requires legislative change to bringhave a substantial asset behind them at the age of 18.

Given the known returns between cash based it about.
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Ms Welsh: Looking at the legislation I think I am Q448 Chairman: I see.
Ms Welsh: It is a technicality that ensures that losses,right in saying that there is flexibility for the
should they ever arise, cannot count against gainsaccounts to be specified. I believe that there will be
made outside of the CTF.flexibility if the Government is made over time to see
Chairman: I understand that it will work, I was justthat the nature of that account should be changed
curious as to why you were worried about the losses.that that would be a possibility. The stakeholder

product design will be put in regulation rather than
Q449 Mr Cousins: You are sure some sharp lawyerin primary legislation. If we were to change the basis
is not going to come back to our exchanges thisupon which stakeholder products were designed
afternoon in 15 years’ time and find a merry quarrythen that would obviously impact on the Revenue to dig at.

allocated accounts as well. Ruth Kelly: We have taken legal advice and we are
confident of our position on this.

Q444Mr Beard:Earlier when I was asking questions Q450 Chairman: Finally, Minister, will the
you said that the latter payments could go into Deloitte’s research be available for the Committee
bonds or into cash as opposed to equity, where looking at the Bill? Will it come out in time for that?
would that be laid down? Will that be laid down in Ruth Kelly: TheDeloitte’s research is part of a wider
regulation? project on Sandler stakeholder products which will
Ruth Kelly: In regulation. The design of the interact with the FSA’s work on the sales regime,
stakeholder product will be put down in regulation which was due to be published before Christmas but

which now looks like it is going to be published later
in the spring.

Q445 Chairman: In this context can you explain one
thing to me, the Ways and Means Resolution that Q451 Chairman: The answer is no?
you have tabled asks the House to authorise making Ruth Kelly:The answer is that it will not be available

on the passage of the Bill but the decisions which areprovision for securing that losses accruing on the
material to the Bill will be.disposal of investments will be disregarded for the

purposes of capital gains tax. What are the losses
Q452 Chairman: When do we expect the Bill tothere?
receive a second reading?Ms Welsh: Should losses ever arise on that equity
Ruth Kelly: Shortly.based account that provides for those losses to be

disregarded for the purposes of capital gains tax so Q453 Chairman: Very shortly? You have served on
that they cannot be counted against gains elsewhere. Finance Bill committees. Is this going to be one of

these situations where the Committee will have to
wait to see the regulations in draft or will you beQ446 Chairman: I just read that. publishing draft regulations in time for the

Ruth Kelly: Capital gains are not taxed either, it is beginning of the committee?
the flip side of the coin. Ruth Kelly: We will publish them as soon as we

possibly can, which I think will be at the turn of the
New Year, as soon as we can get them out we will.Q447 Chairman:You are providing for the case that

some funds may make losses, is that right? Q454 Chairman: Before the committee on the Bill
Mr Holgate: You cannot guarantee against a Child there will be draft regulations?
Trust Fund notmaking a loss.We have the historical Ruth Kelly: It will be possible for Parliament to
evidence, which I was rightly told in the previous consider the regulations during committee.
hearing one must not rely on exclusively, to show Chairman:During committee. Fine. Minister, thank

you and your oYcials very much.that it is very unlikely.
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Written evidence
Memorandum submitted by the National Consumer Council

The National Consumer Council (NCC) is an independent consumer expert, championing the consumer
interest to bring about change for the benefit of all consumers. We do this by working with people and
organisations that can make change happen—governments, regulators, business and people and
organisations who speak on behalf of consumers.

We are independent of Government and all other interests. We conduct rigorous research and policy
analysis and draw on the experiences of consumers and other consumer organisations. We have linked
organisations in England Scotland andWales, and a close relationship with colleagues in Northern Ireland.
And we work with consumer organisations in Europe and worldwide to influence European and global
governments and institutions.

We are a non-departmental body, limited by guarantee, and funded mostly by the Department of Trade
and Industry.

Memorandum

This memorandum responds to a request from the Clerk of the Committee for a written submission in
connection with the Committee’s Inquiry into Child Trust Funds.

Summary

TheNCCwelcomes theGovernment’s proposals for the Child Trust Fund (CTF). It is as an excellent far-
sighted policy, of particular benefit to low-income families. It will eventually extend access to an
accumulated asset to all young adults. It may trigger additional individual private saving by parents.

The CTF could also aid more informed decision-making on personal finance by both parents and their
children. Young people with access to a CTF in future generations, may be less likely to feel the need to
access unaVordable credit and get into debt problems.

NCC does however have a number of outstanding concerns regarding the CTF, which we ask the
Treasury Select Committee to consider in the course of its inquiry.

In summary, we make the following recommendations to the Treasury:

1. A progressive Government top-up to CTF accounts should be made at age 14.

2. A Government top-up should be added to maturing CTF accounts if a proportion of the account
is saved for a further period.

3. The Government should explicitly make clear to consumers that no restrictions will be placed on
the CTF at age 18.

4. All CTF providers should be required to supply a CTF to all parents who seek to open one.

5. The scope for the Post OYce to provide the CTF should be explored.

6. An independent mechanism for setting the price-cap for the CTF should be established.

7. An appropriate maximum limit should apply to the equity exposure of the stakeholder CTF.

8. The FSA should commission research and consult on the appropriate sales regime for stakeholder
and non-stakeholder CTFs.

9. All parents should have access to face-to-face basic financial advice before making their choice of
CTF account.

10. Consumer research should test whether the CTF model could be successfully extended to the
stakeholder pension.

Introduction

The NCC has a specific remit to represent the interests of low-income consumers, and we consider the
market does not always meet their saving needs. The CTF will ensure that more disadvantaged families will
have the chance to build up an asset for when children turn 18.

The NCC has responded to Treasury written consultations on this important initiative (National
Consumer Council, Delivering saving and assets, 2002; National Consumer Council, Simplified investment
products, 2003). We have often been the lone consumer voice at Government and industry events debating
the design of the product. NCC wishes to highlight our support for the open and inclusive manner in which
the Treasury and the Inland Revenue have developed policy on the CTF. We welcome this Treasury Select
Committee inquiry into the CTF.
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Basic Product Design

The CTF, as outlined in a recent Government paper (Inland Revenue/HM Treasury: Detailed proposals
for the Child Trust Fund, 2003), matches very well with consumer needs. We agree with the approach of
oVering a “progressive endowment” to all parents. The £250 voucher will act as a trigger to parents to start,
and add to, a savings fund for all children born after September 2002. Universal ownership of CTF will in
due course make it an eVective vehicle for future financial education. Providing an additional Government
endowment of £250 to the less well-oV, who are less likely to have access to such a savings vehicle today,
and may find it harder to add to the account privately, is very welcome.

Much of the detailed product design also reflects NCC recommendations. A price-cap and a risk-control
for the stakeholder CTF are essential safeguards for the majority of parents who we expect will opt for an
equity-linked product, given the duration of the account. We agree that all providers who enter the market
should be required to oVer this type of product. But we agree that alternative deposit-based accounts and
more risky funds should be available for those who wish to opt for them.

Within this regulated framework, we consider open-market competition between a range of providers to
be an appropriate way of oVering diVerent choices to match with the diVerent saving preferences or needs
of parents.We do not favour the alternative of theGovernment fixing the number of licensed providers, and
preventing potentially more eYcient competitors from entering the market and oVering CTFs.

Meeting Consumer Needs

Consumer research (see for example, AMP,Understanding Small Savers, 2000) suggests that, contrary to
some simplistic assumptions, many parents on low-incomes do save. But they may be forced to use informal
means to save, rather then the many products on the market. NCC has argued that key features of savings
products, such as high interest-rates for Internet-based accounts, or tax breaks that favour and are
understood only by higher-rate taxpayers, do not fit well with the saving needs of low-income consumers
(National Consumer Council, Everyday essentials: meeting basic financial needs, 2003).

Recently published NCC research into the attitudes to saving for retirement of people aged 21–35, on
modest incomes, (National Consumer Council, No Nest Egg, 2003) suggests CTF will be a more suitable
product.Whilemost young consumers do not regard pension saving as a priority, saving for children is often
mentioned as a reason to save by parents and prospective parents. Some made positive spontaneous
references to the new “baby bond” (as the CTF is often referred to).

It appears the prospect of a voucher with their child’s name on it, provided by the Government, helps
people feel they are to be given a helping hand inmeeting their personal financial needs. TheCTF is regarded
as providing a framework for giving their family a financial start, in a way they could see as beneficial to
them.

NCC’s research also found some evidence of an intent by parents to add individual contributions to the
account. Recent ABI research (Association of British Insurers, The State of the Nation’s Savings, 2003) is
also very encouraging. They found that 75% of parents who do not currently save for their children say they
intend to contribute to their child’s CTF.

Top-ups to CTF

The illustrative projections for fund growth provided by the Government, underline how essential
additional contributions are to building up a reasonable pot at age 18. Despite the encouraging research,
given that families entitled to the additional endowment will have an income below the Child Tax Credit
threshold (currently £13,230), the capacity of many families to make large regular top-up contributions to
the CTF will probably be quite limited.

So while the NCC does recognise the value of favourable tax treatment of the CTF, the ability to add
£1,200 per year to the account will benefit high-income parents, more than the many families struggling on
very low-incomes.

For some low-income families, additional contributions may not be an appropriate financial priority.
Other more immediate demands on income, such as credit card repayments or covering the costs of essential
services for the family today, should be higher up the priority list than a long-term investment. If the
Government introduces the saving gateway, which will oVer Government matched contributions for small
savings built up by low-income adults, then this also will be a better option for meeting the needs of some
families than CTF.
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Age-related Payments

TheGovernment’s belated confirmation that a further top-up toCTF accounts will bemade on the child’s
seventh birthday (as recommended by theNCC) is therefore very important. Some high-income families will
no doubt benefit greatly from the favourable tax treatment available for large yearly private contributions.
Further public support should also be made available to families on low-incomes to build up the accounts.
This boost to the account may also trigger some parents to engage in additional saving for their children,
if they are reminded of the benefits, and can see some growth.

It is welcome also that, in addition to a flat rate payment, an extra payment will be made to the CTFs of
seven-year-olds in low-income households. The income profile of families will obviously change over a
seven-year period, so a boost to the CTF accounts where parents may be unable to make private top-ups is
essential (some of whom would not have received the initial progressive contribution).

Given that the first of these top-ups will not be paid until September 2009, we appreciate why the
Government has chosen not to determine their value until a later date. However, an indication of intent that
both the flat-rate top-up and the additional progressive element will be substantive (rather than token)
would be helpful.

A further top-up to the account (with a flat-rate and an additional element) should be made at age 14.
Another boost to the account would by then be very timely. At this stage, many young people start to take
on part-time jobs, and may have the capacity to add small amounts to their own accounts. They will also
be of an age where they have a better understanding of personal finance, so it could complement financial
education in schools. In the absence of such a top-up the account could be dormant for 11 years from age
seven until maturity at 18.

1. We recommend a progressive Government top-up to CTF accounts should be made at age 14.

Finally, we suggest the Government should consider whether a final conditional top-up could be oVered
to the owners of the CTF accounts as they turn 18. A bonus amount could bemade available to young adults
who choose not to withdraw all of their funds and retain some proportion for some fixed period—50% for
two years for example. In this way, the CTF would incorporate a saving decision to be made by owner of
the account, in addition to by their parents.

2. We recommend a Government top-up should be added to maturing CTF accounts if a proportion of the
account is saved for a further period.

No restrictions

NCC stresses however that we do not favour restrictions on the use of funds when the CTF account
matures. Quite apart from the bureaucratic burden of ensuring compliance with restrictions on expenditure
choices, we are not persuaded that the Government should make valued judgements about what
consumption is “worthwhile”.

It is particularly essential that the Government separates this policy from the issue of funding access to
higher education. Given the size of CTF accounts will vary considerably, and as many young people do not
go into higher education at 18, we do not think it is appropriate to regard maturing accounts as a core
funding source for higher education.

The Government has previously stated that no restrictions will apply. But we think additional
opportunities to make this clear should be found as the Child Trust Fund Bill is introduced, and there is a
case for a clear statement on the face of the Bill.

Another option might be to explicitly state the Government’s intent in this regard in the letter sent out to
new parents. This could act as an informal agreement between consumers and Government about the basic
premise of the product. This would reduce the chance that a future Government of 2020 might view the
maturing accounts in a diVerent way from the current Government.

3. We recommend the Government should explicitly make clear to consumers that no restrictions will be placed
on the CTF at age 18.

Claiming CTF

NCC agrees it is sensible to link CTF entitlement to the award of child benefit, rather than establishing
separate arrangements with potential take-up problems. The consultation paper states that child benefit
reaches “virtually all children in the UK” though it might be helpful if estimates and analysis were provided
of those who might potentially miss out on CTF.

Similarly, we welcome the fact that no separate claim will need to be made to access the additional
endowment of £250, the InlandRevenue insteadmaking automatic payments to families receiving the Child
Tax Credit (CTC). We note the Government recently announced (Inland Revenue press release, 5.9 million
families now benefiting from tax credits, 31 October 2003) that (despite initial diYculties) take-up of CTC
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is now exceeding expectations. Clearly, eligibility for the additional payment makes it even more essential
to achieve high take-up rates and accurate awards of CTC. The potential implications of any future
proposed changes to tax credit arrangements, upon the take-up and coverage of the CTF additional
endowment, must be a central consideration.

We are also pleased these arrangements involve all parents being initially oVered a voucher with a value
of £250, with the additional endowment being added to an opened account separately. This should alleviate
the risk that some providers may discourage those with £500 vouchers from opening accounts with them,
should they calculate this groupmay be less likely tomake regular additional private contributions and thus
be less profitable.

This should be supplemented by rules that prevent providers from seeking such information, and
potentially refusing to supply CTF accounts to some consumers. Appropriate measures are obviously
necessary to prevent fraud. But given that funds in the account cannot be accessed until the child reaches
18, and thus the minimal risk CTFs will be used for money laundering, we assume that providers will be
expected not to apply inflexible identification requirements. NCC is concerned by evidence that these
disproportionate requirements are proving to be a major barrier for some vulnerable consumers seeking to
open bank accounts. Thismay partly reflect lack of enthusiasmon the part of some banks to supply accounts
to customers that are perceived as unprofitable. It is essential this problem does not extend to the CTF, and
instead all parents should have access to the same range of CTF accounts.

4. We recommend all CTF providers should be required to supply a CTF to all parents who seek to open one.

Vulnerable groups

We agree with the Government’s proposed strategy of automatically allocating stakeholder accounts in
cases where parents have not opened a CTF account a year after the birth of their child. No child should
lose out on potential fund growth for any longer than this period. Given that we anticipate some equity
exposure will be favoured by most informed consumers, we agree this should be a stakeholder CTF.
However this adds to our concern about the relatively light risk-control that will apply to the stakeholder
CTF (see below).

It will be important too to learn lessons about why some parents have not made a CTF choice. Lack of
confidence in financial decision-making, or loss of trust in the financial services industry may be among the
explanations.

Minimum contributions

The Government states it will make a decision at a later date on minimum contributions that CTF
providers will be required to accept. This should certainly not be more than the £20 minimum that currently
applies in the case of stakeholder pensions. Indeed, if the Government wants it to be accessible to
disadvantaged families (including children when they get older), then even smaller, over-the-counter
contributions will need to be possible. Between 12% and 15% of households have no current account, so
some parents will not have the option of direct debit payments into CTF accounts (Economic and Social
Research Council, How people on low incomes manage their finances, 2002).

Partly to ensure wide accessibility of the CTF, we suggest the Post OYce, with its extensive branch
network, and its ability to command high levels of consumer trust, might be an eVective provider of theCTF.

5. We recommend the scope for the Post OYce to provide the CTF should be explored.

Product Regulation

The NCC welcomes the core conclusion of the Sandler review (Sandler, R.,Medium and long-term retail
savings in the UK: a review, 2002) that competition often does not work properly in the markets for retail
investment products. Consumers are poorly informed and products are excessively complex, and they have
often suVered detriment as a result of high charges and over-exposure to the stock market.

In the absence of product regulation, we are convinced the same problems would be replicated in the CTF
market. Many of the purchasers of the CTF will not have purchased an investment product before. Some
funds could be significantly depleted due to high charges and high-risk investment. The NCC has lobbied
for a price-cap and risk-controls for the CTF, so we are pleased they have been incorporated into a
“stakeholder” CTF.

Charge-cap

The CTF is a unique opportunity for the financial services industry. Normally the industry states it has
to spend considerable amounts to stimulate demand for saving products. In this case, each year over 700,000
vouchers worth £230 million will be made available to parents to choose a CTF. It is important to bear this
in mind should the usual complaints about charge-caps start to dominate the debate on the CTF.
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There is no reason to start from the assumption of a 1% price-cap for the CTF, because this currently
applies to the stakeholder pensions. Given the low costs of demand generation and the certainty of high
persistency rates, a cost-based price-cap might be set at a lower level than for other stakeholder products.
However, other proposed features of theCTF that theNCCconsiders essential for low-income consumers—
such as small minimum contributions, annual statements, and the ability to transfer accounts—will add to
providers’ costs.

It is essential the price-cap is set at a level that, taking account of all relevant factors, allows eYcient
providers to cover their costs and make a fair return. It should not be edged up to oVer a return to the least
eYcient operators. The claims of providers on their costs should be treated with healthy scepticism.

In general, we believe the Government’s mechanisms for setting price-caps for investment products are
inadequate. We welcome the appointment of a consultant to advise on the cap for the CTF, and urge
publication of their report. But this does not constitute a fully independent, transparent and evidence-based
process. Lessons should be learned from the mechanisms developed for price-cap setting by the independent
sectoral regulators in the utilities sectors. Decisions are based on extensive research, open consultation and
clear-time frames. A debate is needed on how the Treasury might improve the process for setting charge-
caps for stakeholder products including the CTF.

6. We recommend an independent mechanism for setting the price-cap for the CTF should be established.

Risk-control

The NCC previously recommended a “lifestyling” approach—where the proportion of equity exposure
should be reduced as the child reaches 18—should apply to the stakeholder CTF. For low-income families
in particular, security against loss of most of a valuable asset will be particularly important. We are pleased
the Government is incorporating lifestyling, alongside a requirement to diversify the investment, though we
are unclear how compliance with these rules will be monitored.

But the Government and the industry needs to be wary about over-stating the safeguards oVered within
the stakeholder CTF. Consumerswill still be exposed to considerable investment risk, and the value of CTFs
will no doubt fluctuate significantly across 18-year periods.

Indeed the NCC is concerned that, unlike the proposed medium-term stakeholder investment product, a
60% limit on equity exposure will not apply to the stakeholder CTF. It is disputable that the CTF is a long-
term product rather than a medium-term one, as stated by the Treasury.

It is disappointing the Government has not aided informed debate on this matter by providing
information about the comparative impact recent stock-market falls would have had if CTFs were maturing
between 1999 and 2002.

7. We recommend an appropriate maximum limit should apply to the equity exposure of the stakeholder CTF.

Consumer protection

Few details have so far been provided by the Government on Financial Services Authority (FSA)
regulation of the selling of CTF accounts.

The NCC is opposed to the proposition made by the Treasury and the FSA that the new suite of
stakeholder investment products should all be sold without “suitability controls.” We are worried this will
lead to future mis-selling of investment products, without rights of redress for consumers.

The suitability issues in relation to the CTF are, however, distinct from other stakeholder products.
Unlike opening a stakeholder pension for instance, it is clear that all parents should start a CTF account to
access the Government endowment. So light regulation of the sales process does appear to be appropriate.

But not enough attention has yet been paid by policy-makers to consumer behaviour on receipt of their
CTF voucher. We understand that many sales of children’s saving accounts are currently made on an
execution-only basis. Less-experienced investors are more likely to need face-to-face advice before they
make their choice, and they could be vulnerable to ill-informed choice.

A “guided self-help” series of questions may play some role in protecting consumers from more risky
funds, and raising awareness of the risks associated even with the stakeholder CTF. But FSA research into
the necessary level of consumer protection is needed before final conclusions can be reached on this matter.

We are also unclear whether the selling regime for non-stakeholder Child Trust Funds will be distinct
from the selling regime for stakeholder CTFs. Though it is not explicitly stated inDetailed proposals for the
Child Trust Fund, we assume the charge-capwill (and recommend it should) apply to non-stakeholder CTFs,
in addition to stakeholder CTFs. However, the absence of a risk-control will require a more stringent
approach to be taken to the selling of non-stakeholder CTFs, to prevent consumers from being mis-sold
more risky funds.
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8. We recommend the FSA should commission research and consult on the appropriate sales regime for
stakeholder and non-stakeholder CTFs.

Financial capability

The Government has rightly emphasised the importance of financial literacy linked to the CTF.We agree
the product will help children to engage in wider financial education in the classroom, including a better
understanding of what saving means to them. The NCC has worked with the Personal Finance Education
Group (pfeg), the FSA and others on the development of materials to support personal finance education.
In time, and provided teachers have the support and training they need, the CTFmay lead to amuch needed
boost to the financial capabilities of future generations of consumers. Though it is some way in the future,
we add that all young adults will need tailored information and advice about their financial choices, before
they have access to their maturing CTF at age 18.

We also agree that providers may have a role in the provision of financial information to parents and
children. Annual statements, presented in a common format, will help to maintain consumer awareness of
the product. The FSA and/or pfeg should be asked to oVer guidance on the provision of additional educative
resources by firms, to ensure impartiality and accessibility.

Themost pressing priority in relation to the CTF, is for parents tomake informed choices about allocating
the voucher.We welcome the proposed provision of an information pack for parents alongside the voucher.
The Government’s planned research into how to communicate investment decisions to parents will be very
important. The Government will need to be particularly wary of the way in which projected fund growth
rates are projected. In a report last year (National Consumer Council, Retirement Roulette, 2002), the NCC
highlighted the need for Government departments and the FSA to improve the quality of their financial risk
communications to consumers.

The recent diYculties surrounding the introduction of competition in the directory enquiries market
should act as a warning to policy-makers on CTF. Problems can arise in markets where consumers are not
familiar with making a choice, and do not have access to the impartial information necessary to make such
a choice. They may opt for options on the basis of memorable advertising, rather than on the basis of price
and quality of service.

Similar problems could arise when parents are sent a CTF voucher. In this case, while a charge-cap is in
place, the potential consumer detriment could be the choice of a fund that does not match their informed
risk preference. This may make them vulnerable to risky funds that quickly erode the value of their funds.
We are also concerned that some parents may opt for familiar cash-based accounts, without considering
other options, potentially missing out on higher returns.

This product actually presents an excellent opportunity to communicate risk issues to a whole generation
of parents, in a very tangible way. This will however require the provision of basic independent financial
advice services, which are not currently accessible to most consumers on low-incomes. This could help new
parents to identify their other financial priorities, such as management of credit card debt or starting a
stakeholder pension, to save for their own retirement. This is a key life-stage point, where public and/or
private investment in generic financial advice could be useful.

We are concerned that the Government inaccurately states in Detailed Proposals for the Child Trust Fund
that “The FSA provides people with authoritative, independent information and generic advice.” The NCC
has welcomed the recent appointment by the FSA of a Financial Capability Steering Group, including the
Financial Secretary Ruth Kelly, consumer groups and the industry. The group will develop a national
strategy for financial capability, to provide consumers with the education, information and generic advice
to make financial decisions with confidence. However, the FSA does not provide generic advice, and many
consumers on low-incomes do not have access to its web-based information materials.

TheNCC has welcomed the preliminary development of a financial health-check software package by the
FSA. But most consumers will need access to face-to-face advice to take advantage of such technology.
Options such as workplace-based financial advice, boosted by tax incentives, or a financial planning service,
delivered via the Post OYce network, should be explored. Given that parents will be making choices about
CTF accounts in a little over a year’s time, access to advice about it should be a priority for the Steering
Group.

9. We recommend all parents should have access to face-to-face basic financial advice before making their
choice of CTF account.

Lessons for pension saving?

NCC’s research, No Nest Egg, suggests there may be scope for learning important lessons for wider
savings policy from the roll-out of the CTF.

The positive response of younger consumers to the CTF contrasts sharply with their perceptions of
pension policy. Consumers struggle to identify Government measures which help them to save more in
pensions. Knowledge of stakeholder pensions is low, and many people do not trust the industry or the
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Government on pensions. The NCC concludes that the Government’s favoured measure of encouraging
pensions saving—tax relief—is not only regressive but also ineYcient because it is opaque and not well-
understood.

Just as with the CTF, we suggest better targeted and simpler triggers for low-income consumers to start
pension saving are needed. We believe the consumer response to receiving the CTF vouchers, and future
saving behaviour, should be assessed to determine whether a similar approach might trigger additional
pension saving.

10. We recommend consumer research should test whether the CTF model could be successfully extended to
the stakeholder pension.

10 November 2003

Memorandum submitted by the Consumers’ Association

1. Consumers’ Association (CA) is an independent, not-for-profit consumer organisation with around
700,000 members. It is the largest consumer organisation in Europe. Entirely independent of Government
and industry, we are funded through the sale of ourWhich? range of consumer magazines and books. We
campaign on a wide range of issues of importance to consumers, including, food, health, retail and
financial services.

We welcome the opportunity to provide comments to the Treasury Committee on the Child Trust
Fund (CTF).

The Child Trust Fund Concept

2. CA supports the concept of the CTF as a means of building assets and encouraging greater savings
amongst consumers.We also support the principle of encouraging consumers to use the capital markets and
stockmarkets as the most eYcient method of maximising the total amount of assets generated through the
CTF. However, we have a number of concerns and comments on the CTFmainly relating to the economics
of using the open market competition model, and providing access to the necessary financial education and
advice so that consumers can make informed and appropriate choices.

Stockmarket-Based Investments

3. TheCTF is designed to be amedium to long-term investment and over such periods we believe it makes
sense to allow significant exposure to equities. Clearly, expectations have been lowered and it would be
unwise to hope for a return to the double digit stockmarket returns seen in the previous two decades. In
addition, stockmarket based portfolios can be volatile. Nevertheless, balanced portfolios (with a mix of
assets) are expected to produce better returns over the medium to long-term than deposit-based accounts.
For example, the returns on tax exempt portfolios are expected to be in the region of 6.55% a year over the
medium to long-term (source DWP Pensions Green Paper) compared to the 4% gross available from best
buy deposit accounts. Moreover, the long-term nature of the investment, the fact that assets are locked in,
and the encouragement to use risk control strategies means that volatility risk can be controlled.

Economics of the CTF

4. However, while we strongly support the principle of using the capital markets to maximise the value
of assets, the challenge is to provide access to themarkets for consumers in themost cost-eVective and fairest
manner so that each pound contributed by consumers (and taxpayers) works as hard as possible. Providing
access cost-eVectively is especially important in a low return environment.

5. CA does not believe that the retail market model chosen by the Government for providing access is
the best approach given the comparatively small contributions involved and the low return environment and
is not in the best interests of consumers and taxpayers and may be ultimately counterproductive.

6. The Government has opted for the open market competition model where consumers will be expected
to choose from providers such as banks, investment firms, insurance companies etc competing in the market
to attract business. Providers will have to compete for business and this will involve significant marketing
and distribution costs. The structure and processes involved in the CTF model will involve proportionately
large administration costs given the size of contributions involved.

7. Providers naturally have to expect to generate charges which will deliver reasonable returns on capital
before entering the market. However, the charging structure has to make sense for the consumer and
taxpayer as well—what might be called the “equilibrium price”. The level of charges providers require to
distribute products and provide advice on terms which meet the needs of their shareholders and commercial
models would we believe reduce consumers’ investment returns to such a degree that the benefits of
stockmarket based investment would be eVectively wasted.
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8. We cannot see how such an equilibrium price can be found for the CTF given the small sums of money
involved using this open market retail model. The same problems are occurring in the stakeholder pensions
market where the price cap is sustainable at the higher contribution levels. However, retail providers’
commercial models prevent them from distributing pensions on commercial terms which suit the needs of
their shareholders and lower to medium income consumers. It would be unfortunate to see this fixation with
the retail market model undermining the success of another notable policy initiative which could have led
to substantial benefits for vulnerable consumers on low-medium incomes.

9. The economics of access in the stakeholder market may provide some lessons for the CTF market.
Analysis commissioned by CA1 to inform its pensions policy development concluded that retail pensions
firms selling stakeholder pensions to consumers who can aVord to contribute £50 a month would have to
charge 3% a year to meet their commercial needs2. This would reduce the return to investors from 6.5% a
year to 3.5% a year, less than is available on best buy deposit accounts. There is little financial incentive for
consumers to tie money in stockmarket based pensions for 30 plus years on those terms.

10. It would not be unreasonable to expect that average contributions to the CTFmay be even lower than
£50 a month, which would make the economics less sustainable, and could be considered a waste of
taxpayers’ money. The net eVect of the charges industry would have to apply means that children could be
better oV if theGovernment just deposited theCTFmoney in a savings account, or set up aNational Savings
Account and handed the money to children on maturity rather than create this complex open market
structure.

11. For this reason, wewould have preferred theGovernment to opt for a diVerent approach to providing
access on reasonable terms. We are of the view that given the small sums involved a collective or public
private partnership approach is needed to provide the necessary economies of scale. There are two main
approaches.

12. First, the Government could have decided to license a restricted number of approved CTF providers
who would be allowed to focus on the market. This would have a number of advantages in that the costs
of competing for market share would be reduced and consumers would also find it easier to choose a
provider. Choice is important for consumers but it is important not to confuse the illusion of choice with
quality of choice. Too much choice can be as detrimental as too little choice in financial services as this can
result in confusion marketing.

13. The second option is the competitive tendering approach. The Government could have followed the
example of the US Federal Thrift Savings Plan (FTSP) which is a retirement savings vehicle for federal
employees3. The US Government provides a degree of matched funding for consumers who participate in
the plan. The main attraction for the UK CTF is that rather than require FTSP scheme members to choose
from numerous retail investment providers, the board4 which runs the scheme appoints the investment
managers on a competitive tendering basis using “beauty parades” usually associated with the employers
pension fund market. This provides massive economies of scale and the use of an intermediary in the form
of the board levels the playing field between individual consumer and the investment professionals. As a
result the fund charges on the FTSP are in the region of 0.35%a year, and the actual investmentmanagement
charges are around 0.08% a year.

14. We do not argue that such a system could be replicated exactly and immediately in the UK.
Nevertheless, we are firmly of the view that the collective approach, using not-for-profit organisations is the
only feasible way of delivering the necessary economies of scale to provide access to stockmarkets for
consumers on low to medium incomes on reasonable terms. We believe that the retail investment model can
work well in many situations but penalises those on lower to medium incomes. The collective approach
strengthens the influence of individuals who tend to be at a huge disadvantage when dealing with powerful
producer interests in complex markets.

Financial Advice, Education and Information

15. CA welcomes the Government’s proposals to link the CTF to financial education and information
initiatives. We fully support financial education and information campaigns as a prerequisite for an
informed and active consumer population. However, we are of the view that given the legacy problems with
financial literacy in the UK it may take a generation for education programmes to pay dividends. What
consumers want and need is unbiased and aVordable financial advice. The introduction of the CTF provides
the ideal opportunity for the Government to co-ordinate a programme to extend access to advice that the
market cannot provide.

1 Alternative thinking on pension investment and access to pension products, Watson Wyatt for the Consumers’ Association,
June 2003.

2 This assumed an 11% return on capital (ROC) which is standard for the market.
3 For details see Alternative thinking on pension investment and access to pension products, Watson Wyatt for the Consumers’
Association, June 2003.

4 The Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Board (FRTIB).
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Financial Literacy in the UK

16. Financial literacy and education standards aVect the capacity and ability of consumers to plan for
the future, and also to execute those plans by making rational, suitable, eVective and informed decisions.
So they are patently an important factor when determining solutions to the pensions challenge.

17. However, literacy and numeracy standards are amajor problem in theUK. TheMoser Report in 1999
concluded that:

— one adult in five in the UK is not functionally literate and more have problems with numeracy;

— one in five adults (7 million adults) have literacy standards expected of an 11-year-old;

— Moser report also estimated that 48% have very poor/poor numeracy (Moser report).

In a major OECD study into numeracy and literacy, UK came 10th out of 12 major economies. As the
famous quote goes, half the population doesn’t know what 50% means.

18. The Financial Services Consumer Panel Annual report 2000 relating to consumer confidence and
literacy highlighted the need for advice and the limitations of information solutions in the short to
medium term.

Table 1

FINANCIAL LITERACY AND CONFIDENCE

Considered confident about clear idea of
financially literate making own decisions products needed

All 45% 38% 33%

Broken down by social grade
AB 61% 32% 42%
C1 44% 38% 32%
C2 43% 38% 31%
DE 30% 46% 30%

Source: Financial Services Consumer Panel Annual Survey report 2000, table 1

Less than half the respondents were considered financially literate. Not surprisingly, financial literacy was
closely associated with economic circumstances.

19. Less than four in ten respondentswere confident aboutmaking their own financial decisions, and only
a third said they had a clear idea of the products they needed. Confidence and clarity were low even among
the higher social grades.What does appear to be surprising in this table is the finding that confidence actually
decreased the further up the social grades. The lower income consumers were themost confident. This group
also held fewest financial products and one explanation put forward by the panel was that this group was
in a “happy state of ignorance”. Another possible explanation was that with relatively few options open to
them, their decision-making was fairly straightforward, and therefore they felt confident.

20. The Financial Services Consumer Panel report also highlighted the diYculties many people have
understanding things such as charges and whether it is essential to seek guidance when purchasing certain
financial products.

21. Consumers need financial education to help them take appropriate action and make informed
decisions, however, information provision can only take them so far. Unless industry is forced to avoid
technical jargon then education can do little to improve consumer understanding of financial services and
product them from industry abuse.

22. Education is no substitute for eVective regulation and should be part of a parallel strategy of cleaning
up markets first which then in turn makes it easier for education to have an impact. The impact of financial
education initiatives are weakened in the face of complex and rip-oV markets. Even the best planned and
executed financial education strategy would take a generation to pay dividends given the huge legacy
problems we have with poor financial literacy in the UK.

The Need for Unbiased Advice

23. It is our view that the UK faces twin financial crises of record levels of personal debt (including
substantial numbers of consumers who face significant shortfalls on their mortgage endowment policies)
and massive underprovision for pensions.

24. What consumers want and need is unbiased and aVordable financial advice, as information and
education solutions are of limited use for these pressing crises. But the industry cannot or should not be
expected to provide that type of advice to general population. Many consumers are in need of advice and
guidance to help them clear debts or sort out the financial basics. These consumers are in no position to buy
financial products and therefore oVer little commercial attraction for private sector.
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25. The arrival of the CTF adds to the demand for unbiased advice. CA’s view is that UK consumers
need a National Financial Advice Network (using the existing infrastructure of citizens advice bureaux,
local Government advice centres, the workplace, specialist charities, trades unions etc and supported by a
dedicated helpline) to provide access to financial healthchecks/guidance but also to work with the FSA to
co-ordinate and deliver financial education on the ground. This is built around the existing model of the
Community Legal Service which provides access to legal advice for consumers on lower incomes.

26. CA’s preliminary estimates are that it would cost about £200 million a year to run. This need not
necessarily be newmoney—it could be funded by redirected resources from the existing fragmented financial
education programmes and by fines on industry. There are over 30 diVerent organisations and Government
departments and agencies involved in financial education. If consumers are to be truly educated, informed
and protected there will need to be a move away from the current fragmented and unco-ordinated approach
towards a more coherent and co-ordinated strategy which addresses the diVerent stages of consumer need.

27. Whatever the source of funding, it would be a fraction of the £2 billion a year cost to the economy if
the Government gives in to industry blackmail and raises the price cap on stakeholder pensions. As a
priority, we think the Government should establish pilot studies with partner groups to test and cost the
NFAN properly.

November 2003

Memorandum submitted by Mr Stephen Wynn

1. Introduction

The introduction of new products such as Child Trust Funds can have embarrassing outcomes. For
example in the case of personal pensions there was the mis-selling scandal. In the case of stakeholder
pensions, 82% of employer-designated schemes have no members. There are problems with split capital
investment trusts, mortgage endowments and so on.

It seems surprising that the report of the Treasury Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund (2003),
makes no mention of “trustees” or diVerent kinds of trust. More generally the Government is seeking to
build trust in the market. For example in the green paper Simplicity security and choice: Working and saving
for retirement (2002) there is a heading Building trust in the market (page 79). But judging from the number
of problems, the market does not want to build trust in the Government.

The introduction of CTFs is an opportunity to set up a scheme run by a new institution as an alternative
to thismarket approach, where providers compete to sell “products”. These providers are in businessmainly
to make money for themselves rather than for investors.

2. Disclosed Charges

TheTreasury report says: “TheCTF can bewrapped around a variety of products such as cash, unit trusts
or life insurance products.” (3.13). There could apparently be all sorts of products with no restriction on
charges and a poor investment performance. There could be headlines such as: “Zurich Life stole my baby
bond.” by analogy with: “Zurich Life stole my pension.” (www.badpension.com).

There will be “stakeholder CTF accounts” (3.14) which will have a cap on explicit charges. But not all
CTF accounts will be “stakeholder accounts” (3.19). The stakeholder CTF accounts will be rather like CAT
standards for ISAs. But only a minority, and apparently small minority, of ISAs have the CAT mark.

People are being required to negotiate charges individually with the financial services industry using
taxpayers’money. Investors get a better deal where negotiation is on a collective rather than individual basis.

The Consumers’ Association has recently publish a report Blueprint for a national pension policy,
Restoring confidence and trust in pensions (2003) saying that as a method of providing pensions, the retail
model where millions of people are left to negotiate individually with pension companies simply does not
work. Why should the retail model be any more suitable in the case of CTFs? Individuals are at a
disadvantage in negotiations in comparison to groups. This is the reason for example for “share classes”
discussed by Fitzrovia on its website (www.fitzrovia.com):

“There is a rapid movement by many fund management companies towards the creation of new
share classes. This allows the segmentation of retail and institutional investors. Institutional
classes have lower fees and a better track record of performance.”

In the US an example of discrimination in favour of institutional shareholders is the current mutual fund
late trading scandal—giving preferential treatment to the largest customers.

But Government policy seems to favour saving on an individual basis. In its report Standards for retail
financial products (2001) the Treasury states:

“In the modern world people will increasingly need to look after their own financial interests for
themselves.” (paragraph 15)
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3. Undisclosed Charges

The occasional paper of the FSA To switch or not to switch that’s the question: An analysis of the potential
gains of switching pension provider (2002) by Isaac Alfon, states that personal pensions “tend to have high
portfolio turnover and high undisclosed charges” (page 16, footnote 20). Will CTFs also have high portfolio
turnover and high undisclosed charges? What is to prevent this? Undisclosed charges are not mentioned in
the above report of the Treasury. They are mentioned in FSA publications, such as the report Comparative
Tables (May 2001), which discusses CAT standards for ISAs:

“On average, disclosed charges are about 1.4% of the funds under management each year, but
disclosed charges on a CAT-marked product are capped at 1%. . . . reduce the amount they pay
for annual charges by an average of 0.4 percentage points.” (paragraph 55) . . . “We assume here
that undisclosed charges remain constant.” (footnote 15)

Contradicting the FSA, the Treasury says on its website (eg www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/documents/
financial–services/savings/fin–sav–maksum.cfm), that ISAs with CAT standards have “no hidden charges”
and “no hidden costs”.

The Treasury Committee starts the Conclusions and Recommendations in its report Split Capital
Investment Trusts5:

“We believe that transparency in all aspects of the charges borne by shareholders should be
paramount”.

In the case of stakeholder CTFs will parents and guardians be told: “There are no hidden costs”. Or will
they be told as in the DWP publication Stakeholder Pensions—your guide:

“As well as the one per cent, the law allows pension providers to recover costs and charges they
have to pay for certain other things. For example, when they have to pay any stamp duty or other
charges for buying and selling investments for your fund, or for particular circumstances . . . ”
(page 6)

The FSA states in its 2002/3 Annual Report:

“The main economic justifications for financial regulation are information asymmetry and
externality.”

High undisclosed charges are associated with high portfolio turnover. Nevertheless the FSA says in its
consultation paper (CP 170):

“We have decided that we will not bring forward proposals to require disclosure of portfolio
turnover.” (5.81)

Fitzrovia (www.fitzrovia.com) have published a 234 report Portfolio Turnover of UK Funds (2002) giving
the portfolio turnover of unit trusts and OEICS.

Many people think that portfolio turnover should be disclosed. The Investors Association has written an
open letter to the Minister Ruth Kelly on this topic with a copy to your Committee.

There is a large literature indicating that low portfolio turnover is beneficial for investors. I can supply
further information on this topic. AGoogle search on “portfolio turnover” produces 235 thousandwebsites.
Hidden costs are often higher than explicit charges. For example, Kathryn Cooper writing in the Sunday
Times “Revealed: true cost of stakeholder” (20 May 2001) reports that the FSA says that stakeholder
pensions could have 1.3% of capital per annum of hidden charges:

“The Financial Services Authority, the City regulator, says dealing costs and stamp duty could
add up to an extra 1.3% a year, which means that pension savers could in eVect pay 2.3%.

Portfolio turnover should be disclosed in key features documents so that parents and guardians choose
funds with low turnover to minimise hidden costs. But then at the stressful time of having a baby parents
cannot be expected to address the issue of portfolio turnover. CTFs are a “charter for churners”
(www.comparativetables.com).

However the Treasury does think that the trustees of occupational pension schemes should know about
dealing costs, especially in view of the recommendations of the Myners Review. On the Treasury website
it says:

“Trustees, or those to whom they have delegated the task, should have a full understanding of the
transaction-related costs they incur, including commissions.”

A national scheme run by a new organisation would be able to have trustees or staV who can look after
dealing costs.

5 Third Report HC 418-I Session 2002–03.
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4. How are the Child Trust Funds to be numbered?

The Treasury report says that the CTFs will have:

“A unique reference number possibly using the same format as the NI number.” (6.2)

The “unique reference number” could actually be the NI number—if NI numbers serve as identity
numbers given to people at birth, as suggested in the recent green paper of the Treasury on entitlement/
identity cards. It is proposed that CTFs should also have a “provider reference number” (6.29). Why is there
a need for more than one reference number? Are parents or guardians to be expected to remember or keep
a record of these numbers? What happens if they have lost them?Will knowing the name of the provider be
adequate? People can be expected to remember their identity number.

Since babies have only one CTF, if identity numbers are introduced which are given at birth, then the
unique reference number should surely be this identity number. Numbers on products such as ISAs
sometimes change which causes confusion for investors and executors, and may be a reason for the large
quantity of unclaimed assets.

NI numbers should arguably be put on all financial products. They are generally not included on life
insurance products. All financial products should contain full name, date of birth, NI number. Suppose a
provider has lost contact with a CTF holder and wants to contact them when they reach the age of 18. The
Letter Forwarding Service of the DWP says that NI numbers are “very useful” for forwarding letters,
although name and date of birth may be adequate. Since NI numbers are already used extensively for
identity purposes, they should surely be the same as the new identity number proposed by the HomeOYce.

Someone may have lost the whereabouts of their CTF, and forgotten the name of the provider when they
reach age 18. They will not be able to claim unless they can enquire at the register of all CTFs with this
information, or the provider contacts them.

5. The Register of Child Trust Funds

Since the Government pays into CTF accounts it seems clear that the Inland Revenue will have a register
containing a) name, b) date of birth, c) identity or unique reference number, d) name of the provider of the
CTF account.

The Treasury report says:

“When a child holding a CTF dies the parents of the child will notify the provider.” (6.15).

But theymight not. TheRevenue should know if CTF account holders die and could inform the respective
providers.

More generally the main reason for unclaimed assets seems to be financial institutions not knowing when
people die. The Inland Revenue knows when people die and apparently informs occupational pension
schemes but not, for example, insurance companies.

The Letter Forwarding Service can apparently not at present be used to trace relatives of people who have
died, since it does not forward letters to the deceased. It could be required to do so, at least for people who
have recently died, as a way of contacting relatives.

Insurance companies could be informed when people die using NI numbers, if they were on insurance
policies.

6. “Diversity of Preferences”

Under the heading “Other CTF account preferences” the Treasury report says:

“TheGovernment recognises the diversity of preferences amongst the population. . . . For instance
some consumers prefer to invest in ethical funds or investments compatible with their religious
beliefs and the Government would welcome CTF providers including such CTF products in their
range.” (3.19)

Since these other CTF accounts do not have capped explicit charges, it seems that people with certain
ethical and religious beliefs will have to pay extra!

The report of the Sandler review complains about the “proliferation of products and product
diVerentiation that does not reflect true diVerences in what is being oVered” (3.13) suggesting that a large
choice of products is largely an unhelpful dilemma. Surely all babies are alike? Those babies with the more
astute parents are likely to make a better choice of CTF. Is this fair?

Perhaps parents would like the option of paying only £2 per annum in expenses like the Danish ATP
scheme (www.atp.dk). In the year 2002:

“Pension activity costs were recorded at DKK 27 (about £2) for each member, while investment
activity costs were DKK 16 per member.”

But then this is apparently not on oVer. They are instead to be oVered a large choice of relatively expensive
“products” from “providers”.
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A reason why the Danish scheme is inexpensive is that it is compulsory. So is the CTF scheme. An
advantage of compulsion is that in theory it eliminates marketing costs. But the CTF scheme will have
compulsion and nevertheless have marketing costs.

If a new organisation was set up tomanage CTFs, there would be no need to issue vouchers which parents
then take to providers. Funds would be paid directly to the new organisation. CTFs could be accessed
through Post OYces.

7. Encouraging Saving

The CTF scheme is intended to encourage saving. CTF accounts will need to be easily accessible such as
at Post OYces. People should not for example need to write to an insurance company every time they wish
to make a deposit. There will be “a wide range of providers” (1.12). Will they all provide easy access to
the CTFs?

Tokens are suggested as a way of encouraging saving. (4.5) But surely children and teenagers are too likely
to lose them.

Will we know whether CTFs encourage saving or not? Will statistics be collected of the amount of
additional contributions into the accounts?

The Treasury report states that the CTF:

“will ensure that in future all children will have a financial asset at the start of their adult live” (1.6)

But how much? Will we know about the overall investment performance of the accounts? The FSA has
been reluctant to monitor investment performance.

8. Conclusion

The CTF proposals will result in hundreds of thousands of people per annum negotiating charges
individually with financial institutions. Probably only a minority of CTFs will be stakeholder CTFs in the
same way that only a minority of ISAs are CAT-marked ISAs.Most will have explicit charges not restricted
by the 1% cap. There will in addition be undisclosed charges.

I am not opposed to encouraging saving and accumulating assets, but have misgivings about the CTFs
as proposed because: they present parents with the dilemma of choosing a provider and type of account;
probable high and hidden charges for many CTFs; possible inconvenience of making deposits for some
CTFs; some CTFs might become unclaimed assets.

The alternative to individually negotiated contracts is to set up a new national scheme run by a new
organisation. This would look after the CTF accounts and make investments.

There has been a consultation about CTFs with responses discussed in the report of the Treasury
Delivering Saving and Assets consultation responses (November 2001). There is a general problem with such
consultations. When there is an analysis of the responses we are not told who are the respondents, most of
whom are generally from the industry. For example under A3 in the Treasury report it says “over half of
the responses were in favour of progressivity”. Carrying out the wishes of the majority is then carrying out
the wishes of the industry. This is a feature of FSA consultations, which in my opinion makes them
largely invalid.

4 November 2003

Memorandum submitted by The Association of Investment Trust Companies

1. The Association of Investment Trust Companies (AITC) wholeheartedly supports the creation of the
Child Trust Fund (CTF). It oVers the prospect of a new “asset-based” approach to welfare that could be
extremely beneficial to many young people who might otherwise start adult life without any assets and
consequently suVer from poorer life chances.

2. Investment trusts are equity vehicles that oVer savers access to a diverse range of shares at low cost.
They are eminently appropriate for inclusion within the CTF wrapper. £250/£500 invested 18 years ago in
the average Global Growth investment trust would today be worth an impressive £1,489/£2,978, despite
recent equity market corrections. This compares very favorably with competing collective investment
vehicles. This performance is a product of investment trusts’ low charges and their “closed-ended” structure,
which is particularly suitable for long-term investment strategies.

3. Many thousands of parents and grandparents are already successfully using investment trusts for
child-focussed savings. The Government should ensure that the CTF rules facilitate the creation of
investment trust based CTFs. This paper explores issues that are generally important to the successful
development of the CTF, including considerations that have to be addressed to ensure investment trusts can
participate in the CTF initiative.
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A Suitable Framework

4. The CTF proposals published to date provide the skeleton for a potentially successful CTF. The
decision to base Stakeholder CTFs on equity funds is a good one. It should be instrumental in securing a
significant “pot” for as many young people as possible when their CTFs mature. The CTF’s 18-year
investment horizonmakes equity exposure eminently suitable, far more appropriate, indeed, than cash-type
investments. Would it be right for anyone to put their money in a bank account knowing that it could not
be touched for 18 years? In fact, had someone done this with a £250 lump sum 18 years ago, their £250 could
now actually be worth less in real terms. (A lump sum of £250 invested in an average UK Savings Account
for amounts of £50! would today have a value of £370, whereas if it had increased in line with inflation it
would have had a value of £480. Put another way, the £250 would today only have an equivalent buying
power of about £190).

5. Of course, savings accounts providers knowing that money will be held in the account for up to 18
yearsmaywell be prepared to oVer better rates than a typical “£50!” savings account, and savings accounts
obviously come with no risk to capital. However, the problem with having no risk exposure within the
Stakeholder CTF will be the likelihood of a small pot on fund maturity, with returns barely outstripping
inflation if at all. This would not provide the life-changing opportunities that are possible with the creation
of larger pots (which might, say, provide the capital required to put a deposit on a home). Therefore, whilst
we understand why the decision was taken to permit cash-type investments, we very much hope that the
CTF literature will encourage less experienced investors (particularly those from less aZuent backgrounds
whose children could benefit most from a larger “pot”) to consider appropriate equity products.

6. Equity exposure does mean that there are no guarantees on the return a CTF will make. However, the
purpose of these funds is not to provide a financial “safety net” to be relied upon in all circumstances—they
are not an equivalent to pensions. To be financially secure, young adults will still have to rely on their skills
and make their way in the job market. However, encouraging equity based exposure via the default CTF
will increase the chances of a significant fund onmaturity andmorewidely distribute the positive life chances
that financial assets can deliver. On the other hand, the Government has also recognised that equity
exposure does not mean that any risk is acceptable. CTF managers will be expected to take suitable
investment approaches.We fully accept, therefore, that not all investment trusts will be suitable for the CTF.
However, large global and UK funds invested widely to oVset risk will be eminently suitable.

7. The key reason for basing the Stakeholder CTF option on equities is that highlighting equity choices
for parents will maximise the life-changing potential of the CTF. A “cash-only” approach would strangle
it. In addition, the educational aspects envisaged for the CTF will help support a stronger savings culture
in the UK. Our research has shown that a significant proportion of both school pupils and their parents
would welcome personal financial education being taught in schools. The CTF has the potential to bring
this to life and be a practical demonstration of how diVerent long term investments can provide substantive
financial benefits.

Balancing Consumer Interests and Provider Obligations

8. Some key features of the CTF have been determined. In particular, the Treasury has identified how
children in a variety of circumstances will be guaranteed access to the fund. This is clearly very important.
The redistributitive ambitions of the CTF make it essential that those in vulnerable circumstances should
be able to secure its benefits. However, the proposals published are unclear on some other crucial product
details. Getting these right will be fundamental to delivering benefits for young people through the CTF.

9. An eVective CTF must balance consumer interests and provider obligations. CTF costs must be kept
as low as possible. At the same time a variety of providers must be encouraged to enter the market to give
parents a real choice. Choice, and competition, will in turn give providers an incentive to price their products
keenly within the cap. It will also give parents options to transfer their child’s account if performance in their
original choice is poor. Balancing provider and consumer interests eVectively will ultimately be good news
for CTF beneficiaries. The need to set a realistic charge cap exemplifies the challenge of achieving an
appropriate balance.

10. Although the final charge cap has not been set, it is clear that the Government has a high “persuasion
threshold” before it moves from a 1% limit. The AITCwould expect the final cap to be settled at 1% or 1.5%.
However, assuming the cap is at 1% (and has an equivalent structure to other current caps) a £250
endowment would earn a provider just £2.50 in its first year. This is not a huge return by any stretch of the
imagination. Set against establishment costs, ongoing management expenses, and the price of sending out
annual statements etc, the CTF may be uneconomic for many providers (particularly as we envisage that
many CTF accounts will not receive any top-up contributions from parents or grandparents.) The
Government is rightly looking at cap structures and levels (see below) but the CTF is highly unlikely to be
a bonanza for the City whatever the final charge cap.

11. Simple rules, which incorporate realistic expectations of what providers can do within the returns
expected for them, will be crucial to balancing consumer and provider interests and ensuring the
development of a vigorous and successful CTF market.
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Issues for Further Consideration

12. The priority now should be to ensure that the Government makes appropriate decisions on some key
outstanding product issues.

Level of top-up endowment

The intention to pay a second, top-up, endowment at the age of seven is a good one. It will provide the
basis for additional fund growth. A secondary benefit is that it will also keep the account “live”. That is, it
may focus parental attention on their child’s CTF and encourage them to make their own additional
contributions, if they have not been making them already. It could also serve as a stimulus for parents to
consider the performance of the fund and whether or not they should be considering a transfer. Later on in
the CTF’s life the additional lump sum contribution may provide an opportunity to discuss various
investment issues in lessons devoted to personal finance.

The issue to be resolved is how much the additional endowment should be. The AITC recommends a
significant contribution of at least £250. This amount has the potential to contribute significant fund growth
over the remaining 11 years of the fund. If the top-up endowment is low, say £50 or thereabouts, the
Government would be better advised to make a larger initial contribution and not bother with a later
endowment. The primary objective of endowments should be to maximise available funds at the end of the
period. A small additional contribution does little to achieve this, and other measures could be taken to
deliver the secondary benefits discussed above.

Requiring the provision of a Stakeholder CTF

The AITC does not support the decision to force all providers to oVer a default CTF as a precondition
to providing their preferred investment approach. It may exclude many providers from this market (and we
believe the objective should be to maximise choice and competition).

Requiring the provision of a stakeholder CTF alongside other options is a significant decision with wider
policy implications. Personal pension providers, for example, are not required to provide a Stakeholder
Pension as a prerequisite for entering that market. Does this move signal that this may change in the future?
The Government should clarify why it has decided to take this line. Will it extend this approach to other
Stakeholder products (the medium term investment product, for example)?

The AITC fears that the provision of a Stakeholder option has been made compulsory for all market
entrants because the Government is not confident that there will be suYcient entry into this section of the
market. This suggests that the rules will not eVectively balance the needs of consumers and providers. This
is a serious problem, as without a proper balance being struck the CTF is likely to be a failure in the long
term. Providers may not enter the market or will leave it if they cannot find a way to meet their legitimate
commercial objectives.

The Government’s first objective should be to ensure that the rules for the Stakeholder CTF meet the
needs of both consumers and providers. This will ensure suYcient entry into this part of the market. To
ensure consumer interests once this has been achieved, the AITC recommends that a provider of a non-
Stakeholder CTF be required to highlight in its product’s Key Features Document that Stakeholder options
exist and that this product is not a Stakeholder version. This approach is already adopted in the CAT
Standard ISA market and there is no reason that it would not work satisfactorily in this one.

Life-styling obligations

TheAITCunderstands theGovernment’s decision to include a life-styling option in the StakeholderCTF.
This will protect fund gains in the event that a market falls as the CTF approaches maturity. However, it
will also limit gains if markets are still rising. It also assumes that CTF funds will be instantly spent and will
not be rolled over into ongoing saving. There are advantages and disadvantages to life-styling, but on
balance the Government’s decision is appropriate.

The AITC is keen that the life-styling approach required is simple. This will make it both manageable for
providers and easy for consumers to understand. We recommend that the life-styling approach adopted
simply requires providers to convert 20% of the fund into cash in each of the four years up to the maturity
of the CTF. By the CTF holder’s eighteenth birthday they will then have 80% of the fund in cash and 20%
in equities. The last 20% would be sold when the product is closed. We also recommend that the account
holder should be able to opt out of the life-styling process if they wish.Giving consumers the right to convert
cash back into equities should not, however, be something providers are compelled to oVer within the
Stakeholder CTF. This would involve significant costs that are unlikely to be recoverable within the cap.
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Charge cap

TheAITC supports the creation of aCTF charge cap. If it is constructed in amanner that allows providers
to recover their costs, and allows a reasonable commercial return, it would be acceptable for it to apply to
the whole CTF market. The condition that it be appropriately constructed is a significant one. Much
attention has been paid to a possible increase in the level of the cap. However, before any decision on this
issue can be made, a more fundamental decision on its structure should be settled.

To date investment trust based products have tended to be excluded from cost-capped products. This is
not because they are inherently expensive or inappropriate but has arisen as an unintended consequence of
the way that cap rules have been formulated. This is unhelpful for the investment trust sector and is very
unfortunate from the consumer perspective as it excludes a whole class of underlying investments that can
both oVer attractive investment options and may be cheaper than their competitors. The returns that
investment trusts can generate have been discussed above. However, many investment trusts are also less
expensive than other collective funds. For example, the 10 cheapest global growth funds (broadly diversified
equity funds which would be eminently suitable for the CTF) have total expense ratios between 0.14% and
0.47%. This falls well below the 1% threshold currently envisaged and yet still these funds have diYculty
meeting the terms of the current 1% caps.

The problem is that caps currently used achieve a 1% limit by requiring funds to levy no more than 1/
365th of 1% of the value of the fund each day. This is fine for vehicles that accrue costs on a smooth basis.
It does not work for investment trusts. The reality is that, while the total level of charges is low, they are
charged to the fund unevenly. This is not generally problematic for investors. Unfortunately, it is a hurdle
that cannot be overcome for the purposes of meeting current cost-cap requirements.

The AITC recommends that a new approach be adopted for CTF cost caps (and other stakeholder
products as they are developed). This would involve basing the cap on a Reduction in Yield (RIY)
calculation. RIY is a well-established means of measuring costs (it has been used in Key Features
Documents since the mid 1990s) and could be easily introduced into the rules. As well as facilitating
investment trust entry into theCTF, it would also oVer significant advantages for the consumer. It maintains
a “one-figure” approach of the current 1% charge caps, enabling costs to be easily compared. (Other
proposals for cap reform involve a two-tier cap, which would be confusing for consumers). It can also take
into account fixed costs, which is particular important for investment trusts whose costs do not all accrue
evenly. It is also based on an established methodology, developed by the FSA for giving consumers clear
information. It would be cost-eVective for providers to administer, helping providers bear down on charges.

The inherently complex nature of current caps has meant that the regulations drafted to implement them
in the past have sometimes been flawed. For example, the Stakeholder Pension rules do not require the
underlying costs of running an investment trust to be included in the charge cap, which is completely illogical
and against the spirit of the rules. While this has not been a substantive problem for this product to date,
this issue should be addressed in future cost caps, including the Child Trust Fund.

Only once the structure of the cap has been revised can proper attention be paid to its appropriate level.

Stamp duty

The treatment of stamp duty within the CTF is particularly important to investment trusts. Stamp duty
of 0.5% is levied on the purchase of investment trust shares. For technical reasons other collective investment
vehicles do not attract a charge on this scale. TheGovernment should ensure the tax treatment of all vehicles
is equivalent.

The AITC recommends that stamp duty should not be levied on investment trust shares purchased within
a CTF wrapper. This will maximise competition between vehicles and maximise returns for young people.
We also note that the levying of stamp duty within a capped product makes it very diYcult for investment
trusts to meet the likely demands of a cap. The Government should be serious about including investment
trusts within the CTF regime and should address this important issue.

Minimum contributions

The Government has yet to determine the minimum contribution a CTF provider will have to accept.
There have been suggestions that it will be as low as £20. We believe this is too low.

The CTF will be most eVective if it is designed to fit within parent’s broader personal finance
arrangements. Encouraging occasional CTF contributions of £20 from those who would be better advised
paying oV credit card bills ormaking contributions to a cash ISA is unlikely to be ofmuch benefit to the child
if it is done at the expense of amore stable financial environment in the immediate term. It is also unclear that
a higher contribution level of, say, £50would be detrimental to the child. Those able to aVord regular savings
of £20 a month would, instead, be able to aVord £60 a quarter. Those with £30 to save each month would
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be able to contribute £60 every two months. Regular savings of this nature could easily be facilitated via
feeder accounts and direct debits. Enabling providers to accept slightly larger sums will also help keep
administrative costs down.

We recommend that the minimum contribution providers are obliged to accept be set at £50.

Conclusion

13. This paper deals with a number of complex issues. The AITC would be pleased to provide further
information on any of the points raised in this note if that would be helpful.

14. We would also welcome the opportunity to provide oral evidence to the Committee to explore key
points in public if that would be possible. There are fundamental issues regarding the CTF yet to be resolved
and we firmly believe that a public debate could be invaluable in helping the Government finalise its
proposals to create an eVective CTF able to provide significant assets for young people when they reach the
age of 18.

November 2003

Memorandum submitted by Nationwide Building Society

1. Introduction

1.1 We are pleased to have this opportunity to outline Nationwide’s views on the Government’s plans to
introduce the Child Trust Fund (CTF) in April 2005.

1.2 Nationwide is a major provider of children’s savings accounts, with 1.5 million children saving in our
“Smart 2 Save” (0–11 years) and “Smart” (12–18 years) accounts.

1.3 We have been closely involved with the development of CTF over the past two years, both in
responding to formal consultations run by HMT, and in holding meetings with HMT oYcials to talk
through potential issues for providers.

2. Nationwide’s Overview on CTF

2.1 Nationwide is very supportive of CTF and intends to be a significant provider in the market. We
already oVer a range of simple, transparent and good value deposit and equity savings products. We see
CTF as a good fit within our product range.

2.2 Our main message to the Government since the concept of CTF was first raised has been “keep CTF
simple”. Simplicity in the way the account is structured, opened and administered will ensure that the
maximum number of parents and children will engage with the initiative. Simplicity will also keep down
distribution and administration costs of providers to a level that will allow the Government to levy a fair
price cap.

2.3 We believe the concept of providing each child with a financial asset is potentially very powerful in
terms of encouraging a wider savings culture in the UK.

— In the shorter term, parents, grandparents etc will feel more disposed to save for children. Parents
may also be more prepared to discuss their broader financial needs, given the change in life stage
that occurs when they have a child. The Government could link this into their wider plans for
“financial health checks” that have been suggested in some preliminary work undertaken with
the FSA.

— In the medium term, the CTF will help keep the savings habit alive in the form of Government
top ups, annual statements, communications from providers encouraging additional savings and
a higher profile for financial literacy education in schools.

— In the longer term, maturity of the CTF will give young adults the opportunity to consider what
to use their asset for.We believe there should be encouragement for them (eg tax incentives, further
Government endowments, provider incentives) to roll all or part of their asset into another savings
vehicle such as an ISA or Stakeholder Pension.

2.4 We believe that CTFwill run in parallel to the current children’s deposit savings market, where access
to funds is a key requirement. CTF is more likely to oVer direct competition to other long-term savings
vehicles such as Equity ISAs, Stakeholder Pensions, Friendly Society Bonds and unit trusts targeted at
saving for school fees, etc. Overall, we believe that with a strong awareness campaign, introduction of CTF
will lead to an overall increase in saving for children and increased competition in the market.
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3. Comments on HM Treasury’s Detailed Proposals for CTF

We have set out below comments on the Government document “Detailed Proposals for the Child Trust
Fund”. These follow the structure of the report.

3.1 Key Features of the CTF

We are fully supportive of the key features of the CTF as outlined. Many are based on the ISA regime,
which will allow providers to minimise costs and development time in launching their CTF products.

3.2 Qualifying for a CTF account

— The child benefit system seems a sensible platform on which to base entitlement.

— The confirmation of a further Government payment at age seven is welcome. This will help keep
the account “live” in the minds of parents and children.

3.3 Choosing and Opening a CTF account

— We believe that one of the keys to making CTF a success will be ensuring a clear opening
procedure. The sheer volume of potential openings in April 2005, when, as a result of the initiative
being backdated to September 2002, there will be circa 1.7 million children eligible for the account,
will require a simple streamlined process that meets the need of a very wide range of consumer.

— We intend making use of our “usability” facility to test consumer reaction to various sales process
scenarios for opening of CTFs. We plan to invite HMT and FSA oYcials to view the processes to
help them as they put together the detailed rules for opening and running of CTF.

— We note from para 3.8 that the Government is looking to work closely with interested parties in
how information and guidance can be provided to parents when they receive their voucher. Given
our experience in opening and administering children’s savings accounts, Nationwide would be
very happy to give assistance as required.

— Whilst not an issue for Nationwide, the requirement for providers to oVer a Stakeholder CTF
account may make it diYcult for many smaller building societies to participate in the market.

3.4 Charges, Contributions, Tax Treatment and Closure of Accounts

— We have concerns around the timing of key announcements that will determine the structure of
the market. The Government plans to introduce CTF in April 2005, with parents of children born
after September 2002 being able to apply for the account from January 2005. Given the likely delay
of an announcement of a Government price cap until January 2003, this will give providers only
a year to develop systems.

— Decisions are also outstanding around minimum premiums and sales processes. We are keen to
encourage the Government and regulator to let providers have as much of the detail available as
soon as possible. This will allow the launch of the initiative to proceed smoothly for consumers,
providers and Government.

— We believe that providing CTF within a tight price cap will be challenging but not impossible for
eYcient providers. The Government has a crucial role to play in keeping the account as simple as
possible. We hope they continue to liaise with the industry to ensure that final rules around the
operation of the account are properly thought through and implemented in good time.

— Participation in the CTF market will require providers to take a long-term view of the
opportunities from thismarket. It is in the interests of both theGovernment and industry to ensure
that the CTF is widely publicised so that more accounts have voluntary contributions. We
welcome the commitment of the Government to a major awareness campaign to coincide with the
launch of the account.

3.5 Strengthening the Saving Habit

— As a savings institution, Nationwide strongly supports the Government’s broad agenda to
strengthen the savings habit in the UK. We have set out in para 2.3 of this response the potential
short-, medium- and long-term benefits this could bring.
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3.6 Operational Details, Reporting and Compliance issues

— We note that the Inland Revenue are planning to use paper-based vouchers for CTF openings.
The ability to use electronic recognition technology (such as bar codes) of key data fields will help
providers collate and store data, improving processing eYciency. We would urge the Government
to encourage the presence of this technology on the vouchers.

— Given the increasing popularity of the internet, it would be useful if the Inland Revenue could
explore ways in which this channel could be used for customers to open CTF accounts.

— We understand the Inland Revenue’s desire to keep a tight control on the administration of the
CTF. However, we feel it is overly onerous to require fortnightly returns from providers with
details of accounts opened, closed and transferred. We believe that this requirement should be
monthly.

4. Conclusion

4.1 The Child Trust Fund represents an opportunity for a partnership between the Government and
financial services industry to develop a simple, transparent children’s savings account. This has the potential
to deliver a significant financial asset at maturity and play a central role in raising financial awareness
amongst parents and children.

4.2 Nationwide Building Society warmly welcomes this new initiative and intends to become a major
player in the market.

6 November 2003

Memorandum submitted by the Personal Finance Education Group

1. Pfeg (Personal Finance EducationGroup) is an education charitywhosemission is for all young people
to leave school with the confidence, skills and knowledge they need in financial matters so that they can
participate fully in society.

2. It receives cross sector support from education, business and Government and is a leading force in the
delivery of personal finance education within schools. It works closely with Government departments,
teachers, consumer bodies, the Financial Services Authority and finance sector representatives and is the
only charity working within schools across the UK at a strategic level to promote the development of
financial capability.

3. The goal of the pfeg is to promote and facilitate the education of all UK school pupils about financial
matters so that they can make independent and informed decisions about their personal finances and long-
term security.

4. Key elements of pfeg’s vision:

— Financial education is essential for all school pupils, regardless of their economic or cultural
background or their ability level;

— Active citizenship—personal finance education should equip young people with knowledge and
understanding about financial matters so that they can understand how their needs, present and
future, fit within the context of their community;

— Cultural diversity—recognition that within society there are diVerent ways of viewing finance;

— Enterprise—personal finance education also needs to assist pupils to think about how money is
generated and made through the sale of products or services, and to help them through
participatory activities and experiences to become more entrepreneurial and creative in their
attitude to and use of money, including the skills to manage risk appropriately;

— Pfeg recognises the many competing demands on the timetable and that many teachers lack
confidence in the area of personal finance education;

— Pfeg seeks to provide a variety of solutions to support teachers deliver high quality experiences
that are engaging and relevant for young people and that helpmeet learning objectives in a number
of subjects.

5. Pfeg has achieved many successes since it became a charity in 2000 including:

— Becoming an established organisation with a positive reputation and credibility;

— Establishing a profile for its work among industry and increasingly in the media;

— Being well placed to maximise opportunities as personal finance education has strong political
“currency”;

— Developing and managing a range of eVective products which are building knowledge, starting to
raise standards and developing best practice including the Quality Mark and Excellence and
Access;

— Building an Advisory Group to 57 member organisations;
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— Raising substantial amount of funds;

— Attracting a high profile Chairman.

Excellence and Access

6. This innovative project was designed by the pfeg to meet the challenge of raising awareness of financial
capability in the classroom and to raise teacher confidence in putting personal finance education into
practice. Personal finance can be daunting for teachers and pupils alike so Excellence and Access aims to
enable teachers to become skilled and confident in teaching it. Many schools choose to include Personal
Finance Education as part of the Personal Social andHealth Education (PSHE) curriculum andCitizenship
but some are teaching it through other areas of the curriculum, such as mathematics, business studies,
geography and information technology. Teachers and schools agree to plan around 10 hours work across
a whole year group, in an area which matches their priorities and School Improvement Plan, and most
programmes begin with pupils’ views in deciding the content of lessons. There is an emphasis upon active
participatory learning by pupils and upon developing the transferable skills associated with financial
capability, rather than upon factual acquisition alone.

7. Between 2000 and 2004 pfeg will have worked with up to 300 secondary schools in England, providing
each school with up to three days’ training for two staV and four days of the services of a dedicated school
adviser. Pfeg school advisers are usually independent consultants, who also work for other clients; most are
teacher trained, and a few are servingLocal EducationAuthority (LEA) advisers. Theywere chosen through
a rigorous process of selection and each participated in an initial residential training course, which has been
followed up with termly training workshops throughout the life of the project. They engage in curriculum
and lesson planning, finding and developing resources, assisting in the classroom and helping schools to
evaluate their progress. Inmost cases, schools find adviser support invaluable in helping them to focus upon
personal finance as distinct from other issues covered in PSHE, and to support them in developing lively
teaching approaches and using suitable resources, all of which exist already and are accessible, but which
hard-pressed teachers rarely seem to find or make best use of unaided.

8. The project has developed the view that for young people there are three essential spheres of activity
where they need to develop their financial acumen and capacity to operate eVectively. The first of these is
in the personal sphere (Do I need a bank account or a credit card? How do I gain best use of these? How
do I choose between the competing oVers available, eg for credit and loans for major purchases?) The next
is in the civic sphere (Why do I have to pay taxes? Do I realise when I am actually paying tax, eg through
duty on petrol or VAT?What does theGovernment do with its money?What benefits may be available from
Government to help me financially that I am not currently aware of?) Thirdly, there is the business and
enterprise sphere (How can I gain satisfaction and make enough money for my chosen lifestyle? What are
the relative benefits of a job or of being self-employed? If I choose to run a business, how do I raise themoney
needed, and what else will I need to know to manage the finances of my business eVectively?)

9. Excellence and Access thereby has created a critical mass of expertise and good practice that will be
disseminated more widely in each region nationally. Many Local Education Authorities across England
have oVered their active support and the project works closely with them. Awide variety of school and some
colleges are represented, and their students reflect the diverse cultural, social and economic backgrounds
found in England today.

10. Excellence and Access is funded until July 2004 by four major financial services companies as well as
a small amount of funding from the Department for Education and Skills mainly contributing towards the
costs of setting up the project. At the present time, it has not been possible yet to identify funding which will
allow for similar levels of support for schools and teachers to be continued. There is a danger therefore that
in some schools personal finance education will not develop.

11. Excellence and Access is now moving rapidly towards its dissemination phase. Pfeg will publish by
January 2004 eight Good Practice Guides, which cover the major strands of the project (key stages 3, 4 and
16–19 and generic areas like Cultural Diversity and The World of Finance) as well as develop a larger
number of case studies of good practice in personal finance education that will be featured on the website.
In addition, from January toMay 2004, there will be a national dissemination conference and nine regional
dissemination conferences to which key local stakeholders will be invited. The purpose of these will be to
celebrate what has been achieved in many project schools (the conferences will have workshops run by
teachers and pupils from those schools which have developed exciting approaches) and to encourage those
who have not been involved yet to make use of this experience in their own schools. It is hoped that many
of the LEAs will be able to oVer some support to their schools in doing this.

12. An independent evaluation of Excellence and Access, undertaken by Brunel University, has
concluded that the project has:

— Raised the profile of personal finance education;

— Reached and influenced a large number of schools and teachers;

— Shown that is possible to improve pupils’ financial awareness;

— Developed a rich and extensive source of materials and guidance for new schools and teachers;
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— Clearly illuminated the problems involved in introducing this new curricular area in schools;

— Mapped out a challenging agenda for policy makers and practitioners.

13. The project has also learnt some important lessons for the future:

— stronger messages still are needed from Government overall that “teaching for financial
capability” should feature clearly in the school curriculum;

— the capacity of many schools in the current climate to cope with further innovation and change is
limited, and the pressures of the current curriculum, particularly at Key Stage 4, mean that
personal finance can be given very marginal and cursory coverage in some schools;

— the capacity of many schools to work directly and eVectively with parents (which is believed to be
vital) in this area is limited;

— the need for even more time for school support over a longer period, probably for at least two
complete school years, if programmes are to be fully embedded in the curriculum and the
school’s practice;

— the need for an ongoing and relevant supply of up-to-date classroom resources for financial
education, especially relating the personal sphere of financial understanding to the business and
enterprise sphere.

The Child Trust Fund

14. Pfeg warmly welcomes the proposals on the CTF detailed in the recent publication by HM Treasury
and Inland Revenue, and endorses the view that “the CTF . . . will reinforce and support the delivery of
financial education in schools by ensuring that every young person has access to a financial asset, increasing
the relevance of financial education for all and helping young people understand the advantages of saving.”
However, pfeg believes that the CTFwill be unable to achieve this by itself, and that it needs to be supported
with a stronger view from Government as a whole about the necessity for schools and the education world
to develop a coherent approach to the development of financial capability which covers the whole statutory
school period and also 16–19.

15. This raises the issue of the optimum age at which education about saving and the CTF should take
place. In one sense, the place to start, in 2004–05, with the CTF shortly coming on-line is with older
secondary students, 14–19 year olds, as many of them will become parents within five to 10 years, and will
have children who are amongst the first cohorts to receive the CTF. On the other hand, if one asks the
question where is it best to educate children about the savings habit, with the best chance that it will form
attitudes that are consolidated throughout adult life, the answer is undoubtedly, that this should be during
the early years of education and in the primary school phase. There are also grounds for believing that
crucial lessons are learnt during the early secondary years (11–14) as children move from being dependent
to planning for independent lives of their own, alongwith the associated development of values and attitudes
which may diVer from those of their parents.

16. Pfeg has the expertise available to support work in secondary schools with the 14–19 age group on
the introduction of the CTF in the wider context of teaching about savings and personal finance from 2004
onwards. Consideration of the topic of saving and the ways this can best be achieved, in particular through
the products and services oVered by banks and building societies, already features in many Excellence and
Access school programmes. Several schools have also done work either on the cost of weddings, of living
independently or of having a baby and bringing up a family, and material on the Child Trust Fund would
fit very well in this context also.

17. Pfeg is also currently negotiating a possible project to support financial capability in primary schools,
and would hope to be in a position from 2007 to support primary teachers to embedwork on the CTFwithin
programmes of PFE.

18. Pfegwould be happy to continueworkingwithHMTreasury and the InlandRevenue, “to assess what
additional support will help children engage with their CTF and ensure CTF objectives are met”. We agree
that the main activities here will be continued professional development of teachers; updated guidance,
possibly including a requirement to teach personal finance education, in a similar way to that currently being
introduced for work-related education; as well as direct advice and consultancy for school leaders and
teachers in the classroom on how this can be best delivered.

19. It would be possible, for example, for pfeg to organise and deliver training for two teachers from every
secondary school in England, over say a two- to three-year period, to enable them to introduce the resources
commissioned by Government to support learning through the CTF and related topics in the classroom. [It
merely lacks the funding at the present moment to do so.] This could be further consolidated by consultancy
in-school from an adviser for those schools who wished for more support. We believe that something like
this will be essential if the proposed considerable outlay byGovernment in producing good quality resources
is to be cost eVective. There are too many examples currently of excellent resources merely being sent to
schools, which gather dust on the shelves of a stockroom and are unused in the classroom.
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Quality Support for Teachers

20. Pfeg has a well-developed website (www.pfeg.org) which both acts as a source of information on the
project and as a guide to teachers what resources are available for teaching personal finance education in
each key stage. Pfeg has produced few resources itself, in part because this is unnecessary in the light of the
wide range of resources for schools produced by the financial services industry, the FSA and other bodies.
Links on the websites give easy access to many of the resources, which have downloadable materials and
sometimes also interactive ICT-based activities that can be used in the classroom. Most of the resources are
free of charge to schools and paper versions can also be ordered directly through the website. Most have
been rigorously assessed against the pfeg Quality Mark criteria and the website indicates those that have
met the standard.

21. The pfegQualityMark for recommended teaching resources is designed to raise standards and enable
teachers to feel confident about the educational relevance of teaching materials. The main principles
underpinning the standard are:

— resources are developed in partnership with teachers and tested in schools;

— educational benefits are of prime importance, with resources linked firmly to the curriculum;

— there is no promotion of branded products;

— resources are expected to present a balanced view and a recognition of equal opportunity issues;

— providers are committed to keeping pfeg informed about the availability of resources; and

— providers agree to regular reviews.

22. The Quality Mark is endorsed by the Department for Education and Skills, the Qualifications and
Curriculum Authority, Learning and Teaching Scotland, the Northern Ireland Council on the Curriculum,
Examinations and Assessments and the Financial Services Authority.

4 November 2003

Memorandum submitted by the Financial Services Authority

A. Introduction

1. TheCommittee is holding an inquiry into theGovernment’s proposals for the Child Trust Fund (CTF)
which were published6 on 28 October 2003 (proposals paper). The Committee has asked the FSA for a
memorandum on the implications for its regulatory responsibilities under the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (FSMA).

2. The FSMA gives the FSA four main objectives: to maintain confidence in the financial system, to
promote public understanding of the financial system, to ensure the appropriate degree of protection for
consumers and to reduce financial crime. The CTF proposals will need to be assessed under the second and
third of these objectives.

3. We welcome the concept of the CTF as a means to help consumers, particularly young consumers,
appreciate the importance of saving over the longer term and to provide a structure within they can be
encouraged to do so.

4. The FSA looks forward to detailed discussions with the Inland Revenue and the Treasury about how
the Government’s proposals can most appropriately be developed and the product delivered to young
people.

5. Our regulatory interest in the CTF proposals can be considered under three main headings:

— inclusion of the CTF in the scope of FSA regulation;

— regulatory requirements; and

— consumer education and information.

B. Inclusion of the CTF in the Scope of FSA Regulation

6. We understand that the activity of being a CTF provider will not be a specified regulated activity in
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated Activities) Order 2001 (RAO). This means that
firms will not require the FSA’s permission to provide CTFs. Instead, this will be a matter for the Inland
Revenue, which mirrors existing requirements for ISA managers.

7. However, the activity of being a CTF provider will entail the carrying on of (regulated) investment and
deposit-taking activities, for which firms do require FSA permission. Thismeans that only those firmswhich
are authorised by the FSA and have the relevant permissions will be able to provide CTFs. Again, this
mirrors existing requirements for ISA managers.

6 Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund. HM Treasury and Inland Revenue.
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C. Regulatory Requirements

8. Though our prudential regulation of authorised firms the FSA will need to be satisfied that a firm
proposing to provide CTFs can meet its obligations under the FSMA to have the resources to do so.

9. The proposals paper (paragraph 4.2) says “theGovernment is committed tomaking the CTF available
within the stakeholder product suite”. That is a decision forGovernment, not the FSA.Wewill now consider
what regulatory requirements it would be appropriate to put in place for the various products within the
Government’s stakeholder suite and will consult on any changes we propose to ourHandbook of Rules and
Guidance.We expect to consult on a streamlined sales regime for stakeholder products in early 2004. We
aim to incorporate the CTF in these proposals although the details of the structure of the CTF—and so the
potential risks to consumers—have been defined only very recently.

D. Consumer Education and Information

10. We welcome the emphasis that the Government has put on the need for CTF-specific consumer
education and information. If the CTF is to achieve its potential then clearly consumers need to appreciate
how to maximise that potential for their own benefit. It will be particularly important for young people to
be aware of the relevance of their CTF as a vehicle of saving and as an asset from which they can benefit
when they reach 18 years of age.

11. On 20October we announced7 our Financial Capability SteeringGroup which, under our leadership,
will develop and implement a national strategy for financial capability. The objective is to provide
consumers with the education, information and generic advice they need to make their financial decisions
with confidence. We will publish shortly a paper setting out the thinking that has led us to adopt this
approach. The FSA, advised by the Steering Group, will publish a draft strategy by the end of March 2004.
The strategy will set out a co-ordinated approach in the provision of financial education, information and
generic advice across Government, the industry, trade and consumer bodies, non-governmental
organisations and the FSA itself.

12. The proposals paper makes the point, with which we agree, that appropriate financial information
and education linked to the CTF will help children make decisions about the use of assets when accounts
mature and that interaction with a real-life saving or investment vehicle will support wider financial
education in the classroom. We also agree that parents will require appropriate financial information and
education to assist them to make initial choices about their child’s account and to assist them in supporting
their children.

13. Consistently with the wider initiative we are taking, we will work with Government Departments and
other interested parties in developing a strategy for financial information and education associated with the
CTF. As part of this, we will consider what role we ourselves will play in helping to develop and deliver
material and messages, for example through our financial education work and through our consumer
information activities (including our consumer website). As part of the wider initiative, we are investigating
the scope for developing interactive generic advice services: and we will take account of the CTF in this
work.

7 November 2003

Memorandum submitted by the Homeowners Friendly Society

Executive Summary

— Homeowners is a leading friendly society with over 230,000 members.

— Homeowners believes firmly in the Government’s objective of widening the opportunities for
saving for all and is committed to being a Child Trust Fund provider as part of our strategy to
provide long term, good value, transparent savings for families. This commitment extends to a
belief that low charge-capped products deliver value across the social spectrum.

— Homeowners has been working closely with the Treasury Savings policy team since the beginning
of 2003 and has provided them with pertinent and well-received consumer research into potential
CTF saving. As a result of the CTF, our research shows—72% of people believe that the total level
of savings for children would increase—a key Government objective.

— Financial literacy must be established as a key skill and we call on the Government to commit
significant public purse resources for the FSA consumer remit.

— Homeowners is happy to meet the 1% price challenge but understands that other providers may
have diYculty in meeting the challenge within their current business models. A 1% price cap may
therefore, limit diversity and be detrimental to the consumer.

7 FSA names Financial Capability Steering Group members. Press release 111/2003.
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— Homeowners believes all CTF investors should have an equity option promoted in the first
instance unless clear ethical, religious or wider social beliefs mean equities are not suitable.

— Homeowners feel strongly that allowing a non-stakeholder version of the CTF to be oVered will
open the door for many providers to oVer, and heavily market, complex CTF variants with high
charging structures. This coupled with the fact that providers are not required to accept revenue
allocated funds will result in many providers competing to attract the higher end of the market.
This does not appear to embrace the original concept and vision of the CTF—that of widening
ownership of financial assets to all sectors of society.

— Homeowners also believe that allowing providers to oVer “other CTF account choices” provides
the potential for many providers to promote a deposit-only investment option for mass-market
savings in preference to equities. There is therefore a danger that Government objectives may not
be met as the CTF investors who choose the deposit option will not benefit from the potential
oVered by the equity growth.

— Homeowners launched a 1% charge capped children’s savings product inApril 2003—Better Start.
Better Start has both equity and deposit options.

Homeowners Friendly Society and its Commitment to the Child Trust Fund

Homeowners is a leading friendly society in the UK with over 230,000 members. We are a mutual society
owned by our members and not by shareholders who would be entitled to take a slice of the society’s profits.
Instead, all profits made are put to use for our members’ benefit.

As a friendly society, Homeowners is relatively young, being formed in 1980. We see ourselves as a
“contemporary” friendly society, still holding true to the traditional values of mutuality, but with an
awareness of what it means to live in the 21st century.

Ourmission is to help people to protect their welfare, in a world where individuals are increasingly having
to provide for themselves what used to be provided by the State. We aim to fulfil this mission by providing
accessible, simple, value for money savings and protection products, and we are constantly seeking to
expand our product range with relevant oVers.

Homeowners believes firmly in the Government’s objective of widening the opportunities for saving for
all and is committed to being a Child Trust Fund provider as part of our strategy to provide long term, good
value, transparent savings for families. This commitment extends to a belief that products with low charging
structures deliver value across the social spectrum.

Homeowners and Treasury Child Trust Fund Research

Homeowners has been working closely with the Treasury Savings policy team since the beginning of 2003
and provided them with pertinent consumer research into potential CTF saving in advance of Budget 2003.

We have also shared this work with Deloittes as part of the Treasury’s assessment of Sandler pricing
within the Stakeholder “suite” of products. The research was commissioned in January 2003. A full copy of
the research is available in the annex to this submission.8 The main points from the research were as follows:

— A high proportion—71% of parents and grandparents currently save for their children/
grandchildren.

— When selecting an investment for a child, themost important factor is return on investment—74%.

— The vast majority—85% of those interviewed rate the CTF as good or excellent.

— Some 81% of people think they would make additional personal contributions to the CTF.

— In socio economic groups D and E—some 62% would make additional contributions.

— As a result of the CTF, almost three quarters—72% believe that the total level of savings for
children would increase.

— A high percentage—84% state that the tax-free status of the Child Trust Fund would encourage
them to make further contributions.

— The vast majority—88% think that £500 would be a reasonable or generous initial contribution.

— Almost two-thirds—61% would like to view details of the CTF over the Internet.

— A universal flat rate benefit is the preferred approach of 58%.

— Evidence shows parents would like to have some say in choosing how the fund is invested—80%.

— Education is by far the most mentioned end use of the fund—64%.

8 Not printed.
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Education and Information

Homeowners firmly believes that there is an urgent need for the Government to reform financial
education. The present curriculum does not prepare children for the inevitable eVect financial products and
savings will have on their future. We welcome the Government’s attempts to promote this agenda, and the
actions taken to date, however, if we are to encourage a long-term savings culture through the Child Trust
Fund, the Government must commit more funds and review the present curriculum.

The industry approach to promoting financial education within schools, currently being developed by the
Personal Finance Education Group (PFEG) has been commendable, however, we understand that PFEG’s
impact has been limited to date due to a lack of funding.

If CTF is to achieve its potential the Government needs to invest significant resources, and not just in
schools. Homeowners believes that the resources should also be extended to promote financial
understanding in later life as well. The CTF should be used as an opportunity to improve financial education
across two generations. We would also recommend that the FSA ensure that such issues are prioritised as
part of their forthcoming consumer strategy.

We are pleased the Government is now focusing on a national education and awareness programme for
CTF but more needs to be done—and more quickly. Homeowners would like to see further recognition in
theNational Curriculum. Financial literacymust be established as a key skill andwe call on theGovernment
to commit significant public purse resources for the FSA’s consumer remit.

CTF Pricing—Stakeholder and Non-Stakeholder Options

In the Inland Revenue document: Detailed Proposals for the Child Trust Fund (October 2003) it is clear
the “Government will set out later this year the level of charge cap to be applied to CTF accounts”

Homeowners believes charging remains one of the most important elements in the overall CTF product
composition. Why?

Public money is being used to create the CTF and we think this should mean that the financial services
industry has a duty to act with responsibility. There is a huge opportunity to instil in young people the
savings habit—but this should be done so as to ensure that there are young savers in the future who have
confidence in their financial services providers. Homeowners believes this must be a fundamental aim of
Government policy.

We are concerned that the Government is set to oVer both Stakeholder and potentially non-Stakeholder
versions of the CTF to encourage as many providers as possible to enter the market. While this will indeed
provide market choice it will open the door for many providers to oVer, and heavily market, complex CTF
variants with high charging structures. This coupled with the fact that providers are not required to accept
revenue allocated funds will result in many providers competing to attract the higher end of the market. The
net result could be that the CTF will then begin to stray away from original policy intentions—low cost,
good value and transparent products with the aim of widening ownership of financial assets to all sectors
of society.

Homeowners believe that we are advantageously placed to oVer a stakeholder CTF product at 1% amc
with no initial charge, even if the eventual cap is higher.Having said this, we understand that other providers
may have diYculty in meeting the challenge or may be prevented from doing so by the nature of their
distribution. A 1% price cap may therefore limit diversity and be detrimental to the consumer. An
appropriate balance will need to be found.

Below, we outline the eVect of charges on a wide range of friendly society products. The Homeowners
Better Start child savings plan highlights the impact a 1% Sandler style charging structure can have when
compared to the traditional higher charge products. Fundamentally we think children and their investments
need to be treated with respect—the CTF is an opportunity to do that.

FSA Comparative Tables by the Financial Services Authority—Tax Exempt Savings Plans

Information taken from the FSA’s Comparative Tables database as at 3 November 2003

Provider Product name Charges and Charges in the
Deductions early years
(£) (£)

Homeowners Better Start Child Savings Plan 232 15
Homeowners E-Friendly Savings Plan 395 55
Royal Standard FS Child Endowment 476 111
Nottingham FS Second Step 482 216
Homeowners Friendly Society Savings Plan 499 124
Scottish Friendly Child Bond 534 218
Royal Liver Tax Exempt Savings Policy 590 165
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Provider Product name Charges and Charges in the
Deductions early years
(£) (£)

Family Assurance FS Junior Bond 594 247
Liverpool Victoria Tax Free Savings Plan (child) 600 228
Healthy Investment Tax Free Savings Plan (child) 677 421
Children’s Mutual Baby Bond—Exempt 682 311
Children’s Mutual Youngsters Bond—Exempt 682 311
Red Rose FS Tax Exempt Savings Endowment 719 275
Teachers Tax Free Savings Plan 759 390

Based on £25.00 per month for a child under 10 years of age, over a 10 year period

Investment Choice

We are extremely pleased the Government has prescribed that all CTF providers must meet the
benchmark of providing a Stakeholder CTF account. To quote from the Inland Revenue document:
Detailed Proposals for the Child Trust Fund (October 2003): “TheGovernment wants all families to benefit
from the potential higher returns that might be achieved through equity investments”

However, we are concerned about the potential for providers to oVer “other CTF account choices”
(Inland Revenue:Detailed Proposals for the Child Trust FundOctober 2003). This provides the potential for
many providers to promote a deposit-only investment option for mass-market savings. There is a danger
therefore that, Government objectives may not be met as the CTF investors who choose the deposit option
will not benefit from the potential oVered by the equity growth.

This situation is likely to be exacerbated by the fact that the lack of previous involvement in equities
means that the majority of savers in the country are likely to opt for a “risk-free” option even over an 18-
year investment period.

Crucially, the greater the ability to move from the stakeholder version, the more complex the products
designed will be. This will be in opposition to the findings from the Sandler report and will enable opacity
and complexity to be an excuse for the industry to over-charge.

Homeowners believes all CTF investors should have an equity option clearly promoted as the first choice
unless clear ethical, religious or wider social beliefs mean that equities are not suitable.

Better Start Child Savings Plan

Finally, in the context of the development of CTF policy, Homeowners Friendly Society launched a new
child savings plan, Better Start in April 2003. The plan is a Sandler friendly price capped children’s savings
plan with tax benefits which is designed to encourage parents and grandparents to save for their
children’s future.

The simple, accessible and easy to understand plan has a low annual management charge of 1% and no
opening charges or policy fee of any kind, which makes the charging structure unquestionably the most
competitive for a tax-exempt friendly society savings plan.

There are many features of Better Start that make it a unique product in the market:

— Parents have a choice of fund. They can select one of a number of options, including a deposit
fund, equity fund and ethical fund inwhich to invest Better Start Child Savings Plan contributions.
However the default fund is the equity based FTSE tracker option.

— Savers are given added flexibility and choice, as Homeowners allow the investors’ money to be
moved from fund to fund at no charge up to three times per year, which can maximise an
investors interests.

— Investors have the choice to save monthly or annually.

Since we launched Better Start some 60% of customers have invested in an equity fund with a further 10%
investing in an ethical investment option. The remaining 30% have invested in a deposit fund.

November 2003

Memorandum submitted by the PEP & ISA Managers’ Association

Executive Summary

— PIMA (the PEP & ISA Managers’ Association) is widely representative of all types of asset
managers. We have in excess of 100 PEP & ISA managers as members, representing over 70% of
all PEP/ISA accounts.
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— PIMA members are committed to the principle of oVering the CTF as an important step towards
encouraging savings growth but wishes to see all forms of investment choice promoted.

— PIMA recommends that the existing ISA structure, regulations and authorisation are used for the
Child Trust Fund and that it should encourage equity based investment (CTF).

— PIMA recommends that providers be allowed to call the CTF a Childrens ISA.

— PIMA has a number of specific issues it wishes this Inquiry to consider: charge capping and its
eVect on provider take up and investment choice oVered; how Inland Revenue allocated CTF
accounts for children whose parents elect not to take up their child’s CTF should be handled by
providers; allowing children who qualify for a CTF—ie those born from September 2002—to start
their subscriptions immediately.

— PIMA recommends that theGovernment’s commitment to ISAs should extend beyond the current
date of 2010 as means to encourage long term CTF saving in the future.

Promoting Tax Free Childrens Savings

ISAs have proved to be the Government’s most successful retail savings initiative. They are continuing
to be an accepted and successful savings vehicle, with approaching £30 billion every year of new investment.
This trend has continued in recent years despite the fall in the stock market. The persistency of ISAs has
been excellent and the figures of new investment just go to prove how successful they really are, particularly
among younger and lower income investors, which is the Government’s target market. Government figures
show that more than 14 million ISA accounts have been opened with in excess of £100 billion invested since
ISAs began in 1999. These figures demonstrate how the ISA is now an integral part of many individuals’
savings and retirement planning.

Urgent action is required to encourage greater levels of savings and investment, especially with the
pensions and retirement crisis now facing the Government. Consultation with our members suggests that
little new money is being put into stocks and shares ISAs.

We think the CTF will be a significant step towards encouraging savings growth but we want to see all
forms of investment choice promoted.

In the recent Inland Revenue document: Detailed Proposals for the Child Trust Fund, (October 2003),
“The Government wants all families to benefit from the potentially higher returns that might be achieved
through equity investments” PIMA enthusiastically concurs with these sentiments.

ISA Structure

PIMA has been pleased to help support the Inland Revenue and HM Treasury CTF policy development
teams throughout 2003 and is delighted with the recent Inland Revenue paper: Detailed Proposals for the
Child Trust Fund, makes clear the Government intends to use the ISA structure, regulations and
authorisation for the CTF.

This will enable CTF providers to quickly integrate their systems to be ready for CTF introduction, in
what is a very short timeframe, and to allow consumers a wide choice of providers under the new CTF
regime.

A Childrens’ ISA

In similar vein, PIMA believes the CTF can act as an excellent means of encouraging longer term savings
and is pleased the Government believes the CTF can act as a feeder for ISA accounts.

We think it will be useful for providers to brand their CTF as a type of ISA, capitalising on the
considerable consumer acceptance and enthusiasm for the scheme, and allowing consumers to better
understand the benefits of longer term investment.

Charge Capping

PIMA does not make comments on the merits of a specific charge cap level—that is a commercial issue
for each of our members. However, PIMA members do believe that a flat rate charge will result in some
CTF subscribers subsidising those who do not make additional subscriptions to their CTF investment and
take only the Government’s “Gifts”.

We believe this will cause cherry picking by providers and diVerential service levels and investment
oVerings for lower value customers—ie low value accounts are likely to nearly always end up in deposit
based products thus losing them the potential educational and financial benefits of equity investment.

This will clearly not serve Government objectives to encourage equity investment for all.
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Investment Choice

As we have previously argued, PIMA believe all investors should be oVered a clear choice.

If cash deposit accounts are to form a part of CTF investments, we urge the Government to consider a
minimum interest rate for cash deposit CTF accounts, and to make it clear that the charges for this type of
investment are built into the rate.

We are delighted that the Inland Revenue has also said current ISA investment rules will apply and we
are seeking clarification that all ISA investments are included—for example—individual equities held on
any recognised stock exchange, this would of course include Investment Trusts.

Inland Revenue Allocated Accounts and Education

For investors who choose not to make a provider selection and are then given an Inland Revenue
Allocated Account with an approved provider we are keen to ensure consumers are given the service they
would expect from PIMA members.

We are looking to the Government to encourage as many people as possible to make an active choice in
their CTF investment and call for a properly funded national education campaign to do so.

PIMA is concerned at the problems its members may experience establishing any form of contact with
the beneficiaries of these accounts, given that they have failed to respond to a “gift” of £250/£500 from the
Government on behalf of their children, and what onus will be placed on providers to establish contact by
the Government due to the required distribution of statements or by the regulator under “Know Your
Client” rules.

Subscriptions from September 2002

PIMA believes it would encourage initial CTF success for the Government to allow children who already
qualify for CTF—those born from 1 September 2002—to be allowed to start CTF saving immediately.

PIMA is pleased that the Government has said that those born between September 2002 and April 2005
will be provided with a higher value Government “Gift”, but we do not understand why they should forgo
their subscription allowance for this period.

This could either take the form of being able to use special feeder accounts or by allowing backdated
allowances to be included from the proposed start of CTF subscription—April 2005.

Contribution Levels and CTF Transfers

The Inland Revenue has said minimum contribution levels will be announced in the coming months.
PIMA is keen to ensure the minimummonthly contribution is an economically viable one for providers and
meaningful for investors’ investment growth. Some providers may only wish to oVer annual or quarterly
contributions, to reduce costs and therefore charges, and we do not see any problem with this.

PIMA is also keen to see a limit on transfers from CTF providers to allow investors to understand the
benefits of long-term investment and provide economically viable CTF products.

The PEP & ISA Managers’ Association

PIMA (the PEP& ISAManagers’ Association) is widely representative of all types of asset managers. We
have in excess of 100 PEP & ISA managers as members, representing over 70% of all PEP/ISA accounts.
Our members comprise of a broad cross section of retail savings and investment firms including banks, life
oYces, stockbrokers, fundmanagers, third party administrators and friendly societies who administrate and
manage the investments of the vast majority of PEP and ISA plans.

In promoting long-term tax-incentivised savings PIMA believes that there is a requirement for increased
consumer education on financial products and services. PIMA would be delighted to assist with any
financial education initiatives that HM Treasury may propose.

PIMA wishes to submit the above paper for consideration in the Chancellors Autumn Statement.

November 2003
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Memorandum submitted by the Association of Friendly Societies

1. Introduction

1.1 The Association of Friendly Societies (AFS) welcomes the inquiry by the House of Commons
Treasury sub-committee into the Government’s detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund (CTF). The
AFS has played a major part in discussions with HM Treasury and Inland Revenue leading to the
development of the scheme and appreciates the opportunity of submittingwritten evidence to the Commons
Sub-committee.

1.2 The AFS was formed in 1995 as the main representative body for friendly societies in the UK.
Currently it has 61 societies in membership who range considerably in size, shape and activity but all
involved with advancing the welfare and well-being of its individual members through the provision of
financial services. Between them, these societies manage the savings and investments of over 6million people
and have total funds under management of around £15 billion. As such all friendly societies are registered
and regulated by the Financial Services Authority (FSA).

1.3 As will be demonstrated later, AFSmembers are responsible for 50% of the regular medium and long
term children’s savings market. As such we have a level of understanding and expertise of this market which
is unparalleled in the industry.

1.4 Friendly Societies in general concentrate their activities on the less aZuent9 part of the financial
services marketplace—the very focus of the CTF. In having this concentration, Friendly Societies fill the
gap betweenmicro-credit solutions oVered by small community—based credit unions and the largemajority
of commercial providers who have either abandoned the less aZuent part of their former customer base or
who have never tried to service it in the first place.

2. Main Messages and Summary

2.1 The CTF is a good idea . . .

It is fundamental to the future welfare of the country that young people become involved in the savings
habit as early as possible.

2.2 Universal reach is vital . . .

Given our background and expertise we called for open market provision when the idea of a Child Trust
Fundwas first floated in 2001.We nowwelcome theGovernment’s intention to proceed with the CTF along
these lines and to provide financial incentives to encourage universal reach.

2.3 Price Caps distort the marketplace and will restrict reach . . .

The level at which any price cap is set should ensure universal application and must not disadvantage the
less aZuent or those people on low incomes from active participation in the CTF. Practical experience
elsewhere eg Stakeholder pensions) demonstrates that price-capping at 1% has failed to meet its objectives.

2.4 Administration is complex, make it easier . . .

The proposed operation of children’s accounts is in essence more complex than for other accounts given
the potential for family break-ups, changes in parental status andmultiple contributors etc.We are therefore
disappointed that the Government has rejected the opportunity to introduce simpler and swifter methods
of opening accounts via telephone and internet contact of benefit to both consumers and providers. Too
much prescription is inappropriate and will increase cost for no benefit.

2.5 Sales regime must be straightforward . . .

The precise sales regime, on which a decision from the FSA is still outstanding, must be of a simplified
nature to encourage consumer “take-up” and reflect the “low-risk” nature of the product.

2.6 Consumer education is integral and mutually reinforcing . . .

Given the right features, marketing by the Government and enthusiastic endorsement by providers, the
CTF could be the catalyst to re-building a savings culture in this country thus providing for consumer reach
as low down the income scale as possible and encouraging young people to think about savings.

9 Less AZuent definition: Those people with a household income of between £9,500–25,000 (ranging from a basic subsistence
level to the upper limit of mean household income in the UK—2002–03.
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3. The Ethos of Friendly Societies

3.1 Although friendly societies are diverse in size and activity asmutual organisations they share the same
basic characteristics:

(a) having a purpose which is closely linked to helping the less aZuent;

(b) attracting people with these characteristics through targeted distribution channels;

(c) oVering products which are geared to such individuals;

(d) operating significantly lower minimum premium levels than PLCs (a few down to £1 per
month)10; and

(e) operating, in some cases, networks of volunteers or, in other cases, tailored services to people’s
homes for such items as premium collection or claims payment. Through such direct contact,
societies eg Druids SheYeld FS, are able to play a tangible role in the education process.

3.2 In this way, the Friendly Society movement forms a unique relationship with their members in
providing products and aVordable solutions to meet their needs and helping to promote greater financial
literacy.

4. Friendly Societies and Children’s Savings

4.1 Friendly societies have over generations been at the forefront of the long-term children’s savings
market in this country. Through particular schemes parents and other members of the family and friends
have been able to save either through small monthly amounts or ad hoc lump sum payments building up to
a substantial sum onmaturity (at various ages and not just 18). Based on 2002 calendar data, AFSmembers
sold an estimated 66,000 new children savings plans during that year. Total children’s policies in force with
friendly societies at the end of last year was calculated at about half a million.

4.2 According to one previous friendly society-commissioned study,11 only 1:5 families were found to be
saving on a regular, long-term basis for their children, a ratio which has further declined to 1:7 based upon
a recent Mintel/NOP survey.12 Given that on a national scale there were 668,000 live births in 2002, and
based on these ratios and the large number of policies taken out in the first year of a child’s life, it is estimated
that friendly societies potentially represent about 50% of the regular medium and long-term children’s
savings market.

5. Child Trust Fund—Detailed Proposals

5.1 The AFS endorses the concept of the CTF, as embraced within the Government’s detailed proposals,
in providing the means by which for virtually every child born in this country (after September 2002) a
financial incentivewill be given encouraging adults to start saving for their children. This universal approach
is to be commended not just for children but for other generations as well in the hope that in harness with
financial education initiatives more people will come to value the importance of personal savings given the
current widely-acknowledged savings gap nationwide.

5.2 Notwithstanding, we have certain comments on the content of the proposals by reference to the
headings and paragraphs in the Treasury/Inland Revenue document entitled “Detailed proposals for the
Child Trust Fund”:

5.3 Qualifying for a CTF Account

We endorse the universal nature of the scheme and level of incentives and in particular acknowledge that:

— children in care etc. are often the children in most need of welfare and financial assistance up to
the end of adolescence when hopefully they are able either to go on to higher education or start
work. (ref 2.5/2.9)

— the additional £250 to families in receipt of Child Tax Credit (CTC) reflects the fact that they will
be low-income earners with little or no extra money for savings. (ref 2.17/2.22)

— the further (as yet undisclosed) payment into the fund at aged seven years should act as a further
incentive to parents etc to make regular contributions to the fund. (ref 2.23/2.28)

— the special payment provisions for children born between 1 September 2002 andApril 2005 should
ensure that these children will not lose-out over the lifetime of the fund. (ref 2.29/2.34)

10 Article in “The Mirror” featuring Kensington Friendly Collecting Society—July 2003.
11 Research by Consumer Psychologist Leslie Hallam for Tunbridge Wells Equitable FS (now The Children’s Mutual)—2002.
12 Mintel Intelligence “Saving Products for Children”—October 2003.
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5.4 Choosing and opening a CTF Account

The freedom to transfer a CTF investment between providers penalty free and as often as required clearly
provides benefits to the investor. The persistency of the CTFwill have a verymaterial impact on the financial
attractiveness of the investment to product providers and it is important that the Government consider this
point carefully when setting any charge cap. (ref 3.3)

We endorse the concept of making the opening a CTF account as simple and easy as possible but
encourage theGovernment to extend electronic processing to include up-front presentation of vouchers. (ref
3.4/3.7) (see also 6.1/6.10)

Information packs to parents will be a vital element of the scheme and friendly societies, with their
expertise in this children’s savings, are keen to work with Government on this exercise. (ref 3.8/3.12)

Whilst fully supporting the benefits of life styling from the investors perspective it is important to
remember that the provision of specific life styling funds is potentially significant. The provision of life style
accounts is potentially easier to deliver andGovernment clarification on this point would be most welcome.
We do however note that the approach will not be prescribed but will be principles-based which is to be
welcomed. (ref 3.15/17)

5.5 Charges, Contributions, Tax Treatment and Closure of Accounts

We note that final decisions on the level of price or charge cap are still outstanding and hope that on this
issue the Government will take account of the widespread views expressed clearly and consistently over time
that the much-publicised 1% per annum, does not work. Such a price cap will be as much a disadvantage
to consumers as to the industry for the following reasons:

— it will not provide suYcient resources to eVectively promote and market the product to people on
low incomes who are in most in need of savings;

— it has not worked for either stakeholder pensions (nor for the CAT-standard ISA) resulting in
average premium levels on pensions of around £150 per month eVectively leaving the lower-paid
financially excluded;

— cost comparisons with ISA products are furthermore erroneous as investor payments to individual
ISAs are often one-oV large sums, of four figures. Whatever level of contribution is made to the
CTF it is likely that inmost families the sumwill be divided equally between the numbers of eligible
children in turn reducing per capita investment but increasing administration costs.

In eVect a LOW price cap will:

— not create demand for contributions;

— will target the more aZuent; and

— remove access for low/middle earners.

Indeed, there is no logic for a price cap at all as a straightforward benchmark system will:

— define good practice;

— create competition and demand;

— include low/middle earners; and

— give widest possible access.

Given openmarket conditions and the scope for diVerent accounts, a price cap should only be appropriate
for the Government Endowment or payment. By common consent and practice, the best mechanism to
ensure that cost eYciencies are passed on to consumers through low prices and good quality is competition.
(ref 4.1/4.2)

Equally, the minimum level of contribution should be determined not by Government edict, but by
competition. It will therefore be dependant upon the level of any price cap. (ref 4.3/4.4)

We are prepared to work with Government to establish whether a voluntary tokens scheme is viable.
Certain friendly societies, eg The Children’s Mutual and Family Assurance FS, have already developed
innovative and fruitful relationships with High Street outlets to encourage more savings for children. (ref
4.5)

5.6 Strengthening the Saving habit

We fully endorse the need for further consumer information and education to strengthen the savings habit
and approve of Government funded moves by which this programme can be further pursued involving a
partnership between government, regulator and industry. (ref 5.3/5.5)

Friendly societies already freely participate in industry league and comparative tables published via the
media and the FSA and believe that at school level further encouragement should be given to the promotion
of personal finance studies in the current curriculum. In this context friendly societies are represented on the
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Personal Finance Education Group (PFEG) and take an active interest in its work. Friendly societies often
go a lot further in this field in providing bursaries and building special relationships with schools and
community groups (Healthy Investment, Royal Liver, Scottish Friendly etc). (ref 5.7/5.12)

5.7 Operational details, reporting and compliance issues

We believe that administration procedures should be as simple and straightforward as possible to
minimise costs—particularly as the number of adults likely to actively contribute to the fund is at present
an unknown factor. A modern-day trend amongst providers is the increasing proportion of accounts being
opened over the telephone or via the website which helps to reduce costs. We are disappointed that the
Government appears to have rejected the concept of electronic communication between voucher-holder and
provider in setting up an account as every additional expense will be to the detriment of consumer reach.
(ref 6.1/6.10)

Compliance costs should also be kept within tight margins given that systems need to be designed, built
and tested to accommodate CTF procedures. In recent years these costs have accelerated in the light of
increases in regulatory obligations and controls which is particularly burdensome for smaller firms. As
mutuals, friendly societies are not allowed to raise outside capital and have to fund such facilities and
expenditure from their own assets. Two societies, Liverpool Victoria and Family Assurance FS, have
already calculated that their own development costs for becoming a CTF provider to be in the region of
£750,000–£1 million. (ref 6.30/6.35)

5.8 Partial regulatory impact assessment

We urge that the precise sales regime to accompany the marketing and distribution of the CTF must
be of a simplified nature appropriate to the product and having regard to any ultimate price cap. The FSA
must make this decision soon to enable providers to make the necessary planning and investment to meet
the launch date in 2005. (A6)

The Government wants the reduction-in-yield from the charges imposed by providers to be set at a
reasonable level and published data suggests (see Appendix) that friendly societies have generally been
successful at operating at a lower cost for its products in comparisonwith other industry providers—without
the need for a cap! (A15)

6. Overall Assessment

6.1 The CTF can play a major role in helping to generate and enhance savings for children alongside
existing individual schemes provide an object lesson in personal finance andmanagement that can be carried
through into later life. It has been recognised that one of the main drivers behind the growth and
development of this market to date is in providing the means by which children—from all backgrounds—
can be helped in paying their way through further or higher education.

6.2 However for the CTF to be ultimately successful the right framework has to be put in place from the
outset which allows:

— the product to be unfettered by inelastic price and sales restrictions;

— the administration be kept as simple and low-cost as possible to engage wide industry participation
and to benefit consumers;

— the consumers to be encouraged to make contributions requiring on-going marketing by both
Government and industry; and

— the Government to review the workings of the CTF after the first five years to ensure that it has
achieved “universal reach” especially to the less aZuent.

6.3 Friendly societies remain ready and willing to play a full part in this process.

References:

1. Less AZuent definition: Those people with a household income of between £9,500–25,000 (ranging
from a basic subsistence level to the upper limit of mean household income in the UK—2002–03).

2. Article in “The Mirror” featuring Kensington Friendly Collecting Society—July 2003.

3. Research by Consumer Psychologist Leslie Hallam for Tunbridge Wells Equitable FS (now The
Children’s Mutual)—2002.

4. Mintel Intelligence “Saving Products for Children”—Oct 2003.
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APPENDIX

REDUCTION IN YIELD COMPARISONS1

WITH-PROFITS SAVINGS PLANS AT £50 A MONTH

Providers Reduction In Yield2 Reduction In Yield2

% %
15 Years 20 Years

Britannic 2.5 1.9
Ecclesiastical 2.0 1.3
Friends Provident 2.2 1.5
Liverpool Victoria 1.7 1.3
NFU Mutual 1.5 1.2
Red Rose 1.7 1.3
Royal Liver 2.5 2.0
Royal London 1.9 1.6
Scottish Friendly 1.1 0.9
Scottish Life 2.2 1.7
Scottish Widows 2.4 2.0
Standard Life 1.5 1.1
Teachers 2.2 1.9
The Children’s Mutual3 1.5 1.2

Average 1.9 1.5

Friendly Society average 1.8 1.4

Other Providers average 2.0 1.5

1. Figures taken fromMoney Management April 2003. Table shows reduction in yield, based on a gross
growth rate of 6% a year, for a male life non smoker, aged 29 years 11 months at entry on 1 February 2003,
paying a true gross premium of £50 a month (inclusive of policy fee or other loading where applicable) over
15 and 20 year terms.

2. Reduction in yield is the amount by which the financial regulators prescribed middle rate of return
would be reduced to take account of commission, expenses, charges, penalties and other adjustments.

3. Invests in TunbridgeWells Equitable Life Fund and appeared as TunbridgeWells Equitable inMoney
Management, April 2002.

7 November 2003

Memorandum submitted by the Investment Management Association

House of Commons Treasury Select Committee Inquiry into the Child Trust Fund (CTF)

The Investment Management Association is the trade body representing the UK asset management
industry. IMA members include independent fund managers, the asset management arms of banks, life
insurers, investment banks and occupational pension scheme managers. They are responsible for the
management of approximately £2 trillion of funds (based in the UK, Europe and elsewhere), including
institutional funds (eg pensions and life funds), private client accounts and a wide range of pooled
investment vehicles. In particular, our Members manage 99% of UK-authorised investment funds. In
managing assets for both retail and institutional investors, IMAMembers are major investors in companies
whose securities are traded on regulated markets.

IMA member firms have a direct interest in the Government’s plans for CTFs, as potential product
providers.

The CTF

IMA supports the concept of the CTF, as a bold and radical approach to extending financial
empowerment in the future to a much greater proportion of the population. By giving every child access to
at least a modest capital sum, the Fund will encourage improved financial awareness from a younger age,
and will foster greater self-reliance in the future. It will also provide a focus to encourage parental and
grandparental saving on behalf of children, and for improved financial education in schools, which the IMA
considers to be an important priority for the future.
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Equity Investment

IMA also welcomes the decision to allow CTFs to be exposed to the equity markets. Equities have in
general provided a greater return over the medium to long-term than other investment media, although of
course they can be subject to negative returns over short periods, notably and recently 2000–02. CTFs are
by their very nature long-term investments (with the first accounts not maturing until 2020) and, as such, a
degree of exposure to equity investment is appropriate.

Stakeholder Specifications

We believe that the proposed linkage of the CTF to the so-called “stakeholder” product suite is
appropriate, and also welcome the option of providing a “non-stakeholder” version to ensure that investors
have a choice of product. But, as with the proposed revised stakeholder pension product, the “stakeholder”
version of the CTF should be the fund used for the default option.

As regards the proposed price-cap for the “stakeholder” CTF, IMA has consistently argued that the
concept of price caps is not appropriate for the financial services industry and that their sole eVect is to
dissuade firms from oVering products, thereby restricting rather than improving access to financial
products. This applies with equal, if not more, force to the “stakeholder” CTF, given that investment levels
within the majority of funds are likely to be modest. The IMA nevertheless accepts that the Government is
set upon a price cap, but is urging the Government to move to a more flexible pricing structure.

Administration

Ensuring that administrative complications are minimised will help providers work within a realistic price
cap. IMA has suggested to Government ways to ensure simple administration. The most important is to
ensure that the CTF can dovetail with existing systems (notably ISA/PEP systems). Other possibilities
include aggregating of accounts, and taking steps to reduce the possibilities for “switching” between funds.

Although we welcome the announcement that the CTFwill have one simple annual statement, we believe
more needs to be done to ensure that the costs of administration are as low as possible.

Initial Endowment and Additional Contributions

In the interests of simplicity, IMAwould prefer a single Government endowment to be made to the fund.
Currently, the Government are proposing an initial contribution at birth, followed by a “top-up” at age 7.
IMA believes that holding back part of the endowment would reduce the investment return that can be
achieved over the lifetime of a fund, resulting in a reduced payment on maturity.

IMAwelcomes the proposed provision for making additional contributions to the funds and believes that
this significantly boosts their attractiveness for providers. However, in order to keep administrative costs
low, IMA considers that providers should be allowed discretion to require a minimum contribution level.

Developing Financial Capability

Should the products be structured in such a way that they attract providers, then IMA believes CTFs will
play a major role in encouraging the next generation to save for their future and will aid in the development
of a greater understanding of investment products. They will provide a ready made “hook” on which to
build the existing financial content of the national curriculum, and will make lessons in financial
management much more real and meaningful to schoolchildren when they know they will soon be in the
position of managing their own fund.

IMA is already working closely with both the Financial Services Authority (FSA) and the Personal
Finance Education Group (pfeg) on extending consumer capability in the UK.

We would be more than happy to provide a panel of experts for the committee to question should they
so desire. In the meantime, please do contact me if you require any clarification of the points in this letter,
or if you would like to discuss any issues further.

6 November 2003
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Memorandum submitted by the Institute for Fiscal Studies

1. The Child Trust Fund was proposed in the lead-up to the 2001 election, and the 2003 Budget
announced that any child born since 1 September 2002 will have an account. A Child Trust Fund will be a
financial asset, created for each newly born when an endowment is provided by the state. This short
submission to the Treasury sub committee enquiry into the Child Trust Fund highlights some of the main
issues of concern regarding the design of the policy. Further information can be found on the IFS website.13

2. The accounts will have the following features:

— All babies will receive an endowment of at least £250, and those from families with lower incomes
will receive £500. The threshold will be linked to the Child Tax Credit, so that households with
incomes below £13,230 will qualify for the higher endowment.

— An additional Government contribution will be paid at age seven. The amount is yet to be
determined, but those from families with lower incomes will again receive more.

— Children will be given access to the funds at age 18. No restrictions will be placed on how the
matured asset can be used.

— Family and friends of the child can make contributions to the account during its 18-year term
(subject to a limit of £1,200 a year).

— Account providers will compete in an open market.

3. Criteria linked to the Child Tax Credit are expected to mean that one-third of children will be eligible
for the larger endowment. The annual cost to the Exchequer of all endowment payments is estimated by the
Government to be around £235 million. This will increase once the additional Government contributions
to seven year olds begin to be paid. If savings are held in the Child Trust Fund that would otherwise have
been held in a taxed savings vehicle then there will be an additional Exchequer cost of forgone tax revenue.
This seems unlikely to be significant.

4. In terms of how the sales process for the Child Trust Fund is regulated it seems clear that all eligible
families would be well advised to open an account and think about how they want the Government’s
endowment to be invested. Given the 18-year horizon it seems appropriate that families are allowed to
consider equity based investments.

5. In contrast it is far from clear that many families would be well advised to contribute additional funds
to their Child Trust Fund account. The majority of families with children are not constrained by the
Individual Savings Account contribution limits. They should consider whether they would rather place any
savings for their child in an ISA. This will receive the same tax-relief that is available in the Child Trust Fund
but with greater flexibility since the funds do not need to be locked away until their child reaches age 18.
This flexibility will be valuable to many families.

6. In addition the Government has a manifesto commitment to introduce a Saving Gateway account. In
the scheme that is currently being piloted individuals savings are matched pound for pound by the
Government, up to a limit of £25 per month.14 Lower income families with a Child Trust Fund who are, or
expect to be, eligible for a SavingGateway account will be better oV ensuring that some savings are available
to be placed first in these accounts before considering locking savings away in a Child Trust Fund account.

7. It is diYcult to find a convincing explanation for why the Government has chosen to support young
people using this policy. To give youngsters an asset that they cannot access until adulthood is a very
diVerent means of supporting them than the existing cash transfers or subsidised public service provision.

8. As the median holding of savings among adults aged under 25 is around £50—or zero if debt is netted
oV—these payments will have a large impact on the distribution of wealth among 18 year-olds. Evenwithout
any additional payments to the fund the initial endowment will, assuming a real rate of return of 5%, be
worth £600 or £1,200 at age 18, depending on whether it was £250 or £500. If many spend their funds
straightaway, the impact on the wealth of 19 year-olds will be smaller. On the other hand young adults who
would not otherwise have had access to these funds will certainly benefit from spending the resources.

9. The rationale for the policy cannot simply come from the impact it will have on the wealth of young
adults, or the opportunities that are opened up by giving them spending power, as there would be simpler
means to achieve these aims. One alternative use of the money earmarked for the Child Trust Fund that
would extend opportunities for young people would be extra spending on education or training. For
example the Government could have increased the generosity of the proposed grants for those from lower

13 See Emmerson, C. and Wakefield, M. (2001), The Child Trust Fund and the Saving Gateway: Is Asset-Based Welfare “Well-
fare”?, IFS Commentary No. 85 (http://www.ifs.org.uk/pensions/abw.pdf) and Wakefield, M. (2002) in Dilnot, A.,
Emmerson, C. and Simpson, H. (eds), The IFS Green Budget: January 2002, IFS Commentary No. 83 (http://www.ifs.org.uk/
gb2002/chap7.pdf).

14 Details of the Saving Gateway account can be found at http://www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/topics/topics—savings/topics—
savings—savgateway.cfm?. For a discussion of the issues raised see Emmerson, C. and Wakefield, M. (2003), “Increasing
Support for Those on Lower Incomes: Is the Saving Gateway the Best Policy Response?”, Fiscal Studies, vol. 24, no. 2, pp.
167–195 (http://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/fiscalstudies/fsabs24emmwake.shtml).
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income families who go on to higher education. Another alternative would be to give a lump sum directly
to 18 year-olds, contingent on their circumstances at that age; this looks like a much simpler and better
targeted way to transfer spending power to young adults than the proposed policy.

10. The best justifications for setting up Child Trust Funds 18 years before the intended recipients can
receive themoneymust lie in the role that such an account could have in teaching youngsters about financial
assets and forward planning. Childrenmight learn more from financial education if they are able to see their
own account accumulate during the course of their education. Learning about financial planning is an ever
more important skill in today’s world of ISAs and private pensions. The Child Trust Fund might not be the
best way to teach youngsters about financial management and planning: a more eVective method might be
to use the £235 million earmarked for Child Trust Fund endowment payments to provide extra financial
education.

11. The arguments considered do not seem to justify the encumbrance of means-testing payments into
Child Trust Fund accounts. Evidence that families move around the income distribution as their children
grow up suggests that payments made conditional on parental income at birth and at age seven might not
be well targeted against circumstances throughout childhood or at age 18. Such means-testing might also
seem unfair to (for example) siblings who get diVerent sizes of endowment because their parents’ income
changed by relatively small amounts between the birth of their children. Furthermore, the eVectiveness of
the means-test is drawn into question by the fact that children from richer backgrounds might be better
equipped to invest their funds in assets that yield high returns.

12. This issue becomes even more fraught since it is quite possible that the immediate beneficiaries of the
Child Trust Fund will be richer families who can substitute the endowment payment for saving that they
would have done for their children, and so increase their current consumption. Families whowould not have
saved for their children, many of whom will be poorer families, will have to wait eighteen years to benefit
from their Child Trust Fund. Given the complications of using the Child Trust Fund as a redistributive tool,
there is a case for saving on the administrative costs due to the means-testing the policy and using existing
policies to achieve redistributive goals.

13. The Child Trust Fund is an innovative means of providing support to young people. Many will
undoubtedly benefit from the policy. However the policy has not been satisfactorily justified.

November 2003

Memorandum submitted by the Building Societies Association

Summary

— The Building Societies Association supports strongly the Child Trust Fund (CTF)

— However, we consider the proposed requirement that all Child Trust Fund providers be required
to oVer the stakeholder CTF product to be misguided.

— It will mean that 17 building societies, ie more than a quarter of the sector, will not be able to oVer
the CTF:

— this will restrict consumer choice, and

— may drive consumers towards riskier, equity-based products, when they may prefer the
capital-certainty of deposit-based products.

— CTF accounts that are solely cash deposits should—as low risk products—be regulated under the
Banking Code.

Introduction

1. The Building Societies Association (BSA) is pleased to contribute to the Treasury Select Committee’s
inquiry into the Child Trust Fund. The BSA represents all 65 building societies in the UK. Our members
have assets of more than £200 billion, around 15 million adult savers and 2.5 million borrowers. Building
societies account for over 18% of outstanding mortgage balances and retail deposit balances in the UK.

2. The Association is a strong supporter of the Child Trust Fund. However, we believe that the potential
benefits of the initiative risk being undermined for many by what we consider to be undue emphasis by the
Government on equity-based investment.
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The Requirement for all CTF Providers to Offer the Stakeholder Account

3. The Government’s proposals for the Child Trust Fund, issued on 28 October, include a requirement
for all CTF providers to oVer the “stakeholder” CTF account.

4. The stakeholder CTF account will be a predominantly equity-based savings product. CTF providers
will also be able to oVer other forms of CTF accounts, including CTF accounts which are solely cash
deposits. However, the requirement that the stakeholder account must be oVered as part of any CTF
account range will mean that, in practice, more than a quarter of all building societies will not be able to
oVer CTF accounts. This is because they do not have the necessary regulatory permissions under the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA).

5. This aspect of the CTF proposals is considered by the Association to be perverse. Building societies
have, overmany years, been among themarket leaders in the provision of accounts for children and societies
are likely to be the natural first port of call for many parents considering where to open a CTF account.

6. The Association considers the inability of many building societies to oVer the Child Trust Fund will:

(a) inhibit consumer choice, by reducing the number of providers; and

(b) drive consumers to invest in equity-based investments, of which they may have no experience and
in which there is a risk of capital loss, rather than capital-certain building society savings accounts,
where their savings are safe and with which they may feel much more comfortable.

7. The rationale for the Government’s proposal is that every child should be able to benefit from the
higher returns which are associated, historically, with equity investment. However (as the Financial Services
Authority requires firms to point out to prospective customers), past performance is a fallible indicator of
future returns. Although returns on equity investment have tended to out-perform returns on cash deposits
in recent decades, these have been periods of relatively high inflation and it is not clear how markets will
adjust over the medium to longer term to sustained periods of low inflation. Moreover, equity investment
carries with it the risk of significant capital loss.

The Charge Cap

8. The Treasury Select Committee will no doubt be receiving representations from the industry about the
level of the proposed charge cap for the CTF accounts. The Association supports calls for the charge cap
to be set at a level at which it is economic to oVer equity-based CTF products, including the stakeholder
CTF account. If the cap is set at a level at which many firms consider it uneconomic to oVer equity-based
CTF accounts, this will clearly reduce the choice of consumers in regard to such accounts. But, more
significantly in our view, it will also reduce consumer choice in regard to deposit-based CTF accounts. This
is because it will not be possible, under the Government’s proposals, for institutions to oVer a deposit CTF
account if they do not also oVer the stakeholder account.

The Sales Process

9. We understand that whilst the detail of the framework for the regulation of the sales process for CTF
accounts has yet to be worked out, the Government’s working assumption is that all CTF accounts—even
those which are solely cash deposits—would fall to be regulated under the conduct of business rules of the
Financial Services Authority (FSA). In regard to a cash deposit CTF, this would represent a significant
departure from current practice, whereby deposits—as low risk products—are not covered by FSA conduct
of business rules, but are subject to industry self regulation under the Banking Code. The Association
considers that, consistent with the current regulatory approach, cash deposit CTFs should be regulated
under the Banking Code, rather than under FSA rules.

Why Does it Matter if Building Societies are not able to Offer the Child Trust Fund?

10. Building societies have long been market leaders in the provision of deposit-based savings for
children—both directly for children themselves, and also for parents, grandparents etc wishing to save on
behalf of a child. Societies have a significant commitment to oVering children’s accounts, for which their
regional and local branch networks are particularly suited and which also help support the Government’s
eVorts to address financial exclusion.

11. The publication Money£acts lists 49 of the 65 building societies as oVering savings accounts tailored
specifically for children. In many cases these accounts pay interest rates as good as or better than those
available on any other account oVered by the society. The interest rate returns on such accounts are well
above what might be expected in purely economic terms for relatively small savings.
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12. As mutual institutions, building societies do not have equity shareholders and therefore do not pay
dividends. This enables societies to pay better interest rates than their competitors. This is widely recognised.
For example, the ratings agency, Moody’s recently said:

“Societies” average [mortgage] rates are consistently lower than that charged by banks thanks to
mutual pricing. Further, it is important to remember that this is only one half of themutual pricing
equation—societies also typically give higher rates of interest on savings accounts than the banks.”

(UK Building Societies—Steady As She Goes Moody’s—August 2003)

The Independent on Sunday (4 May 2003) said:

“Most high-street banks and building societies oVer savings accounts for seven- to 11-year-olds.
These can be opened with a minimum investment of £1 and are designed to teach children to
manage their savings, allowing them to deposit and withdraw limited amounts of money using a
passbook.

Building societies oVer the most competitive rates of interest, paying between 4 and 4.7% gross for
a minimum investment of £1”.

13. Most building societies are regional or local institutions and have close links with their local
community. They enjoy higher levels of trust than do proprietary companies such as the banks. This was
illustrated in a recent report by leading academics, Trust Rewards: realising the mutual advantage published
by Mutuo in May 2003.

Costs of Regulation

14. Seventeen building societies do not have the necessary permissions under the FSMA to undertake
designated investment business. The main reason is for this cost. Most building societies concentrate on
relatively simple deposit taking and residential mortgage lending business. To employ additional specialist
staV and resources to deal with investment business does not make financial sense for many.

15. For most building societies the small sums likely to be involved in many CTF accounts would mean
that commission earnings from an equity-based CTF product would simply not cover the potential
significant additional expense of employing additional (suitably qualified) staV; providing ongoing training
and putting in place and maintaining new control systems. So, although, in theory, it will remain an option
for these seventeen societies to seek the necessary regulatory permissions to enable them to oVer the
stakeholder CTF account, in practice, the high costs associated with doing so, are likely to remain
prohibitive.

Conclusion

16. In order to ensure the Child Trust Fund ismade as widely available as possible, and to give consumers
a full choice of building society providers of the CTF account, the Association considers it essential that the
Government drops its proposal that all CTF providers be obliged to oVer the CTF stakeholder product.

7 November 2003

Memorandum submitted by the Tax Faculty of the Institute of Chartered Accountants
in England and Wales

Introduction

1. On 28 October 2003 HMTreasury announced that a Sub-committee would undertake an inquiry into
Child Trust Funds. This is the response of the Tax Faculty of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales to this request for written evidence.

Who We Are

2. The Institute is the largest accountancy body in Europe, with more than 123,000 members. Three
thousand new members qualify each year. The prestigious qualifications oVered by the Institute are
recognised around the world and allow members to call themselves Chartered Accountants and to use the
designatory letters ACA or FCA.

3. The Institute operates under a Royal Charter, working in the public interest. It is regulated by the
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) through the Accountancy Foundation. Its primary objectives are
to educate and train Chartered Accountants, to maintain high standards for professional conduct among
members, to provide services to its members and students, and to advance the theory and practice of
accountancy (which includes taxation).
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4. The Tax Faculty is the focus for tax within the Institute. It is responsible for technical tax submissions
on behalf of the Institute as awhole and it also provides various tax services including themonthly newsletter
“TAXline” to more than 11,000 members of the Institute who pay an additional subscription.

General comments

5. The Tax Faculty welcomes these proposals which are intended to give children a more secure financial
start to their adult lives.Wewelcome the opportunity to contribute to contribute to the consultation process.

6. Although the Child Trust Fundwas first announcedmore than two years ago, the current consultation
exercise is being conducted at an unrealistic pace. Past experience shows that this usually leads to bad law.
It is important that adequate time is given for proper discussion to take place.

7. The Government has restated its commitment to a welfare strategy which is founded on the
principles of:

— Security;

— Opportunity; and

— Responsibility

8. We questionwhether the amounts involved in the Child Trust Fund (CTF)will be suYcient in 18 years’
time either to oVer help towards financial security or to support many available opportunities. Although
those fortunate to have had additional sums contributed will be in a more secure financial position, it is
presumably those without such backing that need help most.

9. We believe that one of the laudable principles behind the CTF is to encourage saving. It is not enough
merely to give money in the hope that the person will save: indeed the result may be exactly the opposite to
this intention. As is recognised in the detailed proposals, it is important to couple this proposal with
education on the value and importance of saving. Financial education must necessarily include education
about the UK tax system. The current complexity of the system with its plethora of rates, allowances and
credits will make this a gargantuan task. The proposed CTF looks highly complicated and that in itself will
discourage take-up.

10. We note that 40 pages of notes have been required to explain the detail of the CTF and wonder at
the complexity of the regulations that will be needed to implement them and ensure that they are properly
targeted. We have already seen how complex the Tax Credit system has become with around 30 statutory
instruments required to date. We would hope that given the timeframe for implementation, the main rules
for the operation of CTF can be finalised without the need for excessive regulation. In 1999 The Tax Faculty
produced a paper “Towards a Better Tax System” (set out in the Appendix15), in which we put forward Ten
Tenets against which new legislation should be judged. We hope that the committee will consider whether
these have been applied in this case.

Specific comments

Qualifying for a CTF account and New Tax Credits

Protective claims

11. The basic entitlement to a CTF account will be linked to entitlement to child benefit. The additional
£250 will however only be available to children in families receiving Child Tax Credit (CTC) and with a
household income below the CTC threshold.

12. In order to ensure that childrenwill not potentially lose this entitlement it will be necessary for parents
to consider making a protective tax credits claim. For example, Mr A runs his own business preparing
accounts to 31 March 2004. Mrs A does not work but looks after their children. They have a baby on 1
January 2004. They have never previously claimed tax credits as their income averaged £80,000. In March
2004, the business suVers a disaster wiping out all profits for the year.

13. Not only will the family suVer a loss of many months tax credits, but it is possible that they may not
manage to claim their tax credits within the necessary three months. The new baby will lose out in 18 years
time as a result.

14. The Tax Faculty has raised the problem of the interaction of the three-month back-dating rule and
the annualised award of tax credits repeatedly during discussions on tax credits. The CTF proposals plan
to base a new system on the unsound, and as yet incomplete, New Tax Credit (NTC) system. We would
suggest that it is important to think again on this point.

15 Not printed.
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Qualifying for a CTF account—Definition of household

15. One of the complicating factors of the NTC system is the need to use annual income where the make-
up of the household changes during the year.

16. We presume that the NTC claim position on the date of the child’s birth will be relevant when
considering the additional £250 payment. This will often be diYcult to establish in practice and is a further
reason for not building the new CTF system onto the NTC rules.

NTC enquiries

17. ANTC enquiry could result in the withdrawal or the increase of theNTC award. Considerationmust
be given to the impact of this on the eligibility to the higher CTF payment.

New arrivals to the UK

18. We understand that on returning to live in the UK, Child Benefit is not payable until a minimum
period of presence of 182 days in the previous 52 weeks has been established. How will this aVect the CTF
award, particularly where a child may have already passed its seventh birthday? It is not clear which will be
the base NTC year to be used for establishing entitlement to the higher award. We would welcome
clarification on this point.

Additional endowment (para 2.20)

19. The proposals suggest that for some taxpayers the NTC claim may not be finalised until 18 months
after a child first becomes eligible for a CTF account. On the basis of information currently in the public
domain, we do not understand this reference.

Other issues

Anti avoidance

20. It will be necessary to have specifically targeted anti avoidance legislation prohibiting unscrupulous
lending to “the family” against the promise of future money on the child’s eighteenth birthday.

CTF Maturity (para 1.20)

21. The proposals would allow for funds fromaCTF account to be transferred into a tax-eVective savings
scheme onmaturity. Assuming that the child and relatives have contributed the maximum sums, an amount
in excess of £22,000 would be available on maturity. We should welcome clarification on the nature and
extent of the anticipated “tax eVective” savings scheme. Will there be a cap?

22. Although not relevant for 18 years, consideration should also be given to the nature of the individual
identification evidence, which will be required on maturity. Many 18 year olds do not hold a passport nor
a driving licence.

Managing the account (paras 1.21 and 1.22)

23. Interaction implies two way involvement. We wonder how the Government’s link with the school
curriculum will enable children to have a real impact on their investment. It is likely to be parents who will
manage the account and who will therefore be most in need of education.

Information pack (para 1.23)

24. This will need to be both understandable and comprehensive. It will also be needed in many more
languages than is usual because of the number of people aVected.

Projections for fund growth (paras 3.3 and 3.12)

25. The proposals do not comment on who will pay the charges associated with moving funds between
accounts. Furthermore Table 3.1 has ignored the eVect of management charges. This, together with an
optimistic assumption of fund growth of 7%, gives an over optimistic projected future value.
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Lifestyling (para 3.15)

26. This term should be defined.

Comparison with ISAs (para 3.19)

27. Like the ISA, the CTF is to be used as a wrapper for a variety of investments. ISAs have not been
taken up in the numbers that had been anticipated, possibly due to the complexity of the product. It will
be essential to avoid unnecessary complexity within the CTF product if children are to have any hope of
understanding their own investment. Explaining clearly and fully the “wrapper eVect” may be impossible.
Education for parents will also be needed and the costs included in the Regulatory Impact Assessment.

28. The guidance material should include numerous simple illustrations.

Children under 18 who are parents (para 3.30)

29. In these situations, the grandparents will be in a position tomake decisions about their own children’s
CTF accounts, but not that of their grandchildren. Rather than the Inland Revenue having sole
responsibility, would it be possible for a claim to be made to pass responsibility to the grandparents (where
they are in agreement) until the “young parent” reaches 18?

30. We regret the added complexity imposed through having a diVerent age of majority in Scotland,
particularly as movement to and from Scotland is common.

Tax treatment of CTF accounts (para 4.7)

31. We welcome the exemption of these accounts from the parental settlement rules and hope that this
will also be extended to funds in feeder accounts.

32. We would welcome clarification on how the inheritance tax exemptions would be applied to these
accounts. For example, is the date of the gift when funds are placed into a feeder account or when they are
place into the CTF. This is particularly relevant to the application of the inheritance tax exemption for
normal expenditure out of income, IHTA 1984, s21.

33. There should be a statutory commitment that the £1,200 annual limit should be raised annually in
line with inflation.

Annual statements (para 5.13)

34. Approximately 9 million taxpayers currently receive Statements of Account from the Inland
Revenue. 6 million receive tax credit award notices. Neither of these has been developed with the needs of
the customer inmind, but those of the issuer have taken priority. Annual Statements for CTF accounts must
be more user friendly and relevant to their audience.

35. Parents and children will be able to opt to receive these electronically (para 5.17). This implies that
bothwill receive a statement, otherwise “both” cannot request this option. Children frequently change email
accounts and it will be easy to lose track of statements sent in this way to dead accounts.

Partial Regulatory Impact Assessment

36. The level of charges will be critical to the success of this initiative: too low and there will be too few
providers, too high and there will be nothing left in the account.

37. Current IT problems aVecting other parts of the tax system indicate that there will be significant costs
associated with operating the administration of this system. Operational issues must be fully researched and
costed before implementation.

38. The cost of public education should also be included.

7 November 2003
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by HM Treasury providing further information in response to
Question 45

Reactions to the Child Trust Fund

“The Child Trust Fund is a new and imaginative way of helping children as well as their parents to get
into the habit of saving.”Mary Francis, Director General of the Association of British Insurers, press release
issued on 28 October 2003.

“It’s great to put every child in the land onto the first step of the savings ladder. We congratulate the
Government for helping low-income parents who had never before considered puttingmoney away for their
children’s future. Our new research into attitudes towards saving shows this will be a popular initiative.”
National Consumer Council, 28 October 2003.

“The need for a new financial initiative, coupled with steps to improve financial literacy, has never been
more necessary. As the role of personal provision in long term saving becomes more significant, so the need
for financial empowerment becomes more urgent. The Child Trust Fund will have an important role to
play.” Richard Saunders, Chief Executive of the Investment Management Association, press release issued on
28 October 2003.

“We are delighted that investment trusts will be an option for the Child Trust Fund. Many large
investment trusts are ideal for saving for children over 18 year periods oVering strong long-term
performance and low charges.” Annabel Brodie-Smith, Communications Director at the Association of
Investment Trust Companies, press release issued on 28 October 2003.

“We are delighted the Chancellor has used this opportunity to progress with the launch of the Child Trust
Fund. It is the major boost to savings that the industry and consumers have been looking for.” Tony Vine-
Lott, Director General of PEP and ISA Managers Association, press release issued on 9 April 2003, ie after
Budget 2003 announcement.

Letter to Mr John McFall MP from the Director of Distribution Strategy, Norwich Union

Norwich Union and Social Responsibility

I thought it would be a good idea to write to you following my recent appearance at the Treasury Sub-
committee Hearing on Child Trust Funds.

You will undoubtedly recall that you asked me about our position on ethical or social responsibility
investments. Unfortunately within the constraints of the hearing I felt I was unable to give the clarity that
you were seeking.

Before commenting on the issue of investment funds I would highlight our own commitment to the issue
of corporate social responsibility. Enclosed with this letter is a summary of our Corporate Social
Responsibility Report, which provides details of the framework within which we operate.16

Through our fund management arm, Morley Fund Management, we oVer investors a range of socially
responsible investment funds. Indeed Morley has a global reputation in this field and details of their
approach are also enclosed.17

Norwich Union believes that the Child Trust Fund should form part of a wider initiative on the part of
Government and the savings industry to increase the levels of responsibility taken by individuals to save for
their future security. OVering a suitable range of investment choice that enables savers to select investment
funds that balance all of their requirements, including where desired the ability to avoid investing in certain
industries, is key to encouraging more people to save. However, we feel that this is an area where personal
choice should prevail and would not wish to be prescriptive about the ability to invest in legally operating
industries.

I trust that this information provides the clarity that you were seeking. I would be happy to clarify or add
to any points if it would help further in your considerations.

9 December 2003

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Homeowners’ Friendly Society

Price Capping for the Child Trust Fund: Key Evidence

I would like to place on record for Committee members a comment following formal evidence given to
your current Inquiry on the Child Trust Fund.

The issue of price capping and a Sandler style 1% cap on products has been under discussion by the
Committee. In oral evidence presented to the Committee, I understand that a number of comments have
been made to the eVect that there will be no providers prepared to oVer products at a 1% charge.

16 Not printed.
17 Not printed.
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I would wish to draw the Committee’s attention to our own submission where we state:
“Homeowners is happy to meet the 1% price challenge”.

We remain committed to this position.

I would also point out to the Committee that Homeowners launched a 1% childrens’ savings product in
April 2003—Better Start. Homeowners would be delighted to send Committee members more details.

However, we do accept that 1% would be impossible, or unacceptable for many providers and there is,
therefore, a concern that a 1% cap would unnecessarily restrict the market. We agree that careful
consideration needs to be given to the impact of any charge cap before implementation.

I hope these comments add further scope to the Committee’s Inquiry.

24 November 2003

Supplementary memorandum submitted by HM Treasury providing further information
in response to Question 350

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR INDEPENDENT RESEARCH ON PRICE CAPS FOR THE
CHILD TRUST FUND (CTF)

The stated objectives of the Government at the outset of this project were:
“The research will consider the implications of a price cap on the CTF for consumers and providers,
and the impact on distribution. More specifically, the following areas would be considered:

— The impact on consumers of diVerent price caps, in particular the diVerence between thosemaking
no additional contributions and those making the maximum permitted additional contributions;

— The potential market size given assumptions and sensitivities regarding propensity to make
additional contributions;

— The impact on diVerent types of providers and distributors under diVerent price caps, specifically
the return on capital, payback periods and willingness to participate in the market; and

— The implications for market reach, specifically to low-income families”
(Note: Para 4.1 of the document Detailed proposals for the Child Trust Fund sets this out.)
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